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ABSTRACT 
Tourism - in particular its determinants and effects - is an issue presently attracting 
much attention worldwide. 
International tourism is considered to be the largest single item of the world's 
foreign trade and for some countries it is the most important export industry and 
earner of foreign exchange. In addition to its economic significance, tourism 
contributes to the quality of life. It produces intangible benefits which are directly 
related to the physical and psychological health of people, and the enjoyment of the 
right to rest and free time. This applies with equal validity to both domestic and 
international tourism; the latter establishing international economic, political and 
socio-cultural links, as well as strengthening the domestic character of a nation. At 
the individual level, tourism satisfies the need to travel in search for relief from the 
stress of work and the routine of daily life in the big urban centres. At macro 
(country) level, tourism is, therefore, a human and economic activity which concerns 
most of us in many parts of the world, directly or indirectly. 
One country for which foreign tourism is of considerable importance is Greece. 
In order to identify likely supply constraints (e. g. tourist accommodation and basic 
infrastructure) and to establish the major market segments of Greek tourism, the 
growth and structure of foreign tourism in Greece between 1960 and 1984 is 
examined. Special attention is given to the magnitude of tourism in Greece and its 
economic effects on the national economy. The non-economic effects of tourism 
are also considered. This is followed by the construction of a tourist profile so that 
the types of foreign visitors that go to Greece are identified. Subsequently, an 
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econometric model is developed and empirical results provided to explain f oreign 
tourist arrivals in Greece and to assess the impact of promotional expenditure by 
the Greek National Tourist Organisation in a number of foreign tourist generating 
markets. Finally, a tourism marketing planning model is devised which highlights 
the main variables affecting the international tourism marketing policies of the 
Greek National Tourist Organisation and, in particular, empirical results are used in 
conjunction with- a tourism market choice matrix for selecting market targeting 
strategies. 
The major conclusion emerging from the research is that as the tourist industry in 
Greece is of vital importance, the adoption of a strategic, interdisciplinary and 
integrated tourism planning process along with the establishment of a tactically 
orientated task unit could provide important improvements in the effectiveness and 
contribution of tourism in Greece. 
A few proposals regarding future policies by the Greek authorities are made, such as 
the establishment of a co-ordinating body orchestrating the efforts of the 
appropriate groups relevant to the multifaceted nature of tourism. 
PREFACE 
This research deals with foreign tourism to Greece. The growth and structure of 
foreign tourism in, and its effects on, Greece are examined in particular. Further, 
empirical results are incorporated in a tourism marketing planning process and used 
for selecting target marketing strategies. 
The study passes through several stages: first, an introductory chapter considers the 
tourism phenomenon in general; important concepts are discussed and theoretical 
distinctions 
-considered 
among the various definitions of tourism. The f actors 
affecting the growth of tourism are also analysed. Subsequently an overall picture 
of the growth of international tourism is given, and identification of the distribution 
and economic significance of international tourism in some countries is made in 
order to place Greek tourism in perspective. The generation and dispersion of 
tourist arrivals among different parts of the world is unevenly distributed, as is 
tourism's economic significance. 
In order to prepare the necessary background for the examination of the impact of 
tourism on, and to identify its place in, the Greek economy, chapter two outlines the 
state of the economy in Greece over the past two decades. In reviewing the Greek 
economy a simultaneous comparison with other European Economic Community 
(EEC) and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
economies is attempted whenever possible. The implications of the Greek entry into 
the EEC are examined and suggestions about the future are made. 
Chapter three provides a thorough examination of the main demand characteristics 
of tourism in Greece and chapter four assesses some of the supply 'elements, of the 
tourist industry. The main aims of these two chapters are to examine the growth 
and structure of foreign tourism to Greece since 1960, to review past experiences 
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and to evaluate the main strengths and weaknesses, -problems and opportunities for 
future development. - In addition, the existence and efficiency of the various supply 
elements (e. g. tourist accommodation, infrastructure, labour and other tourist 
amenities) are evaluated in order to assess whether the Greek tourist sector can 
meet future tourist demand at -the right price, right time and right place. 
Having examined the main demand and supply aspects of tourism, the study then 
proceeds to focus on the effects of tourism on the Greek economy. The growth of 
tourism's foreign exchange receipts and its contribution to the Balance of Payments 
(as compared to other sources of invisible earnings and the merchandise trade) is 
considered. Tourism's share in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and other economic 
effects (e. g. on employment, inflation, etc) are investigated to form a clear picture 
of the magnitude and importance of the Greek tourist industry in Greece. There is 
also an analysis of investment incentives Laws 1262/1982 and 2687/1953 for foreign 
investment which indicates the significance that the Greek authorities attach to the 
orderly development of tourism in the various regions in Greece and the Greek 
National Tourist Organisation's five year plan 1983-87 is examined. The non- 
economic factors related to tourism are also considered in order to complete the 
assessment of the impact of tourism in Greece. 
In chapter six a tourism planning model is devised which highlights the main 
variables affecting the international tourism marketing strategies of the Greek 
National Tourist Organisation MOT). First, a tourist profile is constructed so that 
the types of foreign visitors that go to Greece are identified which in turn can be 
used in terms of an "advertising brief" for individual promotional campaigns. The 
following two sections are devoted to an examination of an econometric model 
constructed specifically for the most important foreign market segments of Greek 
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tourism and the development of a tourism market choice matrix. Both are 
incorporated in a tourism marketing planning process and used for selecting market 
targeting strategies. EOT's European marketing operations were assessed through 
personal interviews in a number of European cities in which the National Tourist 
Organisation of Greece maintains tourist offices. 
In the final chapter a summary of the main benefits and costs of Greek tourism is 
attempted and a number of conclusions are drawn. Some policies for tourist 
development are discussed and the feasibility of their implementation considered. 
Finally, recommendations about future planning and policy options are made. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Scope and Objectives of the Study 
Although interest in international trade is of long standing, economists and policy 
makers have seldom attempted to link international tourism with trade theory - 
despite the growing importance of international tourism as a component of 
international trade. As per Wahab, there is a dearth of scientific books covering the 
wide range of tourism subjects. In fact, he says "not more than half a dozen books 
have appeared in the English language in Europe and America on the subject of 
tourism between 1970-197511(l). 
The literature on tourism, however, has been quite recently enriched by a number of 
case studies. * The increase in knowledge about the international tourist trade, as 
with other fields of study, depends on the construction of a corpus of empirical 
evidence. In this way those who are interested in the subject-matter find it easier 
in understanding the whole phenomenon and its working mechanism. 
The systematic gathering of information on tourism is vital to the subject's 
incorporation as a fully-fledged member of the social sciences. Further, tourism's 
intimate relationship with social sciences such as economics, politics, sociology and 
cultural anthropology provides great scope for combined research. The potential of 
tourism should be recognised by national governments engaged in planning for the 
economic and socio-cultural development of their countries. Tourism as a body of 
scientific analysis can be justified both on the basis of intrinsic merit and its 
historical significance. 
For a list of case studies and other relevant reports and books relating to the 
subject area see the bibliography. 
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Lickorish and Kershaw(2) suggest that it is possible to go as far back as the Roman 
Empire to find precedents to international tourism. Due to prosperityp leisure and 
the quest for pleasure and recreation, Romans visited temples, shrines, festivals and 
baths for health or for amusement. 
According to Greek and many other scholars (see Bowra(3)), however, international 
tourism existed even before the Roman Empire. For example, during the four great 
Panhellenic festivals - the Olympic Games at Olympia, first. held in 776 BC, the 
Pythian Games at Delphi, both held every four years, and the Nemean Games in 
Argolis and the Isthmian Games at Corinth, each held every two years - people were 
drawn from many parts of Greece and the Hellenized world. Among them were not 
only athletes, but politicians, leaders from many cities, traders, poets, musicians, 
actors and other spectators; for these were not only athletic or religious occasions, 
but also fairs for people to amuse and enjoy themselves. It was not uncommon for 
leaders to talk high politics and arrange peace treaties and alliances. 
Greek tourism was thus allied not only to leisure but also to politics, religiont 
theatre, literaturet sports and certain aspects of the Greek way of life such as 
longing to travel and learn. One of those Greeks who longed for travel and to know 
other men in "strange" countries was Herodotus, the geographer and historian 
(about 480-421 BC)(4). In his book History of Tourism(5) Gilbert Sigaux considers 
Herodotus as one of the first tourists who wandered throughout the Eastern 
Mediterranean from Sicily to south Russia, Egypt and Persia and returned from 
these expeditions with eye-witness reports to tell his contemporaries. Lionel 
Casson (6) further suggests that Herodotus was the first travel writer who wrote not 
merely to inform but to entertain as well thus moving from subject to subject 
(history to anthropology to geography and back again) in order to provide pace and 
variety to his audiences and readers. To a marketing executive such "tourist guide 
books" parallel public relations and advertising material in making "local" peoples 
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aware of the benefits one may attain by travelling to, and learning of, foreign places 
and cultures hence promoting international tourism. 
Tourism today is a major human activity and a service industry with not only 
considerable economic, but also social, political, cultural, educational and 
environmental significance at both the domestic and international levels. 
Michael Peters sums up the economic importance of the tourism phenomenon in his 
'book, International Tourism (1969), by stating "International tourism is the largest 
single item in the world's foreign trade, and for some countries it is already the 
, Q) most important export industry and earner of foreign exchange' Peter's 
statement is broadly correct even today. In 1982 international tourist receipts were 
an appreciable proportion of merchandise trade (5.9 per cent) and invisible trade (4.2 
per cent). Compared to other invisible international receipts tourism was also a 
large item, amounting to 192.1 per cent of shipping and 281.9 per cent of direct 
investment receipts. * 
McIntosh (8) quotes Mexico, Austria, Switzerlandq Italy and Spain (among other 
countries) as examples of countries for which tourism is a major source of foreign 
exchange. With regard to underdeveloped countries, he further suggests that 
tourism is looked upon by many countries as highly desirable and a feasible method 
of economic development because the resources which attract and support tourism 
are usually locally available. For example, there are often cultural attractions, 
wild-life and scenery, antiquities, interesting and attractive peoplet abundant low- 
priced labour and a variety of local entertainments. 
* Figures were calculated from data in the British Invisible Exports Council, Annual 
Report 1982/83 IMF, Balance of Payments Statistics, 1983 (Supplement); an TO, 
Economic Review of World Tourism, 1984 edition. 
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Tourism can, therefore, become a valuable method for attracting foreign exchange 
in a minimal time span, given hotel and other types of accommodation, recreation 
areas and infrastructure, such as airports, ports, public utilities and parks. Further, 
foreign companies can often be used to provide the necessary resources and 
expertise, although developing countries need to be wary of the ultimate distribution 
of costs and benefits. 
One country f or which international tourism is of considerable political, socio- 
cultural and economic importance is Greece. The main economic significance of 
tourism to Greece is that receipts from incoming international visitors constitute 
the foreign exchange essential for major investments in Greece. This stimulates the 
economy, through the multiplier effect, in many sectors, some of, which will also 
service the tourist industry. 
Despite the widespread awareness of the benefits offered by tourism to Greece (for 
example, foreign exchange earnings from tourism in 1984 were US $1312.8 million) 
not much has been done in practice to provide the necessary background for the 
orderly development and expansion of tourism in both quantitative and qualitative 
terms. Further analysts and policy makers have up to recently paid little attention 
to methods of dif fusing the inf low of tourists f rorn peak to off-peak seasons in order 
to avoid the present congestion at Greek ports, and the considerable stress to hotel, 
catering and transport facilities in many areas. 
This study is a case study of tourism in Greece. The justification for such an 
examination is enhanced by the special features of Greece's development experience 
and its recent entry into the European Economic Community (I January 1981). 
Europe, a growth tourist market, provides Greece with more than 73 per cent of 
total tourist arrivals and about 58 per cent of tourist receipts (1984 figures). 
Problems associated with the growth of tourism in Greece, and which have been the 
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subject of a lively debate recently in Greece, will place the importance of this study 
in perspective. 
The main purpose of this research is to establish the place and economic importance 
of tourism in, and contribution to, the national economy in Greece. A subsidiary 
purpose is to raise some policy issues related to future development of tourism in 
this country. In particular special emphasis will be placed on the formation of a 
tourism marketing planning model which highlights the main variables affecting the 
international tourism marketing strategies of the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation. 
Special attention will also be paid to promoting tourism's orderly development 
throughout the country, especially in view of investment incentives Laws 126211982 
and 2687/1953 and the assistance from the European Regional Development Fund 
and the Commission for Tourism's likely action to stimulate the harmonious 
development of tourism in the community. These include custorns checks, 
increasing duty-free allowances, passport union, entitlement for social security, and 
harmonisation of car insurance. 
The study will take the form of a critical examination of the growth of foreign 
tourism in Greece. Its place in, and impact on, the national economy will be 
assessed. In addition, the study will evaluate the various tourism components 
(supply and demand) and will endeavour to define scenarios and forecasts relating to 
their future development. In this way the interdependence and importance of 
tourist services (supply) to meet tourist demand will be highlighted. 
A "causal" econometric model is developed which explains foreign tourist arrivals in 
Greece. A separate model is specified for each origin country, in which the forecast 
(or dependent) variable is the number of tourist arrivals in Greece from that 
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country. The causal (or independent) variables include the usual factors present in 
demand functions - price and origin income, where the former is split up into the 
cost of travel and destination cost of tourism (board and lodging). Further, in order 
to assess the impact of promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation on foreign tourist arrivals in Greece, the two principal forms of 
promotional activity - advertising and public relations expenditure - are 
incorporated as variables explaining foreign tourism in Greece. A dummy variable is 
also included in the model to examine the impact of political instability in Greece 
on the demand for foreign tourism to that country. 
The causal model approach was chosen because it attempts to discover, mainly on 
the basis of economic knowledgel those variables which appear to have influenced 
the forecast variable in the past, and then estimates by econometric methods the 
quantitative relationship between the causal and forecast variables. Future values 
of the forecast variable can then be obtained by using forecasts of the causal 
variables in conjunction with the estimated relationship. The model-building 
approach to forecasting would be of value to tourist authorities which may want to 
link its forecasting with tactical and strategic plans for the future. Given an 
explicit forecast, the change of trend may be accepted as inevitable and operations 
adjusted accordingly. However, one of the most useful features of such an explicit 
model-based forecasting system is its flexibility in that it gives the planner the 
ability to explore consequences of alternative future policies. For example, the 
impact on foreign tourist arrivals in Greece of a reduction in air fares may be 
assessed. 
In order to evaluate the policy decision-making processes used by the National 
Tourist Organisation of Greece in promoting Greek tourism in other countries, 
interviews were conducted with the directors of Greek tourist offices in eight 
European cities. The degree of compatibility between EOT planning processes in 
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each country was also considered. In addition, an attempt was made to establish the 
extent of the influence of central control and of external factors (for example 
competition from other countries) when formulating foreign tourism policies. 
The main purpose of the interviews was: 
to compare the marketing strategies and tactics of Greek National Tourist 
Offices in a number of European cities (see chapter six, section 6.5), 
to highlight the organisational structure and managerial characteristics of 
the various Greek National Tourist Offices visited, and 
to establish, compare and evaluate the market characteristics of some of 
the most important countries of origin for Greek tourism. 
In turn, the interview responses in conjunction with the econometric model 
empirical results, EOT surveys and discussions with Greek government, tourist and 
other officials in Athens are used to provide the necessary figures and ground for 
the final phase of the study, i. e. a tourism planning model and marketing policy 
recommendations. 
The primary concern of this study, therefore, is to present a comprehensive analysis 
on the growth, structure and future potential of foreign tourism to Greece, and to 
use this data to provide "empirical" support for the development of a planning 
model. Thus, although the main concern is not to verify empirically some 
theoretical proposition related to travel and tourism, certain hypotheses will, 
however, be developed and testedin assessing the future potential of tourism and 
the provision of basic supply "elements" to meet future tourist demand in Greece. 
It is intended to evaluate the practical consequences of proposed policies and 
provide a qualitative and quantitative assessment of various tourism development 
scenarios for the foreseeable future. It is hoped that people concerned will 
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recognise the virtue of an approach that systematically considers foreign tourism by 
analysing the various sub-systems represented by tourist demand; infrastructure; 
accommodation; transport modes; marketing; private enterprise and government 
policies. This will be further highlighted by the three-fold approach which the study 
will take in placing Greek tourism within the international, European and local 
context. 
12 The Meaning and Nature of Tourism 
Tourism may be described variously because of its "close" relationships with other 
social sciences, including economics, politics, sociology, cultural anthropology, 
psychology and even law and statistics. As per Wahab(9) tourism is a "system" that 
relates to the sociosphere and is a complex combination of interrelated industries 
and trades. Although it would be very difficult to describe tourism under one 
definition due to its many facets, a, clear concept and a precise definition of the 
terms related to the phenomenon of tourism is required before we proceed with the 
analysis of determinants, motivations and growth of tourism in the world economy. 
This study is concerned with foreign tourism in a particular country. ThusV for 
purposes of economic analysis, a country's tourist sector may be referred to as a 
group of producers supplying goods and services demanded by non-resident visitors. 
Hence a tourist industry may be viewed as consisting of all business activities 
producing goods and services for the consumption of "tourists". Such activities 
include, among others, transport, hotel and other types of tourist accommodation, 
restaurants, places of entertainment and handicraft shops, sporting facilitiesv travel 
agencies and tour operators. 
In order to simplify presentation of the analysis this study also considers tourism as 
if it were a single export product. Moreoverv "tourism", the "tourist industry" and 
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"tourist sector" are used as interchangeable terms, always referring to international 
tourism and foreignp not domestic, tourists. 
As far as domestic tourism is concernedo there is not, as yet, an internationally 
accepted definition of domestic tourismt even though a definition was put forward 
by the International Union of Official Travel Organisations (IUOTO), 1974-75, albeit 
(10) 
merely as a basis for further discussion However, the World Tourism 
Organisation (WTO) and the United Nations (UN) Statistical Office describe 
domestic tourists as the "residents of a country (including non-nationals) staying 
away from their usual residence for one or more nights for tourism purposes"("). 
To discuss domestic tourism, that is tourism involving no crossing of borders, is 
beyond the scope of this examination. Such an approach to the tourism phenomenon 
is justified because of the major economic and social consequences of foreign 
tourism in some countries. Thus the concern of this study is with foreign visitors. 
The following subsections will provide us, thereforep with the opportunity to 
conceptualise tourism in general and appreciate the distinctions that exist among 
the various definitions. I 
1.2.1 The Meaning of Tourism 
A number of scholars have attempted to define tourism since the turn of the 
twentieth century. Hermann von Schullard, an Austrian economist, defined tourism 
in 1910 as "the sum total of operations, mainly of economic nature, which directly 
relate to the entry, stay and movement of foreigners inside and outside a certain 
(12) 
country, city or region' . Further, Edmond Picard, a professor of economics at 
the University of Brussels, said that "the function of tourism is to import currency 
from foreign resources into the country. Its impact is what tourist expenditures can 
13) do to the different sectors of the economy and in particular the hotel-keepers"( 
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Both definitions are somewhat technical in nature and do not define tourism as a 
generic term. They attempt to demarcate between a tourist who visits a country 
and earns foreign exchange for that country and the person who takes up a job or 
practises a certain profession, permanently or temporarily. Moreover, they 
concentrate on some economic aspects of tourism and in particular its economic 
impact, i. e. invisible earnings and a country's economy. In addition, the socio- 
cultural, political and anthropological impact of tourism is not considered. 
Burkhart and Medlik 
(14) in their endeavours to define tourism suggested that it 
would be useful to distinguish between the concept and technical definitions. The 
concept of tourism provides a notional, theoretical framework which identifies the 
essential characteristics and which distinguishes tourism from similar, often related, 
but different phenomena. 
One of these definitions expressing the concept of tourism has been adopted by the 
International Association of Scientific Experts in Tourism (AIEST). It defines 
tourism as "the sum of the phenomena and relationships arising from the travel and 
stay of non-residents, in so far as they do not lead to permanent residence and are 
1(15) not connected with earning activity' 
This definition implies an amalgam of phenomena. First it refers to the incidence of 
travellers who are strangers to the places they visit - hence it involves the dynamic 
element, i. e. the "journey" and static element, the "stay". Secondly, this 
phenomenon of mobile population is distinct from the permanent and working 
population of the host country. Finally, there is the distinction between the short- 
term character of visitors and migrants who are a long-term population movement 
involved in economic and other earning activity. 
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The above definition, in a strict sense, excludes business travel and international 
conference meetings. A distinction, however, between business and pleasure trips is 
not always very clear. Many businessmen would invariably include some pleasure 
with business. In addition, the definition encompasses only international tourismP 
i. e. movement of people across national boundaries, and not domestic tourism, i. e. a 
movement of people within their own boundaries. 
From the economist's point of view, infrastructural and other projects, and services 
provided by the state and private sectors, cannot be split as, for example, hotels and 
restaurants f or "foreigners only" or roads and transportation for "locals" alone. 
Hotels, restaurants, means of transport, travel and tour operators, among others, 
are used by both domestic and foreign travellers. 
Further as perceived by Wahab "tourism is one of those new industries that are 
capable of providing rapid economic growth in jobs, income, standard of living and In 
, 
(16) 
activating other productive sectors in the receiving country' . To the economistv 
therefore, tourism is an economic activity with considerable significance to the 
national economy of a country. 
However, the distinction between domestic and international tourism is helpful to 
the economist for studying the effects of tourism on the balance of paymentst i. e,, 
the amount of foreign exchange receipts from tourism and its contribution to 
invisible earnings (see chapter five). 
Domestic tourism has no balance of payments implications, i. e. foreign exchange 
receipts or outflow of exchange currency due to nationals visiting abroad, except 
that it may be a substitute for foreign travel andp thereforep result in a saving of 
foreign currency for the source country and a reduction of income for the host 
(foreign) nation. 
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From the point of view of marketing, business and domestic travel must be included 
in tourism as they represent different but important segments of the market. To 
the entrepreneur or the National Tourist Organisation, the identification of market 
segments is of great value when identifying the motivators of potential demand. 
This allows the design of appropriate "products" and other marketing strategies to 
achieve goods profitably, i. e. the conversion of potential demand into actual 
demand. 
As far as the technical meaning of tourism is concerned, Burkhart and Medlik 
(17) 
consider, first, the "purpose" of the visit. This has important implications for 
marketing in general and for promotion in particular as different types of visitors 
travel to particular destinations. For exampleg visits for educational purposes, 
meeting friends, business travel and so on. Secondly, the time element is also 
important. This postulates a minimum length of stay, say less than twenty-four 
hours, and a maximum period of stay, say a year. In both cases people may lose the 
character of a tourist or a visitor. Thirdly, a technical definition has to recognise 
particular situations and determine whether these may be regarded as tourism, e. g. 
sea cruises. 
There are, therefore, different technical definitions appropriate to various 
distinctions which are important for statistical measures, legislative and industrial 
purposes. However, any more detailed discussion of these definitions would be 
beyond the scope of this investigation. Perhaps some points will become clearer by 
looking at the definitions of a tourist, tourist product and tourist market. 
122 Definition of Tourist Product 
Kotler defines a product "as anything that can be offered to a market for attention, 
acquisition or consumption; it includes physical objects,. services, personalities, 
places, organisations and ideas"(18). He further talks of the "augmented product'19 
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which is the totality of benefits that the person receives or experiences in obtaining 
the formal product, i. e. the physical object or service offered to the target market. 
By inference, therefore, the tourist product is an amalgam of what a person does 
and experiences; and of the services he uses and the products he purchases during his 
trip. For example, some of these elements may be the services of the travel agent, 
hotel accommodation and catering, transportation, entertainment and other tourist 
services like gift shops. All these elements comprise the tourist product. 
(19) Jafar Jafarl considers the tourism market basket as the gross amalgam of goods 
and services consumed by tourists while away from home. He further suggests that 
the "attractions" of a destination which comprise the elements of the tourism basket 
are mainly natural (geographical and meteorological); soclo-CUltural (historical, 
religious and political) and man-made (ancient monuments, temples, shrines and 
modern architectural buildings). All these elements according to Jafari create the 
"tourismagnetic" atmosphere. 
Jafari, however, does not consider psychological influences induced either by 
marketing strategies (advertising, promotion, distribution and pricing policies) 
undertaken by tourist destination countries, or by past and present personal 
experiences of individuals, their families and friends. These influences in 
conjunction with the expectations of the individual for a tourist destination 
contribute towards formulating perceptions of what the tourism market basket may 
contain. 
Each destination therefore has a particular product or products to offer that maybe 
perceived variously by dif f erent people. For example, Austria of f ers. among others 
an environment of mountains and lakes which may be used for skiing in winter and 
for walking and climbing in the summer. Greece offers an environment of 
Mediterranean Sea and sun and a combination of archaeological and cultural places 
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to visit. In Burkart and Medlik's own words "in this sense the destination product is 
analogous to the selection of articles in a shop, to which the buyer goes to make his 
purchase , 
(20) 
0 
1.23 Definition of Tourist Market 
From the "economic" viewpoint the anatomy of the market phenomenon is 
considered at its simplest to consist of three elements, namely: the productj the 
producer/seller and the buyers. The buyers and sellers are involved in a network of 
complex interactions for the purpose of exchanging a product. The tourist market is 
then defined by reference to the tourist product which was pointed out earlier to be 
a composite product; the suppliers of tourist services including tour and travel 
operators, hotel and catering, transportation, etc; and the person, i. e. the tourist 
who buys it. 
Thus tourism is not, in the conventional sense, a market. The tourist market does 
not sell one product and there is no single sector of the economy involved. Instead 
the tourist market is fragmented in that it consists of many businesses from various 
domestic and foreign industries providing goods and services to, and forý tourists. In 
addition, in a tourist market the consumer has to visit the destination area to 
consume the "product" as opposed to other markets where an "exchange" of goods 
and services can take place at the buyer's location. I 
Although a common distinction is drawn between - the actual (existing) market 
consisting of buyers who currently buy the product and the potential market (of 
those who may buy it in the future), Burkart and Medlik 
(21) 
consider the tourist 
market to focus on existing and potential tourists. 
Following the meaning of tourist market, one could run across many tourist markets 
and market segments. A first classification of the tourist market may be that of 
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domestic and international tourist markets. According to Wahab et al 
(22) 
tourist 
markets can be classified by purpose of travel, age and international trends. Within 
each market many more categories can be identified like "holidaying market", 
"cultural tourism market", "package tour market" and so on. 
12.4 Definition of a Tourist 
In introducing his book "The Tourist" MacCannell(23) suggests a tourist is an actual 
person deployed throughout the world in search of experience. He further suggests 
that the tourist "theme" is an ancient phenomenon of our civilisation which was 
exemplified, among others, in Odyseus, Aeneas, the Diaspora, Christopher 
Columbus, Gulliver and Jules Verne. Moreover, the tourist theme does not only 
exist in literature and history but also it grows and develops in modern society. In 
his own words "what begins as the proper activity of a hero (Alexander the Great) 
develops into the goal of a socially organised group (the Crusaders), into the mark of 
status of an entire social class (the Grand Tour of the British 'gentleman'), 
eventually becoming universal experience (the tourist),, 
(24). 
The above theme of a tourist may be accepted by some scholars in that it highlights 
some major trends in the development of tourism and provides an intellectual arena 
for historical, socio-cultural and psychological deliberations. Such a description, 
however, is of little value in terms of analytical and statistical purposes to the 
economist who investigates the impact of tourism on an economy; marketing 
executive who examines various groups of tourists thus directing appropriate 
advertising campaigns and the tourist authorities of a destination area that examine 
various types of tourist inflows hence providing the necessary basic infrastructure, 
accommodation and other tourist facilities. 
To this effect a definition of a tourist was produced at the United Nations 
Conference on Travel and Tourism held in Rome, 1963 and was recommended by 
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IUOTO for adoption. An overall definition of the term visitor was considered which 
covers terms such as "tourist" and "excursionist". Its aim was to standardise the 
international collection of travel statistics and hence to ensure international 
comparability. Thus for analytical and statistical purposes and in accordance with 
paragraph 5 of Economic and Social Council resolution 870 (XXXIII) IUOTO 
recommended the following definition: 
"For statistical purposes2 the term 'visitor' describes any person visiting 
a country other than that in which he has his usual place of residence, 
for any reason other than following an occupation remunerated from 
within the country visited. 
This definition covers: 
Tourists, i. e. temporary visitors staying at least 24 hours in the country 
visited and the purpose of whose journey can be classified under one of 
the following headings: 
(a) leisure (recreation, holiday, health, study, religion and sport); 
W business, family, missionp meeting. 
Excursionists, i. e. temporary visitors staying less than 24 hours in the 
country visited (including travellers on cruises). 
The statistics should not include travellers who, in the legal sensel do not 
enter the country (air travellers who do not leave an airport's transit 
area, and similar cases)" (25). 
In 1970 the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Tourism 
Committee adopted the IUOTO definition of tourists. Howeverg it recommended 
that cruise passenger should be counted as a separate group from excursionists(26). 
It is clear, therefore, that the IUOTO definition is broader than the concept- 
definition of tourism adopted by AIEST (see section 1.2.1). It includes business and 
leisure travel as part of the tourism market. Moreover the definition makes a 
significant distinction between tourists and excursionists which is important for 
statistical purposes, since appropriate accommodation catering and other provisions 
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need to be made for the two groups. For example, excursionists do not require 
extensive ground arrangements and overnight sleeping facilities. 
Unfortunately, not all countries have adopted the standard definitions recommended 
by the international agencies concerned and hence it is difficult to get comparable 
(27-29) international tourist statistics 0 For instance, some countries do not 
distinguish between tourists and excursionists when compiling tourist arrival 
statistics. 
Further some countries measure tourist arrivals at the point of entry, and some even 
collect tourist statistics by sampling visitors at their frontlersp rather than through 
a full account. There is no clear indication that sample results correspond to actual 
tourist arrivals. 
In countries without frontier formalities, statistics are derived from hotel 
registration. As a result an unknown fraction of visitors staying in private 
accommodation may not be included, making the statistics unreliable. Similarly, if 
a visitor stays in more than one hotel during his vlsltq arrivals statistics based on 
hotel registration will tend to be higher than those collected at frontiers. Another 
problem facing countries in their endeavour to collect. data on tourist arrivals is that 
persons who enter particular countries seeking work do not always declare their 
intention on entering. There are many other similar problems. As per Cohen 
"Tourism is a fuzzy concept - the boundaries between the universe of tourist and 
non-tourist roles are vague and there exist many intermediate categories" 
(30). This 
fuzziness, of courset creates empirical distortion as well as conceptual confusion. 
In the light of these problems of measurement and diverse practices, one- may 
express reservations on the available international tourist movement data. It is 
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even more difficult to accept data on international tourist receipts and expenditures 
(31) 
which may less reliable or complete than tourist arrivals 
1.3 The Main Determinants and Motivators of Tourism 
Growth in international tourism depends upon a multiplicity of factors, including 
demographic and economic characteristics; technological change; and political and 
socio-cultural dimensions. The growth and stability of such factors in the world 
economy can influence the success of international tourism as they affect the 
market conditions necessary for "tourism exchange processes" to occur. 
Burkart and Medlik argue that "historically the development of tourism has been 
determined by economic and social factors on the one hand and by the providers of 
tourist services on the other hand; these factors explain the conditions which have 
made it possible for people to engage in tourism. When these conditions are 
created, it is necessary to consider why people wish to become tourists, that is, 
what are the motivations to tourism,, 
(32). 
The main sets of influences during the nineteenth century in the western world were 
the increased wealth of industrial society (particularly the prosperous middle class), 
the development of trade and the spread of railways and steamships, which allowed 
quick intercontinental travel. In addition, development of large hotels to 
accommodate the increasing traffic, and advances in the organisation of travel, e. g. 
the first travel organisers, guide-books and other travel services, were major stimuli 
to the growth of tourism. 
In the twentieth century the development of the motor car and aircraft meant 
greater freedom to travel and quicker means to reach tourist destinations, which is 
itself conducive to travel away from, home. Further, increasing standards of living, 
higher disposable income, a reduction in the hours of work and longer paid holidays 
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have led to an extension in two requisites of tourism -ý expendable money and free 
time. 
For instance, in 1951 only 3 per cent of all, full time manual workers in Britain 
enjoying a basic holiday entitlement had more than two weeks paid holiday a year; 
by 1974 this percentage had risen to 99 per cent, with 98 per cent receiving three 
weeks and over. In 1984 96 per cent of full time manual workers received four 
weeks and over of paid holidays(33). Many countries have passed legislation to make 
adequate holidays a statutory right for all workers and employees. Further, the 
United Nations Charter of Human Rights, Article 24 states: "Everyone has the right 
to rest and leisure including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic 
holidays with pay , 
(34) 
* Thus with the spread of holidays with pay, many 
governments' endorsement of this social development, and their active involvement 
in the provision of facilities, tourism has taken on a new dimension: millions of 
ordinary workers now demand holiday services. 
Holidays therefore have not only become part and parcel of trade union demands for 
their member entitlements and the subject of resolutions and policies within the 
international community and in particular the EEC(35) , but local and national 
authorities, as well as voluntary organisations, are also actively concerned in 
providing a break for the ill and the deprived. This was highlighted by a report 
sponsored jointly by the English Tourist Board (ETB) and Trades Union Congress 
(TUC) in 1976. According to this report "holidays for working people represent an 
essential break, and for those who live in stressful and isolated situations through 
old age, ill health or family circumstances they are recognised as having important 
medical and social benefits,, 
(36)0 
Moreover, in the last f ew decades people have placed greater importance on the 
"play" aspect of their "work, rest and play" life cycle. This is indicated by the 
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Economist Intelligence Unit special report entitled, "The USA and the UK on 
Holiday J37) which points out that among other recreational activities consurnere 
preference for holiday trips away from home is growing. Even in times of economic 
recession people, especially those in the western world, still take holidays. For 
instance in 1981 (a recession year) about 62 per cent of British adults took at least 
(38) 
one holiday Similarly about 63 per cent of US households took a holiday for the 
same year(39). 
In addition, new forms of accommodationp i. e. large hotel complexes with 
conference and business, as well as entertainment facilities; camping and motor 
caravan sites; bungalows and hostels (for younger tourists) has meant that different 
types of tourist can be catered for. 
The emergence of new marketing efforts, such as package tours, exclusive travel 
tours, charter flights and travel for special events, such as the Olympic Games and 
other world political, business and socio-cultural events, has contributed to the 
growth of international tourist demand. Moreover, the increasing 
internationalisation of businessl in particular the growth of multinational 
organisations, has stimulated a strong tendency towards international business 
travel. 
Most importantly, the liberalisation policies introduced by many countries during the 
1950s and 1960s and the consequent relaxation of frontier formalities has 
contributed to the growth of international tourism. Another factor contributing to 
tourism growth during this period was the fixed exchange rates system governing the 
system of international payments. Together these three factors also created global 
competition which caused an increase of international tourist exchange while 
international prices remained fairly stable; and stimulated economic development 
(40) 
even in countries with scarce resources 
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However, the complexity of tourism demand is pointed out by Wahab, "Tourism 
demand does not represent a homogenous group of people striving to travel pushed 
by identical motivations. It is a complex of various, and sometimes conflicting, 
desires, needs, tastes, likes and dislikes,, 
(41). It is difficult, therefore, to stratify 
the demand structure based on nationality, domicile, occupation, family structure, 
social bracket or age and sex. Such stratification or segmentation must necessarily 
be based on market and motivational research findings. 
A motivational research which highlights this complexity is provided by the 1970 
(42) 
Canadian Motivation to Travel and Vacations study . The results as shown in 
table 1.1 clearly demonstrate the importance that about five thousand Canadians 
place on visiting friends or relatives, scenery and good climate and finding a 
relaxing atmosphere. More importantly these results indicate the multitude of 
factors people consider as motivators to travel and holidays. Moreover, this kind of 
study presents a platform from which further research into a psychological 
perspective can be carried out in order to establish what travel means to each 
individual. For instance, oceans and beaches may attract various groups of people 
for different reasons. For children the sea and sand may represent entertainment 
whereas for adults may provide the opportunity for social and sporting encounters. 
Burkart and Medlik 
(43) in examining motivations of tourism demand thought it 
useful to distinguish between two broad groups of travellers. 
First, there is the group of travellers who travel to a particular place on business or 
to visit friends and relatives. In this case, the decision to travel is to a greater or 
lesser extent outside their control and they are less susceptible to price or distance. 
Business travel is especially price inelastic. Although the reasons for travel away 
from home are self evident in this group, there is not always a clear distinction 
between business or travel for pleasure. Indeedq travellers in this group may be 
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marginally influenced by some motivations affecting the second group of travellers, 
i. e. the pleasure travellers, and this is sometimes reflected in the frequency and 
length of stay, as well as the choice of venues for conferences. 
The second group of travellers refers to tourists in the pure sense - those who have 
freedom of choice, travel for pleasure or holiday and decide where and when to go 
(to a greater or lesser extent). Hence their demand for travel is price elastic and 
susceptible to price incentives, e. g. off-peak reductions in air fares and 
accommodation costs. Motivations for travel in this group of visitors are varied and 
not always clear or easily identifiable. However, it may be said that the main 
motivator to travel is to go somewhere else on a temporary basis away from the 
stress and routine of everyday life. 
Further insights into the tourist's motivation to escape from the routine of everyday 
life are provided by Gray 
(44) 
who identified two main but distinct motives, namely 
wanderlust and sunlust. Wanderlust refers to the basic desire in human nature to 
exchange the known for the unknowng to see different places, people, cultures and 
customs, relics of the past and archaeological monuments - as well as places notable 
for their current fashions and contributions to society. Sunlust generates a special 
type of travel which depends upon the existence elsewhere of different or better 
amenities for a specific purpose than are available locally, e. g. international sports 
events, such as the Olympic Games and, literally, the search for the sun. 
The distinction between the two types of travel is, however, one of degree. It is 
possible in a large country that both types of desires may be satisfied butt on the 
whole, wanderlust is more likely to be international even in a huge country like the 
United States of America. Sunlust on the other hand, is more likely to be satisfied 
in the country of domicile, unless the country is very small and lacks natural 
-24- 
endowments. Further, there is a degree of overlap: travel motivated by sunlust 
contains an element of motivation by wanderlust; and the obverse is also true. 
The distinction, howeverv of the two types of travel even though one of degreet 
expresses realistically the flows of modern tourism. , The main search for 
satisfaction is usually clear. For instance, the main flows of tourism in Europe, 
motivated by sunlust, are from the North to the Mediterranean, within Britain to the 
south coast and, for winter sports, to the Alps and other mountainous regions. As 
far as the wanderlust flow is concerned, tourists follow less marked routes. This is 
because climate is not the prime motivator and usualy more than one country or 
place is visited. 
This is not to say that there are no variations within the two main types of pleasure 
travel. Variations do exist from a simple quiet holiday in a secluded resort to a 
centre of constant activity; and from freedom and independence to an organised 
tour. Hence the travel market is highly fragmented. Moreover, people's 
motivations change over time and the same travellers may desire different tourist 
products at different times. 
Adams believes that there are eighteen motivations which he considers to be most 
important in causing people to travel. He further categorised them in four main 
groups: those related to education and culture, relaxation and pleasure, ethnic and 
other motives. These are listed below: 
"Education and Cultural Motives 
(1) To see how people in other countries live, work and play. (2) To see particular sights. 
(3) To gain a better understanding of what goes on in the news. (4) To attend special events. 
-25- 
Relaxation and Pleasure 
(5) To get away from everyday routine. 
(6) To have a good time. 
(7) To achieve some sort of sexual or romantic experience. 
Ethnic 
(8) To visit places your family came from. 
(9) To visit places your family, or friends, have gone to. 
Other 
(10) Weather (for instance to avoid winter). 
(11) Health (sun, dry climate, and so on). 
(12) Sports (to swim, ski, fish or sail). 
(13) Economy (inexpensive living). 
(14) Adventure (new areas, people, experiences). 
(15) One-upmanship. 
(16) Conformity (keeping up with the Joneses). 
(17) To participate in history (ancient temples and ruins, current 
history). 
(18) Sociological motives (get to know the world). " (45) 
Similarly, McIntosh identified four basic travel motivators namely: 
Physical motivators which refer to the person's bodily health and which have 
a common feature, i. e. the reduction of tension through activities related to 
physical factors. 
Cultural motivators representing the desire to learn about other people's 
countries, cultures, religious and other similar activities. 
Interpersonal motivators which include the desire to meet new people, 
escape from routine and other conventions of life and visit friends and 
relatives. 
Status and prestige motivators related to esteem needs and personal 
development. Business travel, conferences and conventions, study and other 
occupational or professional interests are some of the motivators that fall 
within this category. Such motivations as a desire for recognition, 
attention, appreciation or good reputation can be enhanced through travel. 
-26- 
However, McIntosh also suggested that tourism psychology and motivation is highly 
complex. He added that "a person usually travels for more than one reason. For 
example, if a person goes to a particular place for health reasons, the fact that a 
series of symphony concerts is being held at the same place during the same time of 
his visit acts as a primary reinforcement to his decision to visit the particular 
J46) destination in question 
Other writers have also provided further insights into travel motivations. 
Barclay (47) considers that sex, age and educational differences can be the bases for 
explaining individual's different travel habits. For example, due to role conflict and 
training differences men's travel appeals are related to excitement, novelty and 
visual exploration, whereas females, on the other hand, are more interested in 
satisfying their affiliate needs, warmth of emotional tone of the experience and 
perserving their image of beauty (sic). 
With regard to age, the expectations and types of experiences that appeal to a 
person change with one's stages in life. For instance, a youth is more daring, 
interested in new ideas, new places and is less prone to embarrassment in social 
situations than an older person, whose behaviour and expectations are more 
moderate. 
Finally, differences in educational level are intermixed with socio-economic status 
and level of income which in turn affect the expectations and type of novel 
experiences that appeal to an individual. For instance, people with higher levels of 
education are generally earning more money and are of higher status than those 
whose educational level is lower. Thereforeq they can afford to travel to further 
destinations, expect more comfortable trips and accommodation and can afford 
greater freedom from organised activities. 
-27 - 
Other basic research findings relating to the profile of the tourist and his 
motivations were provided by Arthur D. Little Inc 
(48) 
,a consulting firmp which has 
found certain relationships between some socio-economic factors and the propensity 
to travel. The findings are presented in table 1.2. 
TABLE 1.2 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOME SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS 
AND THE PROPENSITY TO TRAVEL 
Factor 
Income 
Education of head of household 
Occupation of head of household 
Paid vacation 
Urbanisation 
Age of head of household 
Life cycle 
Race 
Influence on Travel 
Positively related 
Positively related 
Positively related to status 
Positively related 
Negatively related 
Negatively related 
Negatively related to "child-impedance" and 
age 
Non-whites less active 
Sex Males more active 
Source: Arthur D. Little Inc, Tourism and Recreation, Washington DC, US 
Department of Commerce, October 1967, p. 64. 
Some of the above observations were also identified by Lansing and Blood(49) in 
terms of "barriers to travel". From their investigations in a number of psychological 
studies they concluded that expense, lack of time, physical limitationsp family stage 
and lack of interest are five basic categories of barriers to travel. 
Gerakis 
(50) 
suggests that a tourist is a calculating "economic man" responding to 
currency exchange rate variations. Changes in relative national price levels are 
found to affect the tourists' choice between competing destinations. He supports his 
hypothesis with empirical evidence from France, Spain, Canada, Yugoslavia, 
-28- 
Finland, Germany and the Netherlands. Currency devaluation in the host country 
was found to lead to an increased influx of foreign tourists, whereas a revaluation of 
the currency discourages tourist inflow and decreases tourist expenditure. Other 
studies have also examined the relationship between the exchange rate and tourism 
and tend to support this hypothesis 
(51-53) 
0 
In conclusion, it would seem that the travel market is highly fragmented. Moreover, 
travellers do not necessarily display constant motivations and the same individual 
may purchase different tourist products at different times. Although the long-term 
determinants may be identified (such as standard of living and demographic and 
socio-economic factors) with some certainty, and these may show a high degree of 
stability over a long period of time, motivations to tourism are less precise. They 
vary with groups of people of diverse backgrounds, sex and education and tend to 
change over the stages of an individual's life cycle. 
There is therefore no simple answer to the question of motivation. As Lindberg 
suggests, we may never really know why tourists travel. As he put it, "what the 
traveller says are his motivations for travelling may be only reflections of deeper 
needs, needs which he himself does not understand, nor wish to articulate"(54) . This 
section has however provided a broad overview of the multi-motive forces at work 
in tourism. The ideas discussed thus far will serve as a basis for more detailed 
consideration of the many complex issues which contain interrelated and interacting 
factors affecting motivation and attitudes to travel. 
1.4 The Growth of International Tourism 
Although the growth of mass international tourism is a post-war phenomenon the 
beginnings of organised modern tourism were established in the 1840s when Thomas 
Cook launched its first tours 
(55) 
. Since World War 11 tourism has developed into an 
immense world industry as will be seen below. However, the pattern of generation 
-29- 
and dispersion of tourist arrivals among parts of the world or group of nations is 
unevenly distributed. Hence its importance varies with regions and countries. 
In just over three decades tourism has developed from a luxury for the privileged 
few to an essential part of the life-style of much of the population in industrialised 
and developing countries. International tourist arrivals have grown more than 
tenfold from 25.3 million travellers in 1950(56) to about 300 million in 1984 (see 
table 1.3). 
The immense potential of international travel has not yet been fully exploited. 
Fadoul pointed out that "in the United States of America, which is among the main 
tourist generating countries, six out of ten persons (well over 100 million) have no 
passport. In the United Kingdom, seven out of every ten persons have never flown 
.... only an estimated 3 per cent of the Japanese population of 110 million went 
,, 
(57) 
overseas in 1974 . In addition, a report by the British Tourist Authority in 
1978 (58) further points out that only 11 per cent of the American population travel 
outside their home states; and only 3 per cent travel overseas. 
The Prime Minister's office in Japan carried out a nationwide survey in 1979 
(59) 
concerning people's interest in travelling abroad. When asked how they would spend 
a windfall of I million yen (about C2000) the most frequent response was to use it 
for "purchase of property or house repairs" (27 per cent), followed by "save for old 
age" (13 per cent) or "children's education" (10 per cent). overseas travel came 
fourth. Only 9 per cent would spend it on travelling abroad. Howevert 13 per cent 
of the people interviewed were very eager to go abroad and 46 per cent wanted to 
go if they had a chance. In 1979, however, only 4 million Japanese travelled abroad, 
a mere 3.5 per cent of the then total population of 115 million people. 
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The potential of international tourism can also be illustrated by the holiday habits of 
the UK (a main tourist-generating country) population 
(60). During the period 1977- 
82 the average annual growth for British citizens taking trips abroad of 4-plus-night 
holidays was about 13 per cent to reach 14.2 million people in 1982 as opposed to 7.8 
million in 1977. In contrast the average annual growth of domestic holidays taken 
by UK residents in Britain for the same period was a mere 0.08 per cent, almost 
non-existent, although the total number of domestic holidays stood at 36 million in 
1982. 
In addition, a number of experts anticipate that tourism will grow over the next few 
decades. For example the WTO 
(6 1) believes that the average annual rate of growth 
of international tourism will be 5 per cent over the next twenty years; though 
Herman Kahn anticipates a 10 per cent growth rate and an estimated two billion 
(62) 
people travelling by the year 2000 . Kahn further suggests that tourism by the 
year 2000 will be the largest industry and the most important export sector in the 
world economy, and that the world tourist expenditure will rise by an average annual 
(63) 
growth rate of about 8 per cent . Even if it is assumed that the growth rate of 
world tourist arrivals may not be as high as predicted but of a lower magnitude, say 
3 per cent per year, the number of international tourists would still increase to 
about 748* millions and that of tourist receipts to 249 billion US dollars by the year 
2015 (using 1984 as a base year). 
The reader must exercise caution when using data on international travel which are 
notoriously prone to error (see section 1.2.4), particularly those on tourist receipts. 
The existing data (which are aggregated from those originally reported by official 
National Tourist Organisations may only be used as broad indicators to the 
magnitude of the international tourist industry. 
* All the average increases over a period of time have been calculated using the 
geometric mean method. 
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During the period 1960-84 international tourist receipts grew at an average annual 
rate of 11.8 per centp compared to 11.9 per cent for world exports, and to 6.3 per 
cent of international tourist arrivals. During the period 1960-80 though, 
international tourist receipts grew rapidaly, slightly slower than the growth of 
international trade while outstripping the expansion of world output. This Is 
illustrated by the index of real growth (see table 1.3) which increased to 316.6 in 
1990 (from a base of 100 in 1960) for international tourist receipts as compared to 
363.2 for world exports and 251.0 for world output. However, in the early 1980s the 
world economic crisis caused both international trade and international tourist 
receipts to tumble and in 1984 they fell to 207.6 and 201.7 respectively while world 
output increased to *268. 
Table 1.3 illustrates that the average annual rate of increase of international tourist 
receipts during the period 1960-72 was higher than exports (11.3 per cent as 
compared to 10.3 per cent). This can also be witnessed from the index of real 
growth which grew to 208.6 for tourist receipts, as against 187.9 for world trade and 
186.0 for world output during the same period. From 1974 onwards, howeverf the 
trend was reversed and world trade grew more rapidly than -international tourism. 
Although the main reason for this turnabout was the increase in the value of oil 
(64) 
exports, there were other complex factors that influenced the reverse trends 
As far as international tourist arrivals are concerned, they grew rapidly until the 
mid-1960s as a result of a rise in personal disposable incomes and household 
expenditures in industriallsed countries, both favoured by the expansive economic 
outlook then prevailing in most European and North American economies. As per 
the WTO, "until 19669 Europe, with the largest absolute number of tourist arrivals, 
, 
(65) 
was the main force behind the growth of international tourism' In 1967, 
however, a slowdown in world economic growth induced a slower growth rate for 
international tourist arrivals hence the decline in the rate of growth to 1.1 per cent 
-33- 
in 1968. This was tbý smallest rate of growth recorded in international tourist 
arrivals since 1960 (see table 1.3). 
As world economic growth resumed in 1968 so did international tourism until 1973 
when certain main international tourist generating countries, influenced by the 
effects of inflation, unemployment and social problems, were obliged to impose 
restrictions on foreign travel by their nationals. The slower rate of growth in 
international tourism in 1974 was, however, counterbalanced by an increase in 
domestic tourism in most European countries(66) 6 
The Middle East War of 1973, the subsequent actions of the Organisation of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in substantially raising the oil pricest and the 
oil embargo imposed on some Western countries brought about a pause in the rate of 
economic growth in tourist-generating countries. Further the OPEC actions had a 
spill-over effect on the economies of underdeveloped and developing nations which 
were hit by the higher prices of machinery and capital equipment sold to them by 
the industrialised countries. Hence world economic growth slowed to 1.7 per cent in 
1974, far below the growth rates of, over 5 per cent experienced in 1972 and 
1973 (67). In addition, the pattern of economic expansion in 1974 was very uneven 
among world regions and a new pattern emerged. The oil-producing countries had 
the highest rate of growth at some 9.5 per cent, while in the most important tourist- 
generating regions, i. e. North America and, Western Europe, the Gross Domestic 
Product growth over the previous year was -1.6 per cent and 2.3 per cent 
respectively. 
As a result of the rise in oil prices and soaring inflation the airlines and other tourist 
carriers were forced to put up fares steadily throughout 1974 and subsequently. 
Despite this, however, since 1975 world tourism demand has begun to make headway 
again. The average annual rate of increase, for the period 1975-84, was 11.2 per 
-34 - 
cent for international tourist receipts as compared to 9.0 per cent for the value of 
world exports. This is a positive indicator as far as international tourism is 
concerned, though international tourism since 1975 has not experienced the same 
growth rates as the early 1960s and early 1970s. 
Receipts from international tourism as"a percentage'of world exports amounted to 
5.8 per cent in 1960, as compared to 5.7 per cent in 1984'. Although differences in 
growth rates between tourism and world exports over the period 1960-1984 have led 
to variations in the relative importance of international tourism, world tourism still 
remains an appreciable share of international trade. The proportion of international 
tourist receipts in world trade by value (current prices), increased steadily up to 
1972, after which it dropped slightly because of 'the substantial increase In the price 
of oil exports following the energy crisis of 1973. 
It is worth mentioning that the growth rates' of international tourist receipts and 
exports can hide considerable discrepancies between groups of countries and parts of 
the world. Such discrepancies stem from, unrellable and less complete -information 
from some countries and the problems and' lack of internationally accepted 
procedures in compiling international tourist statistics. 
1.5 The Distribution of International Tourism 
According to the WTO travel demand may be distinguished by the geographic limits 
of its occurrence into domestic or international demand. In turn, the WTO suggests, 
"international travel demand may be divided into two main groups: characterised 
either by the movement of consumers between different countries within a single 
continent (regional tourism), or between the different continents - (inter-regional 
tourism),, (68). In this respect, an accurate distinction of this kind maybe difficult 
due to the vast distances involved of some continents as compared to others and the 
limitations of international travel data. In order to explain the magnitude of 
-35- 
international tourism and its impact, however, one needs to examine the pattern of 
generation and dispersion of tourist arrivals among the various parts of th world and 
individual countries. 
Table 1.4 represents the growth and distribution pattern of international tourist 
arrivals, 1960-84. Although the European and North American arrivals increased at 
a lower rate (6.0 and 3.6 per cent respectively) from 1960 to 1984 than those of 
other regions, the industriallsed nations of Europe and North America still account 
for the largest share of international travel demand, i. e. about 80 per cent in 1984. 
While total international arrivals grew by just over 6 per cent during the period 
1980-84, arrivals in other regions during the same period increased at a faster 
annual rate, namely Latin America and the Caribbean (8.7 per cent); Africa (9.8 per 
cent); and the Middle East (10.4 per cent). Asia and Australasia (15.6 per cent) 
experienced an even higher rate of growth due to the intensification of travel in 
East Asia and the Pacific. (However, each of these regions had a low base number 
of tourist arrivals. ) Japan was the main country responsible for the greatest number 
of arrivals at tourist destinations in the Asia-Pacif ic region 
(69). The uneven growth 
of tourism by region can also be illustrated by the index of growth with Asia and 
Australasia registering 3222.2 per cent in 1984 followed by the Middle East with 
1083.3 for the same year as opposed to the world total of 432-9. 
With regard to the decrease in the share of world tourist arrivals in the Middle East 
from 2.3 per cent in 1965 to 1.6 per cent in 1975, this was due mainly to the 
political disturbances in the region, in particular the two Arab-Israeli conflicts in 
1967 and 1973 and the ensuing civil war in Lebanon. Despite this, international 
tourism in the Middle East region picked up again in 1975, but the latest round of 
conflict between Israel and Lebanon and Iraqi-Iranian war may cause a further 
decline in the growth rate of tourist traffic. 
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As can be seen from table 1.5 the twelve main tourist-generating countries in 1969 
and 1979 are the developed countries of the West and Japan. In 1979, the nationals 
of these twelve countries generated 68 per cent* of all international tourist arrivals 
in the world. During the same year these countries were responsible for over 183 
million tourist movements, 157 million within the regions to which those countries 
belong and 26 million by way of inter-regional movements. Tourism is thus mainly 
responsible for over 183 million tourist movements, 157 million within the regions to 
which those countries belong and 26 million by way of inter-regional movements. 
Tourism is thus mainly regional rather than inter-regional. For instance, intra- 
regional tourist arrivals generated by the nine European countries (123.8 million, see 
table 1.5) as a proportion of all arrivals recorded in Europe (191.7 millon in 1979 
(70) ) 
was 65 per cent of the total. The WTO confirms that international tourism is 
basically intra-regional: in 1982 almost 80 per cent of world tourist movements 
originated in countries of the same regions(71). 
Data in table 1.5 also shows that the USA was by far the most important generator 
of inter-regional arrivals. In 1969, the USA generated more than 70 per cent of all 
inter-regional arrivals, though this figure declined to 41.5 per cent by 1979, while 
the intra-regional movements fell by about 4 per cent for the same period. This was 
not due to the decrease in the number of tourist arrivals generated by the USA but 
because other countries also generated tourist arrivals at both regional and extra- 
regional levels. West Germany's contribution to international tourism increased 
from 17.0 per cent in 1969 to more than 22 per cent in 1979 of all tourist arrivals (as 
shown in table 1.5), reflecting her economic wealth and the strength of the 
Deutschmark during this period. As with Germany, Japan also generated more 
tourist arrivals especially at the inter-regional level thus reflecting Japan's rise as a 
* Percentage figure was calculated from tables 1.3 and 1.5. 
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world economic power with foreign investment and other business interests on a 
global basis. Japan generated a mere 3.3 per cent of inter-regional arrivals in 1969. 
This figure more than tripled by 1979 to reach 12.7 per cent of all inter-regional 
arrivals. On the whole, howeverv as can be witnessed from table 1.5, there was a 
decrease in the relative percentage share of inter-regional tourist arrivals in 1979 
(about 4 per cent less than in 1969), while intra-regional tourist movements grew by 
4 per cent during the same period. 
During the period 1960-84 international tourist receipts (which are economically 
more significant than tourist arrivals) grew at an average annual rate of 11.8 per 
cent to reach 100 billion US dollars in 1984 (see table 1.6). As might be expected 
Europe again had the greatest share of world tourist receipts of about 58 per cent in 
1984, compared to North America's 14 per cent and Asia and Australasia's figure of 
just over 12 per cent. Table 1.6 also illustrates that Asia and Australasia's average 
annual rate of increase was 18.7 per cent, thus achieving the highest rate of growth 
by any region during the period 1960-84. In real terms the expansion of 
international tourist receipts is not as dramatic as the growth rates indicate. The 
index of real growth shows that Asia and Australia's tourist receipts increased eight- 
fold over the period 1960-84, while tourist receipts in Europe rose only two-fold and 
North America's by a factor of just over one. In real terms world tourist receipts 
rose at an average annual increase of 3 per cent over the period 1960-84 as 
compared to 11.8 per cent at current prices for the same period. 
What can be inferred from the figures presented in tables 1.4 to 1.6 is the 
importance of Western Europe, North American countries and Japan in international 
tourism. This can also be seen clearly from table 1.7 which shows the position of 
the twelve nations mentioned above in total world tourist expenditures in 1983. As 
can be seeng these twelve countries accounted for almost 65 per cent of world 
tourist expenditures in that year. The Federal Republic of Germany generated the 
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TABLE 1.7 
MAIN INTERNATIONAL TOURIST-GENERATING COUNTRIES AND THEIR SHARE OF 
TOTAL WORLD TOURIST EXPENDITURES IN 1983 
(billions US dollars) 
Country Expenditure % of World Total 
Austria 2.9 3.0 
Belgium 2.1 2.2 
Canada 3.9 4.1 
France 4.3 4.5 
Germany (Federal Republic) 15.0 15.6 
Italy 1.8 1.9 
Japan 4.4 4.6 
Netherlands 3.2 3.3 
Sweden 1.1 1.1 
Switzerland 3.2 3.3 
UK 6.1 6.3 
USA 13.9 14.4 
Main Twelve Countries 61.9 64.3 
All Other Countries 34.3 35.7 
World Total 96.2 100.0 
Sources: Table 1.3 
OECD, Tourism Policy and International Tourism in OECD Member 
Countriesp 1983 Editiong OECI)p Paris, 1984 
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greatest share of total international tourist expenditure in 1983 (15.6 per cent). 
Germany together with the USA accounted for 30 per cent of international tourist 
expenditures in 1983, while the six main countries in the table jointly contributed 
about 50 per cent. Hence, the dominant role of a small number of industrialised 
nations is clearly illustrated, both as the main generators of international tourist 
arrivals and as spenders on international tourism. Therefore developing countries 
should pin their hopes on those countries In seeking future growth of their tourist 
industries. In addition, the figures provided in this section highlight the Importance 
of intra-regional tourism and in particular Europe's dependence on intra-European 
tourism. As per the WTO the main factors promoting intra-European tourism are 
"the ease of movement between different European countries and the substantial 
existing tourism infrastructure and facilities,, 
(72) 
. The prospective enlargement of 
the EEC to include Spain and Portugal in 1986 will encourage even more Intra- 
regional tourism stemming mainly from "business" and "conference" travel. 
1.6 The Economic Significance of International Tourism 
The examination of tourism's economic contribution to the world economy Is 
difficult because not many countries identified tourism as an economic activity 
within their national accounting systems(73) . This section will attempt to measure 
the contribution of tourism to the Gross National Product (GNP) and the balance of 
payments of selected countries in order to demonstrate the economic significance of 
tourist receipts in those countries. The employment impact will also be highlighted. 
In most countries tourism's contribution to the national product is small. This is 
especially the case for industrialised countries whose international tourist receipts 
account for only a modest percentage of Gross National Product. Table 1.8 shows 
that in 1982 tourist receipts accounted for 0.8 per cent of the GNP in Germany, 0.4 
per cent in the United States and 0.1 per cent in 3apan. However some countriesp 
, 
TABLE 1.8 
PERCENTAGE SHARE OF INTERNATIONAL TOURIST RECEIPTS IN THE 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT OF SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1980-82 
Country 1980 1981 1982 
Austria 8.4 8.7 8.3 
Cyprus 7.1 9.6 12.3 
Germany 0.8 0.9 0.8 
Greece 4.2 5.0 4.0 
Italy 2.1 2.2 2.4 
Japan 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Jordan 9.9 10.5 9.7 
Portugal 4.8 4.5 3.9 
Spain 3.3 3.7 4.0 
Switzerland 3.0 3.1 3.0 
Tunisia 6.0 6.4 7.1 
UK 1.3 1.2 1.2 
USA 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Yugoslavia 1.8 1.7 1.4 
Note: The countries in Tables 1.8,1.9 and 1.11 have been chosen because they 
are some of Greece's main European and Mediterranean competitors for 
international tourism. A few industrial and developing countries have also 
been included for comparative purposes as they are some of the major 
tourist generating countries for Greek tourism. 
Sources: IMF, Balance of Payments Statistics, Yearbook, Part 2, Vol 34, IMF, 
Washington DC, 1983 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1984 Issue, IMF, Washington 
DC, 1984 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbooks 1983 and 1984, IMFj 
Washington DC. 
OECD, Tourism Policy and International Tourism in OECD Member 
Countries, 1982 and 1983 Editions, OECD9 Paris 
f- 
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especially those from the third worldq are more dependent on the income generated 
by the tourist sector: in 19829 the proportion of tourism to GNP was 12.3 per cent 
in Cyprus, 9.7 per cent in Jordan and 7.1 per cent in Tunisia. Although in the highly 
industriallsed nations tourist receipts are sometimes significant in absolute terms 
they nevertheless amount to a small proportion (less than I per cent) of GNP. 
(Though there are exceptions: in Austria, for example, tourist receipts amounted to 
more than 8 per cent of GNP in 1982. ) In additiong developing countries such as 
Greece and Spain registered 4 per cent each of tourism as a proportion of GNP for 
the same year. 
In considering the share of international tourist receipts (excluding fare payments) 
in total exports for a number of countries, international tourism continues to be 
important in the system of international payments. It is evident from Table 1.9 that 
many developing countries have opted for a high level of tourist activity In order to 
supplement their foreign exchange earnings and to reap the benefits of sectoral 
diversification. In 1982, for example, this percentage ranged up to 63 per cent 
(Jordan) for these countries. In Tunisia and Cyprus international tourist' receipts as 
a proportion of exports were about 35 per cent and 54 per cent respectively. Even 
relatively developed countries such as Austriao Spain and Greece rely heavily on 
international tourist receipts for f oreign'exchange earnings: the proportion in these 
countries was, in order, 36 per cent, 34 per cent and 37 per cent. 
By comparison, although for some major developed countries like the USA, UK and 
Japan tourist receipts are large in absolute termsp they represent only a small 
proportion of total export revenue. For example, tourism's share of all exports in 
1982 was 5.4 per cent in the USA, 5.7 per cent in the UK, and 0.5 per cent in Japan. 
Comparable figures for employment generated by tourism are seldom available 
because of a lack of international consistency between data collection procedures 
1+5, 
TABLE 1.9, 
PERCENTAGE SHARE OF INTERNATIONAL TOURIST RECEIPTS IN 
EXPORTS (FOB) OF SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1980-82 
Country 1980 1981 1982 
Austria 37.4 36.2 35.7 
Cyprus 31.9 40.6 53.5 
Germany 3.5 -3.6 3.3 
Greece. 42.4 39.4 36.9 
Italy 10.7 10.1 11.3 
Japan 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Jordan 69.6 63.5 62.8 
Portugal 25.1 25.5 21.1 
Spain 34.0 33.2 34.1 
Switzerland 10.8 11.1 11.6 
Tunisia 29.0 -25.3 34.6 
UK 6.2 5.8 5.7 
USA 4.5 5.1 5.4 
Yugoslavi a 12.4 10.3 7.4 
Sources: IMF, Balance of Payments Statistics, Yearbook, Part 2, Vol 34, IMF, 
Washington DCv 1983 
IMF, International Financia l Statistics, May 1984 I ssue, IMF, Washington 
DC9 1984 
IMF, International Financia l Statistics, Yearbooks 1983 and 1984, IMFq 
Washington DC. 
OECD, Tourism Policy and International Tourism in OECD Member 
Countries, 1982 and 1983 Editions, OECDq Paris 
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and definitions. In addition, as suggested by a British Tourist Authority report on 
employment in tourism 
(74) 
, estimates of tourism related employment "in an industry 
where there is substantial 'moonlighting' part-time work and tax evasions in the 
form of 'black' or 'grey' economy in such areas as bed and breakfast catering, there 
has to be a lot of guess work as to the pattern and level of tourist spending as well 
as the numbers of people directly or indirectly involved". Despite the problems of 
estimation the World Tourism Organisation(75) believes that employment in the 
world tourist sector is substantial in relation to total world employment. 
Table 1.10 presents the share of tourism-related employment to total employment in 
a number of geographical areas. Total employment in tourism related industries is 
estimated at about 642.8 million persons world wide which is approximately 14 per 
cent of global employment. It is noteworthy that the European share of tourism 
related employment is about 15 per cent in relation to the general European level of 
employment and just over the average world total which stood at about 14 per cent 
in 1982. As table 1.10 also illustrates tourism related activities provide jobs for 
about 26 million people in Europe. With regard to the European Communltyq tourism 
not only provides employment opportunities for millions of people, but also 
(according to the EEC Commission on Tourism) contributes to the balance of 
payments stability between the northern European countries and those of the south 
(76) 
and assists in the development of the poorest regions of the community 
Further, the importance of tourism related employment in both developed and less 
developed countries has taken a new dimension in recent years due to economic 
(77) 
recession and stagnation in the world economy 
In terms of individual countries table 1.11 shows that tourism-related employment's 
share of the economy does not mirror the situation described in the earlier 
discussion of tourism's share of GNP and foreign exchange earnings. For example, 
Britain, Japan and the USA employed about 18,23 and 21 per cent of their 
1+'*+ 
TABLE 1.10 
WORLD REGIONAL TOURISM RELATED EMPLOYMENT IN 1982 
(Thousands) 
Tourism 
Total Related (2) as a% 
Region Employment Employment of (1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
Af rica 4126 331 8.0 
America 174721 30700 17.6 
Asia 150382 22381 14.9 
Europe 177955 26220 14.7 
Oceania 135599 11335 8.4 
TOTAL 642783 90967 14.2 
Source: ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1984,44th Edition, ILO, Geneva, 1984 
1+2 
TABLE 1.11 
TOURISM-RELATED EMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED COUNTRIES IN 1982 
(Thousands) 
Tourism 
Total Related (2) as a% 
Country Employment Employment of (1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
Austria 2813 502 17.8 
Cyprus 206 37 18.0 
Gerrpany 25100 3775 15.0 
Greece 3491 523 15.0 
Italy 20542 4026 19.6 
Japan 56380 12960 23.0 
Jordan, 124 7 5.6 
Portugal 3949 472 12.0 
Spain 10764 2148 20.0 
Switzerland 3012 586 19.5 
Tunisia 1704 155 9.1 
UK 23221 4269 18.4 
USA 99526 20758 20.9 
Yugoslavia 5980 824 13.8 
Notes: Figures for Japan and Switzerland are for 1991 and 1980 respectively 
Sources: E YE, Labour Force Surveyt 1982, E YE, Athens, 1983 
ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1984,44th Editions ILOI Geneva, 1984 
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workforce respectively in tourism-related activities in 1982. In contrast, the share 
of tourist r'ecelpts in GNP for each of these countries was a mere 1.2,0.1 and 0.4 
per cent respectively for the same year. This gulf in the figures quoted above can 
be explained in terms of (i) the tourist receipts figures are for international tourism 
only and each of these three countries has a high level of domestic tourism; and 
(11) the employment figures for tourism-related activities are based on highly 
aggregated tables and include employment in non-4ourism services. 
In conclusion, although the absence of identification of tourism as a separate 
economic activity makes it difficult to assess fully its contribution to the world 
economy, this section suggests that international tourism is structurally important 
within the system of international payments for many countries. Similarly tourism's 
contribution to the Gross National Product of a number of countries is of economic 
significance especially in third world and developing countries. This will be further 
highlighted when the contribution of Greece's international tourism receipts to the 
balance of invisiblest GNP and other economic sectors are examined in detail. 
1.7 European Tourism 
As has already been shown (see section 1.6) the European tourism explosion cannot 
be regarded simply as a passing phase. The sustained growth of this sector is clear 
from the fact that European tourist movements, estimated at only 50.3 million 
arrivals in 1960, climbed to 124.2 million in 1970 and to 204 million by 1984 thus 
registering 68 per cent of world tourist arrivals. In addition,, European tourism 
receipts accounted for more than 57 per cent of world tourism income in 1984: 
went up from 3.9 billion US dollars in 1960 to about 11 billion in 1970 and finally 
over 57 billion in 1984. It is significant to note that the growth of European tourism 
occurred in spite of the unfavourable economic climate of the seventies and early 
eighties. 
-50- 
In fact the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
suggests that the tourist sector can be regarded as one of the industries least 
affected by economic recession. In the words of the then Deputy Secretary-General 
of the OECD (1978) "tourism expenditure is far less liable to be cut than might, at 
first sight, be supposed". He further says that "while the growth of tourism may be 
temporarily affected by political circumstances such as war or insecurity, its long 
term growth seems to be secured by powerful socio-economic factors: higher 
incomes, shorter working hours, the saturation of other forms of consumer spending 
,, 
(78) 
and cheaper transport 
In this respectp a number of studies are currently being undertaken to examine the 
impact and potential of tourism in certain areas. For instance, "the development of 
tourism and leisure in Britain is to be examined by a ministerial committee under 
Lord Young of Graffhamo Minister without Portfolio, as part of his co-ordination of 
Whitehall work on job creation and stimulating enterprise , 
(79). Moreover, Professor 
Peter Buckley and Dr Stephen Witt of Bradford University are at present examining 
the impact of tourism in 'difficult' areas including Bradford, Bristol, Glasgow and 
Hamm in Germany. In addition, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) 
commissioned the University of Surrey to investigate the scope for job creation by 
the tourist industry. 
EEC tourist receipts expressed in US dollars at current prices (see table 1.12) 
increased in all member countries at an average 11.9 per cent for the period 1960- 
83. This is parallel to the average annual increases for the OECD total Europe and 
world tourist receipts increases. This feature can also be witnessed by the index of 
growth which rose to about 1317 (EEC); 1357 (OECD); 1400 (total Europe); and 1371 
(world total) for the period concerned. It is noteworthy that the highest average 
annual increase 1960-83 was that of Greece which was 14.8 per cent as compared to 
the EEC total of 11.9 per cent. This reflects the rapid expansion of Greek tourism 
5-1 
TABLE 1.12 THE GROWTH OF INTERNATIONAL TOURIST RECEIPTS IN EEC COMPARED WITH OECD COUNTRIES, 
EUROPE AND TOTAL WORLD, 1960-83 
Tourist Receipts (US $ miUlons) 
Arealcountry 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1983 
Belgium-Luxembourg 110 200 349 980 1810 1712 
480 722 986 1355 1910 1133 
Denmark 107 190 314 746 1337 1307 
467 696 890 1318 1337 907 
France 500 982 1192 3470 8197 7229 
2183 3543 3377 6131 9197 3016 
Germany 398 643 1024 2949 6565 5462 
1739 2321 2901 5032 6563 3790 
Greece 49 108 194 644 1734 1176 
214 390 550 1139 1734 916 
Ireland 111 183 193 201 574 348 
495 661 547 355 574 241 
Italy 642 1288 1639 2578 8213 9033 
2803 4630 4643 4555 8213 6269 
Netherlands 132 338 421 1107 1662 1432 
576 1220 1193 1956 1"2 M 
UK 473 540 1040 2462 6922 3526 
2066 1950 2946 4350 6922 3933 
TOTAL EEC 2522 4472 6365 14936 37014 33224 
11013 16144 19031 26389 37014 23056 
TOTAL OECD 4979 9411 14230 31499 71714 67349 
21738 33973 40312 35650 71714 46376 
TOTAL EUROPE 4 7 11 25 61 36 
17 25 31 44 61 39 
TOTAL WORLD 7 12 is 39 95 96 
31 43 51 69 95 67 
Average 
% Share Amual Index of 
bxxease Growth 
1960 1963 1970 1973 1980 1983 1960-43 1%0-100 
4.4 4.3 3.3 3.9 4.9 3.2 12.7 1556.4 
4.0 247.3 
4.2 4.2 4.9 5.0 3.6 3.9 11.5 1221.3 
2.9 194.2 
19.8 21.9 18.3 23.2 22.1 21.9 12.3 1443.6 
3.7 229.9 
13.9 14.4 16.1 19.1 17.7 16.4 12.1 1372.4 
3.4 218.1 
1.9 2.4 3.0 4.3 4.7 3.5 14.8 2400.0 
6.0 381.3 
4.4 4.1 3.0 1.3 1.6 1.1 3.1 313.3 
-3.0 49.7 
25.5 23.9 25.1 17.3 22.2 27.2 12.2 1407.0 
3.6 223.7 
5.2 7.6 6.6 7.4 4.5 4.3 10.9 1094.8 
2.4 172.6 
18.9 12.1 16.3 16.3 18.7 16.6 11.3 1168.3 
2.7 183.6 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 11.9 1317.4 
3.3 209.4 
EEC % Share of Total OECD, Europe and 
World Tourist Receipts 
50.7 47.3 44.7 47.4 51.6 49.2 12.0 1356.9 
3.4 213.6 
62.5 64.3 38.2 39.6 60.7 58.9 12.2 1400.0 
3.7 229.4 
35.7 37.5 33.6 38.2 38.9 34.4 12.1 1371.4 
3.4 216.1 
kLotes: Figures for European and world total are in billions US dollars. 
The average annual increase 196043 has been calculated using the geometric mean method. 
The real value of tourist receipts and their respective average annual Increase and Index of growth are given In bold and are In 1980 
prices. 
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1985 Issue, IMF, Washington DC, 1985 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1983, IMF, Washington DC, 1984 
OECD, Tourism Policy and International Tourism in OECD Member Countries, OECD, Paris, Various Issues 
WTO, The State of Travel and Tourism on the Threshold of 1985, SG/DET/1859 Statement by RC Lonatiq Secretary-General of WTO, 
Madrid, January 1995 
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in the last two decades. Despite Greece's rapid growth in tourist arrivals (see 
chapter 3, section 2) and tourist receipts as shown in table 1.12 Greece's share of 
total EEC tourist receipts in 1983 was only 3.5 per cent compared to Italy's of 27.2 
per cent for the same year. 
In real terms EEC tourist receipts rose at an average annual increase of about 3 per 
cent in line with increases in the OECD (3.4 per cent); Europe (3.7 per cent), and 
world-wide (3.4 per cent). The most pronounced average increases over the period 
1960-83 occurred in Greece (6.0 per cent) followed by Belgium/Luxembourg (4.0 per 
cent) and France (3.7 per cent). 
One other feature of EEC tourism's contributionp not shown in table 1.12p is that the 
share of EEC tourist expenditure which stood at 34,566.7 million US dollars in 
1983 
(80) in relation to world total tourist receipts of 96 billion US dollars was about 
37 per cent in 1983 establishing the EEC region as the most important expenditure 
generating group in world tourism. 
As can be seen from table 1.13 part A, tourism's contribution to the national product 
in most EEC member countries is small. This is especially the case for 
industrialised countries like Germany, Netherlands and the UK whose international 
tourist receipts accounted for only a modest 0.8,1.1 and 1.2 per cent respectively of 
gross national product in 1983. However some countries like Greece and Italy are 
more dependent on income generated by the tourist sector whose percentage 
contribution of tourism to GNP was 3.4 and 2.6 per cent respectively in 1983. 
In considering the share of international tourist receipts (excluding fare payments) 
in total exports for EEC member countries international tourism seems to be 
important for countries like Greece and Italy whose tourism share stood at 28.6 and 
12.5 per cent of all export earnings in 1983. This was well above the EEC average 
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which was about 6 per cent. This is so as Greece and Italy -have opted for a high 
level of tourist activities, particularly in underdeveloped regions, in order to 
supplement their foreign exchange earnings and to reap the benefits of sectoral 
diversification. By comparison, although for major developed countries like France 
and the UK tourist receipts are large in absolute terms, they represent only a small 
proportion of total export revenue. For example, tourism's share of all exports in 
1983 was 8.1 per cent in France and 6.0 per cent in the UK. 
Tourist expenditure as a proportion of total expenditure on imports is low in France, 
Greece and Italy compared to the total EEC figure which stood at 6.5 per cent. This 
is expected as climatic conditions and advanced domestic, tourism sectors in those 
countries deter nationals from leaving their country. By contrast the Northern 
Europeans, such as the British, Danish and Germans, travel abroad in search of sun 
and clear seas thus increasing the share of tourist expenditure as a proportion of 
total imports. 
With regard to the tourist movement within the EEC Article 2 of the Treaty of 
Rome assigns the Community the task of promoting a harmonious development of 
economic activities and closer relations between the states belonging to it 
Tourism, -as per Council Resolution (10 April 1984), can help to achieve these 
objectives and considers tourism as an important activity for the integration of 
Europe. 'In additiong the head of Tourism Service at the Commission of the European 
Communities suggests that tourism does not only help the community to fulfil these 
tasks by increasing contact between the peoples of Europe but already provides over 
4 million jobs (directly employed in the tourist sector) and more than 8 million are 
employed indirectly for the tourist industry 
(82) 
- This is a sizeable figure considering 
the employment recession in Europe. 
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As table 1.14 indicates the share of tourism-related employment in the European 
Community was more than 17 per cent of the total EEC employment level in 1982. 
Luxembourg and Italy showed the highest share at 20.8 per cent and 19.6 per cent 
respectively, implying that tourist activity is higher, as compared to the other EEC 
member countries. However, when tourism employment is compared to 
manufacturingf all countries concerned showed that manufacturing related 
employment has a higher percentage share of total employment. In addition, 
tourism related employment figures may be inflated as these figures include highly 
aggregated data. Despite this the employment impact of tourism related activities 
in the EEC region is of considerable extent, hence the emphasis put by the EEC 
commission on tourism for improving employment prospects in less developed areas 
through regional tourism development funds. 
The importance of tourism employment in the EEC will get a new dimension when 
Portugal and Spain join the Community in 1986. Their tourism related employment 
figures are 472 thousand and 2148 thousand(83) respectively thus increasing the total 
EEC persons employed in tourist related activities to 20.8 million people. 
In view of the rapid expansion of tourism in and considerable, impact on the 
European Communityp the European Commission in 1982 formulated initial 
(84) 
guidelines for Community policy on tourism . The purpose of the communication 
was to highlight the areas in which EEC action is likely to affect the harmonious 
development of tourism within the Community. The main areas revealed were those 
of: 
freedom of movement and the protection of tourists 
working conditions for those engaged in tourism 
transport and tourism, and 
regional development and tourism. 
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TABLE 1.14 
TOURISM-RELATED EMPLOYMENT IN THE EEC IN 1982 
Tourism Manufacturing 
Total Related Related (2) as a (3) as a 
Country Employment Employment Employment % of (1) % of (1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
Belgium 3615 694 872 19.2 24.1 
Luxembourg 159 33 41 20.8 25.8 
Denmark 2389 324 503 13.6 21.1 
France 20984 3440 5181 16.4 24.7 
Germany 25100 3775 8318 15.0 33.1 
Greece 3491 523 672 15.0 19.2 
Ireland 1137 187 242 16.4 21.3 
Italy 20542 4026 5280 19.6 25.7 
Netherlands 4984 871 1023 17.5 20.5 
UK 23221 4269 5897 18.4 25.4 
TOTAL 105622 18142 28029 17.2 26.5 
Notes: For Denmark and Ireland figures are in 1983 and 1979 respectively 
Sources: E YE, Labour Force Survey for 1982, E YE, Athens, 1993 
ILO, Yearbook of Labour Statistics, 1984,44th Issue, Mot Geneva, 1984 
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Although no examination of the above communication will be attempted in this 
study it is worth mentioning that opinion on the initial guidelines was expressed a 
year later (I July 1983) in a document by the Economic and Social Committee of the 
European Communities(85). The Committee welcomed the 'Initial Guidelines for 
Community Policy on Tourism' and endorsed in principle its recommendations and 
emphasised the economic and socio-cultural significance of such a policy. Furtherv 
the importance attached to tourism was exemplified in the creation of a new 
Tourism Service within the Commission of the European Communities Directorate- 
General for Transport. This Service, which is headed by Mr N Moussis, who was 
interviewed by the author in Brussels on 7 May 1985, "has the task of creating a 
framework for a Community Tourism policy which will encourage intra-community 
tourism, increasing the productivity of the tourist industry, promoting good 
communications within the community, exploiting the tourist potential of poorer 
regions and safeguarding Europe's natural and cultural heritage". It was also 
stressed that the Commission's intention in a Common Market tourism policy is not 
to replace national policies but to highlight a number of common priorities in 
certain spheres on which common action might be proposed. 
One can imply therefore that the future of tourism as a service industry in Europe is 
bright and for some less industriallsed countries like Greece and Portugal foreign 
currency earned from tourism is a vital source of income. For the industriallsed 
countries in Europe tourism ýas a labour Intensive industry offers scope for job 
creation on a large scale,, particularly for part-time workers, and provides 
employment opportunities in rural areas and otherwise economically depressed 
areas. Moreover, an increase in tourism activity will have spin-off effects on other 
economic sectors thus contributingg among others, to sustaining demand in the 
building, public works and consumer goods industries. A concerted effort by all 
national tourist bodies concerned, and a concrete common ýEuropean Community 
policy to create the appropriate environment for the harmonious development of 
tourism is required. 
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1.8 Literature Review 
Tourism Is multifaceted by its very nature and encompasses a wide spectrum of 
activities and subjects. Hence a great deal of research has been undertaken into 
various aspects of the tourism phenomenon by academics (e. g. geographers, 
economists, forecasters) agriculturalists) as 
consultants (e. g. Coopers and Lybrand 
(86) 
P 
well as businessmen, management 
McCann Erickson(87) ) and research 
agencies who carry out, motivational research for developing advertising and other 
promotional campaigns. In addition, national tourist organisations (e. g. that of 
Greece, see chapter six) carry out regular and ad hoc research, ' including surveys and 
feasibility studies to enrich the habeas corpus of the subject matter. As has already 
been shown, the many faces of the tourist composite product necessitates many 
types of research in order to-enable the policy maker-to, plan his strategies and 
tactics. The objective of this section is to review some of the work'which has been 
carried out in the various fields of the tourism'phenomenon. 
Until very recently few governments in advanced economies realised the potential 
of tourism as a source of employment at both national and regional levels. For 
instancev as per Lord Young of Graffham in 1985, the British government "has a 
direct concern with the industry's great potential for growth, job creation and 
enterprise". He further, suggested that as societal' and industrial patterns are 
changing there is a need to, encourage the- "new", strong points of the British 
economy, including tourism among other sectors and activities. Indeed, he argued, 
"across the UK few industries' offer as great a scope for new employment as tourism 
and leisure, much of it in self-employment or small firms, involving a far wider 
range of skills than most other growth sectors and a broad geographical spread"(88). 
In spite of the considerable growth of tourism in international trade, it was not until 
recently that tourism received much attention from economists, especially from 
scholars in the international business area. For examplep Dunning and McQueen 
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contributed to a major study by the United Nations Centre on the role of 
transnational corporations in the development of the tourism industry in developing 
countries(89) and used data on the involvement of multinational corporations in the 
international hotel industry to"provide empirical support for the eclectic theory of 
(90) 
international production 
The findings of both studies suggest that host nation and transnational corporation 
can benefit from foreign involvement in the international hotel industry. The 
benefits that may be derived include the transfer of technological, managerlalg 
marketing and organisational skills from the "experienced" transnational hotel chain 
to various entities in the host country. On the other hand, as Dunning and McQueen 
suggested, 'International hotel chains may also operate on a superior production 
function to local hotels, partly becauseq being multinational, there is a wider 
learning process derived from operating in different economic environments and a 
wider *sourcing of inputs, improving both quality and competitiveness(91). In other 
words there are economies of size and logistical skills which can be used as a public 
good within the organisation which result in lower unit costs. 
As far as Greece is concerned transnational, hotel involvement would almost 
certainly benefit the Greek tourist sector via managerial and marketing skills. 
These are in short supply at the top end of hotel management in Greece (see chapter 
four, section 4.5). With regard to academic research in this area, however, little has 
been done to date specifically on the impact of foreign Involvement in the hotel 
accommodation sector in Greece: most of the foreign direct ý investment studies 
were engaged in examining foreign involvement in the manufacturing sector of the 
Greek economy. For example, two recent doctoral theses concentrated on the 
determinants and role of direct investment in the Greek economy 
(92) 
and the 
distribution of inward foreign direct investment, licensing and imports across the 
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Greek manufacturing industries(93) . Hence a gap exists for future research to 
examine the role transnational corporations play in the Greek tourist sector. 
Following Archer 
(94), 
numerical demand forecasting methods are based on time 
series or on causal relationships. Time series (e. g. exponential smoothing), is purely 
a statistical approach where the forecaster concentrates on a historical series for 
the forecast variable, and attempts to extract some kind of trend. In other words, 
this approach is simply a projection of past experience into the future with little, 
regard to the factors which affected that experience. This approach is beyond the 
scope of this thesis and details of its use are readily accessible(95). However, in the 
field of tourism, Baron(96) has used time series to examine seasonality in tourism. 
In contrast, causal models. use historical evidence in which the forecast variable is 
specifically related to certain determinants. The main aim of the causal model is to 
use statistical techniques in order to construct and test theories. In other words, a 
theoretical model is developed relating the dependent variable (e. g. foreign tourist 
arrivals in Greece) to 'the causal or independent variables (e. g. cost of travel to 
destination, national income per capita in country of origin, relative cost of tourism, 
etc. ). Thus causal models consider the possibility that changes in the independent 
(causal) variables will affect the dependent (forecast) variable. 
A number of studies have been carried out using the causal model building approach 
relating to tourism demand. In addition, various causal independent variables were 
used to determine the relationship with the dependent variable being forecast. The 
causal variables range from cost of travel to real national income per capita, 
quantity of leisure timeg the number of attractions per day, relative price levels, 
common language and publicity efforts(97). 
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Witt(98) has developed a single-stage foreign holiday demand model with the 
dependent variable being the number of foreign holidays undertaken by UK residents 
to a number of destinations. The independent variables include the UK real personal 
disposable income; the relative cost of tourism (i. e. board and lodging) in 
destination; the real cost of travel from the UK to destination by various modes; and 
the travel time from the UK to destination by various modes. The single 
origin/multiple destination abstract mode-abstract (destination) node model 
developed by Witt "explains both the generation of foreign holiday trips and their 
distribution amongst the various alternatives"(99). 
A similar model has been used by Uysal and Crompton(100) to explain international 
tourist flows to Turkey. Independent variables in the Uysal and Crompton model 
include the real income per capita in country of origin; the relative prices (i. e. the 
weighted ratio of prices in Turkey compared to those in the tourist generating 
countries); relative exchange rates; and estimated promotional expenditures. 
Howeverv the type of model used by Uysal and Crompton can be improved by 
incorporating the following modifications: 
1) the inclusion of a travel cost variable since this is an important 
determinant of tourism demand 
li) the replacement of the relative consumer price index by the relative 
cost oftourism which is clearly more relevant in determining tourism 
f lows 
11i) more accurate results could be obtained by incorporating actual 
promotional expenditure in each tourist generating country 
iv) the promotional expenditure variable can be split into advertising and 
public relations in order to assess the impact of each. 
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As regards qualitative methods in forecasting tourism demand, these essentially 
depend on informed judgement, for example morphological analysis which alms to 
structure the existing information in an orderly manner and thus identify the 
probable outcome of events. In forecasting tourism demand, the procedural steps 
include: W the identification of the most important variables (usually intuitively); 
(Wan examination of each variable and identification of possible states for each; 
410 an examination of the combined actions of each variable and their interactions 
on demand. This shows a number of attainable levels of demand under different 
assumptions about the performance of each of the variables. The most desirable 
level of demand is then estimated in relation to the variables at work and 
assessment is made of how this level might be attained. This method is, however, 
subjective and lacks rigour unless supported by numerical analysis. 
Another intuitive method is the Delphi technique. Although this method was 
originally used to analyse future technological change, it has been adapted to 
forecasting tourism demand. Kaynak and Macaulay(lol) have recently used the 
Delphi technique in order to gather the necessary information and opinions in Nova 
Scotia (Canada) and use these for policy formulation. The essence of the Delphi 
technique is to generate rather than test hypotheses and the value of this approach 
is further discussed in chapter six. 
Despite the importance of Greek tourism to the national economy, not much has 
been written on the subject. In addition, no attempt has been made by the National 
Tourist Organisation of Greece to assess the impact of promotional expenditure in 
the major tourist generating countries. Kanellakis 
(102) in his doctoral thesis (1975) 
used tourist arrivals as the dependent variable from each of four major countries of 
origin of tourists visiting Greece, namely France, Germany, the UK and the USA. 
With regard to the independent variables thought tol influence tourist arrivals, 
Kanellakis used the real national income per capita in country of origin; relative 
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cost of vacation, i. e. origin with destination; relative cost of vacation in Yugoslavia; 
and the cost of air travel from origin to destination. As regards the relative cost of 
vacation in Yugoslavia as per Kanellakis, this variable is included because 
"Yugoslavia is the keenest rival of Greece in the international tourist trade". The 
latter can be questioned on the grounds that one -cannot say for certain that 
Yugoslavia is the keenest competitor. This depends on the nature of the'tourist 
generating country, the various alternative tourism destinations available and the 
purpose of travel. For example, Greece's main competitor in the German charter 
flight market is Spain. In 1984 the number of Germans'that went on charter flights 
from Germany to Spain, Greece and Yugoslavia were about 2,272,000,434,000 and 
218,000 respectively. As far as the UK travel market is concerned, the National 
Tourist Office of Greece in London considers Spain and Italy as the main 
competitors for Greek tourism. Greece's share of UK travellers to foreign 
destinations by charter flights in 1984 was II per cent as compared to Spain's 55 per 
cent and Italy's 8 per cent. This was also established by the National Tourist 
(103) Organisation of Greece in its annual conference in Greece, 1985 
The type of model used by Kanellakis can be improved by the following 
modif ications: I 
1) the inclusion of a promotional expenditure variable since this is an 
important determinant of tourism demand 
10 the promotional expenditure variable can be split into advertising and 
public relations in order to assess the impact of each 
iii) the replacement of the relative consumer price index by the relative 
cost of tourism which is clearly more relevant in determining tourism 
flows 
iv) the demand model can be estimated for a larger number of countries to 
include important tourist generating markets such as Scandinavia, 
Yugoslavia, Austria, Switzerland, etc. 
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The present study will attend to these matters in chapter six. 
Broadly speaking, within an economic context, the mainstream of research in the 
field of tourism and its role on the national economies has concentrated on the 
impact on the balance of payments(104) . input-output analysis(105) , and multiplier 
069 107) 
ef f ects(l . This approach has been adopted by the few researchers who have 
looked at the impact of foreign tourism on the Greek economy. Both 
Alexandrakis(108) and Singh(109) for example concentrate on the balance of 
payments and the general contribution of tourism to the development of Greece. 
Chapter five extends this work in a number of directions, but there is scope for 
further work, particularly regarding input-output analysis. For a comprehensive list 
of research in the field of tourism see: (i) Survey of Surveys and Research in the 
Field of Tourism by the World Tourism Organisation(' 
10); 00 Academic Research 
into Leisure, Recreation and Tourism by the English Tourist Board(' and 
(iii) Appendix Z(v). 
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2. BACKGROUND TO THE GREEK ECONOMY 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with a detailed examination of the most important 
economic issues of the Greek economy and is intended to prepare the background to 
the analysis of the tourist sector in Greece. There will be a brief look at Greece's 
history, geography and population, followed by an examination of recent economic 
history and economic development. 
2.2 Hellenism, the Country and its People 
This section is intended as an overview of the history of Greece and a look at its 
geography and population. Both are important in attracting foreign visitors. 
2.2.1 History 
The Aegean sea, with its surrounding lands and innumerable islandsp has been the 
abiding cradle of Greek civilisation. The geographical position of this sea has given 
the whole region certain unique advantages. Navigation in the Aegean has always 
been easy and comparatively safe. It is precisely this ease of communication which 
has enabled all peoples which have lived around this enclosed sea to keep in constant 
touch with each other, thus developing commercial and other ties, which 
automatically affect the general cultural level of the whole area. This constant 
exchange of knowledge among merchants and other travellers in those distant ages 
broadened the scope of their thought., and spurred on their curiosity for knowledge 
and wisdom. 
The other decisive advantage which contributed to the first multiform civilisation of 
the Aegean world was the excellent climate of this area. Its mild climate, without 
destructive frosts, without the weakening effect of scorching heat, but under a 
cloudless Sky and for the most part in a sunlit atmosphere (the famous "eterna 
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primaverall or eternal spring of Greece), Aegean man had the opportunity - and the 
inclination - to turn his mind towards the cultivation of the sciences, philosophy, 
poetry and fine arts('). It was the 'environment', therefore, that to a great extent 
lifted Greek thought and consequently the civilisation of the Greek tribes. 
(2) Who exactly the first Greeks were is by no means easy to say . Some historians 
believe that various Greek-speaking tribes descended from the North in waves. The 
degree of their original civilisation has not been ascertained. Archaeologists and 
historians also speak of the descent of Achaeans, Ionlans, Aeolians and finally 
Dorians, who all together, with constant interactiong created the ancient Greek 
civilisation in its variety of forms. 
The "Minoan" civilisation 2800-1450 BC was the first Aegean civilisation which has 
been methodically researched. Remains of this high level civilisation have been 
preserved on Crete especially at Knossos. The "Minoan" civillsation is characterised 
with advanced cultural development in many fields and is famous for its powerful 
maritime empire. 
By about 1600 BC the decline of the Minoan civilisation set in and a new Creto- 
Mycenean civilisation flourished in the Peloponnese - more specifically in the area 
of Mycenae. The Mycenean era reached its highest point around 1350 BC. Among 
the main manifestations of Mycenean power were the kingdom of the Atreids, and 
the Trojan war. 
Around 1200 BC the Dorians, the last Greek tribe to arrive, invaded mainland 
Greece. The Dorians were characterised by a warlike disposition and considerable 
knowledge of the art of war. This era is also important for the gradual occupation 
of the Aegean islands (1000-900 BC). 
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The four tribes (lonlans, Achaeans, Aeolians and Dorians), distributed through the 
various parts of the Aegean, developed a unified mythologyp religion and civilisation. 
The 'Greek' sense of unity was considered by two landmarks: 
- the founding of the Olympic Games in 776 BC 
- and the composition and - handing on of the Homeric epics (Iliad - and 
Odyssey), 750-700 BC. 
After the eighth century BC9 Greece entered what is known as the 'Archa! Cf period 
and the creation of 'city states'. They began to compete with each other and from 
time to time this led to conflict. Two cities eventually emerged as dominant in 
Greece. 5parta - an oligarchy with a militaristic way of life. Its military campaigns 
and conquests took it to a point where it controlled almost all of the Peloponnese. 
Athens on the other hand was a 'democracy' that developed into a sea power. This 
enabled its citizens not only to engage in profitable trade, but also to come into 
broader cultural contact with other civilisations. 
The Persian wars which took place about 490 BC were decided in the favour of the 
Greek states in the famous battles of Marathong Thermopylae and Salamis. These 
were followed by the fratricidal Peloponnesian war (431-404 BC) which resulted in 
Spartan victory and brought the 'Golden' age of Athenian hegemony (inaugurated by 
Pericles) to an end(3). 
The Spartan victory was pyrrhic, however. The exhausted Greek - states were soon 
conquered by the Macedonian empire of Philip 11 and his son Alexander. Alexander 
the Great was nevertheless'a "Hellenic" ruler since Greek civilisation extended 
much further than its political borders - indeed his tutor was the philosopher 
Aristotle. Fortified by his Greek battalions, Alexander went on to conquer the 
Middle East from Egypt to India in eleven years. 'At his death, his vast empire was 
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divided among his generals. Greece itself was soon subjugated by the Romans (146 
BC). 
Greek influence was considerable in the Roman empire, however, and, with the 
transformation of the East Roman empire into the Byzantine empire, Greeks came 
politically to the f ore. Further subjugation followed, however, this time under the 
Ottoman Turks, with the fall of Constantinople on 29 May 1453. Greece regained 
her independence in 1821-1829 and was declared a Kingdom by the Protocol of 
London of 3 February 1830 under the guarantee of Great Britain, France and Russia. 
For a chronological listing of events significant in the history of ancient Greece see 
appendix A. 
Repeated revolts in Crete and liberation movements in Thessaly and Epirus kept the 
country in a state of incessant turmoil for many years and made it impossible for a 
properly organised state to be set up. Greece, therefore, remained a poor countryl 
which was dependent for its survival on continual loans from Europe. These loans, 
however, led to a deep economic crisis culminating in the declaration of a state of 
bankruptcy in December 1893. 
There followed the Greek-Turkish war of 1897 which resulted in a crushing defeat 
for the Greek forces. Then a period of turmoil and internal unrest led to a 
revolution in 1909 and in August 1910 handed over power to a new Prime Minister 
from Crete, Eleftherios Venizelos. In a very short time, Venizelos's government, as 
a result of constitutional reforms, completely transformed the state mechanism, 
establishing equality before law, civil rights and strengthening Parliamentarianism. 
At the same time he strengthened the armed forces and when the first Balkan war 
broke out in October 1912, Greece joined the victorious assault of the four Balkan 
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states (Serbia, Montenegro, Bulgaria and Greece) on the Ottoman empire 
(4). This 
and later wars resulted in the liberation of Thessaloniki and Crete. 
As the clouds of the First World War were gathering the nation was divided by those 
who advocated neutrality (including the King) and those who wanted to join the 
Western allies. With the proclamation of 'revolutionary' government in Thessaloniki 
in 1917, and the abdication of King Constantine, Greece joined the 'Western 
Alliance' officially in July 1917 where Greek forces took part in the 1918 offensive 
in Macedonia. 
The 5econd World War engulfed Greece when the Greek government refused an 
Italian ultimatum. Mussolini invaded Greece on 28 October 1940 from Albania. 
Later, on 6 April 1941, Hitler ordered his forces into Greece and by the end of the 
month his forces reached the southern coast of Peloponnese. Liberation came 
eventually, 'but a civil war flared up in Autumn 1946 which was fought with passion 
and cruelty on both sides: communists versus right-wingers. Perhaps unavoidably 
after this conflict, political power was monopollsed by the right-wing for many 
years. When eventually in 1964 the Centre party of George Papandreou won the 
election every method was used to topple it. 
Then a group of colonels forestalled new elections by imposing a dictatorship in 
1967. Following the exile of King Constantines Greece was declared a republic in 
June 1973 and this was confirmed by a referendum in December 1974. A new 
republican constitution was introduced in June 1975. The military regime collapsed 
in July 1974, under the failure of their policieso condemnation of world opinion and 
resistance of the people. The immediate cause was the attempt to overthrow 
President Makarlos in Cyprus and the ensuing war between Turkey and Cyprus. The 
conservative politician, Constantine Karamanlis, returned from self-exile in France 
and was handed the reins of government. He soon obtained a popular mandate in 
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free elections, and went on to win another election in 1977. The milestone in 
Karamanlis's political career was the signing of Greece's accession to the EEC which 
took place in Athens on 28 May 1979. 
Traditionally close relations between Greece and Western Europe have been further 
strengthened through the accession of Greece to the EEC. As from I January 1981 
Greece has become a fully-fledged member of the European Community(5). Greece 
was the first European country to become an associate member of the European 
Community, under article 238 of the Rome Treaty. It is also worth mentioning that 
Greece is a member of the UN, OECD, Council of Europe and NATO. 
On 18 October 1981 the PASOK-Socialist party swept to power and formed the first 
socialist government with a substantial majority in the Greek Parliament. The 
Prime Ministerp Andreas Papandreou, was subject to rigorous constraints. The 
conservative and pro-Western Constantine Karamanlisp for example, remained 
President with considerable constitutional powers and personal popularity 
(6) 
until 
1985 when the PASOK party decided not to support Karamanlis in the next general 
election. Hence a new President, Sartzedakis, was elected and a new mandate was 
given to Papandreou and his government in the June 1995 elections. 
2.2.2 Geography and Population 
Greece is a European country at the south-eastern extremity of the Balkan 
peninsula. , Greece, where Europe meets the Middle Eastern states of Asia and 
Africaq is one of the most strategic areas in the world (see appendix B). Greece is 
bounded by Albaniap Yugoslavia and Bulgaria in the north; Turkey and the Aegean 
sea in the east; and by the Mediterranean and the Ionian sea in the south and west 
(see appendix C). 
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The total area of Greece is 131,986 square kilometres (50,960 square miles), almost 
exactly the same size as England (50,331 square miles) 
(7). About one fif th of the 
country consists of 2,000 islands, most of them representing the mountain tips of the 
sunken Aegean land mass. The islands are generally small but the largest, Crete, 
has an area of St378 square kilometres. 
Because of the fragmentation and dispersal of the islands, and the shape of the 
mainland, distances between parts of Greece can be relatively large. Rhodes is 830 
kilometres away from Corfu. The eastern most Greek territoryp the small island of 
Castellorizo (4 square miles) lies another 70 kilometres east of Rhodes. The point 
where the Greek, Bulgarian and Turkish frontiers meet near Adrianople is about 740 
kilometres away from the south coast of Crete. 
Another characteristic of Greece's geography is the mountainous terrain. About 40 
per cent of the country's area lies above 500m, and there are many peaks of 2,000m 
or more. Further, no part of the country is more than 80 kilometres from the 
waters of the Eastern Mediterranean. 
Climaticallyq Greece is a very hot (in the summer) country. Climatic conditions 
vary however with regions. For example, the south-eastern part of Greece is dry 
and very hot in the summer as compared to the Ionian islands and the western coasts 
of the mainland, which are characterised by a more moderate climate and higher 
rainfall (800-1200mm per annum). The temperatures over a thirty year period for 
various regions of Greece can be seen in appendix D. 
As far as the population is concerned, Greece has at present about 9.9 million 
inhabitants, equivalent to a population density of 73 inhabitants per square 
kilometre (compared with some 229 in the UK and 23 in the USAP). 
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In addition to the. domestic population it is estimated that there are 3-4 million 
people of Greek origin living abroad, of which over, 2 million live in the USA and 
about 400,000 in Germany. This "diaspora" plays a significant role in the Greek 
economy through remittances to their families and investments as well as tourist 
arrivals and receipts from Greeks who visit every year their families in Greece. 
It is estimated that about 70 per cent of the population in Greece live in urban or 
semi-urban centres while the rural population accounts for the remaining 30 per 
cent. In 1981 the Greater Athens region contained 31027t331 inhabitants or nearly 
one third of the entire population- The Salonica area was estimated to have 8719580 
inhabitants (9 per cent of total population)(9). The results of the 1981 census 
indicated that 84 per cent of the Greek population resided on the mainland and 14 
per cent on the islands. Details of the geographical distribution of the population in 
Greece are given in appendices E and F. 
Other important facts worth mentioning are: 
Ethnic Groups: Greeks, 95 per cent; Macedonlans, 2 per cent; Turksp I per cent; 
Albanians, I per cent; and others, I per cent. 
ge Langua e: The language of the country is Greek. The most frequently spoken 
foreign language is English, followed by German and French. 
Religion: The population is predominantly Greek Orthodox (97 per cent) and 
the Greek Church maintains a strong influence. There are some 
100,000 Muslims as well as smaller groups of Roman Catholicst 
Protestants and Jews. 
As a consequence of this historical background visitors to Greece are attracted not 
only by the climate but also by the historical antiquities. In addition, each summer, 
performances of ancient Greek tragedies and comedies, in the setting for which they 
were originally written, attract thousands of lourists to the amphitheatres of 
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Greece(lo). This type of tourism was given a boost by the major discoveries of 
archaeologists such as Heinrich Schliemann who excavated the ruins of Troy and Sir 
Arthur Evans who excavated the palace at Knossos in Crete in the early part of this 
century. Greece was also marketed by romanticists such as Lord Byron who played 
a role in the Greek revolution. The relevance of the historical background to Greek 
tourism will be further highlighted in chapter 6. 
2.3 The Greek Economy 
When, in 1828, Greece began its lif e as an independent state, her economy was 
highly autarchic. In the, lowlands people were mainly involved with farming and 
home-fed stock breeding and forestry. On the islands and along the coastline there 
was a certain amount of fishing. In the cities there was small-scale industry and 
limited internal trade. Communications were sketchy and country roads almost non- 
existent. 
By 1850 the development of some kind of market economy had begun. This new 
phase was characterlsed by an increase in economic activityp the development of 
merchant shipping, banking and foreign trade. Banks and industries were also 
founded during this period("). With the development of land communications and 
the expansion of credit capital availability, the market economy spread throughout 
Greece. Cities grew up slowly. In 1870 there were only seven cities with 
populations of more than 10,000. 
Between 1882-1909 the economy experienced marked changes. The use of 
machinery expanded, industry was encouraged and protected by duties, land 
communications were largely improved, public finance was extended and the 
proportion of population engaged in industry increased with a corresponding drop in 
the numbers involved in agriculture. During this period there was a tendency 
towards urbanisation. At the end of this period there was considerable progress in 
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agricultural and industrial production, capital was attracted from abroad and various 
public works were carried out. By the end of 1909,36.7 per cent of the Greek 
population were involved in industry and commerce. 
In the following period (1909-39) the Greek economy entered a semi-mature 
industriallsed phase: large urban centres were formed; land and sea communications 
were developed; industry received a considerable boost and foreign trade and 
merchant shipping were further extended. 
The development of the Greek economy was interrupted in 1940 by the Greek-Italian 
war and the German occupation which followed. A large part of the Greek economy 
was decimated. The work of rebuilding the economy started after 1950, and 
progress speeded up after 1958. Post-war efforts to develop industrial 
infrastructure and technology have given marked results. Between the years 1950 
and 1982, Greek industrial production as a proportion of Gross Domestic Product 
increased from 20.2 per cent to 40.4 per cent, while agricultural production 
decreased from 28.5 per cent to 14.7 per cent 
(12) (see table 2.1 , part C). 
In 1961 Greece became an associate member of the Common Market and on I 
January 1981 Greece became the tenth member of the EEC thus opening new 
horizons for expansion. Greece also maintains friendly commercial and cultural 
relations with the countries of the Middle East. Greek construction and engineering 
firms are already developing substantial activities in the 'area and the'outlook is 
13) encouraging for expanding co-operation in other fields( 
Over the past years, Greece has become a leading entrepot centre. The operation of 
regular sea routes between Greece and the most important Eastern and Central 
Mediterranean ports has markedly contributed to the development of Greek exports, 
as well as the expansion of transport between Central Europe and the Middle East 
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area( 
14) 
. Greece's importance as an entrepot centre will certainly increase if plans 
for two major international projects go ahead. These are the Trans-European 
Motorway (TEM) scheme for a road network from the Baltic to a number of 
Mediterranean outlets including Greece via southern Yugoslavia. An even more 
ambitious project is for a navigable waterway from the Aegean to Belgrade and the 
(15) Danube-Rhine system 
The following sub-sections examine the macro-economic developments in Greece, 
1960-82, and look at the major sectors of the Greek economyv namely industriall 
services and agricultural sectors, in detail. This will be followed by a review of the 
foreign trade sector and an examination of employment and inflationary trends. 
2.3.1 Macro-economic Developments 
Table 2.1 (part A) shows that during the period 1960-83l Gross Domestic Product at 
market prices increased at an average annual rate of 6.1 per cent- Gross National 
Product figures follow the same pattern. 
The rapid expansion of demand and activity which characterised the Greek economy 
during most of the 1960s and early 1970s peaked in 1973. Strong boom conditions 
had developed by the beginning of this year due to excessively expansionary policies. 
By mid-1974, demand pressures, the sharp rise of world commodity prices and the 
effect of the de facto devaluation of the drachma produced a rapid rate of inflation 
(around 30 per cent). Moreoverv the current external deficit increased substantially 
from -27.10 in 1972 to -39.50 billion drachmae in 1973, even before the impact of 
the oil price rise started being felt. These economic conditions brought about 
restrictive monetary policies which caused a sharp recessionary movement and 
which was reinforced by the Cyprus crisis and its aftermath(16). 
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TABLE 2.1 PART B 
KEY VARIABLES AS A PROPORTION OF GDP AT MARKET PRICES 
, (percentages) 
Variable 1960 1970 1975 1980 1982 
Consumers Expenditure 75.5 68.9 69.8 67.0 69.2 
Government Expenditure 11.1 12.6 14.7 14.6 15.9 
Gross Fixed Capital Formation 26.1 23.6 19.5 19.0 17.3 
Change in Stocks - 4.5 5.5 4.0 3.5 
Exports of Goods and Services 11.3 10.0- 14.7 18.7 16.4 
Imports of Goods and Services 23.7 18.4 21.0 20.9 22.8 
TABLE 2.1 PART C 
SHARES IN GDP AT FACTOR COST 
(percentages) 
Sector 1960 1970 1975 1980 1992 
Agricultural Sector 24.7 19.2 16.7 14.4 14.7 
Industrial Sector 33.3 31.4 40.1 42.1 40.4 
Mining and Quarrying 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 
Manuf acturing 17.0 19.1 20.9 21.4 20.2 
Construction 6.8 8.9 6.8 6.3 5.4 
Other 8.4 2.0 11.0 12.9 13.4 
Services Sector 42.0 50.4 43.2 43.5 44.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Notes: ' Figures' for 1982 are estimates Parts B and C derived from part A of table 2.1 The average annual increase 1960-82 has been calculated using the 
geometric mean method 
Sources: IMFj International Financial Statistics, Yearbook: 1983, IMFq Washington 
DC9 1984 
OECD, Economic Surveys: Greece, OECD, Paris, Various Issues 
I 
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Following the decline in 1974, demand and activity picked up markedly compared to 
other European OECD member countriesp whose output fell by 2.5 per cent in 1975 
after having increased by about 2 per cent in 1974 
(17). The main reasons for the 
somewhat out-of-phase economic activity in Greece with the general European 
business cycle in the mid-seventies were cited by the OECD as follows: 
With the exceptional events of the Cyprus crisis and the new civilian 
government moving to a cautiously expansionary stance in Autumn, 
1974, there was a general restoration of confidence notably in 
consumer spending and residential investment. 
- Merchandise exports expanded into new markets. Tourism receipts 
and emigrant remittances increased considerably to levels well above 
those of the previous peak in 1973. 
- The savings behaviour of Greek households has had a contra-cyclical 
influence. Thus the sharp fall in the savings ratio in 1974 contributed 
to limit the recessionary impact. (18) 
The recovery of the economic activity after the 1974 recession continued in 1976. 
Gross Domestic Product at factor cost and Gross Domestic Product at market prices 
grew at about 6 per cent. The sectors that contributed to the growth in 1976 were 
the services sector and the industrial sectorg in particular the manufacturing sectors 
catering for private consumption and exports. Food processing, textiles and light 
manufacturers grew rapidly. In the services sector the main growth area was the 
rapid expansion in tourism. Unfavourable weather conditions affected agricultural 
output which declined by 1.3 per cent, whilst the growth of government consumption 
fell appreciably. The sharp increases in the volume of government consumption in 
1974 and 1975 reflected the large expenses due to military and other expenditures 
(19) 
related to the Cyprus crisis 
Since 1976, the growth and development of Greece and its various sectors has 
continued, albeit with the odd hiccup. By 1979 the Greek economy started to slow 
down. Industrial output stagnated in the next three years with a notable decline in 
both the manufacturing and construction sectors. The main reasons for this decline 
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were the world recession and Greece's entry to the EEC which reduced its 
competitiveness. 'This caused a reduction in exports and Increased import 
penetration(20) & 
Over the period 1960 to 1982 the proportional share of gross fixed capital formation 
to Gross Domestic Product at market prices decreased from 26.1 to 17.3 per cent. 
The proportional share of exports, however, increased by about 5 per cent and those 
of imports decreased by just under I per cent for the same periodq as compared to 
the proportional share of consumer expenditure which decreased by about 6 per'cent 
over the period 1960 to 1982. This is illustrated in table 2.1 (part B). A similar 
trend is also shown by the index of growth in table 2.1 (part A). As the indices show 
the critical increases were those of exports (528.5) and imports (350.2) as compared 
to the relatively smaller rises in consumer expenditure (334.1) and gross fixed 
capital formation (241.3). 
With regard to investment developments, it should be noted from appendix G that 
for the first time manufacturing investment recovered sharply (12.9 per cent) in 
1979. The pick up has been largely associated with the replacement of existing 
capital and extensions in traditional industries (foods, textilesp clothing, shoes and 
leather products). The recovery, however, left the level of investment at about 10 
per cent below the 1974 peak(21). 
The substantial manufacturing investment boom in the early 1970s led to an increase 
in under-utillsed capacity in the 1975 recession, which since has been only partially 
absorbed. In additiono net profits (after depreciation) declined from around 9 per 
cent in the 1960s to about 4.5 per cent in 1978 and 1979. Such low profit rates could 
not sustain a lasting recovery in manufacturing investment. Other reasons 
contributing to the continuing slack in the second half of the 1970s are: the relative 
weak export performancet lack of investment in newl more sophisticated lines of 
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(22) 
production and the difficulties in administrative and other bottlenecks . Further, 
uncertain prospects for demand and output coupled with frequent changes in 
relevant legislation (investment incentives have changed three times over the period 
1980-82) and a reduction in foreign investmentl partly reflecting global trends, have 
(23) 
contributed to the declining trend in business investment 
Public sector investment rose moderately in 1981 and 1982 (see appendix G). 
However, public sector investment declined over the period 1970-82. The magnitude 
of this decline can be seen from the fact that the central government investment 
was about one f if th the peak level reached in 1972-73 (see apendices H and I). 
Private residential investment continued to be the most expansionary component of 
total investment for the fourth consecutive year in 1979. The slower growths 
however, reflected' in part the substantial rise in house prices since 1975. 
Investment in private dwellings fell from 27.3 in 1980 to 19.7 million drachmae in 
1982. For a detailed breakdown of gross domestic fixed capital formation see 
appendices H and 1. 
With regard to sectoral developments it is important to mention that, during the 
period under consideration, the most striking phenomenon'was the continued 
tendency of the relative shares of industry and services in Gross Domestic Product 
to increase and the share of the agricultural sector to decrease as table 2.1 (part C) 
shows. The net result of this structural change was to decrease the proportional 
share of the agricultural sectors in the economy from 24.7 per cent in 1960 to 14.7 
per cent in 1982. 
A critical point was that the increase in production (average annual increase 7.0 per 
cent over the period 1960-83) was also matched by an increase in, services. - The 
annual average growth of the services sector was about 6.4 per cent during the 
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period 1960-82. The proportional share of the services sector increased during this 
period from 42.0 per cent to 44.9 per cent, i. e. a rise of 2.9 per cent of Gross 
Domestic Product as table 2.1 (part C) illustrates. This can also be witnessed from 
the indices of real gross value added (at 1970 prices) by sectors during the period 
1960-82 which show the increases of both the industrial and services sectors to 447.6 
and 393.9 respectively, whilst the agricultural sector increased to only 219.1. 
Although growth in the industrial sector is very welcome from the viewpoint of 
exportsq services increases cannot be exported, however, except in the case of 
international tourism which has a considerable share in the balance of invisibles as 
will be discussed in chapter five. 
2.3.2 Industrial Sector 
This sub-section is intended to review the most important aspects of the industrial 
sector. 
23.2.1 Manufacturing Industry 
As shown in table 2.1 (part C) the contribution of manufacturing to GDP in Greece 
was 20.2 per cent in 1982. Greek manufacturing industry, however, is marked with a 
preponderance of small firms. In 1980 93.3 per cent of the 128,000 manufacturing 
(24) 
enterprises employed fewer than 10 persons . Employment in manufacturing 
covered about 46 per cent of industrial employment which stood at 673.3 thousands 
(25) 
and 19.2 per cent of total employment in Greece of 3508.5 thousands in 1983 
Table 2.2 breaks down manufacturing capacity by branches of activity. More than 
one fourth of the productive capacity in manufacturing in 1960 corresponded to the 
food and tobacco sectors. By 1982 food and tobacco accounted for one fifth of total 
capacity in manufacturing whereas the beverages sector with an average annual 
TABLE 2.2 
PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF MANUFACTURING BY ACTIVITY BRANCH 
IN HP, 1960-82 
% % Average Index 
Market Market annual of 
share share increase growth 
Activity Branch 1960 1982 in 1960 in 1982 1960-82 1960=100 
Food 3847 25648 24.6 20.3 9.0 667.7 
Beverages 13 6502 0.1 5.1 32.6 50015'. 4 
Tobacco 353 544 2.3 0.4 2.0 154.1 
Textiles 1020 8332 6.5 6.6 10.1 816.9 
Clothing & footwear 90 1181 0.6 0.9 12.4 1312.2 
Wood & cork 2824 15447 18.1 12.2 8.0 547.0 
Furniture ISO 1800 1.1 1.4 11.0 1000.0 
Paper 73 9455 0.5 7.5 24.7 12952.1 
Printing & publishing 125 593 0.8 0.5 7.3 474.4 
Leather, furs 161 1817 1.0 1.4 11.6 1128.6 
Rubber & plastics 217 5945 1.4 4.7 16.2 2739.6 
Chemicals 1884 4862 12.0 3.8 4.4 259.1 
Petroleum & oil 553 1208 3.5 1.0 3.6 218.4 
Non-metallic minerals 1731 24085 11.1 19.0 12.7 1391.4 
Basic metal industries 10 2211 0.1 1.8 27.8 22110.0 
Finished metal products 884 8518 5.7 6.7 10.8 963.6 
Machinery 642 6165 4.1 4.9 10.8 960.3 
Electrical machinery 669 1240 4.3 1.0 2.8 185.4 
Transport equipment 161 327 1.0 0.3 3.3 203.1 
Other 196 649 1.2 0.5 5.6 331.1 
TOTAL 
Notes: 
Source: 
15633 126529 100.0 100.0 10.0 909.4 
HP is horse power 
The average annual increase 1960-82 has been calculated using the 
geometric mean method 
ELECTRA PRES5, The Greek Economy in Figures: 1984, Electra Press, 
Athens, 1984 
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increase of 32.6 per cent over the period 1960-82 increased its share from 0.1 per 
cent in 1960 to 5.1 per cent in 1982. The index of growth also bears witness to this. 
Other key features of the manufacturing sector are that manufacturing exports 
represented 17 per cent of manufacturing production in 1982. In addition, 66 per 
cent of total exports for the same year were attributed to the manufacturing sector. 
In contrastj imports of manufactured goods in 1982 accounted for 53 per cent of 
total imports and 25 per cent of domestic demand for manufactured products(26). 
Manufacturing is concentrated in the greater Athens area and in Thessalonikil with 
smaller industrial areas in the port cities of Patras, Volos and Heraklion (Crete). 
This concentration has caused many problems, in particular in the greater Athens 
area. Noise, pollution, lack of foliage and the destruction of the scenic areas that 
surround Athens has been the concern of the Greek government 
(27). Hence officials 
are trying to disperse the industrial base more evenly throughout the countryp not 
only for environmental but also for economic reasons. 
Some of the main problems faced by the manufacturing industry and cited by the 
government in its five-year economic and social development plan 1983-87 were: 
limited exploitation of economies of scale in production and distribution 
- shortage of competent management and skilled labour 
- substantial deficiencies in product promotion and distribution 
- high degree of import generation especially after Greece's entry into 
the EEC 
- stagnation of manufacturing investment between 1970 and 1980"(28). 
Hence the need for major policy measures in restructuring the manufacturing 
industry in order to make it more innovativeg productive and internationally 
competitive. The government at present is trying to do just that through the 
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application of the industrial development incentives laws 1262/82 and 1360/83 and 
basic development projects such as the creation of industrial parks by the Hellenic 
(29) Industrial Development Bank (ETBA) 
23.2.2 Mining Industry 
Greece is rich in mineral and metal deposits and a great variety of minerals are 
contained in the country's subsoil. There are rich lignite depositst an estimated 3 
billion tons, but they will probably be exhausted by the end of this century. There 
are also substantial deposits of bauxite from which over 3 million tons are extracted 
annually, while a proportion is still exported unprocessed. Most bauxite is utillsed 
for the local production of aluminium (130,000 tons) and alumina (450,000 tons) in 
(30) 1978 . Greece also contains the biggest reserves of asbestos in Western Europe, 
while there are exploitable deposits of uranium under Greek soil. While Greece's 
production of bauxite is among the most important in Western E'uropeq magnesite 
production amounts to about 12 per cent of total world production. Greece also 
holds first place in Europe in reserves of nickel(31). 
Greece produces various other minerals, such as chromite, peat, various sulphur-rich 
compounds, perlite, barytes, chalk magnesium, kaolin, etc. The main mining 
products and their actual and potential capacities in 1982 and 1987 are shown in 
table 2.3. 
Until 1958 most minerals mined in Greece were exported in crude form. However, 
the 1960s witnessed an increase in production and much more intensive processing 
which resulted in an increase in the export of metallurgical products from 0.1 per 
cent of total exports of minerals in 1965 to more than 55 per cent in 1978. Despite 
this, howeverv the mining sector continued to account for only about 1.4 per cent of 
Gross Domestic Product in 1982 (see table 2.1 (part C)). In addition the share of 
(32) 
mining exports to total exports for the same year was about 4.5 per cent 
q ý, 
TABLE 2.3, 
THE MANUFACTURING PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY BY ACTIVITY 
IN 1982 AND 1987 
(HP) 
Activity 1982 1987 
Bauxite 3200 4500 
Ferrochrome so 250 
Ferronickel 1800 1800 
Kaoline 60 350 
Magnesite 1000 - 
Marble (million cubic metres) 200 400 
Mixed sulphurous ores 850 1100 
Phosphates 700 
Note: HP is horse power 
Source: MINISTRY OF NATIONAL ECONOMYT'he Five-Year Economic and Social 
Development Plan 1983-87, Ministry of National Economyp Athens, 1984 
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The Greek government retains a major role in the rapid development of mineral 
wealth and mineral related industries. Large government sponsored projects are 
under review to upgrade processing of raw and semi-processed minerals and to 
contribute to economic growth as Greece moves towards full integration into the 
EEC. Projects of priority interest to foreign investors include asbestos, 
ferrochrome, alumina (an agreement with the Soviet Union in 1978 provides the 
establishment of facilities capable of producing 600,000 tons of alumina), and 
mineral related chemical industries. 
Using its own agencies and govern ment-controlled companies, Greece has also 
stepped up its research activities to identify new mineral reserves. Apart from the 
oil deposits which have been found under the sea-bed off the island of Thassos in 
Northern Greece (oil production started in April 1981), there are indications of the 
presence of even greater hydrocarbon deposits under the rest of the mainland and 
the seas, especially off the Ionian islands. Despite these efforts the main problems 
highlighted in the five-year economic and social development plan 1983-87 include 
(1) the relatively low degree of development -of downstream activities and 
01) inadequate knowledge of the potential universal and fuel deposits both on land 
and the continental shelf. Some measures are taking place in order to use mining as 
a lever for the development of downstream activities in metallurgy and 
manufacturing. These are the modernisation and codification of mining legislation 
and the leasing mineral wealth areas to private firms for exploitation. 
2.3.23. Construction Industry 
Construction is an important industrial activity in Greece, accounting for 5.4 per 
cent of Gross Domestic Product (at factor cost) in 1982 (see table 2.1 (part 0) and 
employing about 8.4 per cent of the working population. In terms of dwellings 
constructed per lp000 people, Greece has consistently been among the leaders of the 
OECD nations. Despite the imposition of credit restrictions on housing in the latter 
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part of the 1970s residential construction - continued to account for the only 
significant increase in fixed asset formation (see appendix H). Since 1980 however 
residential construction has been steadily declining due to cyclical (absorbing too 
large a share of resources in the second half of the 1970s) and structural reasons 
including changes in taxation and rent regulations which reduced the attractiveness 
of dwellings for investment purposes(33). Moreover, problems such as high cost of 
housing - construction relative to earned income and terms and conditions for 
obtaining loans not being sufficiently tuned to the needs of the lower income 
bracket group are compounded, thus needing major policy measures to alleviate any 
inequalities. 
Greek construction -firms recorded notable successes in the Middle East and Africa 
during the mid-1970s and by mid-1978 had undertaken projects worth over 
(34) US $5 billion during the decade . The Greek construction companies are mainly 
active in the Middle East and often work in multinational consortia; usually 
undertaking less sophisticated civil engineering projects, such as roads, airports and 
ports. They are also supported by a relatively well-developed building materials 
industry which ships cement, aluminiurn products, pipes, ceramic products, etcp as 
necessary. Furtherý in 1985 the Greek Public Construction Corporation (EKETE) 
signed a protocol with the Soviet Union worth US $140 million to build three hotels 
in the Soviet Union which are expected to have a total capacity of 2,100 beds. In 
addition, the two parties involved -agreed to develop specialised tourism, for 
example 'social' tourism for medical and other purposes 
(35) 
0 
The projects and activities undertaken by Greek construction f irms provide 
employment for tens of thousands of Greek technicians and experts. Such projects 
and employment opportunities not only improve the employment and export sectors 
of the economyr but also contribute considerably through foreign exchange 
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remittances by those working abroad. More than one f if th of invisible revenues was 
attributed to emigrant remittances in 1979 (see chapter five). 
2.3.3 Service Sector 
This sector, which comprises many different activities, traditionally provides the 
largest contribution to the Gross Domestic Product (about 45 per cent) as table 2.1 
(part C) shows. It also accounts for a substantial inflow of foreign exchange, mainly 
from shipping, tourism and the indirect impact of the remittances from Greeks 
working abroad. These sectors are discussed in chapters four and five. 
As table 2.1 showsv the output of the services sector increased at an average rate of 
6.4 per cent during the period 1960-82. The respective rates of increase in the 
agricultural and industrial sectors were 3.6 and 7.0 per cent respectively. 
Government expenditure increased considerably as a result of pressures generated 
by the continuing increase in urban population; the expansion of urban areas; ever- 
increasing tourist arrivals; and the impact of Greece's accession to the EEC on 
consumption and market liberallsation. In additionp over a number of years 
considerable pollution, especially in metropolitan Athens, has caused the 
degradation and destruction of natural and cultural historic areas and 
(36) landscapes . Furtherp unplanned expansion of urban areas through illegal housing 
construction and inadequate town infrastructure (traffic congestion and lack of 
green areas) has caused successive governments to introduce major policy measures 
such as the creation of ýan adequate legal framework for the protection of the 
environment and the preparation and implementation of town plans(37). 
To lower government expenditure may not be possible for political and economic 
reasons, particularly after the pledges by the socialist government at pre-election 
campaigns in June 1985. It appears, howeverv that some possibilities exist for 
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controlling the growth rate of public consumption. For example, by discouraging 
immigration from rural to urban centres (especially to - Athens and Salonica)p 
vigorous efforts to smooth tourist seasonalityl and transferring the responsibility for 
certain services to the private sector (especially where the private sector can 
provide the services more efficiently). Such measures will be discussed in later 
chapters. 
2.3.4 Agricultural Sector 
Agricultural land has always been scarce in Greece. Only 30 per cent of Greece's 
land is considered arable. Of this 6 per cent of total arable land has water resources 
which are tapped for irrigation. A further 12 per cent, although not irrigatedo is 
land where farm machinery can be used. Another 12 per cent can be classified as 
(38) 
poor farm land. The remaining 70 per cent is marginal, hilly or mountainous 
In 1922 there were 1,245,298 hectares of agricultural land which was doubled to 
2,700,000 hectares in 1938. U hectare = 2.5 acres = 10 stremmata). This was the 
result of reclamation works and extension of farming to every available ground. By 
1979 there were 3.6 million hectares of agricultural land in Greece divided into 
about one million agricultural holdings (39). In 1983 total cultivated land was 
estimated at 35.5 million stremmas and total irrigated land 9.9 million 
stremmas(40). 
The agricultural sector, which includes hunting, forestry and fishing, occupies an 
important but declining role in the economy with an estimated 14.7 per cent share 
of Gross Domestic Product in 1982, down from 24.7 per cent in 1960. Agricultural 
output rose by an average of 3.6 per cent during the period 1960 to 1982 (see table 
2.1). The percentage distribution of total agricultural output in 1982 was: crop 
production 68.8 per cent; livestock production 27.7 per cent; forestry 1.3 per cent; 
(41) 
and fisheries 2.2 per cent 
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The total number of people employed in the agricultural sector in 1983 was about 
1 050,900 persons thus constituting about 30 per cent of the total working Population 
of Greece which stood at 3,508,000 for the same year. One of the major problems in 
this sectorg however, is the continuing high dependence of the working population 
upon agriculture for its livelihood, in comparison to the sector's share of the 
national economy (see tables 2.1 and 2.12). 
Despite the land redistribution programme, the collective farming system which has 
been promoted during the last twenty years, and the improvement in mechanised 
agricultural production and in the working and living conditions in the countryside, 
this sector is characterised with small size farms, and the fragmentation of holdings 
into widely separate plots. The average is 3 hectares compared to 17 hectares for 
(42) the other Common Market countries 
With only 30 per cent of Greece's land considered arable, the low rate of 
agricultural productivity is another persistent problem. The major reason for this is 
that productivity is restricted by the dry summer and the lack of efficient irrigation 
systems. Howeverp productivity is greatly increased where water resources are 
tapped for irrigation (around 6 per cent of the total arable land). Hence the Greek 
government embarked on a programme of building irrigation dams and reclamation 
(43) 
of marshes and lakes which have provided more fertile land for cultivation 
Neverthelessp with the exception of beef p dairy products and maize Greece, 
according to the Ministry of National Economy, "has a high degree of self- 
sufficiency in most agricultural productsJ44). Major crops include wheat, barley, 
corn, fruits, vegetables, oilseeds (primarily olives), tobaccol cotton and sugar beets. 
Of these, all provide a surplus for export, chiefly to the EEC and the Middle East, 
except corn, ýbarley and sugar beets. In 19822 exports of farm products, especially 
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fruit and leaf tobacco, amounted to US $1178.4 million or 27.4 per cent of total 
export revenue (see table 2.7, section 2.3.5.1). 
Although livestock production more than tripled between 1960 (158,511 tons) and 
1982 (498,387 tons) consumption had been rising at a higher rate, resulting in a 
growing trade gap. Stockbreeding constituted 27.7 per cent (in 1982) of Greek 
agricultural production. Hence Greece imports about 20 per' cent of its meat 
consumption and spends approximately US $491.8 million (1982 figures) 
(45) 
0 
Greek agriculture lacks structural and organisational efficiency in marketing and 
processing its products - this is coupled with inadequate infrastructure. Hence the 
government in its five-year economic and social development plan introduces major 
policy measures to alleviate some of these problems. For example, expansion of 
irrigation projects, development of speciallsed export agencies for agricultural 
products and implementation of the 'Mediterranean Integrated Programmes' as 
credit availability was granted to Greece by the EEC in 1985. 
With regard to forestryl Greece does not possess large expanses of wooded land. 
Forests occupy 25.1 million stremmas (or 19 per cent of Greece's total area). 
Although the government's aim is to develop forestry (degree of self-sufficiency in 
timber was only 30 per cent in 1982 
(46) ) so as to produce sufficient timber for 
internal demand and exportsp large areas of wooded land are destroyed by fire every 
year. These fires are either started due to the heat and the naturally very 
flammable Aleppo pineq or deliberately by the owners of the forests themselves. 
Over the period 1970-77 more than a 1.2 million stremmata of forest land was 
destroyed. Table 2.4 illustrates this. 
The total number of people employed in forestry was about 38.5 thousand in 1982. 
The number of persons employed in this sector could increase consioerably if the 
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TABLE 2.4 
FOREST AREAS DESTROYED BY FIRE, 1970-77 (in Stremmata) 
Year Number of fires Area Destroyed 
1970 358 91000 
1971 525 103000 
1972 378 83000 
1973 610 195000 
1974 768 318000 
1975 768 209000 
1976 590 8.3000 
1977 1253 537000 
Note: - One acre =4 stremmata 
Source: PANTELOURIS, E. M., Greece An Introduction, Blueacre Books, Glasgow, 
1980 
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industry was not plagued by a low degree of exploitation (annual timber production 
is estimated to be one third of Greece's potential timber production), high 
(47) 
vulnerability to fire and lack of infrastructure (forest roads, fire zones, etc) 
Hence some of the measures taken by the government as presented in the five-year 
economic and social development plan 1983-87 are upgrading of fire protection 
arrangements and facilities and widening participation of forestry co-operatives in 
forestry exploitation. 
The f ishing industry in Greece is going through several problems. The 
Mediterranean generallyv and the Aegean in particularl are seas of low productivity 
due to low nutrients in their waters. Generally the productivity of the 
Mediterranean is a quarter that of the North Sea, comparing similar areas(48). 
Hence annual fish production for 1982 was between 120-125 thousand tons which 
covers only 15 per cent of total meat and fish consumption. The total number of 
people employed in the fishing industry is about 30,000. This number could fall 
because of reduced fish stocks due to overfishing and pollution of some major gulfs 
and coastal waters. In addition, rising costs (costs of building fishing vessels, cost of 
fuel and ever-increasing wage bills) and the insufficiently modernised fishing fleet 
and equipment could contribute to the decline of employment in the fishing industry. 
In this respect the government is undertaking measures to protect the fish stock, 
encourage fishermen's co-operatives and improve facilities for the marketing and 
distribution of fish. More importantly funds have been allocated (800 million 
drachmae in 1992) for research and development in aquaculture. This is being 
complemented by the development of fish farming in lakesp rivers and closed gulfs 
(49) 
such as that of Andravida in the north-western part of Greece 
In conclusion, the five-year economic and social development plan 1983-87 
emphasised the attainment of high levels of agricultural self-sufficiency; a 
reduction of surpluses; improvement in the competitiveness of Greek agricultural 
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commodities in world markets; and the adoption of EEC regulations for marketing 
agricultural products. 
With the accession of Greece to the EEC these efforts have begun to intensify in the 
last year or so and many observers believe Greece's agricultural industry will benefit 
from the EEC's Common Agricultural Policy. Direct grants and aid through the 
'Integrated Mediterranean Programmes' secured by the Greek government from the 
EEC in 1995 for improving farming and other sectors of this industry will certainly 
help to develop agriculture further and thus improve its contribution to the national 
(50-51) 
product 
2.3.5 Balance of Payments 
The Greek balance of payments is characterised by a chronic current account 
deficit. This deficit has fluctuated between 3 and S per cent of GDP over the last 
(52) decade reflecting largely cyclical factors and global economic conditions 
As can be seen from table 2.5 the main structural characteristic of Greece's balance 
of payments is the predominance of favourable invisible receipts (especially tourismy 
shipping and emigrant remittances) which amounted to about US $3.2 billion in 1984 
covering almost 60 per cent of the trade deficit. Howeverg since 1980 there was a 
considerable weakening in the services account. This was mainly due to the 
worldwide recession, shipping crisis, weakening of the drachma and the restrictions 
placed by France(53) and Yugoslavia(54) on foreign travel. Despite these 
developments the current account deficit fell to US $1.9 billion in 1982 (see table 
(55) 2.5) and registered 5 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product in Greece 
Similarly Greece's trade account has shown an improvement since 1980 when the 
trade deficit was reduced from US $6.7 billion in 1981 to US $5.9 billion in 1982 
mainly due to a reduction in imports and an increase in exports. Figure 2.1 shows 
the balance of Greece's current account since 1960. 
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Greece depends to a great extent on other countries for the imports of raw 
materials, machinery for her industrial and agricultural developmento foodstuffs, 
automobiles, electrical appliances and other goods. During the past twenty Years, 
however, efforts have been made to substitute a proportion of the imported goods 
with domestically produced equivalents. In addition, significant efforts have been 
made to introduce and promote Greek exports to foreign markets, in order to earn 
valuable foreign exchange. The following sub-section examines the Greek foreign 
trade sector in detail. 
2.3.5.1 Exports 
Because of the strong growth of exports since the early 1960s Greece's dependence 
on external market conditions has grown. In 1960 the total value of Greek exports 
was only US $202.1 million: in 1982 it reached US $4.3 billion (see table 2.7). Table 
2.6 illustrates that during the period 1960-82 the share of exports in Gross National 
Product increased from 9.0 per cent in 1960 to 19.3 per cent in 1983. 
With the changing pattern of domestic production as a result of industrialisationt the 
product structure of Greek exports has undergone rapid change since 1960. A look 
at the composition of Greek exports (see table 2.7) reveals that exports of 
agricultural products, raw materials and primary products accounted for nearly 
88 per cent of the total in 1960. This dropped to about 40 per cent of total exports 
in 1975. Compared with other countries, however, Greece is lagging in exports of 
manufactured goods: in 1974 they represented only 50 per cent of all exports, 
(56) 
compared with 80 per cent for the European Community (of nine) . This share is 
still roughly the same and in 1982 manufactures accounted for 47 per cent of all 
exports by Greece. The encouraging development in Greece's manufactured exports 
is that the average annual increase 1960-82 has shown the highest growth during this 
period. This is also indicated by the index of growth for the period concerned (see 
table 2.7). 
ID5 
TABLE 2.6 
THE SHARE OF EXPORTS (GOODS & SERVICES) IN 
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT IN GREECE, 1960-83 
(Billion drachmae, current prices) 
Gross Exports of 
National Goods and (2) as a% 
Year Product Services of (1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
1960 107.1 9.6 9.0 
1961 121.0 11.1 9.2 
1962 128.6 12.2 9.5 
1963 143.7 14.1 9.8 
1964 161.3 14.5 9.0 
1965 183.4 16.1 8.8 
1966 203.9 22.5 11.0 
1967 220.4 23.0 10.4 
1968 239.6 22.5 9.4 
1969 271.5 25.9 9.5 
1970 304.4 30.0 9.9 
1971 338.2 34.1 10.1 
1972 387.3 44.3 11.4 
1973 497.2 68.9 13.9 
1974 582.1 87.9 15.1 
1975 691.4 113.3 16.4 
1976 849.9 145.1 17.1 
1977 994.0 162.3 16.3 
1978 1193.8 204.4 17.1 
1979 1472.2 249.6 17.0 
1980 1768.0 356.8 20.2 
1981 2095.2 414.5 19.8 
1982 2590.2 461.9 17.8 
1983 3070.2 591.3 19.3 
% Average annual 15.7 19.6 Increase 1960-83 
Index of Growth 2966.7 6159.4 1960=100 
Sources: IMF9 International Financial Statistics, May 1985, IMFj Washington DC, 
1985 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1983, IMF, Washington 
DC, 1984 
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As can be seen from table 2.8 the majority of Greek exports go to Common Market 
countries: about 46 per cent of total exports in 1992 went to the nine EEC member 
countries. The share of total OECD European member countries was around 53 per 
cent of total exports as compared to only 9.2 per cent of North America, and 8.1 per 
cent for the centrally planned economies for the same year. Around 30 per cent of 
Greek exports have gone to other countries, the bulk of which goes mainly to the 
Middle East and North Africa. 
The rate of growth of exports to the EEC exceeded the average rate of expansion of 
Greek exports (17.4 per cent compared to 15.2 per cent) and only 'other' countries 
proved to be more willing recipients. This is also shown by the index of growth 
which increased by about 2813 per cent for the EEC as compared to 469 per cent for 
total other and 469 per cent for the centrally planned economies over the period 
concerned. 
The 1960s and 1970s have not witnessed exceptional changes in Greece's main export 
partners. Germanyq throughout. this period, maintained its leading position as the 
principal importer of Greek goods. About one fifth of total Greek exports are 
-absorbed by the German market (1982). Italy was the second largest market for 
Greek products and absorbed around 9 per cent of total Greek exports. The French 
and UK markets followed by absorbing about 7 and 5 per cent of total Greek exports 
respectively. 
A notable trend throughout the sixties was that the share of Greek exports absorbed 
by the total OECD member countries increased from 62.7 per cent in 1961 to 68.4 
per cent in 1970 and then declined considerably from 68.4 per cent in 1970 to about 
63 per cent in 1982. The loss of share by OECD member countries and by the Sino- 
Soviet bloc countries (from 23.8 per cent in 1961 fell to 8.1 per cent in 1982) was a 
consequence of the increasing importance of other countries, in particular those of 
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the Middle East and North Africa. In 1960 the share of Greek exports to 'other, 
countries was about 14 per cent. This was 15 per cent in 1970 and by 1982 this 
figure rose to over 29 per cent. Greek products claim a notable share of the market 
in Arab countries, with which Greece has traditionally had friendly relations. 
As specified In the five-year economic and social development plan the major policy 
goals on macroeconomic development include policy goals which will further the 
I 
development of the industrial (in particular the manufacturing) sector and thereby 
increase Greek exports and; in particulart to promote the competitiveness of Greek 
(57) 
products in third world markets 
Over the past 25 years the Greek government has introduced a series of incentives 
to stimulate productive investments, to encourage the creation of competitive 
manufacturing facilities, decentrallse the country's industrial activity and 
strengthen the competitive position of Greek products on an international level(58). 
These incentives fall under four general categories: 
- Incentives relating to investment in excess of 150 million drachmae (US $1 = 140.65 drachmae in March 1985). Law 4171/1961 deals with 
this category; 
- Incentives to stimulate regional development. Laws 1078/19719 1312/19729 1377/1973,289/1976,849/19789 1116/1981 and 1262/1982 
deal with this category; 
- Incentives related to the promotion and creation of larger enterprises. 
Laws LD 1297/1972 as amended by Law 231/1975 and 849/1978 deal 
with this category; and finally 
- Incentives in favour of export enterprises (law 2961/1954, LD 4231/19629 as amended, and Currency Committee Resolution 
1574/1970). The principal benefits are: 
(a) exemption from duties, taxes and revenue stamp duties; (b) deduction from taxable profits; (c) reduction of contributions and refund of tax on wages and salaries; (d) exemption from turnover tax; 
(e) special reduced interest rates; and W export trading enterprises various Incentives. 
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These and other incentives enacted by the Greek government certainly contributed 
to the development of the industrial sector (Law 742/1977) and increased its share 
of all exports from about 12 per cent to 47 per cent during the period 1960-82 (see 
table 2.7). Moreoverl such incentives attracted foreign direct investment from 
abroad (Laws 2687/1953,89/1967 and 378/1968). This is viewed by the Greek 
authorities as an additional means of expanding the rate of growth of the Greek 
economy. For instance, US investment in Greece is mainly in manufacturing and 
this investment undoubtedly played a key role in the performance of the 
manufacturing industry. The Greek industry benefited from US and other foreign 
investment indirectly as well, e. g. through the introduction of new technology, 
better management and organisation, superior marketing, etc 
(59). 
In addition, due to lack of appropriate, promotion and marketing services in the 
export sector especially for the small and medium size firms and inadequate 
organisation of export trading activities the Greek government developed major 
policy measures in order to alleviate some of these problems. In its five-year 
economic and social development plan 1983-87, the Greek government plans to 
create an Export Advisory Body to assist the Ministry of National Economy in export 
policy formulation. Furtherl better organisation and co-ordination of trade missions 
abroad is planned so as to help the gathering and disseminating of market data. In 
this respect a Greek Export Organisation is planned for undertaking export 
promotion market research and other marketing related activities(60) 0 
2.3.5.2 Imports 
With regard to imports, as table 2.9 shows, during the period 1960-82 all categories 
of imports increased. From US $684.9 million in 1960 the value of imports rose to 
US $9937.8 million - almost a fif teen-fold increase. 
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As can be seen f rom table 2.9 food imports do not constitute a high proportion of 
total imports. For the period 1960-82 the share of imports of food was about 11 per 
cent, mainly meat and dairy products in which Greece is lagging. It is believed, 
however, that with the recent agreement on the Integrated Mediterranean 
Programmes Budget (1985) and Common Agricultural Policy grants, Greek farmers 
will benefit and this will help increase the efficiency of this sector. 
Table 2.9 also reveals that the main import items in Greece are those of machinery 
and transport equipmentv which accounted for about 45 per cent of total imports in 
1982. Greece lags in the production of heavy engineering and transport equipment 
and the country has to import almost all its requirements. In additiong 
manufactured goods, mainly consumer durables, e. g. cars, television sets, etco have 
to be imported since Greece does not possess developed industries in these areas. It 
must be mentioned that with Greece's accession to the EEC American, European and 
Japanese multinational enterprises have begun research programmes for investment 
in Greece, particularly in these industrial sectors. Their main purpose is not only to 
capture the relatively small Greek market, but also to have access to the bigger 
European and Middle Eastern markets. Further, Greece's dependence on imported 
intermediate goods is expected to decline gradually as the process of 
industrIalisation takes shape under the auspices of the five-year economic and social 
plan and vertical integration of the economy is enhanced 
(61) 
0 
Finally, the share of mineral fuels and lubricants was about 8 per cent in 1960, 
whereas in 1975 this has jumped to about 22 per cent of the value of total imports. 
Since then their share has remained at an average of 25 per cent. This was due to 
the soaring prices of oil and oil derivatives after the Middle East war in 1973. 
Hence the high average annual increase (19.9 per cent) over the period 1960-82. The 
index of growth also highlights this development clearly (see table 2.9). 
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A similar picture can be seen from table 2.10 which indicates that the share of 
imports from 'other' areas has risen from about 20 per cent in 1961 to 35.9 per cent 
in 1982. Again the main countries benefiting from this increase of imports were the 
oil producing countries. This can be clearly indicated by looking at the sharp rises 
of shares of the values of imports from the 'other' areas in 1970 and 1975. Within a 
five-year period the share increased from 13.8 per cent in 1970 to 36.1 per cent in 
1975. 
As regards the share of total imports to Greece from other countries and areas, it is 
notable that Germany has remained the main exporter of goods to the Greek market 
(16 per cent of all imports) throughout 1961-82. Italian goods, which rose at an 
average annual increase of 15.2 per cent during the period 1961-829 were second 
with an average of an 8 per cent share of all imports for the same period, whilst 
Britain had a6 per cent share and an average annual increase of only 7.8 per cent 
during the period concerned. It is worth pointing out, howeverv that the UK's share 
of imports to Greece has declined from 10 per cent in 1961 to about 4 per cent in 
1982 - not a very encouraging prospect for British exporters who may want to invest 
more time, effort and money in Greece. The index of growth also shows that 
Germany and Italy were the countries that benefited most from the Greek import 
market. 
Despite the increase of the EEC share in the sixties from 35.9 per cent in 1961 to 
about 50 per cent in 1970, this trend was reversed in the seventies, thus the EEC's 
share fell to about 46 per cent in 1982 (with Greece's accession to the EEC this is 
expected to be reversed). Similarly the share of 'other OECD Europe' has declined 
from 19.4 per cent in 1961 to about 7 per cent in 1982. 
In general the rate of growth of the value of imports has grown at the same rate as 
that of exports. This can be witnessed from table 2.11 which indicates that the 
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TABLE 2.11 
THE BALANCE OF THE FOREIGN TRADE SECTOR, 1960-84 
Trade 
Exports Imports Balance 
Year (FOB) (CIF) (2)-(1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
1960 208.6 497.1 -288.5 
1961 234.3 567.2 -332.9 
1962 242.6 640.3 -397.7 
1963 295.9 731.6 -435.7 
1964 308.4 863.4 -555.0 
1965 330.9 1016.5 -685.6 
1966 403.5 1148.9 -745.4. 
1967 452.6 1149.3 -696.7 
1968 464.9 1236.8 -771.9 
1969 530.3 1414.0 -883.7 
1970 612.2 1696.4 -1084.2 1971 624.8 1927.1 -1302.3 1972 835.4 2407.0 -1571.6 1973 1230.5 4030.8 -2800.3 1974 1802.9 4691.0 -2888.1 1975 2029.4 5065.6 -3036.2 1976 2227.5 5556.0 -3328.5 1977 2522.4 6409.8 -3887.4 1978 2998.5 7337.7 -4339.2 1979 3932.0 10109.8 -6177.8 1980 4093.9 10903.4 -6809.5 1981 4771.3 11468.1 -6696.8 1982 4141.3 10068.2 -5926.9 1983 4105.4 9491.3 -5385.9 1984 4400.0 9779.0 -5379.0 
% Average Annual 
Increase 1960-84 13.5 13.2 
index of Growth 
1960=100 2109.3 1967.2 
Notes: Figures for 1984 are preliminary 
The average annual increase 1960-84 has been calculated using the 
geometric mean method 
Source: BANK OF GREECE, Directors' Report (Annual Report), Bank of Greece, 
Athensp Various Issues 
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average annual growth rate of exports during 1960-84 was 13.5 per cent as compared 
to that of the imports, which was 13.2 per cent. This is despite the ever-increasing 
negative balance of the trade - e. g. a deficit of US $288.5 in 1960 which increased 
to 5379 in 1984. Figure 2.2 illustrates the trade balance since 1960. 
Since imports must be paid for, Greece must somehow increase its supplies of 
foreign exchange. The proceeds from export of goods and services is by far the 
most important and desirable source of such foreign exchange. It must be 
remembered, however, that as Greece's industrial potential is relatively undeveloped 
(by comparison with services, for example) it is probable that an acceleration of 
industrial growth in Greece would be accompanied by a greater volume of imports of 
capital goods, thus worsening the trade balance in the short term. The development 
of the industrial, and in particular exportp sectors should be of majo r concern to the 
policy makers in Greece. 
Foreign exchange can also be earned from the invisible exports. These constitute a 
major source of income which partly cover the trade losso and also provide the 
necessary foreign exchange vital for further injections into the Greek economy. 
This, however, will be discussed in detail in chapter five. 
2.3.6 Labour Supply and Employment 
it is very difficult to obtain a precise picture of employment trends in Greece. This 
is because of certain structural features such as the large proportion of self- 
employed people and very small establishments in private non-farm employment. 
There is also another problem. Some 40 per cent of the 'fully' employed rural 
population in agriculture is also employed in some other sector and 30 per cent of 
(62) 
those employed in non-agricultural sectors also work part-time in agriculture 
Employment figures, therefore, are not accurate and should be treated with caution. 
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This being saidt table 2.12 illustrates the approximate number of people employed by 
sector of activity since 1961. The Greek civilian working population was about 3.6 
million in 1961, but had declined to 3.1 million by 1971. In 1983, the labour force 
had risen to 3.5 million. This low increase in the working population is a result of 
the slow annual growth of Greece's population (0.4 per cent per annum during the 
(63) 
decade 1960-70 and at 1.02 per cent during the 1970s) 
Greece's employed labour force actually contracted from 1961 to 1971 at an annual 
rate of around 1.5 per cent - even though the unemployment rate was reduced 
appreciably over the same period. The large emigration of workers during the 
period contributed to this. An estimated 440,000 persons in active age groups went 
abroad during the period 1961-71. This emigration was an important factor in the 
decline by one third in the agricultural work force. It also contributed substantially 
to the development of tight labour market conditions during the upswing of 
economic activit 
64) 
0 
Improvements in domestic employment opportunities and the down turn in economic 
activities in the main European countries employing Greek labour probably helped to 
reduce labour emigration to Europe. The outflow to Europe in 1973 was 50,000 
persons, about half the numbers involved in 1970. By 1975 there was a net 
(65) 
immigration of about 14,000 and roughly the same amount in 1976 
Between 1961 and 19719 employment in the non-agricultural sectors in Greece 
increased at an annual average rate of 1.2 per cent. This is due mainly to increases 
in employment in the construction and services sector. Despite this growth of 
employment in the non-agricultural sectors2 about two fifths of the Greek labour 
force was still in the farm sector in 1971. This is considered high as compared to 
other OECD member countries in Southern Europe. In addition employment in the 
industrial sector is a relatively small proportion of total employment. In 1973 the 
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sector accounted for 27.7 per cent as compared to 33.9 per cent in Portugal and 37.0 
(66) 
per cent in Spain . As can be seen from table 2.12, the proportion of Greece's 
labour force employed in agriculture was 53.9 per cent in 1961, compared to about 
40 per cent in 1971 and 30 per cent in 1983. 
The rate. of decline of employment in agriculture was estimated to be 4.4 per cent 
per annum in the ten years to 1971. The outflow has been reduced to about 1.4 per 
cent since then, partly because of the progressive ageing of the farm population, and 
partly by the reversal of the migration flows in the mid-1970s. 
On the other hand, table 2.12 illustrates that the proportion of labour in the non- 
agricultural sectors increased significantly since 1961. The proportion of labour 
employed in industry and services was 19.2 and 27 per cent respectively in 1961. In 
1971 this increased to 27.5 per cent for the industrial sector and 32.6 per cent for 
the services sector, and by 1983 this was 28.6 and 41.4 per cent respectively. Both 
sectors increased their share by more than 10 per cent each at the expense of 
agriculture over the period 1961-83. The gains and losses of the various employment 
sectors over the period 1961-83 can be seen from the average annual increase and 
index of growth in table 2.12. 
The main reasons for this increase in labour employed in the non-agricultural sectors 
are many. For instance, the 1970s witnessed a large increase in the number of 
people attending school and post secondary education. This certainly increased the 
demand for service-sector employment(67) . The demand f or the public sector rose 
also by more than 5 per cent, while the increases in the private services rose 
considerably due to the substantial growth of tourism in the 1970s. - In addition, 
employment in the services sector was influenced by the transfer of a substantial 
number of Greek shipping offices from abroad and urbanisation in general. 
Similarly, reflecting greater sophistication in financial markets and the introduction 
-121 - 
of obligatory insurance in a number of areas, the number of employees in banks and 
(68) insurance companies increased by about 5 per cent in 1979 
Employment in industry has been rising since the early seventies. The main reason 
responsible for this increase, in particular during the latter part of the decade, was 
the pattern of manufacturing growth in favoured labour-intensive activities such as 
textiles, clothing and footwear. In addition, there was a substantial fall in hours 
worked in manufacturing and a reduction in overtime hours which was part of a 
government scheme to encourage a two-shift system and enhance employment 
opportunities 
(69). Moreover, the upswing of tourist inflow since 1974 spurred a new 
increased construction activity in tourist accommodation and house building. 
Parallel to this sectoral trend in the Greek labour force a considerable proportion of 
self-employed workers has continued. The 1971 census shows that in Greece self- 
employed workers (including family helpers) accounted for nearly 60 per cent of the 
labour force, compared with the OECD average of 10-20 per cent 
(70). Quite apart 
from the fact that industry's low contribution to Gross Domestic Product may in 
itself be a possible explanation, this abnormally low proportion of wage and salary 
earners would indicate that the industry and services sectors comprise mainly 
medium-sized and small firms (see also section 2.3-2-1). Consequently productivity 
in parts of these sectors must be relatively low. 
Greek productivity overall increased very rapidly. The sectoral breakdown of 
productivity growth reveals large gains in agriculture in the 1961-71 period 
(71) 
(although agricultural productivity in Greece is still lower than in the other EEC 
countries), whereas smaller gains were registered by industry and services in the 
same period. Howevery productivity in manufacturing has been increasing rapidly 
since 1971. 
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With regard to unemployment in the seventies, this was not a real problem in 
Greece. Up to 1979 the unemployment rate has been steady at around 2.5 per cent 
(figure compiled from OECD, Economic Surveys: Greece, OECD, various issues). 
Since 1980 the proportion of unemployed persons in relation to the total Greek 
(72) labour f orce has been rising to reach 277 2000 - people out of work or 7.9 per cent 
Such f igures, however, must be treated carefully because of the sizeable proportion 
of self-employed and family helpers in the total non-agricultural labour force, and 
also because many farmers and members of their families have seasonal or 
occasional jobs outside agricultural employment. Hence the margin of error of 
Greek employment statistics may be relatively high. In addition, as per the OECD, 
the recorded figures understate both the level and the increase in employment This 
is because: 
"i. Unless employed for over eighty days in the previous three, years, 
people are ineligible to register as unemployed. The regulation 
excludes from the statistics most young people entering the labour 
force for the first time - the group probably most affected by 
unemployment. 
R., In order to avoid paying social security contributions and income 
taxes when in employmentp some people do not register with the 
authorities so that they are excluded from claiming unemployment 
benefits if they lose their employment. 
iii. Unemployment benefits are paid for five months only and some 
people leave the register after benefits expire. " (73) 
As a concluding note it is worth mentioning that the UK Department of Trade and 
Industry considers the Greek labour force as relatively cheapq adaptable and quick to 
learn new skills. It can also be said that many foreign firms, including British 
companies, are happy with the productivity of the Greek labour force 
(74) 
0 
23.7 Inflation 
During the sixties, Greece had an enviable record with consumer prices increasing at 
an average annual rate of only 2 per cent. This trend, however, has been reversed 
since the last quarter of 1972 when the Greek economy began to show signs of 
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overheating (see table 2.13). By 1973 these were rising at an average annual rate of 
15.5 per cent - and the mid-1973 rate of increase was almost 50 per cent 
(see figure 
2.3). Although consumer prices on an average annual basis reached 26.9 per cent in 
1974, the last quarter of this year witnessed a deceleration in the rate of increase to 
about 15.5 per cent, much the same as the average European OECD member 
(75) 
countries 
The most important factors that contributed to price instability in 1973 were the 
strength of domestic demand, particularly in private consumption and private fixed 
investment, which gave rise to serious supply bottlenecks and caused rapid rises in 
prices. Also the abolition of price controls in 1973 added to the pressure on prices, 
as well as the increases in wage costs. In addition, external influences contributed 
to the inflationary spiral where both import and export values rose strongly in 1973t 
largely reflecting developments in world markets. 
As can be seen from appendix J, the rise in wholesale prices of food and oil products 
was particularly high. In addition, Greece's foreign exchange policy involved an 
effective depreciation of the drachma by 9 per cent between 1972 and 1973, which 
increased the contribution of the foreign trade sector to the price instability. Alsot 
by following the US dollar in February 1973, the Greek authorities accepted an 
immediate devaluation of 5-6 percentage points. Subsequent depreciation carried 
the effective drachma to 24 per cent below the pre-Smithsonian rate by mid- 
(76) 1973 
Unlike many other OECD countries, Greece has made little progress in combating 
inflation. After rising by more than 13 per cent in 1975 and 19769 the increase in 
consumer prices decelerated to 12.2 and 12.5 per cent in 1977 and 1978 (see 
appendices K and Q. 
19, Vý 
TABLE 2.13 
CONSUMER PRICES IN GREECE, 1960-84 
Consumer % Change 
Price Index Over Previous 
Year 1980=100 Year 
1960 21.5 1.9 
1961 21.9 1.9 
1962 21.8 -0.5 1963 22.4 2.8 
1964 22.6 0.9 
1965 23.3 3.1 
1966 24.5 5.2 
1967 24.9 1.6 
1968 25.0 0.4 
1969 25.6 2.4 
1970 26.3 2.7 
1971 27.1 3.0 
1972 28.3 4.4 
1973 32.7 15.5 
1974 41.5 26.9 
1975 47.1 13.5 
1976 53.3 13.2 
1977 59.8 12.2 
1978 67.3 12.5 
1979 80.1 19.0 
1980 100.0 24.8 
1981 124.5 24.5 
1982 150.6 21.0 
1983 181.1 20.3 
1984 214.5 18.4 
Note: % change over previous year has been calculated from index 
Sources: IMF9 International Financial Statistics, May 1985p IMF Washington DC9 
1985 
IMFv International Financial Statlstlcs9 Yearbook 19832 IMF, Washington 
DC, 1984 
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Inflation accelerated substantially in 1979 to 19 per cent, on a yearly basis. The 
main causes were the steep rise of imported goods and in particular the rise in 
imported oil prices. In addition, the decline in agriculture by -5.0 per cent 
contributed partly to the rise in the consumer price index in 1979. Moreover, the 
decision by the authorities to reduce food and agricultural subsidies (as part of a 
wider policy to bring food prices to EEC levels) meant that the rise in food prices 
during 1979 was substantial(77). 
Inflation continued to rise and reached dangerous proportions (24.8 per cent) in 1990. 
The factors responsible for the higher inflation rate in 1980 were the continued 
import prices, and in particular the price rises in oil and raw materials. During the 
year the increase in unit labour cost, and the drop in the effective exchange rate of 
the drachma, contributed further to the inflationary pressures. 
Despite the strong anti-inflationary policy implemented by the authorities in 1980, 
international as well as domestic pressures contributed to the continuing rise of 
inflation in the early part of 1981. For the period January to May 1981 the inflation 
rate rose to 25.3 per cent compared to 24.2 per cent for the same period, in 1980 and 
16 per cent in 1979 
(78). 
By the end of the year inflation stood at 24.5 per cent (see 
table 2.13). 
Since 1981 the inflationary rate in Greece has been fluctuating at around 20 per 
cent (illustrated in figure 2.4) well above the considerably lower levels of the rest of 
the European Community (7.3 and 6.1 per cent on average in 1983 and 1984 
(79) 
respectively) and the OECD (5.0 and 5.3 per cent for the same years) 
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FIGURE 2.4 
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX, 1980-84 
% (PERCEN7AGE CHANGES ON SAME MON7H OF PREMOUS YEAR) % 
Source: BANK OF GREECE, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Greece, 
Athens, December 1984 
Figure 2.5 also illustrates Greece's high inflationary rate when compared to 
individual countries. 
Of major concern in the near future is the likelihood of increasing labour 
dissatisfaction and unrest as inflation erodes real incomes. There has been a drop in 
the purchasing power of the economically active population, the first since 1973-74. 
Inflation exceeded average wage and salary increases in 1980. Thus it is fairly 
certain that labour will try to recoup purchasing power lost in the last two yearsq 
resorting to strikes if necessary. In order to hold the line on incomes and still avoid 
strikes, the government will have to convince workers that the tax cuts introduced, 
and a hoped for deceleration in price increases in 1981, are preferable to 
inflationary salary increases. 
Tl\ 
With regard to the outlook there are no immediate signs of the inflationary trend 
moderating. The percentage rate is too high, not only for the Greek economy 
(whose dependence on imports of raw materials and oil can badly affect it) but also 
for potential investors, traders and tourists. 
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2.4 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter has been to prepare the background to our 
discussion of the significance of tourism in Greece. 
Greece has a long and distinguished history affecting world and regional affairs. 
Her resolute but hospitable people, climate and geographic position are some of the 
many factors that contribute towards Greece's economic, social and political 
development process. 
The major feature of Greece's economic development process has been the rapid 
growth of the economy in both industrial and services sectors during the last two 
decades. It has been noted that GNP achieved about 4 per cent rate of growth in 
the 1970s. There was however deceleration in growth due mainly to political 
instability in the late 1960s and mid-1970s. 
The' most -striking phenomenon of structural change in Greece's economic 
development process in the last 20 years was the continued tendency of the relative 
shares of the industrial and services sectors (as a proportion of GDP) to increase and 
the share of the agricultural sector to decline. The figures were agriculture (24.7 
per cent), industry (33.3 per cent) and services (42.0 per cent) in 1960. In 1982 these 
figures stood at 15,40 and 45 per cent respectively. 
The services sector still dominates the economy, with tourism and shipping its most 
dynamic areas. Agriculture is very dependent on favourable weather, although 
Greece's accession to the EEC (January 1981) certainly contributed to its 
modernisation through the various agricultural policies and funds. It is hoped that 
this modernisation process will continue through the Integrated Mediterranean 
Programme Funds. The industrial sector, in particular the manufacturing industry, 
helped to increase the share of industrial exports from about 6 per cent in 1960 to 
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around 47 per cent in 1982. The steadily improving trading and political relations 
between Greece and the Middle East with its fast growing markets is another factor 
assisting Greece's manufacturing (especially construction materials exports) to 
increase. The share of exports of goods and services in GNP increased from 9.0 per 
cent in 1960 to 19.3 per cent in 1983. 
Greece is endowed with many mineral resources. The contribution of domestic oil, 
which made Greece in 1981 an oil producing country, will play a key role in Greece's 
economic development in the 1980s and beyond. 
Greece's unemployment is still among the lowest in the OECD, but erosion of real 
income is stimulating labour unrest which could lead to more strikes. Inflation stood 
at around 18 per cent in 1984, the combined results of an overheated economy in the 
mid-1970s and failure of government's economic policies to curb it. 
Although initially the Greek accession to the EEC will not bring down inflationg it 
started the beginning of a new era of greater trading links between the Community 
and Greece. Potential investors, such as the Americans and the Japanese, may take 
advantage of this by making Greece their base for offshore plants to serve the EEC. 
Such propositions could prove very attractive indeed as Greece's labour force is 
adaptable, quick to learn and productive. It is also relatively cheap compared to 
other EEC countries and Greek labour relations are fairly good. In addition foreign 
investors would find generous investment incentives as discussed in chapter five. 
The next chapter aims to provide a thorough examination of the demand 
characteristics of the Greek tourist industry. 
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3. DEMAND ASPECTS OF TOURISM 
3.1 Introduction 
Tourism in Greece has a long history dating back to the eighth century BC when 
sports and cultural events such as the Olympic games took place drawing spectators 
and visitors from many parts of Greece and the Hellenised world (see Bowra(l)). 
Tourism marketing material can also be found in ancient Greece, for example in the 
works of Herodotus (circa 480-42IBC 
(2) ), the geogr apher and historian, who 
(3) 
travelled widely in the ancient Near East. Casson suggests that Herodotus was 
the first travel writer who wrote not merely to inform but to entertain thus moving 
from subject to subject (history to anthropology to geography and back again) in 
order to provide pace and variety to his audiences and readers. To a marketing 
executive such "tourist guide books" parallel public relations and advertising 
material in making people aware of the benefits one may attain by travelling to, and 
learning of, foreign places and cultures hence promoting international tourism. 
Tourism has prospered over the years because of Greece's good climate - annual 
average temperature of about 65*F (see appendix D); scenery; 2,000 islands and 
9,000 miles of coast; historical and cultural heritage; and its geographical 
proximity to Europe and the Middle East. National heritage and archaeological sites 
have also had a very favourable influence in attracting tourists. Of the foreign 
tourists surveyed by the Greek National Tourist Organisation during 1977-78 16 per 
cent came to Greece for its historical treasures. Foreign tourists, however, came 
primarily because of its climate - this reason accounted for about 32 per cent of all 
arrivals. A combination of climate and antiquities contributed a further 25 per cent 
of all tourist inflow to Greece over the period concerned (see chapter six). 
The Greek Government advocates that "during the last 25 years, Greek tourism has 
ceased to be simply an expression of the traditional principles of Greek hospitality 
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to strangers which the ancient inhabitants of Greece deified in the form of Zeus 
Xenlos or God of Strangers. During these few years tourism has been transformed 
into a source of income of primary significance for the country" 
(4). For a detailed 
examination of the importance of foreign tourism to the Greek economy see chapter 
five. The importance attached to the tourist sector in Greece was exemplified in 
the early 1960s when the Greek authorities established National Tourist Offices in a 
number of major tourist generating countries. Today there are twenty-five such 
offices strategically based around the world 
(5) 
. They are involved in market 
research, promotional and other marketing activities in attracting visitors to 
Greece. Their functions are supplemented by information centres at Greek 
embassies in less important tourist generating markets. 
Greeceq located at the south-eastern tip of Europe, lies at the crossroads of Europe 
and the fast growing markets of the Middle East and Africa. Its position makes it a 
valuable link between these three continents (see appendices B and C). The 
advantage of Greece's location is that it can be reached by many means of 
transportation, including road and rail. Its nearness also makes it easily accessible 
to the European market which is by far the biggest contributor of foreign tourists to 
Greece (73.1 per cent in 1984). 
In addition to its natural advantages and historyq Greece has a people long 
accustomed to foreign travellers. Its history bears witness to that. Greeks have a 
cheerful and hospitable attitude towards foreign visitors (see section 3.3), although 
some tourists, with considerable justification, may feel this is not the case with 
modern Athenians. Their manners were criticised in an article in The Times in 
(6) 1981 
In the following discussion the main characteristics of the demand for tourism in 
Greece will be examined in some detail. The analysis of the development of tourism 
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in Greece over the period 1960-84 will reveal some striking figures, for example the 
high annual rate of increase in the number of foreign visitors since 1960. In 1960 
foreign visitors numbered 399,438, twenty-four years later this figure had multiplied 
by about f if teen'times to 6,027,266. This is almost two thirds of Greece's population 
of 9.9 million (1984 figures). 
In order to establish the major market segments of Greek tourism the growth and 
structure of foreign tourism to Greece between 1960 and 1984 is examined. This is 
followed by an examination of the preferred means of transport and popular places 
of entrance. Subsequently the seasonal fluctuation of the tourism inflow is assessed 
in an attempt to highlight the considerable demands made on the infrastructure and 
problems -created for employment stability (over 62 per cent of visitors arrived in 
the four months of June to September in 1984). Finally, the average length of stay 
and distribution of foreign tourists in Greece is looked at in order to identify any 
declining trends and to delineate appropriate measures to improve conditions if 
necessary. 
It is envisaged that the analysis provided in this chapter will help in understanding 
the demand characteristics of the'Greek tourist industry. It is also hoped that this 
chapter, will indicate some measures to be considered in formulating a national 
tourist policy in order to'alleviate some of the problems of concentration of foreign 
tourists in a small number of popular resorts, to prolong the tourist season and to 
smooth out seasonality. Further, this chapter will show that the length of stay is 
very important to the tourist authorities as'it determines, to a large extent, tourist 
expenditure. The longer the stay, the more money spent and more foreign exchange 
earnings received. 
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3.2 Review of the Last Two Decades 
Although tourism in Greece has been going on for many centuries, the year 1960 has 
been chosen as a starting point to examine the basic data relating to the growth and 
structure of foreign tourist arrivals. 
The main reason for this choice was that prior to 1960 there was no comprehensive 
system of national statistics covering the basic data needed to analyse tourism and 
its impact on the national economy. The National Tourist Organisation of Greece 
was formed only in 1950. Further, before the Second World War tourist arrivals in 
the country consisted of a few thousand high-spending Western tourists. However, 
the post-war trend has been towards inclusion of people from other socio-economic 
groups, as was mentioned in chapter one. The last two decades have witnessed a 
new trend of organised package tours and an unprecedented increase in the number 
of foreign tourists bound for Greece. 
In 1950 the total number of foreign tourists arriving in Greece were 37,464 
(7), 
while 
the foreign currency earnings from all tourist activities reached US $4,700POOO(g). 
In 1960 about 399,438 foreign tourists arrived in Greece, increasing to 1,609,210 by 
1970 (see table 3.1). In 1980 it was estimated that Greece could absorb eight million 
tourists, but the actual arrivals totalled 5,271,115(9). For the decade 1970-80 Greek 
tourist arrivals have experienced an average annual rate of increase of 15.3 per cent 
(see table 3.1), which has far surpassed the European average of only 4.7 per cent 
(see table 1.4, chapter one). This is a significant development, not only in terms of 
international competition, but also in terms of the development of other sectors in 
the Greek economy. 
In both the 1960s and 1970s tourism in Greece grew very rapidly as shown in table 
3.1. The table illustrates that beteen 1960 and 1969 the index of foreign tourist 
arrivals increased by 227, and by over 260 for the corresponding period 1970-79. 
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The rate of increase in tourist arrivals was about the same in both decades (14.1 and 
15.3 per cent respectively). 
However, the period 1960-69 was characterised by fluctuations in the upward trend 
of tourist arrivals. In 1964 the tourist population increased by only 2.2 per cent 
against 24 per cent in 1963 and this fall in the rate of growth was probably related 
to internal political instability and the threatened invasion of Cyprus by the Turks 
which may have resulted in conflict with Greece. Although it is very difficult to 
draw sound conclusions, the political changes of 1967 (when the era of military 
dictatorship began) certainly affected the number of foreign tourist arrivals. These 
fell from 1,131,730 foreign tourists in 1966 to 996,473 in 1967, a decline of 12 per 
cent. 
The years 1970-79 were also characterised by fluctuations in the rate of foreign 
tourist inflow. Internal political instability, the international economic recession, 
and the 1974 Cyprus crisis and its repercussions caused a sudden dramatic drop of 
tourists by 31.3 per cent in 1974; although the number of tourist arrivals continued 
to increase for the rest of the decade. 
The above-mentioned fluctuations notwithstanding, table 3.1 shows that the tourist 
movement to Greece has expanded rapidly; andt indeedt Greece's average annual 
increase in tourist arrivals of 15.3 per cent outstrips that of its closest competitors: 
Italy, Spain and Yugoslavia. The respective increases in tourist arrivals to these 
three countries were only 4.7,6.5 and 7.3 per cent(lo). In addition, the number of 
foreign visitors to Greece passed the six million mark for the first time in 1984, a 
record year for tourism to Greece. This is despite the slow-down of the rate of 
increase (3.4 per cent) in the early 1980s (as compared to the high average annual 
increases of the corresponding years in the 1960s (17.3 per cent) and 1970s (8.0 per 
cent)) reflecting partly the recession in the OECD area and the restrictions on 
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the outflow of visitors from France and Yugoslavia in 1983 
(12,13) 
. The slower rate 
of growth for the period 1980-84 is also shown by the index of growth for the period 
concerned. it is worth mentioning that for the period 1960-84 tourist arrivals in 
Greece increased at an average annual figure of 12 per cent as compared to overall 
European tourist arrivals which increased by 6 per cent (see chapter one) for the 
same period. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the trend of foreign tourist inflow 1960-84. Three periods of 
political unrest may be distinguished which disrupted, to a considerable extent, the 
Greek tourist industry. The indications are, therefore, that one of the main factors 
which determines whether Greece can maintain a high rate of growth in tourist 
arrivals are the political conditions both in and around the country. This does not 
necessarily mean, however, that the 'political conditions' or 'regime, in a particular 
tourist destination country are acceptable or not to the foreign tourists. It simply 
means that lack of security, riots, acts of violence and wars may incline tourists 
towards other destinations. 
Countries such as Egypt and Israel which were engaged in military conflict suffered 
similar consequences. For instance, tourist arrivals in Egypt and Israel for the 1967- 
68 period dropped by 40.4 and 11.3 per cent respectively because of the 1967 Arab- 
Israeli conflict(14915) . It may 
I also be concluded that the sensitivity of tourism in 
Greece to political unrest in the area has been reduced by the relative importance 
foreign tourists now attach to Greece. Further there is an increasing tendency for 
tourism to free itself from economic strictures. This seems obvious for Greece and 
other countries (see chapter one), since tourist trafficl earnings and payments 
continue to increase, even in-an atmosphere of economic crisis and- recession. In 
addition it seems that modern citizens of Western countries are prepared to 
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sacrifice other needs - new furniture, electrical appliances etc, in order to satisfy 
(16) 
their desire for travel 
The trends in international tourism have certainly contributed to the rapid 
development of tourism in Greece. Despite incidental and economic problems 
affecting Greece, its tourist industry will continue to expand in 1985. According to 
the Secretary-General of the National Tourist Organisation of Greece the outlook 
for 1985 is favourable as he expects about 6,600,000 foreign tourists to come to 
(17) Greece . Official information released by the Statistical Bureau of EOT shows 
that for the three-month period January to March 1985 arrivals have increased by 
(18) 27.8 per cent over and above the same period in 1984 . It is envisaged that this 
trend will continue until the end of 1985 though at a slower rate following the 
Athens hijacking in June 1985 of a Transworld Airline (TWA) aeroplane. American 
tourist bookings to Greece were cancelled following the injunction by President 
Reagan to boycott Greece until security measures are improved at Athens 
(19) 
airport 
With regard to the future prospects of tourism in Greece, Professor Daskalakis (the 
previous President of EOT) also expressed optimism. He believes that Greek 
tourism will certainly benefit from the upward trend indicated by the study 
"European Tourism". It was estimated that for the period 1980-90 the annual 
increase of tourists in Europe would be 5.1 per cent. Thus increasing the number of 
(20) 
tourists in Europe from 110 million in 1978 to 200 million by 1990 
3.3 International Market Segments for Greek Tourism, 1960-84 
Kotler 
(21) 
defines market segmentation as "the subdividing of a market into distinct 
subsets of customers, where any subset may conceivably be selected as a market 
target to be reached with a distinct marketing mix". He further talks of the three 
main methods of segmenting a market on geographic, demographic or psychographic 
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variables. Having examined the main growth pattern of foreign tourism in Greece 
since 1960, this study will now assess some aspects of the most important 
international market segments for Greek tourism based on the above mentioned 
classif ication. Chapter six will compliment the examination of market 
segmentation when a tourist profile based on the 1977-78 and 1984-85 surveys of 
foreign tourists is analysed. 
The European market for Greek tourism is by far the most important. In 1960 
European tourists visiting Greece numbered 196,947. By 1984 this figure had 
increased to 4,402,819, which represents an increase in the index from 100 in 1960 
to 2235.5 in 1984 (see table 3.2). Europe's share of foreign tourist arrivals in Greece 
increased from 49.3 per cent in 1960 to 73.1 per cent in 1984. Figure 3.2 shows the 
trend of foreign tourist arrivals by region and cruise passengers, 1960-84. 
Tourists arriving from America increased in numbers each year between 1960 and 
1984, except in 1980 when arrivals fell by 21.4 per cent. The major factors 
contributing to this decline in 1980 seem to have been the higher intercontinental 
(22) 
air fares from America and the US election . Since the rate of increase was 
less 
than Europels, America's share decreased from 20.8 per cent in 1960 to 10.1 per cent 
in 1984, just maintaining its second place ahead of cruise passengers (see table 3.2). 
Tourists from Asia, Africa and Oceania also arrived in increasing numbers, showing 
increases in their indices over the period 1960-84 to 1402.4,1370.2 and 2689.2 
respectively. This trend is also clearly shown by the percentage average annual 
increase over the same period. Despite these high growth rates the market shares 
are low compared with arrivals from Europe, America and cruise passengers. In 
1984 Asia's market share was 4.9 per cent, that of Africa was 1.6 per cent and that 
of Oceania was 1.8 per cent. Figure 3.3 illustrates the market share of Greek 
tourism by region and cruise passengers in 1984. 
TABLE 3,2 NUMBER OF FOREIGN TOURISTS CLASSIFIED BY REýAON AND NATIONALIT'i, 1960-84 
% % Average Index 
Number of Tourists Market Market Annual in 
Share Share Increase 1914 
Region/country 1960 1965 1970 1975 1990 1994 in 1960 in 1984 1960-94 1960= 100 
Austria 8319 23216 30213 91996 187312 237918 2.1 3.9 15.0 2859.9 
Belgium-Luxembourg 6025 15755 21126 38414 70124 76825 1.5 1.3 11.2 1275.1 
Bulgaria 10605 36911 37036 0.6 
Cyprus 81346 94449 1.6 
Czechoslovakia 16974 10400 0.2 
Denmark 2622 23942 20384 50099 130694 124037 0.6 2.1 17.4 4730.6 
Finland 742 3440 8533 44823 73641 134164 0.2 2.2 24.2 18081.4 
France 30221 80176 115977 223756 299791 405907 7.6 6.7 11.4 1343.1 
Germany 40229 100281 142702 397405 692961 864000 10.1 14.3 13.6 2147.7 
Hungary 28008 17821 0.3 
Ireland 376 1501 4920 6810 19061 30515 0.1 0.5 20.1 8115.7 
Italy 15961 43996 76215 [37882 197006 328598 4.0 5.5 13.4 2058.8 
Netherlands 4446 17970 23284 59378 179842 192879 1.1 3.2 17.0 4338.3 
Norway 1191 4642 3854 19659 88772 106608 0.3 1.8 20.6 8951.1 
Poland 37732 27874 0.5 
Portugal 473 802 2274 3792 4919 6119 0.1 0.1 11.3 1293.7 
Rumania 3037 11991 7333 0.1 
Spain 966 3265 5807 16237 32906 37091 0.2 0.6 16.4 3839.6 
Sweden 5917 39775 17967 109644 235592 194356 1.5 3.2 15.7 3294.7 
Switzerland 9268 21762 27967 66879 154696 156995 2.3 2.6 12.5 1693.9 
UK 40756 84881 166904 319510 768215 1043363 10.2 17.3 14.5 2560.0 
Yugoslavia 26335 45726 48138 259885 477393 263209 6.6 4.4 10.1 999.5 
Other European Countries 3100 35506 44863 51776 8412 5322 0.8 0.1 2.3 171.7 
TOTAL EUROPE 196947 546636 761128 1901587 3934289 440230 49.3 73.1 13.8 2235.5 
Iran 16677 7140 0.1 
Israel 3582 7016 7890 10639 31278 31887 0.9 0.5 9.5 890.2 
Japan 10306 27425 75666 86476 1.4 
Lebanon-Syria 1801 5413 7320 14950 43588 40433 0.5 0.7 13.8 2245.0 
Turkey 8152 14175 20968 23426 47590 42770 2.0 0.7 7.2 524.7 
Other Asian Countries 7767 14323 18531 33432 85962 55282 1.9 0.9 9.5 711.9 
Other M East Countries 34751 0.6 
TOTAL ASIA 21302 40927 65015 109972 300761 298739 5.3 4.9 11.6 1402.4 
Egypt-Sudan 3160 4111 11104 18333 50067 43415 0.8 0.7 11.5 1373.9 
Union of South Africa 3784 8081 15688 14018 24721 26130 1.0 0.4 8.4 690.5 
Other African Countries 447 4071 9493 17415 31879 31729 0.1 0.5 19.4 7098.2 
TOTAL AFRICA 7391 16263 36285 49766 106667 101274 1.9 1.6 11.5 1370.2 
Argentina 15365 7394 0.1 
Brazil 11285 8943 0.2 
Canada 3958 12478 30683 43480 72441 82226 1.0 1.4 13.5 2077.5 
Mexico 7448 9664 0.2 
USA 75306 172475 304681 458575 288647 474845 18.9 7.9 8.0 630.6 
Other American Countries 3555 10900 22041 20382 15490 17113 0.9 0.3 6.8 491.4 
TOTAL AMERICA 92819 195853 357405 522437 410676 600195 20.8 10.1 9.6 724.7 
Australia 4113 13565 29321 50036 110609 96953 1.0 1.6 14.1 2357.2 
Other Oceanian Countries 1706 4604 21764 13655 0.2 
TOTAL OCEANIA 4113 13565 31027 54640 132373 110609 1.0 1.9 14.7 2639.2 
USSR 115 830 705 1980 8298 7407 0.0 0.1 19.0 6440.9 
Unspecified Citizenship 3118 2187 1310 2341 2836 2160 0.8 0.0 -1.5 69.3 
Cruise Passengers 55525 129178 201754 332964 475215 504074 13.9 8.4 9.6 907.8 
Greek Citizens frorn Abroad 28108 30686 154581 197499 7.0 
GRAND TOTAL 3"438 976125 1509210 3172996 5271115 6027266 100.0 100.0 12.0 1508.9 
Notes: The average annual increase 1960-84 has been calculated using the geometric mean method 
Sources: EOT, Foreign Tourist Arrivals by Nationality and Cruise Passengers, Statistical Bureau, EOT, Athens, Various Issues 
EIYE, Statistical Yearbook of Greece, EIYE, Athens, Various Issues 
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Tourist arrivals are also segmented by nationality in Table 3.2. United Kingdom 
citizens were the most numerous with 1,043,363 tourists in 1984 and a share of over 
17 per cent, followed by West Germany with a share of 14.3 per cent and the United 
States with a share of 7.9 per cent. Together these three countries accounted for 
more than one third of total foreign tourist arrivals in Greece. Figure 3.4 below 
presents the share of the ten countries that contributed more than 2.5 per cent in 
1984. The changes can be seen during 1960-84. It is clear that the major loss of 
market share was that of the United States, by about II per cent over the period. 
This was followed by France and Yugoslavia with 0.8 and 2.2 per cent respectively. 
All other major tour ist-generating countries contributing to tourism in Greece 
increased their share over the same period. Figure 3.5 shows the trend of the major 
European countries that contributed more than 3 per cent market share (in 1984) 
over the period 1960-84. 
It is clear from figure 3.5 that most European countries generated a rising number 
of tourists to Greece over the period 1960-84. The exception to this was the marked 
decrease in the number of tourists from Yugoslavia because of the restrictions by 
the Yugoslav government on the outflow of foreign exchange. In addition, Yugoslav 
tourists had to deposit 5,000 dinars (US $1 = 50.3 dinars in 1982) for the first foreign 
trip per person, 7,000 dinars for the second and 12,000 dinars for the third foreign 
trip in a bank. These sums of money would be frozen for a year without interest 
being paid. This restriction would almost certainly cause severe problems for 
tourists with one or two children(23). With regard to the Swedish tourist inflow-to 
Greece, as appendix M shows, the number of tourists from Swederi fluctuates on a 
yearly basis around the 200,000 mark. Some of the main reasons for this 'stagnation' 
in tourist arrivals from Sweden were cited as M the devaluation of the Swedish 
kronor (ii) increase in tax on packaged tours and charter flights by 25 per cent in 
1984 Oil) promotion of regional (Scandinavian) tourism especially conference 
tourism which is eligible for tax exemptions when taking place in Scandinavia and 
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Ov) increase in promotional ýactivities by Greece's main competitors in Sweden, 
(24) 
especially Spain, Italy and Yugoslavia . Another reason may be that Swedes 
prefer to visit more unort hodox holiday destinations, e. g Sri Lanka, Thailand, etc. 
Although France shows an increasing trend over the period 1960-84, there was a 
drop in French tourists to Greece by about 11 per cent (see appendix M) in 1980. 
This was caused by the restrictive measures introduced by the French authorities on 
limiting the amount of foreign exchange French citizens could buy when going 
abroad on holidays. Tourist spending in foreign currencies was limited to French 
francs 2000 (US $1 =F Fr 7.6 in 1983) per adult per year and half of that for a child 
(25) 
under ten years . Though these restrictions have recently been lifted, the likely 
impact is not yet known. Despite these falls, the total'European market share rose 
by 20 per cent over the period 1960-84. This is explained by the rapid long-term 
increase in'visitors from the UK and Germany throughout the period concerned, and 
also by a steady rise in visitors from Austria and Netherlands. ' 
From the above discussions, it can be observed that the European market which 
constitutes more than 73 per cent of total tourist arrivals has been rising rapidly, a 
very encouraging factor considering that Greece pegged its tourist development 
hopes on its accession to the EEC (January 1981). Rising transportation costs also 
play an important role in determining choice for a tourist destination. Hence 
Europeans are more likely to travel to a nearby tourist destination instead of far off 
places such as the United States and Australia. Moreover, 'Greece has not yet 
reached the point of being dominated by one nationality, as has Mexico for example. 
In 1979 tourists from the US accounted. for 83 per cent of all tourist arrivals in 
Mexico(26). Recent political differences between Greece and the USA have had a 
(27) negative impact on US visits to Greece, particularly on cruise passengers 
Increases in US visitors can only be achieved when the bilateral political relationship 
improves. In the long run, attracting larger numbers of North American visitors 
should be a major objective of Greek tourism planning, particularly as such visitors 
have a higher tourist expenditure per capita than Europeans (see chapter six). 
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The number of people visiting Greece as compared to the population of country of 
origin in 1960 and 1984 can be seen from table 3.3. As the table shows, in 1960 the 
number of people visiting Greece was about 0.1 per cent of the population of the 
tourist generating countries concerned. By 1984 this figure increased considerably 
ranging from Austria's (3.1 per cent) to Italy's (0.6 per cent). According to a survey 
which was carried out in Austria in 1984 by the Institut fur Markt-und 
Sozialanalysen Verein fur wirtschaftliche und gesellschaftliche Studien (IMAS) the 
third most popular tourist destination for all Austrian tourists going abroad was 
Greece (11 per cent) after Italy (32 per cent) and Yugoslavia (20 per cent). In 
addition, as indicated by the same survey, the prospects are that Italy and 
Yugoslavia's shares will fall to about 27 and 18 per cent respectively in contrast to 
Greece's share which will increase to about 15 per cent in 1985(28). The Director of 
the Greek National Tourist Office in Austria pointed out (when interviewed by the 
author in Vienna, 10 May 1985) that this is due to . the fact that Austrians "love 
Greece not only because of its climate and antiquities but also because of its 
hospitable and friendly people,, 
(29). This is also illustrated in table 3.4. With regard 
to Yugoslavia (one of Greece's main competitors), however, the case is different. 
The majority of Yugoslavian citizens come to Greece seeking employment, or to 
(30) 
visit friends and relatives 
With regard to international comparisons, 1984 was a peak year in the history of 
Greece's international tourist industry. The total number of tourists arriving in 
Greece during 1984, as previously mentioned, was 6,027,266, an increase of 14.6 per 
cent (see table 3.1) over the previous year. This was almost two thirds of its total 
9.9 million population, a considerable achievement compared to similarly placed 
countries like Italy and Yugoslavia, whose ratios were 1: 3.1 and 1: 3.8 (tourist to 
population) respectively in 1983. However, the ratios of countries such as Austria, 
Spain or Switzerland were much greater (1.9: 1,1.1: 1 and 1.3: 1) for the year 
concerned. The ratio of tourists to population in a number of countries in 1970 and 
1983 can be seen in table 3.5. 
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TABLE 3.4 
AUSTRIAN TOURISTS: REASONS FOR CHOOSING TOURIST DESTINATION, 1984 
Friendly Appropriate 
Landscape and Places Place for 
and Hospitable Worth Summer 
Country Scenery People Culture Seeing Prices Holidays 
Austria 54 46 38 39 25 33 
France 20 10 16 25 1 11 
Greece 36 25 21 47 21 40 
Hungary 9 15 6 5 40 6 
Italy 25 is 23 33 15 32 
North African Countries 9 3 6 5 5 7 
Spain 20 12 17 14 13 25 
Yugoslavia 19 13 10 5 36 25 
Note: The Tour-85 Survey was carried out by the Institut fur Markt-und 
Sozialanalysen verein fur wirtschaftliche und gesellschaftliche Studien (Linz) in September and November 1984, and investigated a sample of 4,000 
Austrian tourists over the age of sixteen 
Source: GREEK NATIONAL TOURIST OFFICE (Austria), Behavioural Patterns and 
Preferences of Austrian Tourists, Greek National Tourist Office (Austria), 
Vienna, 1985 
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Nevertheless, the annual average percentage increase for a number of countries 
over the period 1970-83 presents a very different picture (see table 3.5). Greek 
tourism rose by an annual average increase of 9.5 per cent over this period as 
compared to Austria, Italy, Spain, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, whose increases 
ranged between 1.7 and 4.2 per cent. Accordingly the highest increase in the index 
of tourist arrivals for the countries concerned was registered by Greece (326.8) in 
1983 (see table 3.5). 
3.4 Tourist Arrivals by Means of Transport and Place of Entrance 
Tourism, in the first chapter, was defined as a composite phenomenong which 
embraces, among other things, the incidence of a mobile population of travellers 
who may either be strangers to the places they visit or multiple-time travellers to 
the same destination. Thus tourism implies a movement away from the place where 
people usually reside. In other words, it is a matter of being elsewhere, and to be 
elsewhere implies the use of transport. 
Mechanised transport has made travel possible for a significant part of the 
populations of the developed countries at least. Much of the historical study of 
tourism has been concerned with the development of modern transport and other 
aspects of tourism have followed the evolution of the various modes of transport. 
We are not concerned, however, with the historical development of transport in this 
dissertation. 
This section looks in general terms at the transport used by foreign visitors to reach 
Greece.. - 
Table 3.6 shows that during the period 1960-84 58.8 per cent of tourists arrived in 
Greece by air, while the proportion of tourists that arrived by sea and road were 
20.8 and 16.6 per-cent respectively. Only 3.8 per cent of tourists came by rail. 
Trains were, in fact, mainly used by younger people, mainly students, who do not 
1,5,1- 
TABLE 3.6. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FOREIGN TOURIST ARRIVALS 
BY MEANS OF TRANSPORT, 1960-84 
Year By Air By Rail By Sea By Road TOTAL 
1960 164300 56735 146645 31759 399439 
1961 199791 58762 192518 43120 494191 
1962 243067 66599 220255 68003 597924 
1963 325427 71767 238315 105684 741193 
1964 348180 61933 233653 113729 757495 
1965 444124 78273 310133 143595 976125 
1966 532718 60804 326993 211215 1131730 
1967 498881 39301 299529 158762 996473 
1968 491074 75418 280042 171087 1017621 
1969 675551 70232 339959 220209 1305951 
1970 833239 94014 395094 286863 1609210 
1971 1228944 109136 513174 406740 2257994 
1972 1587198 128027 551512 464850 2731587 
1973 1817728 151531 609967 598456 3177682 
1974 1243036 130660 423326 391282 2188304 
1975 1716665 150528 598384 707409 3172986 
1976 2483347 159354 723227 877635 4243563 
1977 2477874 135517 902353 945340 4461084 
1978 2909922 135267 1034036 1001808 5081033 
1979 3515871 134361 1096823 1051305 5798360 
1980 3243213 167359 1010532 850012 5271115. 
1981 3506902 169389 1018996 881822 5577109 
1982 3547025 143393 1009260 764182 5463860 
1983 3502215 118981 1101211 535965 5258372 
1984 4077950 137774 1122573 688969 6027266 
TOTAL 41614242 2705114 14698510 11719800 70737666 
% Share of 58.8 3.9 20.9 16.6 100.0 All Arrivals 
% Average'Annual 14.3 3.9 8.9 13.7 12.0 Increase 1960-84 
Index of Growth 2482.0 242.8 765.5 2169.4 1508.9 1960=100 
Note: The average annual increase 1960-84 has been calculated using the 
geometric mean method 
Sources: EOT, Foreign Tourist Arrivals by Nationality and Means of Transport, 
Statistical Bureau, EOT9 Athens, Various Issues 
E YE9 Statistical Yearbook of Greece, E YE, Athens, Various Issues 
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mind long, perhaps uncomfortable, rides; have more time available; and are more 
adventurous. The rate of growth of air travellers exceeded the average rate of 
expansion of other means of transport (14.3 per cent compared to 3.8,8.9 and 13.7 
per cent for rail, sea and road respectively). This is also shown by the index of 
growth which increased by about 2382 per cent for air as compared to 143 per cent 
for rail, 666 per cent for sea and 2069 per cent for road over the period concerned. 
Figure 3.6 shows the trend of foreign tourist arrivals by means of transport since 
1960. 
Due to the relative long drive, numerous Greek tourist destinations, limited vacation 
periods and the development of package holidays in the Westo it is not surprising 
that travelling by air is preferred by tourists. There are twenty-three main airports 
in Greece which are capable of handling international tourist traffic. These airports 
are located at the most popular tourist destinations. Due to the large number of 
islands, Greece has many more smaller airports and airfields used only for internal 
flights as they lack the facilities to handle large aircraft. For a list of airports in 
Greece see appendix N. 
Olympic Airways is the only national carrier with regular flights to all Western 
European countries, the Middle East, North America and some African and Far 
Eastern countries. Tourists arrive in Greece with their own national air carriers or 
'Olympic Airways', however internal flights are carried exclusively by the Greek 
national carrier using aircraft suitable for small airports in the country. 
Travel by sea to many countries, in some cases with long sea crossings, has declined 
in the post-war era. This can be explained by the growing importance of the faster 
air transport and other developments in the package holiday area. Travel by sea to 
Greece has not been declining, howeverg and has indeed been growing steadily over 
the last twenty years. It is the second most popular mode of transport. Sea travel 
IS9 
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and cruise passengers visiting Greece accounted for 18.7 per cent of all total foreign 
tourists arrivals in 1984 (see table 3.7 and figure 3.7). 
There are various reasons for the considerable importance of sea travel to Greece. 
For instance, there has been a growing importance of cruising holidays in the 
Mediterranean Sea, especially for the American tourists who are the main cruise 
passengers on Greek ships(31). Greece, its 2,000 islands and 9,000 miles of mostly 
picturesque coast, coupled with sunny beaches and clear sea water, offers a variety 
of interesting attractions to cruising and yachting tourists. Further, there has also 
been a growing importance of motorised tourists who would use ferry-boats on short 
sea crossings and take their cars and caravans when travelling. Greece has a large 
merchant fleet and its ships and ferry-boats have regular daily services to many 
countries in the Mediterranean and beyond (see chapter four). 
There are many sea ports in Greece. As table 3.7 illustrates, the six main ports 
account for about 88 per cent of all sea tourist arrivals (1984 figures). Although 
Pireas is the main sea port in Greece, it is not the dominant port as far as tourist 
arrivals are concerned. Corfu and Patras in the Peloponnese are more popular than 
Pireasq which is predominantly used by shipbuilders and the merchant fleet for 
import and export of goods. 
As regards road travel to Greece, table 3.7 also illustrates that the importance of 
motor transport is declining relative to other means of transport. This is despite the 
steady increase of tourists arriving by road over the last twenty years. The 
proportion of tourists arriving by road transport has decreased from 17.8 per cent in 
1970 to 11.4 per cent of total tourist arrivals in 1984. This can be explained by the 
relatively cheaper air fares, as compared to costs of handling the same distance by 
car. 
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Figure 3.7 
SHARE OF FOREIGN TOURISTS ARRIVALS BY MEANS 
OF TRANSPORT AND CRUISE-PASSENGERS, 1984 
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Source: Derived from Table 3.7 
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A closer examination of data in table 3.7 shows that for the past fourteen years or 
more the increase in foreign tourist arrivals has been generated mainly by those 
tourists arriving by air (see also figure 3.6). The shares of airborne and other 
arrivals handled by Greek ports and places of entrance are shown in table 3.7 
according to which the portion registered by Hellenikon (Athens) International 
Airport alone in 1984 was 34.7 per cent. This places considerable stress on its 
resources and hence long delays at customs and other ground arrangements, 
especially during the peak period of June to September. This causes unnecessary 
trouble and nuisance to tourists: a very important factor as first impressions are 
formed by tourists which, together with other experiences while in Greece, will 
influence their future choice of travel destination. 
Table 3.8 compliments the picture built up to now in that tourists from all 
continents prefer to fly to Greece. The average being 73.8 per centp whereas sea 
and road shares are 11.2 per cent and 12.5 per cent respectively. Rail comes poor 
fourth with only 2.5 per cent. It must be mentioned, however, that these figures are 
exaggerated as cruise passengers, i. e. sea travel are excluded. If cruise travel is 
added, these figures would be nearer to the proportions quoted earlier. Table 3.8 
also shows that in 1984 the major share of all travellers to Greece by road was 
attributed to European drivers (89.6 per cent). This figure could increase 
considerably if the Trans-European motorway project is completed. 
3.5 Seasonal Fluctuation of Tourist Inflow 
The seasonal fluctuation of tourist 'arrivals to Greece is associated with certain 
problems. These stem from the fact that tourist facilities, in particular in hotel and 
catering, are used to full capacity (or overstretched) during the summer, while 
during the winter season they are often under-used(32). 
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Generally speaking it would be expected that seasonal variation would be less 
marked in a tourist receiving country whose tourist industry does not depend 
entirely on holidays related to climatic conditions. In fact, 32 per cent of tourists 
visiting Greece come for its climate, 16 per cent for its archaeological sites and 
national heritage and 25 per cent come for a combination of both these two main 
reasons (see chapter six). Moreover, Greece's weather in winter months is not 
severe. In fact, in many parts and islands of Greece swimming in winter is 
agreeably pleasant and many thousands of enthusiasts swim in the relatively warm 
waters of the Mediterranean. This can be witnessed from appendix D, which shows 
the monthly temperature of various places in Greece. As can be seen from the data, 
the monthly average temperature ranges between 48*F - 82*F, as compared to the 
annual average temperature of 65*F for all Greece. 
In examining the seasonal fluctuation of tourism in Greece over recent years, it has 
been indicated that Greece also suffers the scars associated with 'seasonal demand'. 
It includes problems of employmentp social and developmental difficulties and 
deterioration in the quality of services offered. The aim of this section is to look in 
general terms at the seasonality of tourism in Greece. 
Data in table 3.9 shows that for the period 1970-84 the percentage average increase 
in tourists for the winter months has been below the average increase for the 
summer months. The percentage monthly average for the first quarter is about 6 
per cent as compared to about 12 per cent for the second quarter, 10 per cent in the 
third quarter and 9 per cent in the fourth quarter for the period 1970-84. 
Two things may be said about this pattern of tourist arrivals to Greece. The trend 
over the fourteen year period shows no signs of changing its course and unless 
something positive is done to attract tourists during other months of the yearv the 
problems and difficulties faced by the Greek Tourist Authority will remain and 
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Figure 3.8 
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probably multiply as the total number of tourists increases. The seasonal 
fluctuation in 1984 more or less followed the pattern seen in recent years. Table 3.9 
and figure 3.8 bear witness to this. The highest month was 3uly with 1,129,879 and 
the lowest was February with 86,387. 
With the rapid development of tourism and the concentration of tourists in the peak 
season of June to September (e. g. 62.5 per cent in 1984 figures), especially in those 
places famous for their archaelogical interest or cosmopolitan character (e. g. 
Rhodes, Mykonos and Corfu), there are considerable social and developmental 
problems. It could also be added that large-scale tourism concentrated within a 
limited period of time could also cause a fall in the quality of the services 
(33) 
offered 
One would anticipate that, because of the importance of historical treasures in 
Greece's tourism, there is no particular reason why tourists should not travel to 
Greece in winter. Local conditions, however, do not go a long way to explain the 
skewed demand observed in figure 3.8. There are many factors contributing to the 
seasonal demand of tourism. Generally speaking, the degree of seasonal variation 
differs to some extent between nationalities. In this respect one may argue that the 
less the degree of seasonal variation of tourist demand of a particular groups the 
more desirable this group will be to the host country. To explain this variation one 
should look at the various determinants and motivators of tourism demand through 
research and special studies in the tourist generating countries concerned. This, 
however, could be a very expensive and time-consuming exercise. Nevertheless, 
because of the limited number of holidays working people have, and the lack of 
sunshine in northern climes, potential tourists may take their holidays during the 
summer months. Therefore, the pattern of vacation taking is probably the main 
determinant of the distribution of demand. It must be mentioned, however, that 
-169- 
Greece has few winter tourist resorts and facilities near the Austrian, Swiss and 
Italian levels and may thus fail to attract winter tourists. 
Often literature on tourism recommends efficient and effective promotional 
campaigns(34) as a means to offset the uneven seasonal demand pattern. However, 
such actions would have to, on the one hand, ref lect existing and potential winter 
demand trends in the tourist-generating countries, and, on -the other, considerably 
higher standards of winter tourist facilities in the host country. Apart f rom 
effective promotional campaigns, there are many ways in general for reducing 
seasonality 
(35). These include lower fares and lower accommodation prices during 
the off-peak season, as well as special package deals for winter months, 
conferences, festivals and sporting events. 
Finally, the problem of seasonality in Greece is viewed with dismay by the Hotel 
Owners Association of Greece as some hotels have to close in winter and many 
others that remain open have to put up with low occupancy rates. This problem is 
particularly acute in Athens and other areas in Greece which are saturated with 
(36) hotel accommodation . EOT and other officials, therefore, are very concerned 
about finding ways to prolong the tourist season and improve winter tourism so as to 
smooth out seasonality. 
3.6 Average Length of Stay 
Archer, and Shea believe that the length of stay is one of the main factors 
influencing tourist expend iture(37). There are different methods in estimating the 
length of stay of tourists in a particular country. One method of determining the 
average length of, stay is to gather data on the number of nights spent by foreign 
tourists in hotels and all forms of accommodation. The OECD Tourism Committee 
uses this method, among others, to determine the average length of stay for its 
member states. The information gathered is supplied by each OECD member 
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country. However, this method loses much of its value to the extent that a visitor 
registers in more than one accommodation establishment. This occurs in particular 
if the country is large and, as in the case of Greece with its numerous islands, when 
its attractions are many and widespread. Moreoverv tourists may stay with friends 
or relatives, -or in non-officially registered and private accommodation, hence 
making accurate estimates difficult. Young tourists, mainly students, never register 
in any accommodation establishments thus adding to the difficulties in estimating 
accurate figures by this method. 
Another method in determining the average length of stay is by comparing the 
intended stay as recorded on entry cards with information given on exit cards. This 
process, however, involves a considerable strain on the government departments 
concerned, in particular if tourist arrivals are in millions every year. In addition 
many European countries have abolished entry and exit cards altogether in their 
(38) 
attempt to liberalise and relax frontier formalities 
Even if it is possible to gather data from a sample survey on the basis of entry and 
exit cards, some inaccuracy is involved in-estimating the average length of stay, 
because visitors do not always make their intentions clear: either because they are 
not sure themselves or they change their minds later. Moreoverl tourists arriving by 
one means of transport at one port of entry on the northern tip of Greece, for 
example, may leave the country via Crete in the south. Sorting out these 
difficulties requires considerable time, moneyp human resources and a very 
sophisticated process whose costs may outbalance benefits. 
Alternatively the average length of stay can be determined by using a sample 
questionnaire survey of different tourist nationalities. However, this method is 
likely to yield an incorrect result because of sample bias, in particular if visitors are 
questioned within the study area rather than as they leave the study area. Archer 
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and Shea 
(39) 
pointed out that the longer the length of stay, the greater the 
possibility of interviews, e. g. a tourist staying 14 days is 14 times as likely to be 
chosen for an interview as a tourist spending one day. 
With these difficulties in mind, the National Tourist Organisation of Greece carried 
out a survey for the period 1977/78. To alleviate the problem pointed out by Archer 
and Shea, EOT decided to carry out the sample survey of tourists who visited Greece 
and were about to leave the country. The ports of exit covered were those of: 
0 
Hellenikon (Athens), Rhodes, Euzoni, Idomenis, Corfu, Heraklion and Patras. 
As can be seen from table 3.109 the average length of stay, independent of purpose 
of arrivals, is 12.7 days. The corresponding average number of days spent in Greece 
of foreign tourists who came exclusively for holidays is about 13.4 days and for 
those who visited Greece for reasons other than holiday and business reasons the 
average length of stay is 9.5 days. 
Table 3.11 Illustrates the number of days spent in Greece by the various 
nationalities. The range varies from 7 days spent by Japanese tourists to 17 days 
spent by Australians. The short length of stay of Japanese reflects two main 
indicators. The long distance from Japan influences tourists decision to stay for 
short periods in various European countries and see as many places as possible 
before returning home. Probably coming to Europe is a once in a lifetime event. 
Further, 24 per cent of the Japanese visitors come to Greece for business matters, 
hence reflecting the short length of stay. As far as the Australians are concerned, 
the higher average length of stay in Greece is due to the longer visits of Greeks 
settled in Australia who are often seeing friends and relatives after a long time. 
Although the results obtained from the 1977/78 sample survey are useful, showing 
the average number of days stayed in Greece by the main nationalities, it must be 
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mentioned that in order to draw any definite conclusions one has to have survey 
results over a period of time and in addition a longitudinal comparison needs to be 
made between Greece and other countries. In this way trends can be developed for 
each nationality, hence helping policy makers to apportion promotional budgets and 
other marketing efforts according to the relative importance attached to each 
nationality group. In addition, a declining or decreasing trend of the general 
average length of stay over a period under consideration, let us say 1970-80, may 
discover the main possible causes of these changes. Thus, appropriate measures can 
be developed to improve conditions. 
In this respect the results of the 1984-85 survey of foreign tourists visiting Greece 
(see table 3.12) illustrate that there were no dramatic changes in the average length 
of stay of visitors to Greece. The overall length of stay increased by a mere half a 
day over the period 1978-85. The corresponding average number of days spent in 
Greece by foreign tourists who came exclusively for holidays remained at around 13 
days. A significant change, however, occurred in the average number of days spent 
by those who visited Greece for reasons other than holiday and business reasons: 
this increased to 11.4 days in 1985 from 9.5 days in 1978. 
A look at table 3.13 would indicate the largest number of foreign tourists who 
visited Greece remained between 11-14 days (26 per cent) as compared to those who 
stayed between 4-7 days (23 per cent) and 15-21 days (14 per cent). These results 
were similar to those of the 1977-78 survey with the only exception of those tourists 
who remained in Greece between 1-3 days which increased from 13 per cent in 1978 
to 15 per cent in 1985. However, the percentage figure for those tourists who visit 
Greece between 4-7 days decreased from 25 per cent to 23 per cent over the period 
concerned. With regard to individual countries similar patterns were observed in 
both survey results. In addition, the higher average length of stay by the Americant 
Australian and Canadian tourists staying over three weeks is due mainly to Greeks 
residing in those countries and who visit friends and relatives. 
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Probable variables that may come to the attention of officials could be as follows. 
How do recent rises in travel costs affect the length of stay and, more importantly, 
the tourists' spending capacities? The trend of business travellers over the years 
may also be identified. This kind of traveller is characterised by short stays. 
Moreover, One may identify if there is a tendency among various visitors of 
different socio-economic and income groups. Lower income groups are associated 
with shorter stays. Trends according to age groups could be identified. For 
instance, young tourists, though they may stay longer in a tourist destination, may 
also spend far less than older professional tourists. 
All these variables provide policy makers with possibilities of increasing the length 
of stay and hence increasing tourist receipts. Such possibilities, for instance, may 
be better business and conference facilities in association with better entertainment 
opportunities. Cheaper accommodation may provide the opportunity to stay longer 
and spend more; and cheap fares could have the same effect. Finally, tourism 
related to sporting events and festivals, medical tourism, and other possibilities 
could provide' promising developmental action plans. 
Thus this section clearly illustrates that the length of stay is very important to the 
tourist authorities as it determines to a large extent tourist expenditure. ' The longer 
the stay, the more money spent and more foreign exchange earnings received. 
3.7 Distribution of Foreign Tourism in Greece 
The distribution of foreign tourists in Greece is associated with, certain problems 
which are compounded by the seasonal fluctuation of tourist arrivals (discussed 
earlier in this chapter). These problems stem from the fact that tourist facilities, 
including hotel and catering and other tourist infrastructure are used to full 
capacity (or overstretched) in some regions, 'especially during the peak tourist 
season, while in other areas they are often under-used. The high concentration of 
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tourist activity in a small number of regions causes rapid expansion of urban centres 
and deficiencies in the infrastructure. This has encouraged the development of a 
para-hotel economy mainly in the form of unauthorised accommodation 
establishments which creates planning and control difficulties for the tourist 
authorities. More importantly, the uneven distribution of tourism in Greece creates 
unequal standards of tourist services. These are vital for creating a favourable 
image of the country abroad and encouraging repeat purchasing patterns for the 
would-be second-time visitors to Greece. In addition, as indicated in the five year 
economic and social development plan 1983-87, considerable social, economic and 
environment problems are caused by 
- regional economic inequalities 
- unequal distribution of infrastructure and social facilities 
- unbalanced economic structure in many regions, and 
(40) 
- unbalanced network of population settlements 
Generally speaking it would be expected that regional distribution of tourism in 
Greece would be more evenly distributed in a country of many (2tOOO) islands and 
long (9,000 miles) coastline. Instead the majority of foreign visitors concentrate on 
a small number of prefectures and islands. Data in table 3.14 shows that for the 
period 1977-78 the majority (67 per cent) of foreign visitors to Greece preferred the 
Greater Athens area mainly due to the fact that most airlines fly to the Hellenikon 
airport. Thus most tourists visit the capital's Acropolis, museums and attend 
cultural events. The second most popular area as indicated in table 3.14 is the "rest 
of the Peloponnese" with a share of 27 per cent of all tourist arrivals visiting mainly 
in Korinth, Mikinal and Epidavros. The position of Rhodes as the third most popular 
tourist destination in Greece is due mostly to the Swedes and other Scandinavians 
who prefer to fly direct to an island that combines archaeology with dry climate and 
comfortable tourist amenities. About 58 per cent of all Swedish tourists who visited 
Greece during the period 1977-78 flew directly to Rhodes. Appendix 0 shows the 
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main regional and prefectural divisions in Greece. It is worth mentioning that the 
majority (92 per cent) of Yugoslav visitors travelling to Greece concentrate in 
Thessaloniki and Pieria. This ispainly due to the nearness of these two destinations 
to Yugoslavia - hence cars are the commonest means of transportation. 
The above preferred destinations are also illustrated in table 3.15 where foreign 
tourist arrivals by prefecture and nights spent by foreign tourists in tourist 
accommodation in 1981 is shown. As per EOT 
(41), 
the twelve main tourist 
prefectures (indicated in bold in-table 3.15) present the largest concentration of 
tourist arrivals and nights spent in tourist accommodation, i. e. 78.4 and 86.4 per 
cent respectively in 1981. 
The regional distribution of foreign tourism in Greece shows similar patterns of 
preferred locations in the 1984-85 tourist survey. As table 3.16 shows, the majority 
of foreign visitors still prefer the Greater Athens area, however with a considerably 
reduced percentage share (42 per cent in 1995 as compared to 67 per cent in 1978). 
This reflects the development and enlargement of some regional airports which can 
now accept international charter flights (see appendix N), thus helping to disperse 
(42) 
tourists more evenly throughout the country 
A need exists for major policy measures in developing basic and tourist 
infrastructure in underdeveloped regions in Greece, such as Samothraki and 
Northern Macedonia, in order to attract foreign tourists away from the overcrowded 
popular resorts. The tourist authorities in Greece have already taken measures to 
encourage new forms of tourism (spas, skiing facilities, marinas, etc) and the 
expansion and enrichment of tourist facilities throughout the country in order to 
alleviate the problems of seasonality and concentration of foreign tourists in a small 
(43) 
number of popular resorts Appendix P shows the tourism related projects 
underway by the Greek authorities. It is hoped that these and other economic 
1191 
TABLE 3.15 
FOREIGN TOURIST ARRIVALS BY PREFECTURE AND NIGHTS SPENT BY 
FOREIGN TOURISTS IN TOURIST ACCOMMODATION. 1981 
Tourist Arrivals Nights Spent 
Number % Share Number % Share 
Etolla-Akarnanla 13511 0.3 23950 0.1 
Argofida 263637 4.3 U2030 2.9 
Arkadia 12421 0.2 20414 0.1 
Arta 5026 0.1 7771 0.0 
Attlid 2168324 35.3 7322691 - 23.9 
Achala 111149 1.9 359061 1.2 
Viotia 14976 0.2 27796 0.1 
Grevena 306 0.0 333 0.0 
Drama 1349 0.0 3717 0.0 
Dodecannese 6W20 10.3 6342160 22.3 
Evros 25976 0.4 49574 0.2 
Evia 476" 0.9 397909 1.3 
Eurltanla 171 0.0 288 0.0 
Zakinthos 7107 0.1 67328 0.2 
Ilia 203074 3.3 369075 1.2 
Imathia 2019 0.0 6283 0.0 
Iraklio 415233 6.9 3153679 10.3 
Thesprotla 26518 0.4 44430 0.2 
Thessaloniki 343751 3.6 844700 2.9 
Ioannina 24727 0.4 41402 0.1 
Kavala 67987 1.1 299407 1.0 
Karditsa 1270 0.0 1937 0.0 
Kastorla 7099 0.1 12701 0.0 
Kerldra 343339 3.6 34320M 11.2 
Kefalonla 16140 0.3 111970 0.4 
Kilkis 6798 0.1 9374 0.0 
Kozanl 3363 0.1 10436 0.0 
Korinthla 70843 1.2 333633 1.1 
Cyclades 111020 1.3 34U96 1.9 
Lakonia 59541 1.0 84447 0.3 
Larissa 25171 0.4 40473 0.1 
Lassithl 194030 3.0 1400492 4.6 
Lesvos 11259 0.2 79137 0.3 
Lefkada 4573 0.1 26360 0.1 
Magnesia 64859 1.1 253773 0.3 
MessWa 50617 0.8 118632 0.4 
Xanthl 3143 0.1 8650 0.0 
Pella 2625 0.0 7018 0.0 
Pieria 69074 1.1 349766 1.1 
Preveza 23922 0.4 124599 0.4 
Rethimno 91068 1.3 650265 2.1 
Rodop! 6599 0.1 23322 0.1 
Samos 34337 0.6 266796 0.9 
Seres 2126 0.0 3136 0.0 
Trikala, 101977 1.7 109363 0.4 
Fthlotlda 39830 0.6 190929 0.6 
Florina 3423 0.1 4640 0.0 
Fokida 199706 3.2 291506 0.9 
HaBddild 92179 1.5 1000117 3.3 
Chanla 31374 1.3 349933 1.1 
Chios 6374 0.1 37440 0.1 
TOTAL 6143129 100.0 30623057 100.0 
Source: EOT, The Development of Tourism In Greece, 1969-92, Research and 
Development, EOT, Athens, 1984 
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projects at regional level would re-establish demographic balance (slow down the 
growth of urban centres); balance sectoral development of regional economies; and 
create complementary employment opportunities to reduce seasonal unemployment. 
3.8 Summary 
This chapter has provided a broad perspective of tourism in Greece covering some of 
the demand and structural aspects of the tourist industry. Foreign tourists in 
Greece totalled 399,438 in 1960. This figure passed the six million mark in 1984: a 
record year for tourism to Greece which resulted in 6,027,266 visitors - well within 
Greece's capability of sustaining eight million people. For the period 1960-84 
tourist arrivals in Greece increased at an average annual figure of 12 per cent, a 
relatively high figure as compared to overall European tourism for the same period. 
However, this high rate of growth was punctuated by sharp declines in the 1960s and 
1970s, due mainly to internal and external political instability in the region and the 
oil price rises in the aftermath of the Middle East war in 1973. 
From the available information it is likely that the demand for tourism in Greece 
will continue to expand though at a slower rate of growth than the high growth rates 
of the 1960s and 1970s. Greece receives more than 73 per cent of its tourists from 
Europe and hence pins most of her hopes for further tourism development on this 
region. This factor is further enhanced by Greece's accession to the EEC (January 
1981). In the long run, however, the Greek tourist authorities should try to attract 
larger numbers of North American visitors particularly from the USA as such 
visitors have higher tourist expenditure per capita than Europeans and concentrate 
on cruising and yachting in the Mediterranean. In addition, the danger of depending 
largely for tourist arrivals to Greece on a single region is alleviated. 
Although Greece, as will be seen in chapter four, has the necessary supply elements 
to sustain a very large number of foreign tourists (an estimated figure of 8 million 
-184- 
people), the failure of the tourist sector to meet tourist demand at the right time, 
place, price and 'package' product could lead to loss of demand and, most 
importantly, foreign exchange earnings. 
Positive action is necessary to smooth the highly skewed tourist inflow which 
concentrates in the months of June-September. Over 60 per cent of all tourists in 
any year arrive during this period. For example, creating winter tourist centres and 
promoting domestic tourism in winter and away from popular foreign tourist places 
in the summer can help in reducing the burden on basic infrastructure. In addition, 
convention and business tourism should be encouraged during the off-peak seasons, 
i. e. autumn and 'winter. Further, as air transport is the most favourable means of 
transport (about 68 per cent of all tourist arrivals in 1984), urgent actions are 
required to improve entry and exit formalities at many airports, especially that of 
Hellenikon. In general, improving the basic tourism infrastructure and ensuring that 
the tourist stay in Greece is enjoyable, pleasant and comfortable may help to 
increase the average length of stay (which stands at 13 days) and the expenditure 
per capita. 
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4. SUPPLY OF TOURIST SERVICES IN GREECE 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine some elements on which the tourist 
industry in Greece is based. It has been mentioned that tourism in Greece is largely 
based on "non-producible" factors of production, such as its climate, picturesque 
countryside, sandy beaches and national heritage. Tourism based on such attractions 
is however very precarious unless the country can provide the various elements of 
the "tourist supply", such as accommodation, infrastructure, and a host of other 
services necessary to sustain a qrowing number of foreign tourists. In order to 
highlight the importance of the supply aspects of the tourist industry in Greece the 
basic infrastructure is assessed. This is followed by an examination of the tourist 
accommodation sector in Greece in both qualitative and quantitative terms. 
Subsequently other tourist infrastructure is evaluated, followed by an examination 
of the general characteristics of employment in tourism in Greece. Finallyl foreign 
tourists' complaints are examined and their image of Greek tourist services assessed 
before reýommendations are made to improve the efficiency of the Greek tourist 
industry in general. 
42 Basic Infrastructure 
During the past twenty years, Greece has developed a dense network of urban, long- 
distance, railway, air and sea transportation systems which play an important role in 
the country's tourist industry and its economic development at large. This section 
examines some of the key features of Greece's basic infrastructure. 
4.2.1 Road Network 
The Greek road network has a total span of 37,365 kilometres comprised mainly of 
provincial roads of about 28,676 kilometres(l). Although greater Athens lacks a well 
developed highway systemq the national road network covers some 8,689 kilometres 
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of good quality highway, but there are relatively few stretches of dual carriageway 
motorway. The network has been gradually improved over recent years and there 
are now few mountain villages which are inaccessible by motor vehicle. 
Car ownership in Greece has increased very rapidly - by an average 16 per cent per 
annum during the period 1970-78 to reach 745,000 vehicles. However, the 
government almost doubled the already high level of taxation on private cars after 
1979; and hence private car registrations fell from the 1978 peak of 120,000 vehicles 
to about 80,000 in 1980. The car ownership rate of one per eleven persons is well 
below the levels prevailing in other EEC countries (the UK figure in 1978) was about 
one per 3.8 persons) 
(2) 
. In 1982 the total number of motor cars in Greece was 
1,504,441 of which 66 per cent (991,347) were private passenger cars, 33 per cent 
(3) -(495,940) freight and I per cent (17,154) buses 
About 44 per cent of all motor vehicles in Greece are concentrated in the greater 
Athens area. This causes considerable problems of pollution and congestion which 
adversely affect the tourist inflow into Athens 
(4). This has been manifested in the 
move towards more direct flights to regional airports and shorter lengths of stay in 
the Athens area. The Greek government is attempting to alleviate these problems 
of pollution and congestion through the construction of a metro, the design of which 
is currently under way. In its five year economic and social development plan 1983- 
87, the Greek government plans to spend US $89 million for the completion of the 
Athens metro 
(5) 
. 
With regard to urban bus routes, the government has recently begun large-scale 
purchase of buses and encourages people to use the public transport system 
(especially in the Athens/Pireas area). Inter-urban coach transport is fairly 
developed and, in 1982 carried 166 million passengers, compared with 10 million 
(6) 
passengers carried by the railways . Road transport is dominant covering 83 per 
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cent of intercity freight traffic. With regard to major policy objectives the Greek 
authorities have placed a high emphasis on the improvement of urban transport 
conditions and plan further expansion, maintenance and improvement of the road 
network. In this respect the government plans to spend about 41 billion drachmae 
(in March 1985,1 US dollar = 140.65 drachmae) in its five year economic and social 
(7) development plan 1983-87 on national road network development projects . These 
projects are of particular interest to the tourist sector as their completion would 
enable tburist coaches to disperse tourists to a larger number of destinations in 
relative safety, comfort and without the hassle of traffic congestions in the national 
road network. 
4.2.2 Railway Network 
With lines aggregating 2,479 kilometres, of which 19565 k1lometres are standardised, 
Greece's railroad is of relatively little significance (especially for tourism). About 
890 kilometres of rail lines consist of the narrow gauge' lines to be found in the 
PelOponnese(g). In addition, most railway lines are still single track. Howevert it 
must be said that the government has given priority to the doubling of the rail 
(9) tracks and electrification of the Athens-Salonica route In fact the government 
has allocated about 20.6 billion drachmae for the modernisation and electrification 
(10) 
of the railway line Athens Salonica-ldomeni for the next five years . The railway 
network is operated by the state-owned Hellenic Railways Organisation (OSE) and 
operates about 113 locomotives, 367 passenger wagons and 10,289 freight cars. 
As has already been mentioned in chapter three, the railway network is of relatively 
little significance to the tourist industry. Only 3.8 per cent of total tourist arrivals 
since 1960 came to Greece by rail, as compared to 58*8 per cent "by'air, 20.8 per 
cent by sea and 16.6 per cent by road. However, this does not necessarily mean 
tourists do not use the railway whilst in the country. On the contrary, easy access 
via an efficient railway network would encourage foreign tourists to travel inland 
and most importantly encourage businessmen to invest in hotel and other tourist 
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facilities in places away from the popular seaside resorts. This is of particular 
importance to the tourist authorities as emphasis is placed upon other forms of 
tourism, i. e. health spas, social, winterp rural and domestic tourism("). Such inland 
tourist amenities will eventually require an efficient rail and road network in order 
to encourage and sustain a large number of domestic and foreign visitors. 
423 Sea Transport 
Shipping and aviation play the principal roles in Greece's transportation system. 
Connections between the mainland and the main islands are assured by excellent 
domestic shipping services, especially during the tourist season. Although 
connections between the many islands are less frequent, especially in winter, 
priority is being given to stimulating such services. 
The most important trading ports of Greece are Pireas, with over IS kilometres of 
quayside, Salonica, Patras, Volos, Heraklion, Kavalla and Kalamata. Although 
Pireas is the largest, the port of Volos has been developed into a major roll-on/roll- 
off ferry terminal, linking. it with the port of Tartous in Syria. Since its 
development in 1977, the project has been deemed successful (over 3,000 trucks per 
month), and hence a rail ferry terminal is currently under construction. . 
With a fleet of 4,891 vessels (Greek-owned) totalling 50t9609557 gross registered 
tonnage (GRT), at the end of June 1979t Greece ranks among the world's principal 
seafaring nations. At about the same time the total merchant fleet under the Greek 
12) flag amounted to 4,199 ships with a total capacity of 38,403,685 tons( . Since 
1980 the merchant fleet under the Greek flag has been declining at an average 
annual decrease of about 8.3 per cent. Although gross registered tonnage has 
declined over the period concerned by an average annual decrease of 5.9 per cent, it 
is notable that the average GRT per ship has been steadily increasing from 10,459 
GRT in 1980 to 11,598 GRT in 1984 (see table 4.1). 
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TABLE 4.1, 
THE MERCHANT FLEET UNDER THE GREEK FLAG, 1960-84 
Number GRT Average GRT 
Year of ships (thousands) per ship 
1960 1043 5384 5162 
1965 1570 7256 4622 
1970 2319 13539 5838 
1975 3216 24820 7718 
1980 3942 41229 10459 
1981 3896 42488 10906 
1982 3554 38128 10728 
1983 3263 36806 11280 
1984 2788 32334 11598 
Source: ELECTRA PRESS, "The Greek Economy in Figures", Electra Pressq Athens, 
1984 
In 1984 the merchant fleet under the Greek flag fell to fourth place after Liberiap 
(13) 
Japan and Panama whose GRT stood at 62.0,40.4 and 37.2 GRT respectively 
Maritime enterprise is, of course, a traditional -way of life for many Greeks. It is 
worth mentioning that the 51 million tons Greek-owned shipping in 1978 accounted 
for more than 16 per cent of world tonnage. ' This was more than the Japanese- 
owned (40 million tons), United Kingdom (33 million tons) or Norwegian-owned (26 
million tons) fleets( 
14) 
. This is an impressive achievement 
for a small country. It 
must be mentioned, however, that the Greek-owned fleet fell to 50.4 million GRT by 
the end of November 19800 taking second place to Japan's fleet and accounting for 
13 per cent of the world total. In comparison, the total EEC fleet was only 76 
million GRT, so that the addition of the Greek flag fleet made the EEC a major 
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(15) force in'world shipping In 1982 the Greek-owned fleet stood at 4,587 vessels 
(16) 
totalling 53.5 million GRT and accounting for about 13 per cent of world total 
Shipping is not only important for its contribution to the Balance of Payments as we 
shall see in chapter five (US $1,915.9 million in 1980, which made it the largest 
sector of the invisible revenues, which totalled US $6,159.4 million), but also for the 
jobs of 140,000 seamen. 
As far as the importance of shipping to the tourist industry is concernedt more than 
a fifth of total tourists arrive by sea transport (see chapter three, table 3.6). 
Moreover, thousands of tourists either go on short daily sea trips to many popular 
islands or go for longer cruises around the Greek "lands" and seas. Such services are 
in abundance and not likely to upset tourists due to lack of access to even remote 
'Islands: there is always the willing boatman to rent his services day or night. For 
the more adventurous and sporting tourists, the hiring of a yacht or a boat is as easy 
as hiring a car in any big city in the world. 
There are about 30 passenger-ferry boats serving inter-island routes in Greece., In 
some instances the authorities offer subsidised or free tickets for certain less 
frequently travelled routes, e. g. Sifnos-Serifors and Rhodes-Kastellorizo. In 
addition, there are 32 liners involved in cruises in the Aegean and the rest of the 
Mediterranean. These contain'a total of 15,000 beds and can carry about 1,200 cars. 
According to the 1984 figures Greek-cruise boats carry about 800,000 tourists, most 
of whom belong to a high income bracket. Tourist arrivals in Greece by yachts also 
play an important role in foreign exchange receipts as the owners of such boats 
come usually from the higher income group. In 1983 about 52521 yachts arrived at 
Greek ports carrying over 25,000 high spending tourists.; Hence the emphasis placed 
by the Greek authorities in developing new marinas to cater for this demand. For 
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the less fortunate visitor to Greece who cannot afford to own a yacht there are 
(17) 1,500 professional craft of all sizes available for hiring 
As the government indicated in its five year economic and social development plan 
1983-87, because of some deficiencies in shipping infrastructure and in order to 
adequately integrate this industry with the rest of the economic sectors major 
policy measures and projects are to be undertaken. These include strengthening 
coastal shipping services, monitoring and controlling sea pollution and expansion and 
improvement of a number of ports including those of Pireas and Salonika. 
4.2.4 Air Transport 
Aviation plays the principal role in Greece's transportation system as far as 
international travel is concerned. This can be clearly seen from the fact that more 
than half the total number of foreign tourists (70,737,666) since 1960 have arrived in 
Greece by air (see chapter threeý section 3.4). In 1978 moe than 13,448,000 
(19) 
passengers were moved by air transport on domestic and international flights 
Greece has 30 main airports in usep of which 23 received scheduled or charter 
international flights in 1984 (see appendix N). The most important airport is that of 
Athens, which accounts for some 51.3-per cent of international traffic and more 
than one third of all tourists arriving in Greece; Rhodesp Heraklion and Corfu 
receiving the bulk of the remainder (see chapter three, section 3.4). 
It is worth mentioning that because Athens airport is used by international airlines 
as a hub airport, it in fact ranks number one in the world in terms of international 
transit passengers(19). Because of the ever-increasing number of tourists travelling 
to Greece, a new airport* was planned to begin operation in the late 1980s and 
accommodate around 65 million passengers a year. Howeverp these plans have been 
shelved for the time being so that resources are allocated in building new and 
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modernising existing airports around the country thus helping to disperse tourists 
more evenly throughout the country. In this respect the Greek civil aviation 
authority in conjunction with prefectural councils are currently engaged in project 
development in about twelve regions including the extension and modernisation of 
air terminals and car parking facilities at Hellenikon in Athens(20). 
The national airline, Olympic Airways, was founded in 1957 when Aristotle Onassis 
took over the TAE-Greek National Airlines with the understanding that his airline 
was designated for 50 years as the sole national carrier and a monopoly on domestic 
routes. However, in 1975 the Greek government reached an agreement with Onassis 
after his withdrawal in 1974, and since then Olympic Airways is wholly owned by the 
(21) 
state Olympic Airways still retains exclusive rights to operate domestic air 
services. In 1983 4,103,375 passengers flew on Olympic's domestic routes and 
(22) 
carried out a total of 45,408 departures for destinations within Greece . In 
addition, Olympic Aviation (a subsidiary of Olympic Airways)q formed in 1971y 
operates light aircraft and helicopters on charter, air-tax! and flying training duties 
which can be used by tourists throughout the year. 
With regard to Olympic's international network, Olympic has scheduled flights from 
Athens to 31 destinations throughout Europe, Africap the Middle East, Australia and 
the USA. In addition, there are scheduled flights from provincial airports to 
international destinations, e. g. five from Thessalonikil two from Karpathos and six 
(23) from other islands . These and other routes are served by af leet of about fif ty 
aircraft including Boeing 747 jumbo jets, Aerospatiale Airbus (A300), shorts 330 and 
Dormler 228. It is noteworthy that Olympic Airways has signed an agreement with 
Singapore Airlines to purchase two jumbo jets in 1985 and plans to purchase two new 
Airbus A310 from Aerospatiale in France. Further, the Greek authorities made it 
known that its short route planes such as Skyvans, Shorts 330 and Islanders will be 
phased out thus looking for a European commuter/regional airliner (40-60 seat 
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capacity) meaning the British Advanced Turboprop (ATP) and the Italian-French 
ATR 42. Both these aircraft are at the development stage (ATR 42 is being flight 
tested) and when completed will incorporate state of the art technology and latest 
avionics which will enhance the ability of these aircraft to fly in adverse weather 
conditions 
(24). This would certainly alleviate flight cancellation problems that 
cause delays in arrivals and departures of aircraft carrying tourists to the various 
tourist destinations and islands. 
The creation of new airports and the modernisation programme over the next five 
years of existing airport facilities in conjunction with the replenishment of 
Olympic's fleet with new and more fuel-efficient aircraft would certainly improve 
Greece's capability to organise and control the large number of foreign tourists 
arriving by charter flights (43.6 per cent of all tourist arrivals in 1983 and 65.5 per 
cent of the total number of air passengers for the same year). These factors 
contribute towards enhancing Greece's image by foreign visitors as an efficient 
tourist destination worth visiting without hassle at ports of entry. Moreover, 
careful planning of the infrastructure coupled with promotional campaigns in foreign 
tourist generating markets could disperse tourists away from the seven main 
airports as indicated in table 4.2. In this respect the National Tourist Organisation 
of Greece in conjunction with Olympic and other government officials are studying 
the establishment of a Greek charter company with Olympic as the air-carrier for 
regular flights from the main tourist generating countries to Greece. In a reply to a 
questionnaire by EOT to the directors of National Tourist Offices abroad, all 
directors' reports were favourable as the creation of such a company which will be 
controlled by Greece would: 
- increase Greece's competitiveness in relation to Spain (Iberia has its own 
charter company) especially in Scandinavia; 
- reduce the monopolistic powers of large tour and charter operators who 
control to a considerable extent airline fleets thus creating unfavourable 
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market conditions for the small tour operator and in particular Greek 
specialist travel agencies; 
- set chartered and package holiday prices at competitive levels; 
- extend the tourist season by offering special packages to would-be tourists 
in winter; 
- enable the development of new tourist areas designated by the Greek tourist 
authorities thus helping further to disperse tourism more evenly throughout 
the country; and 
- increase foreign exchange earnings as a large part of income from charter 
flights would remain in Greece. It is estimated that 40-60 per cent of a 
package holiday price constitutes the airfare which at Present remains 
(25) 
abroad 
These would-be benefits to Greek tourism should be studied carefully however at 
individual market level with short and long term problems and opportunities in mind. 
For example, what would be the reaction of the local charter tour and travel 
companies and how to overcome problems such as the restriction of charter flights 
in Australia and Japan. 
4.2.5 Communications 
Telecommunication services are also state-owned and managed by the Greek 
Telecommunication Organisation (OTE). The system has developed rapidly in the 
last two decades and at present is considered amongst the most up-to-date in the 
world. For example, the number of telephones per 100 inhabitants rose from less 
than 3 in 1960 to 31 in 1981. This compares well with the EEC average of about 
(26) 38 Moreover, almost all telephone communications are connected to the 
automatic trunk line network. About 1,100 towns and villages in Greece are linked 
to the automatic direct dialling network, and international calls can be made to 
more than 60 countries from many islands and major towns in Greece 
(27). Although 
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telex facilities are well up to international standards, Greece's postal services are 
less satisf actory. 
With regard to the television network2 Greece has at present two channels, both 
transmitting predominantly Greek programmes. It should be noted that many 
foreign programmes, many in English, are transmitted daily. Two million television 
sets were estimated to exist in Greece of which only 5 per cent were colour sets. 
Hence television ownership is below the EEC level. In 1978 the television sets per 
(28) 100 inhabitants were 15, as compared to the UK of 33 sets 
There are thirteen national and two main provincial newspapers. There are also 
daily newspapers, and weekly business and other magazines written in English. As 
far as guide books for archeological sites, social and cultural events, restaurants and 
other places of interest are concerned, many book stalls stock these in a variety of 
languages, to cater for the many nationalities visiting Greece. 
With regard to major policy objectives and measures, the Greek authorities plan to 
modernise its telecommunications network (state of the art electronics and fibre 
optics) and establish a public data transmission network. In addition, the expansion 
of telex capacity and further expansion in the quantity and quality of telephone 
services would help to attract business and conference tourism. In its five year 
economic and social development plan 1983-87, the government plans to install one 
million new telephone connections. In addition the government plans to spend about 
(29) 800 million drachmae on the Inmarsat communications satellite project 
The Greek tourist authorities recognise the potential of conference and exhibition 
tourism, hence the emphasis of the National Tourist Offices abroad on promoting 
Greece as a major conference and exhibition centre. As per the directors of eight 
Greek National Tourist Offices abroad when interviewed in May/June 1985 and 
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headquarters officials in Athens, Greece is an ideal place for successful conferences 
and exhibitions because the climate is sufficiently mild throughout the year; has the 
necessary purpose-built conference and exhibition facilities; and businessmen can 
combine their work with holidaying near blue seas, mountains and entertainment in 
numerous tourist facilities. In this respect the Greek tourist authorities are 
involved in public relations exercises abroad and at home and provide potential 
customers with a booklet "Guide to conference and exhibition facilities in 
Greece" (30). In April 1985 Greece hosted the first international tourism exhibition 
in Thessaloniki, called "Philoxenia 8511 where the image of Greece as an efficient 
organiser of exhibitions and conferences was hoped to be transmitted to businessmen 
and other interested visitors. In 1984, seventy-five conferences were held in 
(31) Greece, most of which had international participation 
4.2.6 Energy 
About 65 per cent of the total energy consumed in Greece in 1982 was produced 
(32) (33) from imported oil . Oil imports for the same year stood at US $2,778 million 
and in 1984 the country paid about US $3,046 million which was more than double 
the amount of foreign exchange earnings for tourism of US $1.313 million in the 
same year 
(34) 
* 
The generation and distribution of electricity in Greece is carried out by the state- 
owned Public Power Corporation ( EH). Electrification of the rural areas was 
virtually completed by the mid 1970s and in 1979 electricity was supplied to 99 per 
cent of the Greek population, which annually consumes approximately 2,000 kwh per 
person. Consumption of electricity per head in Greece remains relatively low as 
compared with the EEC average of nearly 4,000 kwh per person in 1979. The total 
production of electricity exceeds 20 billion kwh, of which more than 50 per cent is 
consumed by Greek industry and commerce. 
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The Public Power Corporation is attempting to satisfy the developmental needs of 
the economy, and keep pace with demand by planning for an increase of some 6,000 
megawatt in capacity by the end of the 1980s. About 85 per cent of total 
production of electricity (43 billion kwh) will be generated by domestic sources. 
This reflects the government's policy to reduce the industry's dependence on 
imported oil and to tap more sources of domestic energy as illustrated in table 4.3 
'r A ICI T01,1 
SOURCES OF ELECTRICITY, 1975-89 
(percentage) 
1975 1979 1989 
Lignite 47.2 46.0 73.4 
Hydro-electric 14.2 18.0 11.7 
Nuclear - - - 
Oil 38.6 36.0 6.6 
Coal - 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Production (billion kwh) 14.6 20.5 43.0 
Source: EH Annual Report, 1979 
Hence the government plans to open three new lignite mines, eight lignite 
electricity generating units and eight hydro-electric power stations at a cost of 179 
billion drachmae (1982 prices: I US dollar = 66.80 drachmae) in the next five 
(35) 
years . The gradual decrease of the country's dependence on imported oil and the 
corresponding development of indigenous sources of energy would not only improve 
the balance of payments accounts but also reduce the expenditure for energy 
imports as a percentage of GDP which rose to 9.6 per cent in 1981 as compared to 
only 2.3 per cent in 1973(36). Money r. eleased from oil import payments could be 
diverted into development projects in solar, wind and geothermal energy which are 
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preferred because of their abundance and low pollution and destruction of the 
environment. 
The generation of cheap energy and its distribution in an ef f icient manner does not 
only contribute towards lowering production costs of goods and services but also 
enables the tourist infrastructure such as hotel and other tourist accommodation, 
restaurants, places of entertainment and other tourist facilities to operate their 
businesses at the lowest possible cost which in turn is reflected in the final price 
foreign tourists have to pay. More importantly cheap electricity and other energy 
would encourage potential investors to invest in hotel and other tourist facilities 
thus enhancing the supply aspect of tourism in Greece. 
4.3 Tourist Accommodation in Greece 
From 1960 to 1984 Greece's hotel capacity and other tourist accommodation 
increased in absolute values from 1,523 units and 49,700 beds to 3,897 units and 
304,934 beds. This can be seen in table 4.4. Parallel to the quantitative increase in 
units and beds over the twenty year period 1960-84, there was also a notable 
qualitative improvement in the type of tourist accommodation. Table 4.4 shows the 
development of hotels by categories using as a criterion the quality of services 
offered. There was a greater increase in the number of hotels and beds in the 
luxury, A, B and C categories than those in D and E. This can be witnessed from the 
average annual increases of hotel units and beds over the period 1960-84 and their 
respective growth rates as shown by the indices in table 4.4. In 1960, luxury, A, B 
and C class hotels were 34 per cent of the existing accommodation facilities, in 
1970 this proportion reached 48.1 per cent and 60.7 per cent in 1984 (see table 4.5). 
Between 1960 and 1970 there was only an increase in categories B and C in terms of 
hotel beds as a proportion of total capacity, as can be seen in table 4.6. Between 
1970 and 1980 the greatest increase was in the A category. Thus the total number 
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of beds in the luxury, A, B and C categories reached 93 per cent of all beds in 1984 
as opposed to 54.5 per cent in 1960. 
The increase, in particular in the capacity of hotels in luxury and other top classes, 
is very important for Greek tourism as it attracts tourists from higher income 
groups. Thus an improvement in the composition of the tourist population would 
certainly increase tourist expenditure per capita. This in turn would contribute to 
the Balance of Payments (this is discussed in greater detail in chapter five). 
Bungalows and motels have not been developed to the same extent as hotel 
accommodation. However, the 7,318 beds in 1984 figures (see table 4.4) cater for 
special markets such as long distance car travellers and campers and contribute 
(37) considerably during the peak season 
A considerable increase occurred also between 1970 and 1984 in the so-called 
supplementary tourist accommodation, consisting of furnished flats, guest housesp 
hostels and inns. These unitsq which totalled 994 in 19849 serve not only special 
categories of tourists - mainly young tourists - but are also used to cover shortfalls 
at peak periods. Table 4.7 illustrates the number of beds offered by the 
supplementary tourist accommodation for the period 1960-84. 
However, despite the large expansion in flatsq etc., during the last decade, 
accommodation in this category is still indadequate if one considers the special 
conditions in Greecep especially the climate, which allows reasonable living for a 
period even without "conventional" comforts. It is noteworthy that in 1984 there 
were 211 organised campsites in Greece which could accommodate 19,781 tents and 
599719 campers. In addition, in 1983 there were 46,809 authorised rooms for rent in 
private homes throughout the country with total capacity of about 99,316 beds. 
However, it is estimated that there are illegal lodgings throughout Greece which 
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offer about 150,000 rooms (300,000 beds) to foreign and domestic tourists for 
(38) 
rental 
In 1984 there were 3,839 hotels in Greece of which 761 were luxury hotels in classes 
A and B, in which a high level of service is expected. According to N. Kouzos(39) I 
satisfactory service can never be provided by poor administration and certainly 
cannot start by relocating tourists as a result of overbooking. In essence, Kouzos 
suggests that in order to improve customer service, and at the same time decrease 
management and planning costs, computerisation is necessary. 
A computerised system for hotels is extremely helpful with making all reservations 
for the year and producing lists that indicate day by day room availability, 
confirmed and unconfirmed bookings, percentage occupancy and overbooking. This 
system passes all information to reception, thus speeding up registration, producing 
lists of arrivals, lists of departures, etc. Therefore, from the "guests"' point of 
view, the system is secure, fast and helpful. This is important in attracting business 
travellers and tourists from higher income brackets, who spend more money and 
value convenience. From the hotel management point of view, the system is a tool 
that helps to monitor all hotel activities, and control the level of costs with reduced 
administrative staff. Such a system would be of invaluable assistance to the Greek 
National Tourist Offices abroad when promoting Greek tourist destinations to 
foreign tour operators. 
The establishment of a computerised system could also provide the relevant 
authorities with up to date information on hotel occupancy rates thus enabling 
hoteliers to plan special priced packages or improve the product package itself in 
order to attract off season or last minute booking tourists. In this way it is hoped 
that the relatively low occupancy rates as presented in table 4.8 could be improved. 
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TABLE 4.8 
HOTEL AND OTHER TOURIST ACCOMMODATION OCCUPANCY RATES 
BY CATEGORY, 1981 
Category 
Hotels 
Luxury 
Class 'A' 
SO 
Oct 
IDI & 'El 
Occupancy Rate 
57.8 
74.6 
56.2 
48.0 
31.7 
Supplementary Accomodation 48.3 
TOTAL 53.9 
Source: EOT, The Development of Tourism in Greece, 1969-82, EOT, Athens, 1984 
Further, a computerised system would be of assistance to the staff at Greek 
National Tourist Offices abroad in directing tour operators and travel agents in 
encouraging tourists to low hotel occupancy regions. As table 4.9 shows) the annual 
hotel occupancy rates vary with tourist destinations ranging from 30.1 per cent in 
Makrigalos-Platamos to 90 per cent in Rhodes (1981 figures). Hence extra 
promotional and other marketing resources can be allocated to alleviate some 
difficulties faced by hoteliers especially during the low season which cause the all 
year round occupancy rate to decrease considerably. It is also worth pointing out 
that occupancy rate trends over a period of time not only helps the Greek 
government in reallocating limited resources in the provision of basic infrastructure 
in the long run but also provides valuable hints to potential local and foreign 
investors when choosing actual locations for investment. 
The projection of Greece's hotel industry, to the international market, as being an 
efficient one, coupled with its hotel accommodation as being relatively cheap in 
; ý) 0 
TABLE 4.9 
HOTEL AND OTHER TOURIST ACCOMMODATION OCCUPANCY RATES 
BY REGION, 1975 AND 1981 
(% Occupancy Rates) 
Region 1975 1981 
Athens 53.3 49.5 
Athens (North Outskirts) 29.2 31.4 
Coast of Atiki 36.6 44.0 
Kamena Vourla 38.4 38.4 
Eratini-Delphi 40.7 46.8 
Eretria-Aliver! 33.8 55.1 
Kilini-Gargallani 36.9 34.4 
Pilos-Messini 48.6 31.5 
Korinth-Patras 40.0 41.3 
Ermionidos Region 26.7 44.4 
Methana-Poros-Galata 38.9 43.1 
Makrigalos-Platamos 98.1 30.1 
Thessaloniki-Agia Trias 60.6 53.9 
Maridania-lerissos 58.6 67.6 
Kavala-Thasos 52.2 46.3 
Pillo 49.9 31.4 
Sporades 48.2 57.5 
Kerkira 61.5 78.7 
Ionic Islands 30.8 35.7 
Coast of lpiros 42.7 38.0 
North Crete 58.8 73.5 
South Crete 36.6 50.5 
Rest of Crete 42.9 59.7 
Rhodes 61.5 90.0 
Kos 34.1 73.8 
Dodecanesse 23.0 31.9 
Cyclades 41.1 41.7 
Aegean Islands 30.4 46.9 
Rest of Greece 44.0 37.9 
TOTAL 49.1 53.9 
Source: EOT, The Development of Tourism in Greece, 1969-82, EOT, Athens, 1984 
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Europe, can only, help to attract more foreign tourists. An analysis of daily tourist 
expenses (board and lodging) in first class and middle category hotels in table 4.10 
shows that Greece was by far the cheapest tourist destination in Europe. Howeverp 
when the daily expenses (bed and breakfast for one night) in a luxury hotel are 
examined one can see that Greece ranks amongst the high cost hotels in Europe. 
This reflects the high cost high quality of services provided mainly for businessmen 
who prefer to stay in this category of hotels despite the high price for business and 
prestige reasons. Such prices though are out of reach of the large number of 
tourists who visit lower classes of hotels. Any future out of line price increases in 
this category of hotels may discourage international companies in sending their 
executives to luxury hotels or reduce their stay. This would bring negative effects 
on the economy not only in terms of lost foreign exchange but also loss of possible 
trading links which does not enhance the image the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation is trying to portray to the international business community. 
4.4 Other Tourist Infrastructure 
The provision of special infrastructure necessitated by tourism is usually undertaken 
by EOT and the various Ministries concerned with archaelogical sites, the 
environment, construction, etc. Local authorities and private enterprises are also 
involved in providing tourist facilities. The items of tourist infrastructure are very 
many, ranging from the provision of access to areas of cultural and historical 
attractions, through amenities at beach resorts (of international standards); to 
museums, art galleries, handicraft shops; and many other entertainment and 
recreation facilities, such as sports grounds and underwater sports. Essentially this 
section will concentrate on a number of supply aspects of the Greek tourist sector 
which contributes to foreign tourism in Greece in general. 
TABLE 4.10 
DAILY TOURIST EXPENSES AT A-CLASS AND MIDDLE CATEGORY HOTELS 
IN SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1982, AND AT LUXURY HOTELS , 1984 
(US dollars) 
Country A-class Middle category Luxury 
Austria 78 53 88 
Belgium 83 62 61 
Cyprus 52 37 - 
France 83 56 160 
Germany 91 57 84 
Greece 41 27 83 
Italy 55 38 105 
Japan 104 66 - 
Netherlands 74 51 69 
Portugal 43 29 52 
Spain 65 45 53 
Sweden 118 88 103 
5w! tzerland 64 50 68 
Turkey 54 40 - 
UK 122 70 95 
USA 105 69 155 
Yugoslavia 70 49 
Note: Period average exchange rates (rf and rh) were used for converting hotel 
costs in US dollars 
Sources: CBI, North American Living Costs, CBI, London, 1984 
CBI, West European Living Costs, CBI, London, 1984 
CENTRO STATISTICA AZIENDALE SRL, Prontuario Economocio Del 
Turista, Centro Statistica Aziendale SRL, Firenzev July 1982 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1985, IMFq Washington DC, 
1985 
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4.4.1 Historical and Cultural Heritage and Environmental Endowments 
Greece can provide the foreign tourist with nine thousand miles of coastline, two 
thousand islands, blue seas and a mild temperature throughout the year. It is also 
ecologically rich with a myriad of fauna and flora. More importantly to the tourist, 
there are 25,000 registered and protected monuments and archaelogical sites, 
numerous museums and about five hundred characteristic traditional settlements, 
(40) 
such as villages in lpirus and Peloponnese For a list of museums and 
archaelogical sites see appendix P. , Some of these monuments, however, are in 
danger of degradation and destruction due to pollution especially in large urban 
centres like Athens and in some rivers, lakes and closed bays; hence the need for 
environmental protection and rehabilitation. In this respect, the Greek government 
has embarked on a programme for combating air pollution in Athens at a cost to the 
taxpayer of about 48 billion drachmae (1982 prices). In addition, incentives are 
given to firms and individuals for the installation of pollution-control devices and 
for the restoration of traditional buildings. Such projects can only have long term 
effects on the environment in general and in turn onto the image foreign visitors 
carry back home of Greece if the appropriate authorities establish environmental 
education at all levels of society via schools, local council meetings and mass media 
campaigns. A clean and tidy environment is not only pleasant to live in for the local 
population but also contributes in attracting foreign visitors who bring foreign 
exchange. The more visitors the more money earned through entrance fees at 
places of antiquities and interest, thus more money available for rehabilitation of 
monuments in need of repair. 
Greece can also offer the foreign traveller a vast cultural and historical heritage 
with an impressive record of quality and quantity of output in the arts and letters. 
Cultural events in Greece vary ranging from ancient drama to Greek folk dance 
festivals; musical festivals, art and educational exchibitions and conferences. These 
events though essentially Greek in nature, international ballet and theatre 
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companies and orchestras perform in ancient Greek amphitheatres for thousands of 
(41) local inhabitants and foreign tourists . For a variety of cultural activities in 
Athens in 1985 see appendix Q. Cultural activities in Greece are characterised by a 
high degree of concentration in large urban centres particularly Athens. A more 
even development of cultural activities throughout the country could help to 
disperse tourists to areas designated by the appropriate authorities 'as priority 
tourist destinations for development. Further a close co-operation between the 
Greek tourist offices abroad and Greek expatriate associations for organising Greek 
festivals and other cultural events in foreign countries coupled with careful media 
campaigns and public relations exercises directed towards tourists and tour 
operators could further enhance Greece's cultural image abroad. 
Other tourist attractions that contribute to foreign tourism in Greece are its 7,000 
karstic formations (caves, abysses, etc) and spas - both attract specific types of 
tourists. There are about 750 hot springs in Greece of which only 72 have been 
developed. The sixteen most important spas in the country catered for about 
116,042 persons in 1983. For a list of the most important mineral springs in Greece 
see appendix R. The potential of this type of tourism as per the GNTO is 
considerable hence its proposal in the five year economic and social development 
plan 1983-87 to spend US$14 million in improving existing spa facilities and 
developing new ones. Considerable emphasis has been put over the last few years on 
sports tourism, in particular after the 1982 Pan European athletic games in the new 
Olympic stadium in Athens, the Chess Olymplade in 1983 and the European cup 
final between Juventus and Hambourg which drew 509000 tourists from Italy and 
Germany alone to attend the match in the same year. Hence the need to develop 
athletic installations of high standard for winter and summer sports to attract 
important national and international events which could bring more tourists and 
foreign exchange to the country. 
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The combined cost for the protection and rehabilitation of the environment, 
development of sports facilities to international standards, and cultural development 
(42) 
projects is estimated at 207 billion drachmae (US $1.8 billion) . Such expenses 
are socio-culturally and environmentally desirable for the well-being of the Greek 
people and those who pay money to visit Greece every year. It is also desirable 
from the financial point of view as the thousands of tourists through entrance fees 
and donations help to preserve monuments and develop new places of interest. 
As regards the water supply and sewage disposal, these cause considerable problems 
in waterless islands and rapidly developing urban centres. In addition, access to 
sewerage systems by about 60 per cent of Athenians and one third of the rest of the 
population and the inadequate sewage treatment facilities deteriorate the 
environment and affect the health and well-being of locals and foreign tourists 
alike. This in turn causes dissatisfaction and complaints by the tourists about the 
hygiene and sanitary conditions of public places in Greece. These and other 
deficiencies in the tourist services offered to foreign tourists could create a bad 
image that might be detrimental to Greek tourism in the long run. Section 4.6 
examines the complaints related to hygiene by foreign tourists. 
4.42 General Tourist Services 
With regard to restaurants and entertainment placesq the supply is of varying 
standards and varieties and prices differ. Restaurants, tavernas and cafes are found 
in the thousands in Greece and many are approved by health inspectors, the Ministry 
dealing with tourism and EOT. There is a great variety of restaurants, ranging from 
typically Greek to Chinese and fast moving self-service restaurants. Restaurants 
are divided into classes and their prices are subject to market prices. As far as 
other evening entertainment activities are concerned, not many people can complain 
about Greece's night life. It is generally acknowledged that this is lively. A visitor 
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has a choice of places to go where bouzouk! is played or various boltes and night 
clubs with folklore shows or places with sophisticated floorshows and casinos. 
With regard to tourist shops and handicrafts, every well-known archaelogical site 
and cosmopolitan centre in Greece has at least one of these, selling a variety of 
products made by local handicraft industries. These include leather handicraft 
products; copper products; wooden and clay figurines; embroidery and other textile 
products; and a great variety of other gifts ranging from copies of ancient Greek 
vases to Venus de Milo statuettes. The National Organisation of Greek Handicrafts 
with its headquarters in Athens has a number of branches spread throughout the 
country offering a wide variety of articles which visitors can see at permanent 
display rooms and museums and also purchase any articles for sale on the spot. For 
a list of places of entertainment and handicraft centres see 'General Information 
About Greece' published by the Greek National Tourist Organisation annually. 
There are about 3,149 travel bureaus to help foreign tourists travel, eat and 
entertain themselves about the country. These offices organise tourist excursions 
which are carried out on the 3,463 coaches that are reserved for this purpose. For 
those tourists who prefer to travel through Greece on their. own, apart from any 
organised tour, they can, if they prefer, rent a car from the 760 car rental firms and 
(43) 
the available stock of I1 000 cars of a variety of make and size for hire . Other 
transport services used mainly by tourists in Greece are taxis, boats, yachts, ships 
and aeroplanes. Although the supply of such services is generally satisfactory, it 
must be said that finding a taxi anywhere in the sprawling city of Athens is very 
dif f icult. 
For a detailed examination of complaints filed by foreign tourists and the image 
they have about Greek tourist services as indicated in the 1977-78 and 1984-85 
sample surveys, see section 4.6 However, it is noteworthy that there are 47 
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permanent Gendarmerie tourist police stations dotted around the country to deal 
with tourist complaints, safety and well-being and also to disseminate relevant 
information to visitors. The tourist police force is supplemented with another 17 
tourist police stations during the tourist season which are especially formed to cope 
(44) 
with the demand of their services in the summer 
4.5 Supply of Labour 
There are about 100,000 people employed in the Greek hotel industry in peak season. 
Direct and indirect employment in the tourist industry is estimated to be about 
(45) 300,000 persons .A sizeable figure considering the total working population of 
(46) 3,5O8p5OO persons . The main problem in tourism employment however, is its 
seasonality. It is estimated that only 40 per cent of those employed in the tourist 
industry in Greece are employed all year round, about 35 per cent work for six to 
eight months, and 25 per cent are employed for two to three months in any given 
(47) 
year 
The seasonality phenomenon in employment causes considerable concern to the 
Greek authorities which are trying to create complementary employment 
opportunities to reduce the effect of seasonal unemployment. Such policy 
objectives include the development of winter tourism facilities, spas and health 
facilities, agricultural and farm tourism. These forms of tourism are intertwined 
with the extension of the tourist season beyond the peak months and regional 
development. This helps a larger proportion of the tourism-related active 
population to extend their employment period and encourage people to remain in 
rural employment instead of concentrating in large urban centres. 
The lengthening of the tourist season is actively encouraged by the government in 
offering incentives to hotels to stay open during the winter months. For instance, 
hotel employers would receive the unemployment insurance that their employees 
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would have received had the hotels remained closed. Hence turning unemployment 
benefits into employment benefits. This scheme is complemented also by 'social 
tourism' schemes which encourage financially old age pensioners, young persons 
(below 25 years of age) and low income bracket employees to attend tourist resorts 
at reduced rates in the off-peak season. This form Of tourism was widely used in 
1984 and was considered a 'great success' by the Greek National Tourist 
(48) Organisation . This was felt in particular at Christmas time ý when thousands of 
people entitled to this kind of benefit took up holidays. It is estimated that in 1985 
400,000 low income workers, old age pensioners, farmers and young people will 
participate in social tourism. 
The success story of social tourism in Greece in particular in extending the period of 
seasonal employment in the hotel industry has prompted the appropriate authorities 
to extend the scheme to cruises. This would almost certainly help to reduce the 
effect of seasonal employment in shipping and also reduce unit cost in the summer if 
occupancy rates on cruise passenger liners are high, due to supplementary demand 
caused by social tourism. For other forms of incentives, see chapter five when 
investment incentives are discussed. 
With regard to tourism education in Greece there are more than seven training 
schools spread about the country supplying qualified personnel to the tourist 
industry. The total number of tourism-related personnel who studied at hotel and 
catering and tourism management schools reached 100,000 persons in 1982, an 
indication that one third of the total number employed in the tourist industry is 
appropriately qualified. It is worth mentioning that the Greek authorities, in order 
to encourage more people to go through tourism education, offer a number of 
incentives. For example, those who graduate with tourism qualifications receive 10 
per cent more salary than those people without qualifications. In addition, courses 
at tourism schools are offered during the off-peak tourist season (October-March) 
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especially for those who are affected by seasonal unemployment and those persons 
(49) 
who want to attain higher qualifications . This type of activity does not only help 
to alleviate boredom of those who are unemployed in winter but also improve their 
skills and in turn the quality of the services offered to the foreign tourist which are 
so vital for the enhancement of the Greek tourist services' image abroad. Although 
the number of qualified personnel through the training schools is increasing, there 
appears to be a serious shortage of skilled personnel at the higher management posts 
in tourist enterprises. This is despite the fact that salaries offered are quite 
satisfactory by EEC standards(50). 
As regards tourist guide schools, there is a school in Athens which has been in 
operation since 1966 and guide schools in Corfu, Crete, Rhodes and Thessaloniki 
which operate periodically. The total number of tourist guides who graduated from 
these schools since 1966 is 1,294. The services offered by tourist guides are 
considered by the- tourist authorities as valuable because they contribute in 
providing information of historical, cultural and environmental content. After all, 
they are some of the front line shock-troops in promoting Greece's antiquities and 
(51) 
other tourist attractions 
4.6 Towards Improving the Supply of Tourist Services in Greece 
This section- examines some of the results of the 1977-79 and 1984-85 sample 
surveys carried out by the Greek National Tourist Organisation among foreign 
travellers visiting Greece. The aim is to evaluate visitors, complaints and the image 
they have of Greek tourist services in the hope that it will enable the identification 
of some key problems and shortcomings of the Greek tourist sector. Survey findings 
are very useful as they help to indicate the likely course of action policy makers can 
take in enhancing Greece's image as an efficient, comfortable and pleasant 
environment in which to spend one's holidays. 
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Table 4.11 shows the percentage distribution of foreign visitors' complaints by type 
and nationality as indicated in the 1977-78 sample survey of foreign tourists. 
Although 74 per cent of foreign visitors had no complaints to file with regard to 
their stay in Greece, one in every four tourists had either a complaint or observed 
lack of satisfactory services. These were as follows: 
a) Transportation: 7 per cent of foreign tourists complained about the means of 
transportation. Most complaints were those related to lack of taxis, in 
particular to Athens, bad manners of taxi drivers and high charges. There were 
also complaints about inadequate road signs, and a lack of punctual ship and 
aeroplane departures and arrivals. 
b) Hotels and Restaurants: 10 per cent. Main complaints were related to 
unsatisfactory service, rude personnel and lack of hot water. 
0 Cleanness: 3 per cent. These were complaints mainly about dirty toilets in 
public places and in private shops (restaurants, etc. ) 
d) Tour and Travel, Operators: A relatively small number of tourists complained 
about the tour and travel operators (I per cent). Their complaints were mainly 
related to unsuitable personnel or not having followed through their published 
programmes. 
e) Miscellaneous: 5 per cent of foreign tourists complained about various things 
including dirty beaches, early closing times of public places such as museums, 
banks, etc. 
With regard to the complaints filed by foreign visitors in the 1984-85 Foreign 
Tourist survey, table 4.12 shows that there was an increase in complaints from 26 
per cent of all tourists who spent holidays during the period 1977-78 in Greece as 
compared to 28.7 per cent for the corresponding period in 1984 and 1995. Particular 
attention must be paid by the appropriate authorities in improving land 
transportation throughout the country: 57.3 per cent of all complaints considered 
this a shortcoming. Attention should also be paid to the provision of breakfast at 
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Table 4.11 shows the percentage distribution of foreign visitors' complaints by type 
and nationality as indicated in the 1977-78 sample survey of foreign tourists. 
Although 74 per cent of foreign visitors had no complaints to file with regard to 
their stay in Greece, one in every four tourists had either a complaint or observed 
lack of satisfactory services. These were as follows: 
a) Transportation: 7 per cent of foreign tourists complained about the means of 
transportation. Most complaints were those related to lack of taxis, in 
particular to Athens, bad manners of tax! drivers and high charges. There were 
also complaints about inadequate road signs, and a lack of punctual ship and 
aeroplane departures and arrivals. 
b) Hotels and Restaurants: 10 per cent. Main complaints were related to 
unsatisfactory service, rude personnel and lack of hot water. 
C) Cleanness: 3 per cent. These were complaints mainly about dirty toilets in 
public places and in private shops (restaurants, etc. ) 
d) Tour and Travel Operators: A relatively small number of tourists complained 
about the tour and travel operators (I per cent). Their complaints were mainly 
related to unsuitable personnel or not having followed through their published 
programmes. 
e) Miscellaneous: 5 per cent of foreign tourists complained about various things 
including dirty beaches, early closing times of public places such as museums, 
banks, etc. 
With regard to the complaints filed by foreign visitors in the 1984-85 Foreign 
Tourist survey, table 4.12 shows that there was an increase in complaints from 26 
per cent of all tourists who spent holidays during the period 1977-78 in Greece as 
compared to 28.7 per cent for the corresponding period in 1984 and 1985. Particular 
attention must be paid by the appropriate authorities in improving land 
transportation throughout the country: 57.3 per cent of all complaints considered 
this a shortcoming. Attention should also be paid to the provision of breakfast at 
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hotels, especially those in Crete and Rhodes (see table 4.12). Another important 
aspect of the Greek tourist services offered in Greece as indicated in table 4.12 is 
that of hygiene, which shows that about 30 per cent of those who filed complaints 
were concentrated on hygiene matters, e. g. dirty toilets in public placesand littered 
beaches. 
These matters should be of considerable concern to the National Tourist 
Organisation of Greece as it seems that not much has been done over the last seven 
years by the appropriate authorities to alleviate some of the problems which were 
highlighted by both foreign tourist surveys in 1978 and 1985. Persistent complaints 
by foreign tourists about the services offered in Greece could deter tourists who 
would otherwise wish to return to the country because of, say, Greece's antiquities. 
Hence the necessary measures must be taken in order to alleviate some or all of the 
problems that affect Greece's image as a clean and efficient tourist destination. As 
table 4.13 shows, the main unfavourable image carried back home by foreign tourists 
concerns breakfast in hotels, hygiene and land communications. 
There are various ways in which the Greek authorities'ýan enhance Greece's image 
of tourist services offered. Some of these are, firstly, prefectural and local tourist 
authorities could visit regularly hotels, restaurants and other tourist facilities to 
inspect hygiene and standards of products offered to tourists. The authorities could 
revoke licenses to operate such amenities if necessary or if conditions are not 
improved. Second and most importantly is for the Greek government to take 
measures to improve land communications in popular tourist destinations in addition 
to its long term improvement of basic infrastructure as discussed earlier in this 
chapter. Further promotional programmes, such as posters and signs, information 
leaflets and other public relations exercises directed to owners and directors of 
hotels, restaurants and other tourist facilities, could contribute towards improving 
some of the services offered to tourists. In additionp advertising campaigns directed 
ýýLý 
TABLE 4.13 
FOREIGN TOURIST IMAGE OF SERVICES OFFERED IN GREECE 
Service Very good Good Average Bad 
HOTELS 31.0 27.7 35.3 30.3 
Breakfast 30.6 30.0 43.7 52.0 
Food 26.3 35.3 24.7 21.3 
Other Services 31.0 34.7 30.0 23.3 
RESTAURANTS 12.3 13.0 6.3 2.6 
TOURIST SHOPS 8.6 10.7 11.3 6.6 
TOUR & TRAVEL AGENTS 8.0 9.0 6.7 5.6 
TRANSPORT 27.3 22.3 19.3 20.3 
- Air 40.0 32.0 26.3 24.0 
- Land 30.0 38.0 47.0 53.7 
- Sea 30.0 28.3 26.7 19.0 
HYGIENE 6.3 8.7 16.3 29.6 
OTHER TOURIST SERVICES 6.5 9.6 4.9 5.0 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Note: Number of people surveyed, 79987 
Source: EOT, Foreign Tourist Survey, 1984-85, Statistical Bureau, EOTf Athens, 
1985 
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at local inhabitants, such as "keep Greece tidy", and "smile" and "be polite" 
campaigns, would help in the long run to improve the image of Greece abroad; as, 
ultimately, the responsibility for Greece's image abroad lies with the public at large. 
Although taking such measures might take time, money and effort, the long term 
reversal of the negative image of some of Greece's tourist services could increase 
the number of tourists coming to Greece. 
From discussions in chapter three it was concluded that demand for tourism in 
Greece shall continue to expand at a relatively high rate as compared to nearby 
countries. Consequently there should be an attempt to reach a consensus based upon 
a general discussion, involving the government, EOT, private entrepreneurs, and 
other parties concerned, on, firstly, the wide range of measures available for the 
orderly development of tourism in Greece in all regions; secondly, methods of 
minimising the negative side-ef f ects of tourism, such as pollution and destruction of 
the environment; thirdly, how to provide adequate supplies of tourist services in the 
future; and, finally, how in general to match supply to demand by devising a co- 
ordinated tourism developmental plan. 
Failure of securing a sensible tourism developmental plan in Greece, or failure of 
the tourist sector to meet future tourist demand at the right time, right place and 
the right price could lead to social and environmental problems as well as the loss of 
much needed foreign tourist receipts. - 
4.7 Summary 
One cannot overstress the importance of the basic infrastructure in the tourist 
industry. Although modern day tourists may be interested in visiting Greece for its 
warm climate and national heritage, they may not be willing if their comfort were 
at stake and, more importantly, repeat visits to Greece may be discouraged. From 
the discussions carried out in this chapter it seems that Greece possesses the 
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necessary 'supply elements' to sustain a very large number of foreign tourists. 
However, there are certain deficiencies in the services offered to foreign tourists 
which require considerable improvement to alleviate complaints and enhance 
Greece's image as an efficient, clean and pleasant place to spend one's holidays. 
The importance of basic infrastructure to the tourist industry has been highlighted. 
Improvements in road, rail, sea and air transportation systems would enable the 
tourist authorities to promote tourism away from congested popular tourist resorts. 
Special emphasis has been placed by the tourist authorities on developing the 
communications network, conference and exhibition facilities in order to attract 
more business tourism. Further attention is being paid to the gradual decrease of 
the country's dependence on oil for, the generation of energy. It is hoped that 
generation of cheap energy would attract businessmen to invest in tourism as this 
would reflect on the variable costs of running tourist facilities. 
Although Greece hasýthe necessary tourist accommodation to sustain a large number 
of foreign tourists in Greece (8 million in 1980) the projection of Greece's hotel 
industry to the international market as being an efficient-one will help wattract 
more foreign tourists. Middle category hotels have been found to be'relatively 
cheap as compared to other European countries. Luxury hotel accommodation 
prices, however, seem to be relatively high when compared to, other European 
destinations. Thus a need exists for the Greek tourist authorities to curb inflation in 
generalv especially in urban centres like Athens. 
Greece4s endowed with many tourist attractions. Its historical background, culture 
and antiquities are some of the many factors that draw tourists to Greece. Some of 
these monuments, however, are in danger of degradation and - destruction due to 
pollution in large urban centres and popular resorts. Moreover, the water supply and 
sewerage system in many parts of Greece is inadequate. This deteriorates the 
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environment and causes dissatisfaction and complaints by the tourists. In this 
respect a number of projects are undertaken by the authorities in order to protect 
the environment including combating air pollution in Athens. In addition, as cultural 
activities in Greece are characterised by a high degree of concentration in large 
urban centres, a more even development of cultural activities throughout the 
country is necessary. 
There are about 300,000 people employed in the tourist industry in Greece', of which 
100,000 alone work in the hotel sector. This is a sizeable figure considering 
Greece's total working population of 3,508,500 persons. The main problem in 
tourism employment, however, is its seasonality. Only 40 per cent of those 
employed in the tourist industry in Greece are employed all year round. In order to 
reduce the effect of seasonal employment the Greek authorities are trying to create 
complementary employment opportunities by developing winter tourism facilities, 
spasl health facilities and agricultural tourism in the hope that this would extend the 
tourist season beyond the peak months and regional development. Further, in order 
to improve the quality of personnel working in the tourist sector, a number of 
measures were taken, for example, a higher salary is offered to those qualified 
through hotel and catering and tourism management schools. In addition, courses 
are provided during the off-peak tourist season especially for those persons who are 
affected by seasonal unemployment and those who want to attain higher 
qualif ications. 
This chapter also examined foreign visitors' complaints and the image they have of 
Greek tourist services. It was found that 57.3 per cent of all complainants 
considered land transportation as a shortcoming. Complaints were also filed about 
the provision of breakfast in hotels (54.6 per cent) and hygiene in general (29.9 per 
cent). In order to alleviate some of the problems indicated by the foreign tourist 
surveys in 1978 and 1985, the appropriate authorities can take a number of measures 
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such as improving the basic infrastructure in Greece and introducing stricter 
controls of tourist facilities standards by the health inspectorate and revoking 
licences if necessary. In addition, guidelines on how to improve tourist services can 
be provided to all people concerned so that they are aware of the importance 
foreign tourists attach to the level of service they expect when in Greece. 
Although such measures might take time, money and effort, the enhancement of the 
image foreign tourists have about the Greek tourist services could increase the 
number of tourists coming to Greece and, more importantly, tourist receipts. 
0 
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5. TOURISM AND THE NATIONAL ECONOMY OF GREECE 
5.1 Introduction 
Early in this study, it was noted that foreign exchange earnings are vital for 
developmental efforts, particularly in the industrial sector. It was also noted that 
Greece's export sector alone does not provide the necessary income for such 
purposes. This provided a strong justification for blending tourism into the general 
economic development strategy in Greece. 
Foreign exchange earnings, howeverp are only one aspect of the total economic 
effect. For example, the development of an export industry of a particular country 
has varying repercussions on income, employment and other economic activities at 
large: the extent of these effects will vary according to the linkages that relate 
that industry with other domestic sectors. 
It could be said that the greater the increase of income as a result of the tourist 
sector, and the greater the derived demand for domestically produced consumert 
intermediate and capital goods, the greater will be the subsidiary benefits of the 
tourist sector and the more can tourism be regarded economically beneficial. This 
being said, one should not disregard the socio-cultural and political implications 
associated with tourism when calculating its overall contribution to a particular 
country. 
The aim of this chapter is ý to examine some aspects of tourism's effects on the 
national economy in Greece. The importance of tourism to the Greek economy will, 
first, be assessed in terms of its impact on foreign exchange earnings to the Balance 
of Payments; secondlyq tourism's contribution to Gross Domestic Product- and some 
other economic effects on the national economy will be examined; thirdly, there will 
be a review of the recently enacted investment incentives for local and foreign 
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investors which breaks new grounds in Greece, by providing state grants for eligible 
investments (in particular for hotel enterprises) and assess the Greek National 
Tourist Organisation's five year plan 1983-87; and finally this chapter ends by 
looking at some of the "intangible" benefits and problems facing the tourist industry 
in Greece. 
5.2 The Contribution of Tourism to the Balance of Payments 
The growth of tourism in Greece and its merchandise exports since 1960 can be seen 
in table 5.1. During the period 1960-84 Greek tourist receipts grew at an average 
annual rate of 14.7 per cent, compared to 13.5 per cent for Greek merchandise 
exports. This can also be illustrated by the index of growth which increased to 
2662.9 for foreign tourist receipts as compared to 2105.3 for merchandise exports. 
It is also clear from table 5.1 that internal political instability and other external 
factors have affected both foreign tourist arrivals and tourist receipts. The level of 
tourist earnings declined six times over the period 1960-84p ranging from a fall of 
5.9 per cent in 1964 to 23.0 per cent in 1974. The reasons for these drops are 
indicated in chapter three, figure 3.1 and further discussed below. 
In real terms the expansion of Greek tourism and exports is not as dramatic as the 
above-mentioned growth rates would indicate. The index of real growth shows that 
tourist arrivals increased fifteen-fold over the period 1960-79, while tourist receipts 
rose only nine-fold and exports grew by a factor of five. The sharp decline in tourist 
receipts and exports in 1980-84 is highlighted by expressing these variables in real 
terms (see figure 5.1). This decline is related to the downswing in the world 
economy during the early eighties, although by converting receipts and exports into 
real terms and dollars the effect is probably exaggerated, because some of the 
decline in the value of the drachma was due to the high rate of inflation in Greece 
during this period (see table 5.1). 
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The slower growth rate of tourist receipts compared to tourist arrivals can be 
explained by a decline in per capita spending by foreign tourists. This can be 
attributed to the changing composition of the tourist population: the number of 
foreign tourists increases from year to year, reflecting a larger proportion of 
tourists from lower income bracket groups(). This is shown (in real terms) in table 
5.2 and figure 5.2. The phenomenon seems to have accelerated in the latter half of 
the 1970s when Greece became a mass market for low income tourists. This was 
shown by the Greek National Tourist Organisation's analysis in its 1977-78 foreign 
tourist survey 
(2) 
. 
For the Greek economy both the growth in tourism and the size of earnings per 
tourist are of vital importance with economic and socio-cultural consequences. In 
particular, growth in tourism entails significant economic costs since it presupposes 
I 
infrastructure projects and investment in tourist equipment and services. The Greek 
government places considerable emphasis on earnings per tourist as these are 
considered a measure of the profitability of tourism within the framework of the 
national economy. 
An examination of data in table 5.3 shows that --the ratio of foreign currency 
earnings from tourism increased from 18.0 per cent in 1960 to about one third of all 
invisible earnings in 1978. The average since 1979 is about 26.3 per cent of invisible 
receipts. Table 5.4 illustrates the main sources of invisible incomes and payments 
and their respective percentage shares since 1960. With regard to major trends in 
the balance of invisibles, one may note that emigrant remittances during the 1960s 
and early 1970s were the main source of invisible earnings, accounting for more than 
one third of all invisible incomes. Since the mid-1970s, however, this order has been 
reversed and emigrant remittances took third place with only 17.2 per cent share of 
total "Invisible" receipts in 1984, after shipping and tourism. This was due to the 
large number of Greek emigrants of the 1960s returning during the mid-1970s('). 
SýJ"+ 
TAALF 5-7 
CHANGES IN AVERAGE SPENDING PER TOURIST, 1960-84 
us $ us $ 
Year (current prices) (1980 prices) 
1960 123.4 574.0 
1961 126.5 577.6 
1962 127.1 583.0 
1963 130.3 581.7 
1964 120.0 531.0 
1965 110.2 473.0 
1966 126.8 517.6 
1967 127.2 510.8 
1968 118.2 472.8 
1969 114.5 447.3 
1970 120.3 457.4 
1971 135.2 498.9 
1972 143.8 508.1 
1973 162.0 495.4 
1974 199.2 480.0 
1975 203.0 431.0 
1976 194.1 364.2 
1977 219.8 367.6 
1978 261.0 387.8 
1979 286.7 357.9 
1980 328.9 328.9 
1981 337.3 270.9 
1982 279.5 185.6' 
1983 223.6 123.5 
1984 217.8 101.5 
Sources: IMF, International Financial Statistics, 
1985 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, 
DC9 1984 
Table 5.1 
May 1985, IMF, Washington DCj 
Yearbook 1983, IMF, Washington 
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TABLE 5.3 
TOURIST RECEIPTS AS A SHARE OF INVISIBLE EARNINGS, 1960-84 
Invisible Foreign tourist 
receipts receipts (2) as a% 
Year (US $ millions) (US $ millions) Of (1) 
(1) (2) (3) 
1960 273.2 49.3 18.0 
1961 319.6 62.5 19.6 
1962 379.6 76.0 20.0 
1963 454.3 96.6 21.3 
1964 479.5 90.9 19.0 
1965 549.4 107.6 19.6 
1966 635.9 143.5 22.6 
1967 659.0 126.8 19.2 
1968 719.0 120.3 16.7 
1969 788.3 149.5 19.0 
1970 949.2 193.6 20.4 
1971 1292.3 305.3 23.6 
1972 1606.0 392.7 24.5 
1973 2195.4 514.9 23.5 
1974 2460.5 436.0 17.7 
1975 2850.3 644.1 22.6 
1976 3187.3 823.7 25.8 
1977 3700.1 980.6 26.5 
1978 4422.6 1326.3 30.0 
1979 5663.0 1662.3 29.4 
1980 6159.4 1733.5 28.1 
1981 6482.0 1881.0 29.0 
1982 6097.6 1527.2 25.0 
1983 5529.2 1175.7 21.3 
1984 5265.0 1312.8 24.9 
Sources: BANK OF GREECE, Director's Report, 1984v Bank of Greece, Athens, 
1983 
BANK OF GREECE, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Greece, Athens, 
Various Issues 
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Another notable feature was that shipping's share of the total invisible receipts was 
steady at about 28 per cent throughout the period 1960-84. 
The third and probably the most important feature illustrated by table 5.4 is that 
tourism's share of total invisible earnings increased from IS per cent in 1960 to 28.1 
per cent in 1980 to become the second biggest source of invisible incomes in that 
year, though it was the biggest source in other years(4). Tourism earnings were the 
highest source of foreign exchange earnings in the balance of invisibles in 1984, 
though with a reduced share of total invisibles. This reduction is due to the EEC 
transfers which stood at US $715 million and are included in invisible receipts (other 
services). In terms of the growth of the main sources of invisible earnings, tourism 
stands ahead of other sources with an increase to 2663.3 in its index of growth by 
1984, as compared to shipping's 1437.9 and emigrant remittances' 1003.3. Tourism's 
average annual increase over the period concerned was 14.7 per cent as compared to 
shipping's (11.7 per cent) and emigrant remittances' (10.1 per cent). Figure 5.3 
shows the breakdown of invisible receipts by services in 1984. 
Tourism's share of total invisible payments decreased from 28.7 per cent in 1960 to 
about 16.3 per cent in 1984. However, invisible outgoings such as interests, 
dividends and profits increased their share from a mere 6.1 per cent in 1960 to more 
than one-half of total invisible payments in 1984. This is partly due to the 
increasing importance foreign investors attach , to Greecel particularly since 
Greece's accession to the European Community. 
If the expenditure of Greek citizens going abroad as tourists is deducted from 
foreign tourist receipts, the net effect on the Greek Balance of Payments remains 
favourable to the country. Table 5.5 shows that foreign currency receipts from 
foreign tourists visiting Greece totalled US $1313 million in 1984, whereas Greek 
nationals going abroad spent only US $337 for the same year. As far as the trend is 
-D \.,., 
Figure 5.3 
BREAKDOWN OF INVISIBLE RECEIPTS BY SERVICES, 1984 
Interest; Dividends; Profits 
SOURCE: Derived from Table 5.4 
9.4% W; fkrlrnuumlc 
; 4,1 
TABLE 5.5 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE FROM TOURISM, 1960-84 
Tourist expenditure of Greek 
Foreign tourist receipts citizens going abroad 
Millions Index of Millions Index of Net tourist 
us growth us growth receipts 
Year dollars 1960=100 dollars 1960--100 (1)-(3) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1960 49.3 100.0 18.8 100.0 30.5 
1961 62.5 126.8 19.4 103.2 43.1 
1962 76.0 154.2 21.8 116.0 54.2 
1963 96.6 195.9 27.5 146.3 69.1 
1964 90.9 184.4 38.6 205.3 52.3 
1965 107.6 218.3 41.5 220.7 66.1 
1966 143.5 291.1 40.6 216.0 102.9 
1967 126.8 257.2 40.8 217.0 86.0 
1968 120.3 244.0 42.4 225.5 77.9 
1969 149.5 303.2 47.9 254.8 101.6' 
1970 193.6 392.7 55.3 294.1 138.3 
1971 305.3 619.3 73.7 392.0 231.6 
1972 392.7 796.6 95.8 509.6 296.9 
1973 514.9 1044.4 113.3 602.7 401.6 
1974 436.0 884.4 129.1 686.7 306.9 
1975 644.1 1306.5 154.6 822.3 489.5 
1976 823.7 1670.8 150.7 801.6 673.0 
1977 980.6 1989.0 164.0 872.3 816.6 
1978 1326.3 2690.3 223.8 1190.4 1102.5 
1979 1662.3 . 3371.8 302.4 1608.5 1359.9 1980 1733.5 3516.2 309.1 1644.1 1424.4 
1981 1881.0 3815.4 361.1 1920.7 1519.9 
1982 1527.2 3097.8 374.2 1990.4 1153.0 
1983 1175.7 2384.8 362.2 1926.6 813.5 
1984 1312.8 2662.9 337.0 1792.6 975.8 
Sources: BANK OF GREECE9 Directors' Report, 1984, Bank of Greeceg Athenst 
1985 
BANK OF GREECE, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Greece, Athens, 
Various Issues 
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concerned the foreign exchange earnings index reached 2663.3 in 1984 as compared 
to the total expenditure outflow index which reached 1792.6 in the same year, a 
favourable picture as far as the Balance of Payments is concerned. 
Table 5.6 shows that during the period 1960-84 receipts from tourism constituted an 
increasing proportion of total receipts from merchandise exports: an increase from 
23.5 per cent to about 30 per cent. The increasing trend was, however, reversed 
twice due to the political instability in the 1960s and once due to the combination of 
oil price rises, the fall of the military junta and the war in Cyprus in 1974. 
The expenditure of Greek citizens travelling abroad remained a small proportion of 
merchandise import expenditure during the same period, although a close 
examination of the data does indicate that there was a considerable increase in both 
import and tourist expenditures. It must be mentioned that out of US $362.2 million 
spent by Greeks going abroad in 1983, US $119.5 million were spent by Greeks 
(5) 
studying in foreign countries and US $18.2 million for medical care 
By way of comparison with a number of selected countries, Greece is in a relatively 
favourable position as regards tourist receipts and expenditure as a proportion of 
total proceeds from merchandise exports and total expenditure on merchandise 
imports. Table 5.7 illustrates this very clearly: only in Cyprus and Jordan do tourist 
receipts constitute more to exports; and Greece's tourist expenditure as a proportion 
of imports is very low indeed. 
In contrast to the balance of invisibles surplus the merchandise trade deficit is a 
chronic feature of the Greek economy and is growing steadily larger. In additioný 
the contribution of tourism to the Balance of Payments in terms of foreign exchange 
receipts can be clearly seen from table 5.8. Although tourist receipts do not 
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TABLE 5.7 
TOURIST RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE COMPARED WITH MERCHANDISE, 
EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN 1982 
Import Tourist 
Export Tourist (2) as a Expendi- Expendi- (5) as a 
Country Receipts Receipts - %of (1) ture ture % of (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Austria 15527 5547.9 35.7 18818 2615.5 13.9 
Cyprus 499 267.0 53.5 1090 61.0 5.6 
Greece 4141 1527.2 36.9 8910 231.2 2.6 
Italy 73497 8338.4 11.3 86218 1736.6 2.0 
Japan 13766 691.0 0.5 145.47 3733.0 2.3 
Jordan 752 472.0 62.8 2879 338.0 11.7 
Portugal 4165 877.8 21.1 9514 250.8 2.6 
Spain 21019 7172.7 34.1 30200 1016.5 3.4 
Switzerland 26019 3014.7 11.6 28678 2215.7 7.7 
Tunisia 1625 563.0 34.6 2917 133.0 4.6 
UK 97047 5510.0 5.7 93318 6364.0 6.8 
USA 211.21 11392.0 5.4 247.60 12347.0 5.0 
Yugoslavia 10460 781.6 7.4 12484 95.0 0.8 
Notes: Figures are in US $ millions, except for exports receipts and import 
expenditure for Japan and USA, which are in US $ billions 
Tourist expenditure figure for Greece does not include expenditure by 
Greek citizens studyin in foreign countries (US $121.0 million) and 
medical care costs (US 
ý22.0 
million) spent by Greeks in other countries 
Sources: IMF, Balance of Payments Statistics, Yearbooki Part 2, Vol. 34, IMFq 
Washington DC, 1983 
IMF, International Financial 
1984 
IMF, International Financial 
DC2 1984 
OECD, Tourism Policy and 
Countries, 1983, OECD, Paris 
Statistics, May 1984, IMF, Washington DC, 
Statistics, Yearbookq 1983, IMF, Washington 
International Tourism in OECD Member 
1984 
gv-ý 
TABLE 5.8 
TOURISM'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRADE BALANCE, 1960-84 
(US $ millions) 
Merchandise Merchandise 
Exports Imports Trade Tourist as a% 
Year (FOB) (FOB) Balance Receipts of (3) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1960 209 460 -251 49.3 19.6 
1961 235 518 -283 62.5 22.1 
1962 243 611 -368 76.0 20.7 
1963 296 662 -366 96.6 26.4 
1964 308 781 -473 90.9 19.2 
1965 331 914 -583 107.6 18.5 
1966 426 1020 -594 143.5 24.2 
1967 453 1027 -574 126.8 22.1 
1968 465 1105 -640 120.3 18.8 
1969 530 1269 -739 149.5 20.2 
1970 612 1509 -897 193.6 21.6 
1971 627 1727 -1100 305.3 27.8 
1972 835 2161 -1326 392.7 29.6 
1973 1230 3582 -2352 514.9 21.9 
1974 1774 4125 -2351 436.0 18.5 
1975 2029 4320 -2291 644.1 28.1 
1976 2228 4922 -2694 823.7 30.6 
1977 2523 5686 -3163 980.6 31.0 1978 2998 6498 -3500 1326.3 37.9 1979 3931 8947 -5016 1662.3 33.1 
1980 4094 9650 -5556 1733.5 31.2 
1981 4771 10149 -5378 1881.0 35.0 
1982 4141 8910 -4769 1527.7 32.0 
1983 4105 8400 -4295 1175.7 27.4 
1984 4400 8560 -4160 1312.8 31.6 
Sources: BANK OF GREECE, Directors' Report, 1984, Bank of Greece, Athens, 
1985 
BANK OF GREECE, Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Greece, Athens, 
Various Issues 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1985, IMF, Washington DC, 
1985 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1983, IMF, Washington 
DC9 1984 
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entirely cover the trade deficit it is salient that tourist receipts as a proportion of 
the deficit have increased from 19.6 per cent in 1960 to 31.6 per cent in 1984. 
In conclusion, the possibilities of increasing Greece's industrial production and hence 
exports are limited since Greece is faced with unfavourable market conditions, 
especially stiff competition from the industrialized countries of the West. In 
addition, since Greece does not possess a heavy engineering industry to produce 
capital equipment, any attempt to import these on a mass scale to further an 
industrialization drive will push the Balance of Payments deeper into the red. 
Moreover such an operation will take time. It has also been noted that agricultural 
products are subject to the whims of climate which may severely undermine the 
national economy if bad harvests persist. In general there are various constraints on 
(6,7) the growth of industrial and agricultural exports in Greece 
On the other hand it has been mentioned in chapter three, that the future prospects 
of tourism in Greece are reasonably bright as far as demand prospects are 
concerned. Indeed, from the examination of the balance of invisibles the tourist 
sector has done better than any other sector and, should the trend continue in the 
1980s, the prospects are that tourism will play the leading role (as emigrant 
remittances played in the 1960s and shipping in the 1970s) in compensating for 
Greece's merchandise trade deficit; and hence in providing a major contribution to 
the Balance of Payments and the country's economic development process. In 
addition to obvious examples such as the use of ports by both tourists and merchant 
shipping, there are more radical possibilities. These include (i) banking and financial 
services whose development for tourism can be switched to other sectors of the 
economy; and (ii) computer systems whose use in tourist services and indeed at the 
National Tourist Organisation of Greece can act as a growth pole for the 
introduction of advanced technology, into the economy. 
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In short, tourism as an export industry in Greece has had a favourable impact on 
foreign exchange earnings. and on the economy as a whole. It represents an export 
industry with an even higher potential of foreign exchange earnings, requiring 
relatively little assistance from the state and with a low foreig n exchange content 
in its inputs relative to its income. 
53 Tourism's Share in Gross Domestic Product 
Another way of looking at the impact of tourism on the economy of a particular 
country is to measure the contribution of tourism to the Gross Domestic Product. 
Table 5.9 shows that during the period 1960-84 the proportion of tourist receipts to 
the Gross Domestic Product increased from 1.4 per cent in 1960 to 5.1 per cent in 
1981 as a result of tourist receipts increasing 35-fold during this period. The 
contribution of tourism to total GDP in general has been steadily rising over the 
period 1960-84. In 1983, however, this proportion fell to 3.4 per cent as a result of 
the world economic crisis (see chapter three). Similarly, the political troubles of 
1964,1967 and 1974 inevitably caused a decline in tourism's share to total GDP. By 
way of comparison, the share of agriculture in GDP was 17.5 per cent in 19830 while 
that of manufacturing industry was 18.2(S). 
Comparatively, the proportion of international tourist receipts to Gross Domestic 
Product of OECD countries was 0.9 per cent on average from 1977 to 1979. As far 
as the European member countries are concerned, the corresponding share was an 
average of 1.7 per cent. This is well below Greece's average for the period which 
was 4.1 per cent (see table 5.9). Nevertheless, a few other exceptions deserve 
mentioning: Austria (7.5 per cent); Spain (3.4 per cent); Portugal (3.5 per cent); and 
Switzerland (3.8 per cent). In other developed countries with less vigorous tourist 
industries the contribution of tourism to GDP was lower: examples include the UK 
(1.5 per cent); Sweden (0.8 per cent); and the USA (0.3 per cent)(9). 
ýý5c) 
TABLE 5.9 
TOURISM'S SHARE IN GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT, 1960-83 
(current prices) 
GDP Drachmae per GDP Tourist Receipts (4) as a% 
Year (billion drachmae) US dollar (US $ billion) (US $ Millions) of (3) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
1960 105.2 30.0 3.5 49.3 1.4 
1961 118.6 30.0 4.0 62.5 1.6 
1962 126.0 30.0 4.2 76.0 1.8 
1963 140.8 30.0 4.7 96.6 2.1 
1964 158.0 30.0 5.3 90.9 1.7 
1965 179.8 30.0 6.0 107.6 1.8 
1966 200.0 30.0 6.7 143.5 2.1 
1967 216.1 30.0 7.2 126.8 1.8 
1968 234.6 30.0 7.8 120.3 1.5 
1969 266.5 30.0 8.9 149.5 1.7 
1970 298.9 30.0 10.0 193.6 1.9 
1971 330.3 30.0 11.0 305.3 2.8 
1972 377.7 30.0 12.6 392.7 3.1 
1973 484.1 29.6 16.4 514.9 3.1 
1974 564.2 30.0 18.9 436.0 2.3 
1975 672.2 32.3 20.8 644.1 3.1 
1976 825.0 36.5 22.6 823.7 3.6 
1977 963.7 36.8 26.2 980.6 3.7 
1978 1161.4 36.8 31.6 1326.3 4.2 
1979 1428.7 37.0 38.6 1662.3 4.3 
1980 1710.9 42.6 40.2 1733.5 4.3 
1981 2034.8 55.4 36.7 1881.0 5.1 
1982 2531.7 66.8 37.9 1527.2 4.0 
1983 3040.7 88.1 34.5 1175.7 3.4 
Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1985, IMF, Washington DC, 
1985 
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Despite the seemingly small importance of the tourist sector in Gross Domestic 
Product as compared to agriculture and manufacturing, Greece should give priority 
to tourism on par with other productive sectors. This is because of tourism's 
potential as a "leading growth sector" in the economic development process of the 
country. Tourism could serve as an important "tool" of development if the foreign 
exchange it brings in were used to finance investments in other sectors (provided 
these earnings were allocated wisely). Figure 5.4 shows the share of various 
economic activities in Gross Domestic Product in 1983. 
In addition, although the contribution of tourism at the national level may seem 
limited compared to other major productive sectors such as agriculture and 
manufacturing industries, the favourable impact of tourism on certain local 
economies should not be underestimated. In particular, the economies of hundreds 
of islands which are deprived of any productive sectors, except tourismq depend on it 
for the stimulation of local handicraft and other industries. Development of the 
tourist sector in these areas would bring other benefits such as the much needed 
prevention of internal migration to urban areas like Greater Athens and Salonica. 
The government's concern for these effects is exemplified in its attempts to spread 
the development of tourism more evenly throughout the country by allocating 
greater investment incentives to less developed areas (these incentives are discussed 
in detail in section 5.5). 
Finally, the tourist industry in Greece could prove to be socially and politically more 
profitable than several other industries. For example, apart from employment 
opportunities for local people and the money that tourism brings ! no tourism is a 
good way of meeting new people (see section 5.7). Further, the development of 
tourism in deprived areas means that better basic tourist infrastructure, leisure and 
entertainment facilities are also available for local people to enjoy; and very 
importantly historic buildings and sites are better preserved in tourist regions. On 
ýL -DP- 
Figure 5.4 
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY BRANCH OF ORIGIN, 1983 
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SOURCE: BANK OF GREECE, 
Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Greece, Athens, December 1984 
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the political side tourist development in border islands is an enhanced local sense of 
(10911) 
security 
5.4 Tourism and Other Economic Effects 
Tourism directly affects the income of people who work in the tourist industry, 
e. g. hotel employees' salaries (about 100j000 people); and those who offer services 
such as transportation, general tourist and travel agencies (these include 3463 buses, 
3149 travel bureaus, 760 car rental firms and about 30,000 employees 
(12) ). Chapter 
four dealt with this in detail. It also affects the income of suppliers of goods such 
as food and beverages to hotels and other types of tourist accommodation. Other 
important cases, of backward linkages also exist, for example, construction firms 
involved in the building of hotels and other infrastructure. Indirectly the increased 
consumption of those employed in, and the suppliers of goods and services to, the 
tourist industry benefit the economy as awhole through the "work-earn-spend" cycle 
of the multiplier effect. 
The weak spot of employment in the tourist industry is that it is seasonal and, as 
such, employment is' not offered to all 100,000 employees throughout the year. 
About 50 per cent of those employed work for only a part of the year. This is 
obviously a point of great concern to the Greek authorities. 
Although there are no detailed figures of tourism's contribution to the agriculture of 
the country one could generally consider that feeding about 6 million tourists a year 
generates considerable activity and income for the agricultural and farming 
industry. However, this impact is reduced if one takes into account the increases in 
imports such as meat and other food products and their negative effect on the 
Balance of Payments. Imports of dairy products, meat and livestock totalled 
(13) US $435.9 million in 1984 . Nevertheless the contribution of tourism to the 
Balance of Payments in terms of foreign exchange receipts far outweighs the 
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negative effects of increases in imports of foodstuffs for tourism. In 1984 alone the 
trade balance was US $-4160 million. Tourism's contribution for that year was 
US $2847.2 million (see section 5.2, table 5.8). 
It is the Greek government's and tourist authority's policy to increase and improve 
tourism's effects on national incomes and income distribution by creating new 
tourist areas. This is done by offering incentives for the development of tourism in 
14) less developed areas, especially border and winter resort centres( 
In addition, Greek tourism may expect significant aid from the EEC, i. e. the 
European Investment Bank, Community Fund and Regional Fund. The EEC may 
participate in the financing of tourism development works by up to 40 per cent of 
the state financing given for regional development and up to 55 per cent for training 
(15) 
personnel employed by tourist enterprises Further, through the Integrated 
Mediterranean Programme Funds the Greek government alms to encourage job 
(16) 
creation through tourism, small enterprises and crafts 
With regard to price increases, those due to the influence of tourism do not seem to 
be great. Obviously there are fluctuations due to the seasonal nature and 
geographic distribution of tourism. According to the then General Secretary of the 
Greek National Tourist Organisation, tourism's influence on the general level of 
(17) 
prices was 1.0 to 1.4 per cent in 1980, a relatively small amount . However, 
inflationary trends have been significant in the prices of land and other property 
(e. g. houses of historical and other cultural value) which are offered for tourism 
development. Although no official figures were published, it has come to the notice 
of the Greek tourist authorities that in some cases price increases vary between 
300-1500 per cent, in particular for land near seaside resorts, during the period 
1979-80. 
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Further, Greece's accession to the EEC in January 1980 contributed to the increase 
of prices of consumer goods as these must gradually reach the Community levels. 
This concerns both imported and domestically produced goods. Hence increasing 
inflation and cost of living will reduce the competitive effectiveness of tourism4n 
Greece (see chapter four). The relatively cheap hotel (W and middle category 
hotels) prices which are controlled by the Greek National Tourist Organisation were 
indicated by the study conducted by the Centro Statistica Aziendale in Florence (see 
chapter four). Greece was found to offer the cheapest hotel accommodation in 
Europe. Up however, overall prices increase at a high rate Greece is likely to lose 
its advantage as one of the cheaper European tourist destinations, and hence lose 
some of its market. For the intended price range for tourist accommodation in 
Greece in 1986 see appendix S. These fears should not be underestimated as the 
warning bells have already sounded. On 23 April 1981 Business International 
(Geneva), in its yearly publication of the cost of living index of various cities, found 
Athens to be the most expensive city of the Mediterranean - more expensive than 
Rome, Madrid, it was even more expensive than New York 
(is). Although the 
Business International study was - not concerned with the tourist sector it 
nevertheless provides important reasons for the curbing of the already high rate of 
inflation by the authorities, especially in urban areas such as Greater Athens and 
Salonica. Appendix T shows the cost of living index of selected cities in the world 
as of April 1981. In addition appendix U shows the retail price index (1980=100) of a 
number of European countries. Greece ranks second to Portugal in terms of retail 
price increases in 1983. A cause for further concern for the appropriate authorities 
to take measures to reduce the high rate of inflation. 
5.5 Investment in Tourism 
Investment in Greece by potential local and foreign investors is actively encouraged 
by the government. Since the post-war period such incentives have been governed 
by a host of laws and legislative decrees covering both domestic and imported 
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capital invested in the Greek economy. Considering Greece's Balance of Payments 
position and regional development imbalance, it would appear likely that investment 
capital will "always" be encouraged, whether in the form of long-term loans or 
(19) 
direct investment . It is noteworthy that high priority is being given to the 
diversification of industry towards the production of technologically advanced 
products (for technology transfer reasons) and regional development (see section 5.6) 
With regard to foreign investment, capital imported from abroad is free of 
constraints and protected by Legislative Decree (LD) 2687/1953 which has been in 
force since 1953. Other laws cover the establishment of foreign shipping enterprises 
(L27/1975, L814/1978), and the establishment of foreign commercial, industrial and 
(20) 
shipping enterprises (EL89/1967, EL378/1968) 
The protection of foreign capital under the provisions of Legislative Decree 
(LD) 2687/1953 refers to three main areas 
(1) securing of property rights in the form of exemption from compulsory 
expropriation and prohibition of requisitioning the assets of f oreign 
investors except in case of war and only f or its duration - in such case 
the investor is indemnified by the Greek government for the use of the 
investor's assets 
41) export of capital, profits, interest and remunerations is permitted in the 
following instances: (a) up to 10 per - cent of capital imported is 
permitted for repatriation annually; (b) up to 12 per cent of profits of 
the remaining capital is allowed for repatriation per annum; (c) 
remittance of foreign exchange for payment of interest on loan capital is 
permitted up to 10 per cent per annum; (d) foreign personnel are allowed 
to export their remuneration in foreign exchange 
(111) tax exemptions and facilities are granted to foreign investors involved in 
export trade or in enterprises that save the country's foreign exchange. 
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Such preferential treatment includes freezing income tax for a maximum 
of ten years, reduction or exemption of customs duties, local taxes and 
(21) 
reduction in stamp duties up to ten years 
In a research study carried out in 1982, based on 120 out of 260 manufacturing 
companies listed with foreign shareholdings in Greece in 1979, it was found that 37.2 
per cent of multinational corporations (MNO projects in Greece started as trading 
subsidiaries and 22 per cent as joint ventures. About 13 per cent were takeovers and 
mainly started in order to gain access to marketing and distribution networks in 
Greece and in export markets, e. g. the Middle East. Greenfield entry occurred in 
21.1 per cent of the firms investigated mainly involving export processing and 6.7 
per cent were initiated by the government 
(22). Although the reasons that led MNCs 
to establish operations in Greece vary from company to company and their market 
orientation, it is worth pointing out that in 1977 total employment attributed to 
foreign direct investment in Greek manufacturing was 96,110 employees - about 11 
(23) per cent of total employment in manufacturing . In addition, as Petrochilos 
concluded in his PhD thesis (The Determinants and Role of Direct Foreign 
Investment in the Greek Economy), "the direct effects of foreign investment on the 
balance of payments have been on the whole favourable" [sic]. He further suggested 
that "foreign direct investment and foreign technologyp both embodied in new 
capital goods and disembodied in the form of proprietary knowledge have affected 
,, (24) positively the labour productivity of the manufacturing sector 
Table 5.10 shows the sectoral distribution of capital approved and imported in 
Greece since the introduction of LD2687/1953 in 1953 until 1981. About 63 per cent 
of total foreign capital imported was absorbed by the industrial sector with 
petroleum/coal, basic metals and chemicals being the greatest recipients of foreign 
investment funds. Transportation/storage (26.9 per cent) and tourism (5.8 per cent) 
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attracted most of the remaining foreign capital inflow during the period 1953-81 - 
this totalled US $470 million and US $100 million respectively. 
Turning to an examination of investment by sector under the provisions of 
LD2687/1953, during the period 1982-84 it can be observed from table 5.11 that the 
food production (22.6 per cent) and tourism (20 per cent) absorb the lion's share of 
all foreign capital approved. This is not surprising as foreign investors benefit from 
subsidies (about 25 per cent of the price of the processed fruit in 1983) offered by 
both the EEC and the Greek government when involved in export-orientated food 
processing operations and the investment incentives offered in the expanding tourist 
(25) 
sector . It is worth pointing out that foreign investors are not only protected by 
legislationg as was indicated earlier in this section, but also are allowed to reap the 
benefits of investment incentives concerning the country's regional and economic 
development process thus combining the benefits that might be accrued as governed 
(26) by LD2687/1953 and Law 1262/1982 
Greece, in its attempt to bring investment incentives regulations more into line with 
those prevailing in the EEC, especially in less developed areas such as southern Italy 
and Ireland, enacted a number of laws at the beginning of the 1980s. Law 1116/1981 
was introduced at the beginning of 1981 and is of particular interest as it introduced 
for the first time the concept of outright grants from the state to cover a 
proportion of the costs of eligible investments in fixed assets. In addition, under 
EEC regulations, the Greek government can claim back from the European Regional 
Development Fund up to half of the cost of such financial support. The enactment 
of this law was necessitated by Greece's accession to the EEC and the existence of 
many laws and complex procedures which were reducing the effectiveness of the 
incentives. Law 1116/1991, however, was abrogated by the enactment of 
investment incentives Law 1262/1982 introduced in June 1982. Given that Law 
IADT ç ii 
FOREIGN INVESTMENT BY SECTOR AND CAPITAL APPROVED UNDER THE 
PROVISIONS OF LEGISLATIVE DECREE 2687/1953,1982-84 
(US $) 
Sector 
A. Industry by branches 
I Food products, beverages 
2. Tobacco 
3. Textiles 
4. Clothing, footwear 
5. Wood 
6. Paper 
7. Furniture, f urnishings 
8. Leather 
9. Chemicals 
10. Plastics 
11. Petroleum, coal 
12. Non-metallic minerals 
13. Basic metals 
14. Metal products 
15. Machines, appliances 
16. Electric appliances 
Telecom equipment 
17. Transport means 
Automobile articles 
Is. Shipbuilding 
19. Miscellaneous 
Total Industry 
B. Hotels, tourist enterprises 
C. Transportationg storage 
D. Livestock, agriculture, fishing 
E. Mines, quarries,, saltems 
F. Banks,, insurance 
GRAND TOTAL 
% Share of 
Number of Capital Capital 
Approvals Approved Approved 
6 42835885 22.6 
1 393823 0.2 
3' 2255956 1.2 
1 265963 0.1 
1 18200000 9.6 
3 5352597 2.8 
3 2303052 1.2 
2 8250000 4.3 
2 21500000 11.3 
5 6838319 3.6 
1 364191 0.2 
3 842551 0.5 
31 109402337 57.6 
5 37904077 20.0 
3ý 13200000 6.9 
3 29475560 15.5 
42 189981974 100.0 
Note: Investments approved up to 31 August 1994 
Source: MINISTRY OF NATIONAL ECONOMY9 Investment, Under Law 
LD 2687/1953, Ministry of National Economyg Athens, Various Issues 
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1262/1982 abrogates all previous laws, this section will concentrate on the latter- 
mentioned law. 
Law 1262/1982 is complex, like its predecessors, and is complemented by a series of 
ministerial decrees announced separately and not incorporated in the body of 
legislation. (Since Law 1262/1982 came to force it has been' amended and 
supplemented by Laws 1360/1983 and 1479/1984. ) Hence professional advice is 
recommended as necessary for potential investors to identify the specific provisions 
and requirements of the new law and other related legislation. Law 1262/1982 as 
amended and supplemented provides four main types of investment incentives: 
investment grants; interest-rate subsidy; untaxable allowances; and extra 
depreciation. These incentives are provided in two groups. Thus, the eligible 
investor has the choice between the following two combinations 
investment grants2 interest-rate subsidy and extra depreciation, or 
untaxable allowances and extra depreciation. 
The following discussion will concentrate on investment incentives in hotel 
enterprises (including hotels, hostels, rented apartmentsy camp-sitesp spas and 
winter sport centres), as provided by Law 1262/1982 and covers the above- 
mentioned types of incentives. It must be mentioned at the outset that eligibility 
for "productive investment" incentives by hotel enterprises vary according to the 
region of the country (see appendices V and W). In addition, investment incentives 
are not applicable in highly developed areas such as much of Attica, Corfug Salonica, 
and a 10 km zone around the town of Rhodes. The only exception to this rule is for 
"special investments" when investors may receive up to 30 per cent of their 
investment in grants and interest-rate subsidies (see table 5.12 and appendix X). 
Further, incentives are not likely to be granted in areas suffering from overcapacity 
such as Trolzinial Spetsal, Aegina, Halkida and areas of Mykonos and Corfu (see 
TABLE 5.12 
INVESTMENT INCENTIVES UNDER THE PROVISION OF LAW 1262/1982 
(AS AMENDED AND SUPPLEMENTED), 1985 
Untaxable Allowance 
Percentage Percentage 
Interest of of 
Rate Investment Annual Extra 
Area Grant Subsidy Value Profits Depreciation 
A Up to 30% Up to 30% --- 
B 10%-25% 10%-25% 40% 60% 20% 
C 15%-40% 15%-40% 55% 75% 35% 
D 35%-50% 20%-50% 70% 90% 50% 
Note: Grants and interest-rate subsidies in area A are offered only for special 
investments (see appendix X) 
Source: ETBA, Investment Incentives, Law 1262/1982 Concerning Incentives to 
Support the Country's Regional and Economic Development and 
Amendment of Provisions Incidental Thereto (As Amended and 
Supplemented), ETBAt Athens, 1985 
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appendix V). Table 5.12 shows the range of incentives applicable to all hotel 
enterprises which vary with area and type of incentive. 
investment grants consist of cash paid by the state to the investor to cover 
part of the cost of investment. The amount of the grant is determined by the 
type, the area and the category of investment. Grants can cover up to 25 per 
cent of the investment cost in area B and 40 per cent in area C. In the case of 
buildings declared "preservable" (of historical or traditional value), the grant 
may be up to 65 per cent of the sum invested in restoration or conversion for 
the purpose of tourist operations in some areas. No grant incentives are given 
for hotel investments in area A, except for special investments, i. e. those 
involving the protection of the environment, investments for the replacement 
of conventional forms of energy consumption, and traditional buildings which 
are converted into hotel and handicraft enterprises. It must be noted that the 
actual level of grant is related to specific characteristics such as the size, the 
class, the type (bungalow, motel, etc. ) and the exact location of the 
(27) 
accommodation 
Ministerial decrees lay down in detail the maximum level of grants which can 
be awarded for each combination of the above. For investment in hotel 
enterprises up to 800 million drachmae the grant is given free to cover part of 
the investment cost whereas for investments between 800 and 1000 million 
drachmae, 50 per cent of the grant is given free and 50 per cent is given in the 
form of public participation in the capital of the company. For investments 
over 1000 million drachmae the grant is only given in the form of public 
participation in the capital of the investing enterprise. In addition, in 
investment in hotels of over 300 beds capital aid is limited to that part of the 
(28) investment that covers a capacity of 300 beds 
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Further, there are certain general exceptions which may allow an investor to 
obtain the maximum level of grants permitted in the area, regardless of their 
precise location, for example, in the case of hotel enterprises located in 
"health resorts". There are other exceptions and "special conditions", but 
further discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis (see, however, 
appendix X). 
Interest-rate subsidies are offered by the state to cover parts of the cost of 
interest on loans or credits concluded with banks, financing institutions or on 
publicly subscribed bond issues, for the realisation of investment plans. 
Subsidy rate is equal to the rate of grant approved (see table 5.12). 
In the case of hotel businesses interest-rate subsidies may be granted for a 
period of three years (up to six years in the case of special investments) up to 
a level of 25 per cent in area B and 40 per cent in area C. As far as buildings 
declared "preservable" and which are intended to be used for tourist operations 
are concerned, the interest subsidy may be up to 50 per cent, irrespective of 
the "area" of location - except in area A where the maximum subsidy paid is 
30 per cent 
(29). 
Unlike grants, the exact level of interest-rate subsidy does 
not vary with the size or class of hotel. Thus a hotel investor can claim the 
maximum percentage reduction for the region. Interest-rate subsidyl however, 
is not allowed, by Law 1262/1982 as amended, in cases where the investment 
qualifies for untaxable allowance arrangements. 
(iii) Untaxable allowance is a tax-free deduction from the total or part of the 
business's net profits of an amount equal to a certain percentage of the cost of 
the investment. The size of the tax-free allowance depends on profits earned, 
and the size and location of the investment(30) .A tax-free incentive cannot 
be claimed in conjunction with a government grant; it is an alternative. 
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As table 5.12 shows the percentages of the cost of investment which may be 
claimed are as follows: 
Area B- 40 per cent (subject to maximum of 60 per cent of net profits) 
Area C- 55 per cent (subject to maximum of 75 per cent of net profits) 
Area D- 70 per cent (subject to maximum of 90 per cent of net profits) 
The untaxable allowances which are deductible f rom the prof its of the hotel 
and snack-bar can be carried forward until 1992 in cases where profits are 
insufficient to allow the full benefit of this incentive earlier. In addition, the 
benefit of untaxable allowance in the case of hotel enterprises applies for the 
first 300 beds. 
There is a certain main requirement for this incentive. The amount deducted 
from net profits must be placed in a special reserve which will be taxed if any 
of the four following conditions are met: 
- the books of the company are found to be incorrect 
- the untaxable allowance is distributed or withdrawn 
- the fixed assets relating to the investment are sold within five years 
- the winding up of the enterprise and transfer of a partner's share. 
Ov) Extra depreciation allowances take the f orm of increasing the standard 
depreciation rates for the different types of fixed assets(31). - In the case of 
hotel investments, as table 5.12 indicates, the standard depreciation rates can 
be increased by the following percentages depending on the area of 
investment: 
Area A None 
Area B 20 per cent 
Area C 35 per cent 
Area D 50 per cent 
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It must be noted, however, that for tax purposes, depreciation can only be applied to 
the cost of fixed assets minus the grants received. Further, extra depreciation as 
well as the untaxable allowances are incentives granted automatically to hotel 
enterprises fulfilling the prerequisites of the law without the need of prior approval. 
In addition, extra depreciation can be made by hotel enterprises that receive an 
investment grant, as indicated above, interest-rate subsidy and untaxable 
allowances. In general hotel enterprises receiving investment incentives under Law 
1262/1982 are also entitled to pay the reduced rate of corporation tax (43.4 per 
cent) on profits derived from the investment. 
Although it is too early yet to assess the effectiveness of Law 1262/19829 during the 
first two years (1982-84) of its application, as table 5.13 shows, about 28.1 billion 
drachmae were invested in the Greek tourist accommodation sector. The capital 
invested under the auspices of Law 1262/1982 created 36,717 beds which is about 24 
per cent of the total capacity of beds estimated to be established by the end of the 
five year economic and social development plan, i. e. 1987. In addition, as shown by 
table 5.13, capital invested in the tourist accommodation sector is spread 
throughout the country though with varying proportion of the total amount invested 
during the period concerned - ranging from less than 1 per cent for Fokida to 17 per 
cent for the Dodecannese. 
Grants offered by the Greek government to about 612 investment projects over the 
period 1982-84 in the hotel enterprise sector under the provisions of Law 1262/1982 
reached the level of 7,068 million drachmae. Subsidies and other allowances were 
1,716 million drachmae for the same period. Total investment incentives offered to 
investors accounted for 29.7 per cent of total investment in the tourist enterprise 
sector which stood at 29,610 million drachmae by the end of 1984. It is worth noting 
that investment in the tourist sector under the provisions of Law 1262/1982 had the 
SL 6-t' 
TABLE 5.13 
TOURIST ACCOMMODATION INVESTMENT UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF 
LAW 1262/1982,1982-84 
Capital Distribution 
invested Of Number Number (3) as 
(million capital of beds of beds a% 
Prefecture drachmae) invested established by 1997 of (4) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Etolia-Akarnania 259 0.9 269 2300 10.7 
Attiki 149 0.5 78 1000 7.8 
Viotia 136 0.5 163 500 32.6 
Evia 341 1.2 485 2300 21.1 
Euritania 745 2.6 653 3500 18.7 
Pireas 51 0.2 77 - - 
Fthiotida 526 1.9 411 500 82.2 
Foklda 9 0.0 10 2900 0.3 
Argolida 521 1.9 904 1850 48.9 
Arkadia 12 0.0 40 2900 1.4 
Achala 533 1.9 708 1750 40.5 
Ilia 465 1.7 565 1750 32.3 
Korinthia 101 0.4 505 1750 28.9 
Lakonia 275 1.0 437 3500 12.5 
Messinia 153 0.5 104 3250 3.2 
Zakinthos 818 2.9 1083 3000 36.1 
Kerkira 2274 8.1 3119 3500 89.11 
Kefalonia 511 1.8 774 3500 22.1 
Lefkada 536 1.9 623 2500 24.9 
Arta 15 0.1 20 2000 1.0 
Thesprotia 601 2.1 663 4500 14.7 
Ioannina 271 1.0 237 1500 . 15.8 
Preveza 354 1.3 306 2000 13.3 
Karditsa 432 1.3 370 3500 10.6 
Larissa 81 0.3 - 3230 - 
Magnesia 689 2.5 744 3000 24.8 
Trikala 86 0.3 90 3500 2.3 
Grevena 23 0.1 76 1350 3.6 
Drama 212 0.8 48 3250 1.3 
Imathia 36 0.1 900 - 
Thessaloniki 39 0.1 - - - 
Kavala 926 3.3 1114 2000 53.7 
Kastoria 131 0.5 114 1150 9.9 
Kilkis 8 0.1 33 550 6.0 
Kozan! 41 0.1 64 1050 6.1 
Pella 169 ý0.6 - 700 - 
Pieria 6 0.0 450 2100 21.4 
Seres 64 0.2 152 3250 4.7 
Florina 116 0.4 62 800 7.8 
HalkidikI 318 1.1 231 1650 14.0 
Evros 742 2.6 863 4500 19.2 
Xanthl 85 0.3 17 4000 0.4 
Rodopi 95 0.3 102 3730 2.7 
Dodecannese 4793 17.0 6752 3500 122.9 
Cyclades 1485 5.3 1865 12300 15.2 
Lesbos 872 3.1 1979 6000 33.0 
Samos 1190 4.2 1479 5500 26.9 
Chios 306 1.1 306 5500 5.6 
Iraklio 1994 7.1 2554 3000 85.1 
Lassithl 2027 7.2 3069 4730 64.6 
Rethimnon 1046 3.7 1343 5750 23.4 
Chania 473 1.7 616 6000 10.3 
TOTAL 23134 100.0 36717 131000 24.3 
Notes: The 150000 beds forecasted to be established within the five year plan 
1933-97 refer to mainly hotel (30000 beds), camping (25000 places), and 
supplementary accommodation (9600 beds) 
Source- EOT, Tourism 85, EOT, Athens, 1995 
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highest proportion of all capital invested (21.4 per cent) and of all investment 
(32) incentives (19.1 per cent) over the period 1982-84 
Investment incentives in tourism do not only encourage investment from local 
businessmen but also from foreign investors including transnational tourist 
operators. As indicated by the United Nations study on Transnational Corporations 
(33) in International Tourism I the number of transnational-associated hotels and 
rooms in Greece were 15 and 4630 respectively in 1978. This accounted for 4.3 per 
cent of total hotel rooms in Greece for the same year. This is just above the 
average participation ratio of transnational corporations in the global hotel sector 
of host countries which stood at 3.3. per'cent in 1978. Even more significantly, on 
the basis of these figures and those in table 4.4, it is evident that transnational 
corporations account for around 30 per cent of all rooms in luxury class hotels. 
This section highlights two major aspects. First, the importance Greek authorities 
attach to the tourist industry and their serious intentions for the orderly 
development of tourism in Greece; and secondly, that the new developments mark 
the beginning of a new era in view of Greece's accession to the EEC. If the 
potential economic and other effects resulting from tourism are sensibly developed 
and successfully harnessed now, Greece will surely benefit in the future. 
5.6 Five Year Plan for Tourism in Greece 1983-87 
The Greek five year economic and social development plan 1983-87 alms at 
restructuring the Greek economy through a modernisation programme of the public 
and private sectors; decentrallsation of the decision making process; and active 
participation of "social" partners in determining national objectives. Thus the 1983- 
87 plan is essentially a synthesis of local and national dialogue among the various 
people and sectors concerned. The Greek government's major policy goals under this 
plan are to: 
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- reduce unemployment to 4-5 per cent 
- reduce inflation to OECD levels 
- promote competitiveness of Greek products in foreign markets 
- improve social services and the quality of life(34) 
In this respect EOT's five year plan in tourism has been developed within the context 
of overall national objectives and policy targets of the Greek government and the 
key features, problems and opportunities facing the Greek tourist sector. Some of 
the most important problems faced by the Greek tourist authorities were discussed 
in chapters two to four and can be summarised as follows: 
- seasonal concentration of tourist inflow during the peak tourist season 
(June. -September) 
- seasonality in tourism employment 
- concentration of tourist activities in a relatively small number of popular 
resorts 
- rapid expansion of urban centres and deficiencies in tourist and other basic 
infrastructure 
- unequal standards of tourist services 
- development of a para-hotel economy mainly in the form of non-authorised 
establishments 
- environmental problems (e. g. air and sea pollution) 
- deficiencies at ports of entrance and exit 
- low occupancy rates in some areas 
- hygiene problems in some tourist services 
- problems with hotel services 
- inflation and the high prices of luxury hotels 
- road transport deficiencies. 
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Hence the main policy targets of EOT's five year plan 1983-87 are to create a 
competitive and productive tourist sector; a balanced development of tourist 
activity spread more evenly throughout Greece; and promote tourism appropriately 
35) in relation to other sectors of the econom . In addition the f ive year plan for 
the protection and rehabilitation of the environment, the cultural development plan, 
the sports plan, the transport and communications plans and the water supply and 
sewage disposal plans are all complementary to each other and aimed at providing 
an improved package of tourist services to both domestic and foreign tourists alike. 
For instance an improved road transport system would alleviate some of the 
problems faced by foreign tourists as discussed in chapter four (see appendix Y for 
transport projects). Further, the protection of antiquities and rehabilitation of the 
environment would contribute in attracting foreign tourists to Greece and hence 
expand tourist receipts. The latter can be re-Injected into tourism in order to 
improve the Greek tourist product as expected by foreign visitors. 
EOT's major policy objectives and measures are, therefore, geared towards 
improving the competitiveness of the tourist sector via better utilisation of existing 
resourcesq modernisation of the institutional set-up governing location of tourist 
activities and enhancing the role and central powers of regional tourist authorities. 
Further, measures are taken to control the para-hotel establishments by upgrading 
and defining standards and the formulation of prices and incomes policy in relation 
to local costs and foreign competitors' prices. With regard to geographical and 
seasonal concentration of tourism, the Greek tourist authorities are placing 
emphasis on new forms of tourism, such as winter tourism, health and spas facilities, 
social and rural tourism. Thus the National Tourist Organisation of Greece, in 
conjunction with other government agencies, provide a series of special terms and 
incentives (see section 5.5) for financing programmes which are intertwined with the 
extension of the tourist season beyond the peak summer months and the dispersal of 
(36) tourists more evenly throughout the country 
at 
TABLE 5.14 
ESTIMATED PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EXPENDITURE IN TOURISM, 1983-87 
(million drachmae, 1982 prices) 
Public Private 
Area/Project Expenditure Expenditure Total % Share 
Tourist accommodation 1000 39000 40000 42.2 
Hotel accommodation - 25000 25000 26.4 
Supplementary accommodation 1000 13000 14000 14.8 
Other (renovations, etc) - 1000 1000 1.0 
Tourist infrastructure 26910 2000 28910 30.5 
Special centres 12790 2000 14790 15.6 
Traditional centres 6650 - 6650 7.0 
PEP (government) 6950 - 6950 7.3 
PEP (prefecture) 520 - 520 0.6 
New forms of tourism 20740 - 20740 21.9 
Spa resorts 3100 - 3100 3.3 
Marine projects 7990 - 7990 8.4 Winter ski resorts 7800 - 7800 8.2 Complementary projects 1850 - 1850 2.0 
EOT special programmes 4000 - 4000 4.2 
EEC programmes 1180 1180 1.2 
TOTAL 53830 41000 9483.0 100.0 
% Share 56.8 43.2 100.0 
Notes: Special centres refer to festival facilities, golf and other athletic 
installations and motorway parking and restaurant stations 
PEP refers to public expenditure programme carried out either by central 
government agencies or prefectural councils 
Complementary projects refer to national parks, nature reserves, historic 
footpaths and caves 
EOT special programmes refer to budget for social tourism and cultural 
events 
EEC projects are various projects for the development of tourism under 
the auspices of the European Regional Development and Integrated 
Mediterranean Programme Funds 
Source: MINISTRY OF NATIONAL ECONOMY, The Five Year Economic and 
Social Development Plan, 1983-87, Ministry of National Economy, Athens, 
1984 
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Table 5.14 shows the estimated level of public and private investment in the tourist 
sector during the period 1983-87. This figure totals to 94,830 million drachmae 
(1982 prices) which is about 2-3 per cent of total estimated fixed capital investment 
(37) in the country during the five year plan period . About 57 per cent of all 
investment in tourism is accounted for by the public sector and consists mainly of 
expenditure on programmes that promote new forms of tourism such as winter ski 
resorts, health and spas facilities and marine projects. These and other projects are 
under way throughout Greece and can be seen in figure 5-5. 
As regards the private sector, the estimated fixed capital investment by private 
entrepreneurs will be about 41 billion drachmae (1982 prices) by 1987. The financing 
of the private sector projects will be subsidised by a considerable amount by public 
money as table 5.15 indicates. 
TABLE 5.15 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOURISM INVESTMENT BY SOURCE OF FINANCE, 1983-87 
(million drachmae, 1982 prices) 
Amotmt % Share 
Investment grants 7200 17.6 
Bankloans 23800 58.0 
Private capital 10000 24.4 
TOTAL 41000 100.0 
Source: MINISTRY OF NATIONAL ECONOMY, The Five Year Economic and 
Social Development Plan, 1983-87p Ministry of National Economyp Athens, 
1984 
In addition, interest-rate subsidies for sums borrowed will add to the total amount 
public money finances private tourist establishments. This is estimated in the 
(38) 
region of one billion drachmae per annum up to 1987 As has already been shown 
earlier in this chapter, investment in tourism under the provisions of Law 1262/1982 
Figure 5.5 
THE MAJOR TOURISM ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
CULTURAL PROJECTS IN GREECE, 1983-87 
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and LD2687/1953 surpassed most investments in other economic sectors in the early 
1980s. This is because private entrepreneurs and the Greek tourist authorities 
believe that foreign tourist arrivals in Greece will be increasing by about 5 per cent 
and foreign exchange receipts from tourism by 8-10 per cent during the period 1983- 
(39) 87 
As far as employment is concerned, both public and private investment in tourist 
enterprises will create about 20,000 new employment positions in the tourist 
accommodation sector. In this respect the authorities are investing money in hotel 
and catering and tourism management schools in the hope that it will improve the 
standard of services offered to foreign and domestic visitors. The five year plan 
budget for the two tourism schools at Anavisos in Attik! and Heraclion in Crete is 
400 and 150 million drachmae respectively. In addition, the two schools are 
allocated 550 million drachmae to be used as credit facilities during the period 
(40) 1983-87 
On the demand aspect of tourism, the Greek tourist authorities are already involved 
in discussions with Olympic airways and other interested parties with regard to the 
creation of a Greek charter company. The aim is to create a national charter 
company which can be used as an instrument for the more even dispersal of foreign 
tourists in Greece and to reduce the monopolistic powers of large tour operators in 
some tourist generating countries who also control airline fleets. More importantly 
it will enhance Greece's position when competing in global markets with other 
countries which already operate national charter companies such as Spain. In 
additiont the tourist authorities have placed special emphasis on conference tourism 
which can extend the tourist season, if the appropriate incentives are offered to 
attract symposia and conferences to Greece in winter and spring months. Moreover 
the promotional budget for marketing Greek tourism in major tourist generating 
countries has more than doubled over a three-year period from 526 million drachmae 
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in 1982 to 1137 million drachmae in 1984. Although no fixed sums of money have 
been allocated for promotional purposes in foreign countries in the five year plan 
1983-87, it is unlikely that the existing budgets for Greek tourist offices abroad will 
be frozen. As the National Tourist Organisation of Greece indicated in 1985 the 
budgets for 1985 have increased considerably and there are plans to establish a 
Greek National Tourist Office in Yugoslavia in 1986(41). 
In summary the five year plan for the tourist sector in Greece 1983-87 is positive. 
The appropriate authorities seem to be taking policy measures that will improve 
tourist services in Greece and enhance Greek tourism's image abroad. This effort, 
however, has to be protracted over a long period of time and not just for five years. 
The benefits from tourism can only be maximised if the Greek authorities 
acknowledge that any policy programme must be compatible with economic, socio- 
cultural, political and environmental objectives. This requires a multifaceted, 
interdisciplinary and integrated approach to tourism planning which must be 
supplemented by continuous and systematic research into all aspects of tourism. 
The following section discusses some non-economic factors related to tourism and 
chapter six will subsequently develop a multifaceted tourism planning model. 
5.7 Non-Economic Factors Related to Tourism 
Although the main economic aspects of tourism were discussed above, an 
understanding of the full role of tourism in a particular country requires the 
examination of various socio-political effects. 
Social criteria presented for capital allocation'may be quite different from those 
argued on narrowly "economic" grounds. For example, what is required socially and 
environmentally for economic development may not necessarily coincide with the 
same pattern of investment if it were based solely on commercial efficiency. In the 
case of Greece this can be clearly illustrated by the heavily polluted area of Athens 
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due to industrial and other plants near the capital. Environmentally and socially this 
is a scandal; and Athenians are outraged by the fact that they and their children 
breathe polluted air with a high content of lead caused by over-congestion. 
However, on grounds of commercial efficiency alone, location in Athens is 
favourable because of the availability of trained personnel, easy access to the port 
of Pireas and good communications and basic infrastructure. Hence one must take a 
comprehensive, integrated approach when assessing the impact of economic 
development on the long term welfare of the society. 
Similarly, the development of tourism has to be brought within, a comprehensive 
national planning framework, to balance the various competing and sometimes 
conflicting claims on the same limited resource base, for the long term benefit of 
the society. This is especially so for tourist development because "mass tourism" 
may affect positively or negatively the social, environmental, cultural, socio- 
psychological and political systems in the host country. Such effects may be most 
felt in developing countries and in particular those whose tourist industry plays a 
(42-44) 
significant role in the national economy 
The following discussion will concentrate on the main non-economic aspects as 
considered positive or negative by various writers in connection with tourism in 
Greece. This section will also examine some results of the sample survey which was 
carried out by the National Tourist Organisation of Greece on the social acceptance 
of tourism by local inhabitants in Kalimnos and Leros in 1980. 
5.7.1 International Understanding and Friendship 
On the positive side it has been argued that international tourism brings about 
international understanding and friendship through bringing the local inhabitants in 
contact with people with different values and backgrounds, thus enabling the 
(45) 
interchange of ideas and knowledge 
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Although tourism enables people of diverse backgrounds to get together and 
exchange ideas and experiences, the benefits of such cross-soclo-cultural encounters 
would depend on various factors, especially in view of the different type of tourist 
visiting Greece and the numerous motivations influencing his/her behaviour (see 
chapters one and six). 
A tourist visiting Greece for its archaelogical sites and national heritage would 
definitely like to know more about the place and its people. Howeverf a tourist who 
visits an island of Greece for two weeks on a I'sunlust basis", and with no particular 
interest in visiting historical and other places of social and cultural value, would 
probably have limited contact with the local population, meeting only such people as 
hotel staff and handicraft vendors. 
A tourist who is in search of relief from the stress of work and the routine of daily 
lif e in the big urban centres may not be interested in the present economic social 
and political problems facing the country in general. Neverthelessl tourism in 
Greece contributes towards widening Greek and f oreign people's awareness and 
interest in world af f airs, and leads to a new understanding of foreigners and foreign 
tastes. Moreover, the tourist inflow (in Greece) of different nationalities, divergent 
mental and psychological structures can do much to improve Greek attitudes 
towards other people's, especially now that Greece is a part of the EEC. 
It can also be said that tourism in Greece is an impetus to social change in order to 
meet the needs of a leisure industry through introducing different social habits and 
patterns. In general it can be considered a stimulus for the modernisation process of 
a "developing" country which has much to learn in improving its economic structure. 
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5J. 2 Demonstration Effect 
According to Nurkse "knowledge of or contact with superior consumption patterns 
extends the imagination and creates new wants", this therefore, he says, "leads 
directly to increased consumption, or attempts at increasing consumption, rather 
than invest m ent,, 
(4 6) 
. In other words Nurkse suggests that wealthy tourists may 
induce feelings of deprivation and frustration which in turn may intensify the desire 
to acquire greater prosperity in local inhabitants. Hence this may lead to additional 
import leakages instead of further domestic economic development. 
Although the above may be true for "poorer" less developed countries in general, the 
validity of such alleged "demonstration effects" on the Greek population may be 
very difficult to prove, and even more difficult to determine. How much tourism 
itself has actually contributed to, or disrupted, the development process of 
consumption and saving in Greece cannot be said. Other factors may have 
contributed to the "demonstration effects" process. For example, the media, 
television and newspapers, as well as the thousands of Greek students studying in 
European and North American universities, may influence Greek attitudes in 
general. In addition there are thousands of Greek emigrant workers all over the 
world returning home every year; over 140,000 seamen (see chapter four); and 
thousands of Greek citizens travelling abroad. All these could also be associated 
with changing consumption and saving patterns in Greece. 
The "demonstration effects" relevance to tourism in Greece is questionablep even 
though the saving habits of Greeks are known to be lacking as compared to other 
European nationalities. This is because their consumption habits, especially those in 
food and entertainment, have remained different from the developed countries of 
the West. For instance, Greeks consume more cereals (174 kg per head)j vegetables 
(190 kg per head) and fresh fruit' (80 kg per head) than people in the UK who 
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consume less cereals (65 kg per head), vegetables (75 kg per head) and fresh fruit (33 
(47) 
kg per head) 
Finallyp Greece's accession to the EEC may have a greater impact via the 
"demonstrations effects" though not necessarily negative effects as Nurkse 
suggested. 
5.7.3 Tourism and the Identity of the Country 
Tourism is criticised in that it destroys the identity of the country, the national 
character) culture and heritage of its local people. As Dommen suggested, the 
uncontrolled growth of tourism in developing countries will exact a costly price 
from their culture, social structure and economy, reducing many of the benefits 
(48) 
from tourism . It is also said that aspects of the Greek heritage, like the 
Acropolis (Parthenon), Delphi, the Palace at Knossos, Olympia and others, instead of 
being a source of national pride and admiration, highly respected by the local 
inhabitants, become part and parcel of a modern product named "tourism" that is 
consumed by a group of foreigners called tourists. 
Such a generalisation has no foundation as far as tourism in Greece is concerned. 
Firstj tourists who visit Greece for its historical monuments are usually people who 
show respectf awareness and genuine interest for Greece's antiquities. 
Secondlyo the world of ancient Greece has contributed much to form the bases of 
the civilisation in Europe with regard to art, architecture, poetryq theatre, 
education and political and other learned sciences. Such a "national" heritage, 
therefore, is not a source of pride and respect for Greeks alone, but of universal 
human love and respect for a great ancient civillsation. To stop tourism because it 
is alleged that it consumes the "national" heritage, leaving aside the economic 
effects, would not coincide with the culture and attitudes of those who left us these 
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monuments and who also loved travelling and welcomed strangers. Indeed tourism in 
Greece contributes towards widening people's interest generally about Greece and 
its heritage. One only has to walk up the Acropolis and see people of varying 
colours and diverse backgrounds with expressions of amazement, admiration and 
high respect for such a wonderful monument to the human race. 
Finally, tourism in Greece is by no means incompatible with the preservation of the 
"national" heritage and conservation of the environment. Payment by tourists for 
entry can contribute to the conservation of places of historical and cultural interest. 
It also provides economic stimulus for "facelifting" certain towns of interest to the 
tourist and restore old buildings or even convert them into tourist accommodation of 
various types. In this way tourism may be used partly to reinforce the cultural basis 
and improve the environment in general in Greece. 
Of course there are in Greece, as anywhere else, ill mannered tourists and local 
inhabitants alike who would deface monuments by writing on the walls and other 
more notorious methods of sacrilege, but this is a matter for the 'appropriate 
authorities to prevent. 
5.7.4 Environmental and Ecological Effects 
Tourism is also seen as capable of disturbing and destroying environmental and 
(49) 
ecological elements . Rural landscapes may be damaged by the construction of 
new roadsl caravan and camping sites, or obtrusive hotels. As pointed out by 
Hamilton "the price paid by a host community can be the loss of peace and 
tranquility, the desecration of shrines and artifacts, the death of a traditional 
culture or changes in the ecological balance"(50). 
Of course uncontrolled tourism can lead to environmental and ecological pollution 
and adverse social tensions in some countries, but it is up to the appropriate 
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authorities concerned to deal with the orderly development of tourism, thus 
minimising problems usually associated with the negative effects of tourism. - 
Although the negative impacts of tourism may arise because of the nature of 
tourism itself in many cases they may be attributed to the results of poor planning. 
Hence negative manifestations such as congested roads, overcrowded airports and 
ports, overloaded sewerage systems, and a threat to the entire environment come 
about by overuse as much as through misuse. I 
With regard to Greece the congested roads and overcrowded airports in Athens and 
other large conurbations are due mainly to well known factors such as poor town and 
environmental planning and, in general, the severe urbanisation of certain areas. 
The sewage system in Greece, particularly in Athens, is less than satisfactory (see 
chapter four). Many large hotels and other enterprises still pollute the sea at Paleon 
Fallron with daily sewage. In addition, in the summer of 1985 the serious ecological 
problem 'of setting fire (see chapter two) to forest lands for development purposes 
has led the Greek authorities to introduce a national television and other media 
campaign against such actions which are punishable by imprisonment and heavy 
f ines. 
Various ministries in co-ordination with EOT are trying to avoid shoddy architecture 
or unplanned coastal sprawls by limiting the height of hotel and other buildings up to 
eleven floors in -some areas, and by permitting only designs which are in harmony 
(51) 
with the surrounding environment . Despite 'this, -however, the reputation of 
tourism in Greece as anywhere else is tarnished by land speculation, specious 
(52) 
subdivisions, and even restrictions of public access to beaches 
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5.7.5 Other Non-Economic Effects 
Further criticisms laid on tourism range from acculturation as discussed in 
Jafari(53) and the sudden and savage disruption of social development of traditional 
values and beliefs, to the reduction of political freedom and the development of 
fringe industries such as prostitution, gambling and a servile attitude. 
To pick up the first two points of acculturation (local inhabitants of developing 
countries accept the values of Western societies while discarding their own) and 
"sudden and savage" disruption to the traditional social development processp these 
may not be important in the case of Greece on two accounts. First, some Greek 
traditional values are not compatible with social development and foreign values 
need not impair development in Greece. Secondly, although it is widely recognised 
that tourism may affect social behaviour in Greecev positively or negatively, it is 
not easy to prove the validity of these allocations and even more difficult to 
determine how much tourism itself actually contributed or disrupted the process of 
social change in Greece. As Lundgren 
(54) 
points out, the social impact of tourism 
on the host nation would depend on a number of factors. These include differences 
in language, culture, race, habits and, in general, differences in behaviour of tourists 
from the local inhabitants. In addition, factors such as the size and population in 
comparison with the volume of tourists, the economic structure and history of the 
host country must be taken into account. In fact Lundgren implies that the greater 
the relative cultural homogeneity and absence of colour and race problems, and the 
greater the relative dynamic character of the host economy, the more likely it is to 
get a harmonious relation between tourists and local inhabitants. These points 
raised by Lundgren seem to apply to Greece. Greece is a Western European country 
and suggestions of acculturation and "sudden and savage" changes in the social 
environment are questionable. 
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Similarly, fears that tourism in Greece reduces the degree of political freedom by 
leading it to a pro-Western view have no grounds as Greece is a member of NATO, 
OECDv EEC and, despite all these memberships, Greeks have voted in a socialist 
government (October 1981 and June 1985) whose views are often antithetical to 
these institutions. 
With regard to prostitution and gambling Greece has always known and practised 
such fringe industries since time immemorial, though not to the same extent as the 
"well" organised crime and prostitution syndicates of some Western countries. 
Indeed, prostitution and gambling are not the prerogative of a particular developed 
or underdeveloped country with tourist or no tourist industry. They breed 
everywhere. 
Finally, as far as the allegation that tourism generates a servile attitude is 
concernedg although this may have some grounds on countries like the Caribbean 
islands whose main source of income comes from tourism and have a long history of 
colonialism and slavery 
(55) 
, Greece has a proud and cheerful people with a strong 
sense of heritage. 
5.7.6 Social Acceptance of Tourism in Greece 
This section examines some of the results of a sample survey which was carried out 
in 1980 by the National Tourist Organisation of Greece in order to assess the social 
acceptance of tourism on the local inhabitants in two islands - Kallmnos and Leros. 
The research survey investigated 283 households in both islands representing 22 per 
cent of all households and all shops (113) in the town centres of both islands. 
As table 5.16 shows, in a reply to a question "do you want tourism in your island? "p 
about 97 per cent of shops and households investigated were in favour of tourism and 
less than 3 per cent were against any form of tourism. 
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TABLE 5.16 
ACCEPTANCE OF TOURISM IN KALIMNOS AND LEROS, 1980 
(% distribution) 
Answer Shops Households 
Yes 97.4 96.8 
No 2.6 2.9 
Indif f erent - 0.3 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Source: EOT, Social Acceptance of Tourism in Kalimnos and Leros, EOT, Athens, 
1980 
In'reply to a question "what does tourism bring to your island? ", table 5.17 indicates 
that about 97 per cent of those interviewed believe that tourism brings employment 
and money to the islands. In addition, about 75 per cent believe that tourism brings 
progress and economic development to Kallmnos and Leros. However, about one 
third of shops and households believe that tourism causes destruction to local 
customs and character of inhabitants and causes inflation. 
TAnT Cq 17 
IMPACT OF TOURISM ON KALIMNOS AND LEROS, 1980 
(% distribution) 
Shops Households 
Item Yes No Total Yes No Total 
Employment/money 97.3 2.7 100.0 96.8 3.2 100.0 
Progress 62.8 37.2 100.0 87.5 12.5 100.0 
Restriction of 
customs 24.8 75.2 100.0 41.8 58.2 100.0 
Inf lation 31.9 68.1 100.0 43.9 56.1 100.0 
Other 0.9 99.1 100.0 0.7 99.3 100.0 
Source: EOT, Social Acceptance of Tourism in Kalimnos and Leros, EOT, Athens, 
1980 
With regard to the problems caused by tourism and observations made by local 
inhabitants table 5.18 shows that about 95 per cent of shops and households 
expressed the view that tourism does not cause any particular problems, though 
TABLE 5.18 
PROBLEMS AND OBSERVATIONS BY LOCAL INHABITANTS ON TOURISM 
IN KALIMNOS AND LEROS, 1980 
Shops 
Item Problems Observations 
None 92.0 60.2 
Language 5.3 - 
Water and sewage disposal 3.5 
Clean environment 0.9 
Noise - 1.8 
Lack of infrastructure 0.9 9.7 
Nudism-thefts-narcotics - 1.8 
Inf lation - 2.7 
Lack of government support 1.8 2.7 
Increasing tourist arrivals - 4.4 
Quality of tourism - 3.5 
Poor tourists - 2.6 
Other - 6.2 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
Households 
Problems Observations 
97.5 78.9 
2.5 - 
0.4 
0.3 
3.6 
4.3 
5.7 
0.3 
5.4 
100.0 100.0 
Source: EOT, Social Acceptance of Tourism in Kalimnos and Leros, EOTI Athens, 
1980 
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about 7 per cent commented on deficiencies in the infrastructure and 2 per cent on 
lack of government support. 
in general it can be said that local inhabitants in Kalimnos and Leros want tourism 
in their islands and consider it as the only solution to long term internal migration, 
because there are no-other employment opportunities to persuade young people to 
stay in their localities. In addition, tourism brings money into the islands that can 
be used to build tourist and other infrastructure. This is a welcomed factor as 
tourist and other amenities can be used by both local inhabitants and foreign 
tourists. As far as "acculturation" is concernedv about 67 per cent of shops and 
households examined do not believe that their traditional values and local customs 
suffer from tourism. It is worth pointing out that similar results were obtained from 
(56) 
a sample survey which was carried out in Mikonos and Naxos . However, despite 
the considerable contribution of tourism to these local economies a sizeable 
proportion of the inhabitants (33 per cent) are nevertheless concerned about the 
impact of tourism on their culture. Given the circumstance that there is no 
alternative source of employment other than tourism in these local economies, a 
survey of this type may not be an appropriate means of assessing the socio-cultural 
impact of tourism on local inhabitants. 
Despite the negative socio-cultural aspects of tourism in an area of low economic 
activityp unemployment and no other source of income it would be paradoxical if 
local inhabitants refused to accept tourism as a source for their wealth and well- 
being. Greece and many advanced countries like the UK are actively involved in the 
promotion of tourism as a method of creating employment opportunities and a 
source of income. This was established earlier in this chapter in the case of Greece 
and exemplified the importance of tourism to the UK in Lord Young's report on 
"Pleasurep Leisure and Jobs: The Business of Tourism,, 
(57). Any further discussion, 
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however, on the social impact of tourism in Greece would be beyond the scope of 
this thesis. 
In conclusion, non-economic factors related to tourism which are thought to have a 
negative effect on the socio-cultural and other development in Greece may exist to 
some extent, but not as much as with other developing countries. Social and other 
problems associated with tourism in Greece can be mitigated through national 
tourist policy (via the National Tourist Organisation of Greece), regulations and 
active participation of the various authorities and parties concerned. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that the process of economic and social development 
through tourism is a sensitive balancing act which requires an interdisciplinary and 
integrated approach. 
5.8 Summary 
The economic importance of tourism in Greece has been established in this chapter. 
The contribution of tourist receipts to the Balance of Payments and Gross Domestic 
Product has been highlighted as well as other economic effects of tourism on the 
Greek national economy were identified. 
Foreign exchange earnings from tourism have grown faster than any other sector in 
the Greek economy since 1960. In 1984 alone, foreign tourist receipts reached 
US $1, P13 million or 24.9 per cent of all invisible receipts. Tourism's average share 
of the Gross Domestic Product was 4.2 per cent over the period 1980-84 and the 
contribution of foreign tourist receipts to the chronic deficit in the balance of 
merchandise trade was 29.8 per cent in 1984. 
Apart from employment opportunities (100,000 people in the tourist industry alone), 
the foreign exchange tourism brings in, and its assistance towards the economic 
development process at large, tourism can also be a means of developing deprived 
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regions in Greece. Thus, in their attempts to promote the orderly development of 
tourism along the lines of other European countries, and in order to spread the 
benefits of tourism throughout Greece and attract foreign investment, successive 
Greek governments have introduced a series of investment incentives Laws and 
Legislative Decrees including those of 1262/1982 and 2687/1953. 
The socio-cultural, political, environmental and psychological effects of tourism on 
the Greek people are in general positive. Tourism brings together people of diverse 
backgrounds and enhances awareness and interest in international understanding and 
friendship. It also brings political stability and a feeling of security to people living 
in remote areas. Further, basic tourist infrastructure, leisure and entertainment 
facilities are available for local people to enjoy also and, very importantly, tourist 
entrance fees can contribute towards the preservation of historical monuments and 
the environment in general. 
Any policy making programme must, therefore, be compatible with the economic, 
socio-cultural, political and environmental objectives embraced under a 
comprehensive and integrated tourism plan. 
Together with the various aspects of the growth of tourism in Greecep and its 
economic development during the last two decades, as presented in previous 
chaptersp this chapter completes this thesis' task of examining tourism's importance 
to the Greek national economy. 
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6. A TOURISM PLANNING MODEL FOR GREECE 
6.1 Introduction 
For the Greek tourist sector to meet future tourist demand at the right price, right 
time and right place, a well co-ordinated tourism planning process is necessary in 
order to meet social and environmental problems and to earn much needed foreign 
exchange. In this chapter, tourism planning is shown to be multifaceted and to 
require an interdisciplinary and integrated approach which must be supplemented by 
continuous and systematic research into all aspects of tourism. In order to identify 
the types of foreign visitors to Greece a tourist profile is constructed. This is 
followed by the development of an econometric model which assesses the impact of 
promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation on promoting 
Greece as a holiday destination in foreign countries. The result is a set of 
promotional expenditure elasticity values (i. e. advertising and public relations) of 
foreign tourist flows to Greece which are subsequently used in conjunction with a 
tourism market choice matrix in order to assist in demonstrating the most promising 
countries for an international tourism promotional strategy. Some issues related to 
the marketing operations of the National Tourist Organisation's offices in eight 
European countries are examined and finally, a tourism marketing planning process 
is devised which highlights the main variables affecting the international tourism 
marketing strategies of the Greek National Tourist Organisation. 
6.2 Foreign Tourist Profile 
This section examines the results of the 1977-78 sample survey carried out under the 
auspices of the National Tourist Organisation of Greece among foreign travellers 
visiting Greece. The aim is to build a visitor profile in the hope that it will further 
understanding of the types of visitors that come to Greece. Survey findings are very 
useful as they help to indicate the likely course of actions marketing policy makers 
can take. 
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During the survey period there were 8,615 interviews. The response of those 
interviewed wasp generally, satisfactory. 7,762 filled in the questionnaire forms and 
only 853 (9.9 per cent) failed to complete it, as is indicated by table 6.1. 
-r- A T% w 1- Im 1 
NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED 
Interviews/Questionnaires Number % of Total 
Interviews carried out 89615 100.0 
Completed questionnaires 70762 91.1 
Non-completed questionnaires 853 9.9 
Source: EOT, Foreign Tourist Survey 1977-78, Statistical Bureau, EOTp Athens, 
Greece, 1978 
The main reasons given for not completing the questionnaires are illustrated in 
table 6.2 below: 
TABLE 6.2 
REASONS FOR NOT COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRE 
Reasons Number % of Total 
1. Under the age of 16 64 7.5 
2. . No time 34j 40.2 3. Inability to communicate 116 13.6 
4. Permanent residents of Greece 46 5.4 
5. Ref usal 284 33.3 
TOTAL 853 100.0 
Source: EOT, Foreign Tourist Survey 1977-78, Statistical Bureau, EOT9 Athens, 
Greecetl978 
As can be seen from table 6.2, the main reason for not completing the questionnaire 
was "no time" due to imminent departure. 
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The main purpose of the survey was to gather data which were not provided in the 
basic statistics of arrivals, receipts, etc. Among other alms were also the collection 
of tourist market data related to the composition of the foreign tourist population; 
purpose of arrival; length of stay; expenditure of visitors and reasons for choosing 
Greece. The focus, therefore, was in finding out: 
WHO is the foreign tourist 
WHERE he comes from 
WHEN he visits Greece 
HOW he travels to Greece 
WHY he chooses Greece. 
The decision was to take a random sample of the foreign tourist population, over 16 
years of age, at the place of exit. The sample survey was carried out in four phases 
to cover all tourist periods, hence possible qualitative differences between the 
various periods could be examined. 
It must be mentioned, however, that the figures presented in the analysis that 
follows are the results of a sample and as such are subject to sampling errors, in 
particular if the sample size is small. The 1977-78 survey was used for the purposes 
of this analysis because the results of the 1984-85 survey are as yet incomplete. 
As was illustrated in chapter three, the main tourist-generating region is Europe. 
Thus the survey concentrated mainly on the important European and some other 
major tourist-generating nationalities. 
Table 6.3 presents the percentage distribution of foreign tourists by nationality and 
main purpose of arrival to Greece. Of every 100 foreign tourists arriving in Greece 
during the survey period, about 74 came exclusively for holiday reasons. In addition, 
7 per cent of tourists combined holidays with other reasons, i. e. business and visiting 
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friends and relatives, giving a total of 81 per cent. This characteristic is present for 
all nationalities except Yugoslavia, whose proportion of holiday makers in Greece 
was only 39 per cent. The majority of Yugoslavian citizens come to Greece seeking 
employment, or to visit friends and relatives('), 
The average daily expenditure per capita, as indicated by the 1977-78 survey results, 
established that business travellers are by far the biggest spenders. As table 6.4 
shows, these visitors spent an average US $39 per day as opposed to those who come 
for holiday and spent only US $21 per day. The biggest spending nationalities were 
the Japanese with 49 US dollars per day, Australia with 40, Canada 33 and the USA 
32 US dollars per day. The Japanese businessmen were the biggest spenders with US 
$105 per day. The second biggest business spenders were the Australians with US 
$69 per day. 
Table 6.5 shows the percentage distribution by sex and age group. As indicated in 
table 6.5 there is a small majority of males (52 per cent) as compared to females (48 
per cent). However, Swedish female tourists outnumbered male compatriots by 61 
to 39 per cent, as did the Swiss and the North Americans, but by a smaller 
proportion. As regards the age group for all nationalities, the most important is the 
26-40 age group, who composed 39 per cent of all tourists. 
With regard to foreign tourists by occupation the 1977-78 survey results show the 
professional groups with the biggest contribution of tourists (see table 6.6). They 
arep in order of importance: skilled workers (29 per cent), followed by students and 
clerical staff with 15 per cent each. Unemployed tourists were around 14 per cent. 
Mainly this group is made up of young tourists who have just finished their studies 
and travel to tourist destinations before looking for a job. 
As regards the reasons given by foreign tourists for choosing Greece as a holiday 
destination table 6.7 shows that the most important reason was the climate with 32 
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per cent. - This was followed by antiquities at 16 per cent, whilst 25 per cent of all 
tourists arriving in Greece come for a combination of these two reasons. The sum 
of the above-mentioned reasons is 73 per cent, which constitutes the bulk of all 
arrivals. In contrast, the cost of stay in Greece is not high on the list of influences 
for foreign tourists visiting Greece. 
According to the analysis of the survey results of tourists who have visited Greece, 
therefore, the important aspects of the foreign visitor profile coming to Greece are 
as follows: 
81% of visitors to Greece come for holidays; 
67% are between the ages of 26 and 60; 
59% are skilled workers, clerical staff and students; 
73% come for Greece's climate and antiquities; 
74% are generally satisfied with the services offered; 
the average length of stay is 13 days; 
the average expenditure is US $24 per day. 
Thus, policy makers and developers of tourism in Greece must pay greater attention 
to the characteristics of visitors when trying to develop a more rational marketing 
tourist-strategy. For example, a clear market segment must be identified and an 
investigation made of the buying decision factors which predominate in that 
segment. The marketing executive must then align the Greek tourist product to the 
client profile. It must be recognised however that the tourist product is a composite 
product and that there is more than one client type. In particular a careful 
distinction must be made between the tourist and the intermediary (tour operator 
and travel agent) in deciding on the marketing mixg with particular attention being 
paid to promotional elements and pricing policies. In addition, the type of services 
offered in Greece and their product and policy strategies must be taken into account 
in order to be able to decide on the most appropriate marketing mix which depends 
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on the prevailing market conditions at both the demand and supply ends of the 
tourism spectrum. 
Although the above tourist profile may suf f ice when formulating strategies and 
policies at a general purpose level, for example planning basic tourist infrastructure 
and amenities in Greece, such a tourist profile will do little in terms of developing 
an advertising campaign policy in a specific country or market segment. Hence the 
need exists for a tourist profile for each market segment (major country of origin) 
which in turn can be interpreted in terms of an "advertising brief" for individual 
promotional campaigns. As Kaynak and Yavas suggested in their study of "A profile 
analysis of visitors to Halifax, Canada"(2), once purpose-oriented segments are 
identified they can be profiled according to demographic and psychographic 
characteristics thus helping policy makers to target their strategies more precisely. 
In this respect, the Greek tourist authorities in more recent surveys endeavoured, 
with the help of international market research and advertising agencies (for example 
, 
(3t 41 5) McCann-Erickson, A. C. Nielsen Hellas and Aspect , to establish a visitor 
profile for each major country supplying tourists to Greece. In additiong research 
findings of such studies can be incorporated in a "tourism marketing planning 
process" (see section 6.6) in conjunction with econometric model empirical results to 
explain foreign tourist arrivals in Greece and assess the impact of promotional 
expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation in major foreign tourist 
market segments. 
6.3 An Econometric Demand Model for Greek Tourism 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The Greek National Tourist Organisation spends considerable sums in foreign 
countries on promoting Greece as a holiday destination. In order to assess the 
impact of this expenditure on foreign tourist arrivals in Greece, an econometric 
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model is developed in which the two principal forms of promotional activity - 
advertising and public relations expenditure - are incorporated as variables 
explaining foreign tourism in Greece. The variables relate to the determining forces 
such as income, cost of tourism and travel cost values in conjunction with 
expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation in each of the major tourist 
generating markets. The result is a set of promotional expenditure elasticity values 
of foreign tourist flows to Greece which may be incorporated in conjunction with a 
tourism market choice matrix in a tourism marketing planning process and used for 
selecting market targeting strategies. 
To maintain a high demand for tourism in Greece the tourist authorities must 
provide the appropriate basic infrastructure and tourist amenities which satisfy 
visitors' wants and needs whilst in the country. In turn, this would create a positive 
image which may result in some people becoming frequent visitors. A favourable 
image can further be reinforced by advertising exposure and other promotional 
activities undertaken by the Greek National Tourist Organisation in the country of 
origin. In order to improve the marketing mix and focus promotional strategies on 
specific targets qualitative and quantitative market research and econometric 
techniques can be used. Despite the importance of Greek tourism to the national 
economy, no attempt has been made to assess the impact of promotional 
expenditure by the National Tourist Organisation of Greece in major tourist 
generating markets. This section is devoted to an examination of an econometric 
model constructed specifically for the most important foreign market segments of 
Greek tourism. 
6.3.2 Econometric Model Specification 
A separate model is specified for each origin country, in which the dependent 
variable is the number of tourist arrivals in Greece from that country. The 
independent variables include the usual factors present in demand functions -price 
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and origin incomeq where the former is split up into 'the cost of travel and 
destination cost of tourism (boara and lodging). In addition, a dummy variable is 
incorporated in the model to represent the impact of political instability in Greece 
during 1974 on the demand for foreign tourism to that country. In that year the 
Turkish invasion of Cyprus took place, and the threat of war between Greece and 
Turkey was at its height. This instability is expected to result in a lower level of 
foreign tourism to Greece. Finally, variables representing promotional expenditure 
are included in the model. 
The log-linear model specification for origin j=1,2,..., 9 is as follows: 
In T- = aco In Y* In Cjt + '3jln "t j+ -Ij 'Jt+ '2j Mt +' 4jDIt + PROMOTIONAL 
Pjt Pjt Mjt 
EXPENDITURE VARIABLES + Ujt 
1972, ... III = 1982) 
where 
Tjt is the number of tourist arrivals in Greece from origin j in year t 
Pjt is the origin j population in year t 
Yjt is real national income in origin j in year t 
Cjt is the real cost of travel from origin j to Greece in year t 
Mt is the cost of tourism in Greece in year t 
Mjt is the cost of tourism in origin j in year t 
(1) 
DI is a dummy variable representing the impact of a politically destablising 
event 
Dlt =I if t=3 
0 otherwise 
Ujt is a random disturbance term 
and '. oj,,. c Ij, ... are parameters to be estimated. 
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The promotional expenditure variables are considered in three forms: the sum of 
advertising and public relations expenditure (PM) per capitap advertising expenditure 
alone (AD) per capita, public relations expenditure alone (PR) per capita The 
countries corresponding to j= 1929 .... 9 are I Austria, 2= France, 3= West 
Germany, 4= Italy, 5= Sweden, 6= Switzerland, 7 UK, 8= USA9 9= Japan. These 
countries represented the most important generators of foreign tourist arrivals in 
Greece in 1984. 
When deciding whether to go abroad on holiday or not, the individual is likely to 
ascertain whether the advantages outweigh the disadvantages compared with taking 
a domestic holiday. If the foreign destination cost of tourism is less than the home 
cost of tourism, this will encourage the individual to travel abroad, but if it is 
greater he will be discouraged from so doing. Hence the cost of tourism variable 
enters equation (1) as the value for Greece relative to the origin value. 
Data on foreign tourist arrivals in Greece were supplied by the National Tourist 
Organisation of Greece (EOT). The income and population figures are published in 
IMF, International Financial Statistics. Air fares are assumed to be representative 
of travel costs and are derived from the ABC World Airways Guide The cost of 
tourism data refer to the average daily cost of board and lodging in a middle 
category hotel and appear in Prontuario Economico del Turista published by the 
Centro Statistica Aziendale srl. Data on advertising expenditure and public 
relations expenditure were kindly provided by the National Tourist Organisation of 
Greece on a confidential basis. 
6.3.3 Empirical Results 
The estimated equations corresponding to the tourism demand model (1) are given in 
tables 6.8-6.10. Table 6.8 shows the empirical results for promotional expenditure 
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in the f orm of advertising plus public relations, table 6.9 in the f orm of advertising 
only, and table 6.10 in the form of public relations only. 
In order to test f or the presence of autocorrelation in the model it is necessary to 
examine the Durbin-Watson (DW) statistic. In those cases where the DW statistic 
indicates the presence of autocorrelation, the parameter estimates are inefficient; 
they have unduly large variances compared with other estimation techniques. The 
usual hypothesis-testing procedures are also no longer strictly valid in these 
situations. Theoretical values for the DW statistic may be obtained from tables, but 
these indicate large areas of uncertainty f or the equations considered in tables 6.8- 
6.10. It is desirable that the calculated DW values should lie as close to 2 as 
possible, and values within the range 1.5 to 2.5 are considered acceptable. 
Whenever a value lies outside the range, this is taken to be indicative of 
autocorrelation. In such circumstances the equation is re-estimated using the 
Cochrane-Orcutt (CO) iterative procedure and if improvement in the DW statistic 
results this equation is presented in addition to that estimated by ordinary least 
squares (OLS). 
Attention focuses initially on table 6.8. Equation 2, which was estimated by CO, 
relates to tourist arrivals in Greece from Austria. It can be seen that the income 
elasticity of demand for tourism by Austrian nationals is 3.352 so a rise of I per 
cent in origin real national income results in a 3.352 per cent increase in tourist 
arrivals. The estimated coefficient magnitude is high, and implies that Austrians 
regard foreign travel to Greece as a luxury. Furthermore, the calculated t value of 
10.50 is greater than the theoretical t value at the 5 per cent level (2.78)v indicating 
that the income coefficient is significantly different from zero. 
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The estimated coefficient of In Cj suggests that aI per cent increase in the real 
cost of travel from Austria to Greece causes a 0.460 per cent decline in the demand 
for tourism, and that of In M/Mj implies that aI per cent increase in the Greek cost 
of tourism relative to that in Austria results in a 0.721 per cent fall in tourist 
arrivals. The estimated signs of the coefficients of the cost variables are as 
expected on the basis of economic theory, but only the relative cost of tourism 
coef f icient is signif icantly dif f erent f rom zero at the 5 per cent level. The cost of 
travel coefficient is statistically significant at the 10 per cent level (theoretical t 
value is 2.13). 
The estimated coefficient of the total promotional expenditure variable is positive 
as expected, but the magnitude is small. AI per cent increase in real promotional 
expenditure per capita in Austria results in a 0.171 per cent increase in the demand 
for tourism to Greece. The coefficient is not statistically significant. 
The period of political instability in Greece is expected to result in fewer tourist 
arrivals than would have been the case otherwise, and hence the coefficient of the 
dummy variables DI is expected to be negative. This coefficient therefore has the 
expected sign and in addition it is significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent 
level, implying that the 1974 events did affect foreign tourism to Greece adversely. 
The magnitude of the impact may be calculated as follows. If attention is focused 
solely on those variables which are relevant to the discussion, then for 1974 equation 
(1) reduces to 
InT3= 
P3 
(2) 
For a year when political instability was not a problem, say 1973v the appropriate 
equation would have been 
InT2= ... +0+... 
P2 
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Subtracting equation (3) from equation (2) yields 
In T3 T2 -0.514 
P31 P2 
T31 T2 = ... 0.598 
P3 P2 
The 1974 events in Cyprus appear to have caused a reduction of 40 per cent in 
Austrian travel to Greece from the value which would otherwise have been 
achieved. 
The value of RI shows that 99.6 per cent of the variation in the dependent variable 
is accounted for by variations in the explanatory variables. 
Examination of the set of equations presented in table 6.8 shows that in every case a 
positive promotion elasticity and income elasticity is estimated (except Japan) and 
that a negative value is obtained for the coefficient of the political instability 
dummy variable. The estimated cost of tourism elasticity is negative bar five out of 
nine countries, and the cost of travel coefficient in five. The income elasticity is 
significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent level in four cases, the promotion 
elasticity in two cases and the coefficient of the dummy variables in six cases. At 
this level of significance the cost of tourism coefficient is statistically significant in 
one equation onlyl and the travel cost coefficient in no case where it has the 
"correct" sign. With the exception of the equation relating to Japan and the USA, 
the R' values obtained are highly satisfactory. 
The empirical results presented in table 6.9 are now discussed. Here advertising 
expenditure is assumed to represent the most important promotional weapon of the 
Greek National Tourist Organisation, and its impact on foreign tourist arrivals is 
examined. In every equation the estimated coefficients of the income and 
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advertising variables have the expected positive signs, and the estimated coefficient 
of the dummy variable has the expected negative sign. The cost of tourism 
coefficient has the "correct" sign in six out of nine cases and the cost of travel 
coefficient in six cases. The income elasticity is significantly different from zero 
at the 5 per cent level in four cases, the advertising expenditure elasticity in two 
cases, the dummy variable coefficient in five cases, the cost of tourism coefficient 
in two cases and the cost of travel coef f icient in no case where it has the expected 
negative sign. With the exception of the equations for Japan and the USA, the R2 
values obtained are high. 
The estimated equations which are obtained when public relations expenditure alone 
is taken as representative of promotional activity are shown in table 6.10. The 
results in this case are not as good as in the previous two tables. Public relations 
expenditure has an "incorrect" sign in the equations relating to the UK and Japan 
and is only statistically significant at the 5 per cent level in one case where it has 
the correct sign. 
It appears that promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation 
in origin countries does have an impact on foreign tourist arrivals in Greece. As the 
results obtained for total promotional expenditure and advertising expenditure alone 
are superior to those obtained when public relations expenditure alone is used, the 
more effective form of promotional activity appears to be advertising. In every 
equation where advertising appears it has the expected positive sign, showing at 
least weak support for the hypothesis that advertising has an impact on foreign 
tourist arrivals. For the equations relating to France and West Germany the 
advertising elasticity is statistically significant at the 5 per cent level, 
demonstrating strong support for the hypothesis. The magnitudes of the estimated 
advertising elasticities vary across countries ranging from France (1.61) to 
Switzerland (0). France, West Germany and the USA are the three countries which 
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are most responsive to total promotional expenditure. The total promotional 
elasticities as shown in table 6.11 range from 0.94 for the USA to 0.04 for 
Switzerland and -0.12 for Japan. The major difference comparing advertising with 
total promotion occurs for France where the elasticity falls from 1.61 to 0.72 and 
that of Japan which gives a negative (-0.12) promotional expenditure value. 
In order to examine the relative effectiveness of advertising expenditure in the 
various markets, it is necessary to consider the actual advertising budgets and the 
number of tourist arrivals in Greece from each country. Using 1982 data the 
following ranking of the number of additional tourist visits generated by an 
additional US $ of advertising is obtained: France (10.32), UK (4.27), West Germany 
(1.37), Italy (1.32), USA (0.88), Japan (0.63), Austria (0.47), Sweden (0.16), 
Switzerland (0). Similarly the ranking of the number of additional visits generated 
by an additional US $ of total promotional expenditure is as follows: France (4.01), 
UK (3.88), Sweden (1.78), Italy (1.23), West Germany (1.19), USA (0.72), Austria 
(0.39), Switzerland (0.05), Japan (-0.05). It therefore appears that promotional 
resources should be concentrated particularly in the French and British markets, and 
to a lesser extent in the German, lidlian and possibly Swedish markets. 
Some of the above findings were confirmed by calculating the likely impact of an 
additional ten thousand dollar advertising campaign in each country of origin. The 
predicted tourist receipts (which are more important than tourist arrivals) in real 
terms are shown in table 6.11. It is noteworthy that the USA ranked second after 
France in the propensity to generate more tourist receipts per dollar of additional 
promotion, although it ranked only fifth in terms of the total number of tourists 
attracted. Hence such empirical results should be critically examined and must not 
be used in isolation. They are a set of statistical values that enriches a planner's 
armoury and which should be used in conjunction with other variables affecting each 
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market segment bef ore a marketing policy course is embarked upon. In addition, 
other methods can be used in the tourism area, such as the Delphi technique, 
whereby the decision maker can base his or her judgement on Delphi results which in 
turn are based on detailed information and expert opinion. This technique can act as 
an effective policy-making tool in solving planning problems in particular, as Kaynak 
and Macauley suggest "when dealing with uncertainty in an area of imperfect 
knowledge , 
(6) 
as that of international tourism. 
The following section examines how empirical results can be related to a matrix 
technique in choosing the most attractive market for allocating limited promotional 
funds. 
6.4 A Tourism Market Choice Matrix 
Having identified the predicted contribution of tourist receipts by each country the 
planner can then examine the suitability of each market by looking at a set of 
predetermined criteria. As can be seen from figure 6.1, an adaptation of the Boston 
Consulting Group business portfolio matrix 
(7) 
can assist in demonstrating the most 
promising countries for an international tourism promotional strategy. 
As a first step a decision can be taken based on the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation's marketing objectives, e. g. countries that contribute more than US $1 
million (see table 6.11) in tourist receipts. As can be seen from figure 6.1 the 
degree of country attractiveness is placed on the horizontal axis. Once this 
criterion is met the Greek authorities may choose a number of other criteria which 
indicate the Greek National Tourist Office's strengths and weaknesses in each 
tourist generating market (vertical axis). These strengths and weaknesses include (i) 
the National Tourist Office's structural strengths in the country involved; 
Figure 6.1 
TOURISM MARKET CHOICE MATRIX 
MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS 
(Propensity to tourist arrivals and receipts) 
c 
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TARGET MARKETS 
1 Primary 4 Potential 
2 Secondary 5 Lowphority 
3 Tertiary 6 Poor 
GNTO 
Greek National Tourist Organisation 
High Medium Low 
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(ii) Greece's image as a tourist destination country; and (iii) any constraints such as 
insurmountable obstacles as the restrictions on the outf low of foreign exchange 
introduced by France and Yugoslavia in 1983(80 
9) 
or the Israeli government's 
proposed legislation in 1985 to double outward tourist tax from US $100 to US $200 
(10) 
per person and a 15 per cent tax on the purchase of air tickets 
Figure 6.1 can be used to determine allocation of future promotional funds. For 
instance, if France offers the best potential increase in tourism earnings by spending 
an extra ten thousand US dollars on an advertising campaign (see table 6.11), but the 
Greek tourist office's (in France) capabilities are insufficient to cope with the 
additional demand, then attention should be focused on either increasing the French 
office's resources or concentrating on the next best available choice which would in 
this case be the USA. However, as recent events have shown, the existence of 
Greece's unfavourable image in the United States (due to the Athens hijacking and 
the resultant injunction by the US president to boycott Greece as a tourist 
0 1) destination may prove to be difficult to overcome unless a higher advertising 
budget is allocated than the one presented in table 6.11. Thus Greek authorities 
may choose the third option, in this case Germany, whose office structure and 
capability is compatible to the GNTO objectives and requirements to meet the 
increased demand 
(12). Target markets denoted by elements 4,5 and 6 in figure 6.1 
offer unfavourable conditions for successful promotional campaigns. Having said 
that, a note of caution must be borne by the decision maker when planning 
marketing strategies - the cause and effects of the variables concerned must be 
analysed on a two dimension basis, i. e. the short and long term dimensions of factors 
affecting a country's attractiveness before any hasty decisions are taken. 
The tourism choice matrix analysis can be complemented by an examination of past 
trends in terms of tourist receipts from each major tourist generating country (see 
table 6.12). In addition, the likely future impact of either freezing or reducing the 
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TABLE 6.12 FOREIGN EXCHANGE RECEIPTS FROM TOURISM BY REGION AND COUNTRY. 1960-84 
Tourist Receipts (LIS $ millions) % Market Share % Average 
Annual Index of 
bx3vase Growth 
Region/Country 1960 1963 1970 1973 1980 1924 1960 1963 1970 1973 1930 1994 196044 1960-100 
Austria 0.2 1.1 1.6 3.6 29.6 24.1 0.4 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.7 1.8 22.1 12050.0 
0.9 4.7 6.1 11.9 29.6 11.2 11.1 1244.4 
Belgium 0.2 1.0 1.3 9.1 16.7 10.1 0.4 0.9 0.8 1.3 1.0 0.9 17.3 5050.0 
0.9 4.3 3.7 17.2 16.7 4.7 7.1 522.2 
Cyprus 0.6 1.3 1.7 1.9 1.0 3.8 1.2 1.4 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.3 8.0 633.3 
2.11 6.4 6.3 4.0 1.0 1.3 -1.3 64.3 
Denmark 0.1 1.5 2.1 3.7 17.0 10.8 0.2 1.4 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 21.3 10900.0 
0.3 6.4 8.0 12.1 17.0 3.0 10.1 1000.0 
France 1.7 5.6 4.0 32.7 103.3 72.9 3.5 5.2 2.1 5.1 6.0 5.6 17.0 4288.2 
7.9 24.0 15.2 69.4 103.3 34.0 6.3 430.4 
Germany 4.6 13.0 22.0 137.6 392.0 261.4 9.4 12.1 11.4 21.4 22.6 19.9 18.3 5682.6 
21.4 55.9 83.7 292.1 392.0 121.9 7.3 *9.6 
Ireland 1 0 08 0 ! - - - - - 0.1 - - :2 0 0: 3 : 0 
Italy 0.4 2.6 6.2 24.9 25.1 26.8 0.3 2.4 3.2 3.9 1.4 2.0 19.1 6700.0 
1.9 11.2 23.6 52.9 25.1 12.3 8.2 657.9 
Netherlands 0.3 1.2 2.0 11.2 41.7 29.4 0.6 1.1 , 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.2 21.1 9800.0 
1.4 3.2 7.6 23.8 41.7 13.7 10.0 979.6 
Norway 0.1 0.1 0.2 2.2 20.4 26.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 1.2 2.0 26.1 26000.0 
0.5 0.4 0.9 4.7 20.4 12.1 14.2 2420.0 
Sweden 0.3 3.0 2.1 19.9 57.4 33.8 0.6 2.3 1.1 3.1 3.3 2.6 21.9 11266.7 
1.4 12.9 8.0 42.3 37.4 13.8 10.6 1129.6 
Switzerland 0.7 2.9 4.9 33.1 57.4 44.3 1.4 2.7 2.5 3.4 3.3 3.4 18.9 6329.6 
3.3 12.4 19.6 74.5 37.4 20.7 8.0 627.3 
UK 3.3 16.1 25.4 37.4 248.0 209.0 7.1 13.0 13.1 9.9 14.3 13.9 18.6 5971.4 
16.3 69.1 96.6 121.9 249.0 97.4 7.7 597.3 
Yugoslavia 0.3 0.5 7.8 10.4 3.1 - 0.5 0.2 1.2 0.6 0.2 
- 2.1 1.9 16.6 10.4 1.4 - - 
Other European 1.0 0.2 0.7 2.8 6.8 8.9 2.0 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 9.3 390.0 
Countries 4.7 0.9 2.7 3.9 6.3 4.1 -0.6 97.2 
TOTAL EUROPE 13.7 50.3 74.9 353.0 1027.6 763.2 27.8 46.9 39.7 34.3 39.3 58.3 18.2 5585.4 
63.7 213.9 284.8 749.3 1027.6 356.7 7.4 360.0 
EASTERN EUROPE 0.4 0.7 0.6 2.1 5.7 1.0 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 3.9 
1.9 3.0 2.3 4.5 3.7 0.3 -3.4 26.3 
MIDDLE EAST 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.3 12.9 19.7 2.4 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.7 1.4 12.1 1559.3 
3.6 4.3 2.3 2.3 12.9 3.7 1.9 155.4 
ASIA & AFRICA 6.0 1.6 1.7 1.7 3.3 2.3 12.2 1.5 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.2 -3.9 38.3 
27.9 6.9 6.3 3.6 5.3 1.1 -12.6 3.9 
Canada 0.4 1.4 6.1 13.3 23.5 32.2 0.8 1.3 3.1 2.0 1.4 2.6 20.1 9050.0 
1.9 6.0 23.2 23.2 23.5 13.0 9.0 789.5 
USA 27.3 51.3 108.2 262.0 636.7 471.1 55.4 47.9 55.9 40.7 36.7 33.9 12.6 1725.6 
127.0 221.0 411.4 336.3 636.7 219.6 2.3 172.9 
other American 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 - 0.2 0.1 0.1 - - - 
Countries - 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.0 - - 
TOTAL AMERICA 27.7 33.1 114.4 273.7 660.3 503.4 56.2 49.4 39.1 42.8 38.1 39.3 12.1 1817.3 
128.3 227.9 433.0 595.4 660.3 234.7 2.3 182.2 
AUSTRALIA & 0.3 0.9 1.4 10.3 21.7 22.2 0.6 0.3 0.7 1.6 1.3 1.7 19.6 7400.0 
OCEANIA 1.4 3.9 3.3 21.9 21.7 10.3 8.7 733.7 
GRAND TOTAL 49.3 107.6 193.6 644.1 1733.5 1312.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 14.7 2662.9 
229.3 461.3 736.1 1367.3 1733.3 612.0 4.2 2". 9 
Notes- The real value of tourist receipts and their respective % average annual Increase and Index of growth are given In bold and are in 1980 
prices 
The average annual Increase 1960-84 has been calculated using the geometric mean method 
Sources Bank of Greece, Foreign Exchange Receipts by Item and Country, Bank of Greece, Athens, Various Issues 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, May 1983 Issue, IMF, Washington DC, 1985 
IMF, International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1983, IMF, Washington DC, 1994 
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promotional budget in one country in favour of another with a higher marginal 
propensity to tourist arrivals and tourist receipts by spending an extra promotional 
dollar must also be assessed in terms of the overall impact it would have on the 
balance of invisibles. For instance as table 6.12 shows a reduction in the 
promotional budget in the USA in favour of, say, - Germany or France, would have a 
greater overall negative impact on the balance of invisibles than, say, freezing or 
reducing the promotional budgets in either France or Germany. This is because 
foreign exchange earnings from tourism contributed by the USA was US $471.1 in 
1984 which was more than one third of all foreign tourist receipts earned by the 
Greek tourist sector. This constituted about 9 per cent of all Greek invisible 
receipts for the same year (see table 5.4). Moreover a reduction in the number of 
foreign tourists from the USA could adversely affect a large number of people 
employed in the cruise passenger and yachting sector of the Greek tourist industry 
(see chapter three, section 3.4). For foreign exchange receipts from tourism by 
region and country, 1960-84 on a yearly basis see appendix Z. 
The conclusion to be drawn from the above remarks is that the use of such a matrix 
technique has the advantage of being simple and an effective tool for analysis of the 
Greek National Tourist Organisation's portfolio. However, it is essential for the 
tourist authorities to make sure that the future prospects of Greek inward tourism is 
adequately assessed by volume growth, tourism revenue and Greece's relative 
4 
market share in each tourist-generating country bef ore decisions on the desirable 
market target are taken and allocation of strategic marketing f unds among the 
various segments are made. In addition, because prospects and competitive 
conditions are complex in the world tourist market more complex measurements are 
required. There is a need to incorporate the above findings in an overall tourism 
marketing planning process for Greece (see section 6.4) in conjunction with the 
(13) biannual "Directors' Reports" of Greek National Tourist Offices abroad 
Furtherl country of origin data based on market research and survey findings(14) 
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specially commissioned for strategic market planning purposes can be used to target 
marketing strategies more precisely. 
This section in conjunction with section 6.3 has examined an econometric model 
explaining some of the demand variables affecting tourist arrivals in Greece and 
assessed the impact of promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation in major tourist generating markets. Strong support was obtained for 
the hypothesis that promotional expenditure affects foreign tourist arrivals for a 
number of countries. However, the propensity to generate tourists was found to 
vary between potential markets; and the actual ranking of countries in terms of 
propensities also differed depending on whether the impact was measured in terms 
of arrivals or receipts. Further, when the predicted contribution of tourist receipts 
were related to a tourism market choice matrix which incorporates a set of 
predetermined criteria, it was shown, in terms of the most desirable market, that 
country ranking altered once more. These findings underline the need to use 
empirical results in relation to other management techniques when planning future 
target market strategies. 
6.5 EOrs Marketing Operations in Europe 
In order to evaluate the policy decision-making processes used by the National 
Tourist Organisation of Greece in promoting Greek tourism in other countries, 
interviews were conducted with the directors of Greek tourist offices in eight 
European cities. The degree of compatibility between EOT planning processes in 
each country was also considered. In addition, an attempt was made to establish the 
extent of the influence of central control and of external factors (for example, 
competition from other countries) when formulating foreign policies. 
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The main purpose of the interviews was: 
to compare the marketing strategies and tactics of Greek national 
tourist offices in a number of European cities 
to highlight the organisational characteristics of the various Greek 
national tourist offices visited, and 
to establish and compare the market characteristics of some of the most 
important countries of origin for Greek tourism. 
The interview responses, in conjunction with the econometric model empirical 
results, tourism market choice matrix, EOT surveys and discussions with Greek 
government, tourist and other officials in Athens, are used to provide the necessary 
figures and background for'the final phase of the study, i. e. a tourism planning 
model and marketing policy -recommendations. Section 6.6 and chapter seven will 
attend to these matters. 
The discussion that follows is essentially related to some issues which were 
highlighted by interviewees (see appendix Z(i) for questionnaire used) and 
information gathered in Austria (Vienna); Belgium (Brussels); France (Paris); 
Germany (Frankfurt); Greece (Athens); Italy (Rome); the Netherlands (Amsterdam); 
Switzerland (Zurich); and the UK (London). It is worth pointing out that the 
percentage market share of foreign'tourist arrivals to Greece from the eight tourist 
generating countries mentioned above was 54.8 per cent of world total arrivals and 
75.1 per cent of all European arrivals in 1984 (see chapter threel table 3.2). 
Furtherv the eight countries visited make up 47.1 per cent of all countries in which 
Greece operates national tourist offices. The total number of countries in which 
Greece operates national tourist offices in 1985 are seventeen (see appendix Z(ii)). 
of fice Background: The f irst National Tourist Organisation of Greece of f ice abroad 
was set up in Rome in 1959. This started as a unit'in the then Greek embassy and 
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within a short period of time it was the f irst f ully-f ledged EOT of fice abroad. Since 
1959 the Greek tourist authorities have created twenty such offices around the 
world. The size of these offices (i. e. number of employees) varies between 7-10 
people and the main responsibility, they have is to disseminate information about 
tourism in Greece without prejudice to any tourist destination within the country. 
Organising public relations (PR) exercises (e. g. Greek evenings, exhibitions, video 
showso etc. ) and tour operators and travel agents were of priority to all directors 
interviewed. 
Performance and Market Characteristics: With regard to the performance of Greek 
tourism in the European countries investigated, all respondents were confident that 
the Greek tourist product was quite successful as compared to their keenest 
competitorsq essentially Spain and Italy. Although growth and market share trends 
in terms of tourist arrivals to Greece have been increasing over the last ten years, 
tourist receipts, as can be seen from table 6.12 and appendix Z, have declined since 
the early 1980s in both current and real value. As regards the growth in tourist 
arrivals to Greece from all countries visited, the average growth rate for the next 
five years is likely to be 5 per cent. In almost all cases respondents refused to 
predict the likely outcome of a ten year projection on the basis that none could 
predict in an uncertain environment what would happen. In one director's own 
wordsp "there are a myriad variables that affect tourism. I cannot predict the 
future that far ahead". 
Strategic Objectives: There were no surprises as far as the strategic objectives are 
concerned. EOT's marketing ambition and commitment is to attain a steady growth 
over a long period of time so that the supply of tourist services can be planned well 
ahead to meet the demand for Greek tourism. For EOT, achieving a steady growth 
and a considerable market share in the tourist generating markets is imperative for 
the growth of the organisation; a higher contribution to the Greek economy in terms 
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of foreign exchange receipts from tourism and Greece's reputation as a leading 
member of the world travel market are also major objectives. 
Strategic Focus and AdvantMS: The strategic focus is essentially set by EOT in 
Greece and national tourist offices gear their marketing operations towards 
increasing the number of foreign tourists from each tourist generating market. in 
addition, offices abroad place emphasis on increasing the "quality" of the type of 
tourist that goes to Greece, i. e. visitors in higher income brackets. This is d6ne via 
both "push" and "pull" marketing strategies. It was emphasised by all respondents 
that the intermediary, i. e. tour operator/travel agent is as important as the tourist 
who travels to Greece. Further, the main thrust of the Greek tourism strategy in 
the European countries visited is to concentrate upon the areas that Greek tourism 
has an advantage (e. g. antiquities) over competitors and upon new forms of tourism 
(e. g. sportsv winter and conference tourism). 
Customer Targets: The general segmentation policy found in all countries is that 
each market'is segmented by end users (tourists) and intermediaries (tour operators 
and travel agents). In addition geographic segmentation is extensively used, in 
particular in Switzerland due to the diverse backgrounds of the three main groups of 
people (German, French and Italian speaking) who tend to concentrate on a cantonal 
basis. This provides an example of the need to adopt marketing strategies to suit 
potential target markets. Although the main group of tourists who travel to Greece 
belong to the middle socio-economic group, there was evidence that both low 
income (mainly students) and people belonging to the higher income (mainly 
businessmen and their families) visit Greece. Tourism in Greece is seen by tourists 
in most European countries investigated as meeting a "superior performance need" 
because of the combination of antiquities and warm climate. This was also 
confirmed in section 6.2 where it was shown that 75 percent of all tourists visiting 
Greece go because of its climate and antiquities. As far as new segments of the 
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market are concerned, the emphasis is on new forms of tourism, i. e. spas and health 
tourism, sports and business tourism in Greece. 
Competitor Targets and Differential Advantage: The main competitors of Greece in 
the European travel market as indicated by all respondents were Spain, Italy and 
Yugoslavia, in order of importance. This does not mean that countries like France, 
Austria and Switzerland are not Greece's competitorsp but their main tourism 
strategies are largely focused on different tourist segments to those of Greece. 
Greece alms to position itself in the quality, value added part of the market in 
contrast to Spain's mass tourism, price sensitive end of the market. In listing the 
differential advantage of Greek tourism, all interviewees gave the combination of 
Greece's antiquities, warm climate and clear seas. In addition, the large number of 
Greek islands which have the necessary tourist accommodation needed to sustain a 
growing number of foreign tourists provide a wide choice of tourist destinations 
within Greece. For the distribution of hotel units and beds in Greece in 1984 see 
appendix Viii). In all cases concerned, the Greek National Tourist Offices were 
quick to react to market developments or enter newly formed market segments 
early (e. g. social tourism). As regards the marketing strengths, the evidence placed 
emphasis on strong PR efforts by the directors and other members of staff at most 
European national tourist offices of Greece. However, as was frequently mentioned, 
a limited budget prohibits rapid deployment of marketing tools to counteract 
competitors' unexpected actions. It appears, therefore, that the competitive 
advantage and decisive positioning in the European market, if the sample countries 
are at all representativep have contributed to the growth of foreign tourism in 
Greece. 
Marketing Mix: The marketing decisions of the national tourist off ices in Europe 
appeared to be consistent with their strategic thrust, i. e. focus on product quality in 
order to enhance their market appeal especially towards tourists from the higher 
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income bracket and business travellers. Having identified pricing as one of the most 
important variables when competing with other low cost countries in the 
Mediterranean, the overriding aim of all offices visited was to present their 
respective markets a "well packaged marketing mix". In the words of one of the 
Directors interviewed, "all marketing mix variables are important as these are 
'messages' which are interpreted variously by various target market groups". 
Although in most countries television advertising was not the predominant 
promotional medium, it was nevertheless used in particular at the pre-season period 
(e. g. Christmas and New Year vacations) in order to remind people of Greece as a 
tourist destination and subsequently repeat the message two or three times later in 
the year. Promotional emphasis is placed on radio, newspaper, poster and magazine 
advertising as these media are a relatively cheap means of reaching large numbers 
of potential customers. With regard to newspaper and magazine advertising, the 
advertisement can be re-read and retained for later reference. Further, promoting 
Greek tourism to intermediaries was found to be very important to the tourist 
authorities. In this respect Greek national tourist offices have "co-op tour" 
advertising campaigns with selected tour operators. These campaigns range from 
simple Greek evenings at schools and selected towns to newspaper and magazine 
advertising campaigns. In addition, selected tour 'operators, travel agents and 
television and newspaper journalists and travel writers are periodically invited to 
Greece to sample the Greek composite tourist product. 
It is worth pointing out that the promotional ef f orts of the Greek national tourist 
offices abroad can be boosted by major television series such as "Who Pays the 
Ferryman? " (BBC, 1978) and Michael Woods' BBC TV series, "In Search of the Trojan 
War", in 1985 and its subsequent publication in a book (Wood, M., In Search of the 
Trojan Warp Guild Publishing, London, 1985). As was indicated by the Director of 
, 
EOT's office for the UK and Ireland, response to such programmes in terms of 
enquiries about Greece can be overwhelming. In the Director's own words, "such 
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programmes can only help to awaken interest in Greece and promote Greek tourism 
at large". 
Organisational Structure and Training The typical organisational structure of EOT 
offices abroad was similar in all cases investigated: it consisted of the director of 
the office, dealing mainly with all external activities, i. e. PR exercises; the deputy 
director assisting primarily the director and dealing with the administrative matters 
of the office; and a range of other administrative and clerical staff involved mainly 
with tourist enquiries, i. e. telephone and mail enquiries. Although major policy 
issues are decided by EOT in Greece, marketing decision making at the local market 
level is left to each national tourist office. Autonomy in marketing is necessary in 
order to match the Greek tourist product to the needs of each tourist generating 
country and adapt quickly to competitive conditions prevalent in each market 
segment. Despite this autonomy, marketing performance is controlled through 
informal monitoring and by annual reports and conferences held in Greece to discuss 
progress and problems and opportunities in each country. The informal and free 
exchange of information between members in each office created the impression of 
a sense of group commitment and professional responsibility for overall market 
growth (share) results. Given that all respondents regarded staff training as 
important especially for disseminating pertinent information to the public at large, 
it was surprising to see no evidence of staff training in a formal way, either in terms 
of in-house training or attendance at relevant schools. A problem which was faced 
by most of the Greek national tourist offices visited was that of a lack of staff 
dealing with telephone enquiries. It was pointed out by almost all directors 
interviewed that potential customers could not get through to EOT personnel for 
enquiries as lines were engaged especially in the summer months. In order to 
improve the service offered to potential touristsp measures to alleviate this problem 
are necessary, such as increasing the number of staff dealing with telephone 
enquiries and acquiring extra telephone lines. 
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Planning, Control and Tourism Marketing Information Systems: Formal planning, 
control and tourism marketing information systems did not exist at the national 
tourist offices investigated. There was evidence, however, to suggest that some 
kind of formal planning is carried out at headquarters level. This formal planning is 
supplemented by the day-to-day monitoring of market trends by offices abroad and 
the directors' annual reports. The latter are presented at annual conferences held in 
Greece. Although no rigid planning and control systems are required for the 
successful operation of EOT offices abroad, a tourism marketing information system 
is believed to be of vital importance in order to be able to gatherv process and 
utilise pertinent information when developing target market strategies. The 
following section attends to this matter. 
Miscellaneous: The primary purpose of the miscellaneous section was to supplement 
issues not covered in previous sections and identify certain key variables that are 
necessary in the development of the tourism marketing planning process. Although 
no formal research surveys are carried out by national tourist offices, market 
studies carried out by specialist organisations and universities are used whenever 
available (see chapter three, table 3.4). In addition, specific market research 
projects are allocated to professional advertising and management consultancy firms 
such as Aspect in the UK and McCann Erickson in Austria. With regard to the use of 
tourism demand forecasting techniques, there was no evidence to suggest that any 
formal forecasting method was used. Instead, the directors rely on general industry 
indicators in each tourist generating market and on a combination of extrapolating 
the likely outcome of next year's tourist arrivals to Greece based on past experience 
and the prevailing market conditions. In addition, directors of EOT offices abroad 
meet regularly with tour operators and travel agents and discuss their views about 
future demand before they make up their own forecasts. When asked whether an 
overall causal econometric model would be more useful than a separate model for 
each countryp the main response was that such a model would not be of use when 
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designing marketing strategies for different markets and various segments. All 
respondents, howeverl were interested to know more about available future research 
methods in management and how their use could improve their market targeting 
strategies. This matter was dealt with in sections 6.3 and 6.4. 
in conclusion, the marketing strategies of EOT of fices in Europe were clearly 
def ined and prof essional. These were committed to achieving market share 
objectives, strategically focused on expanding numbers of foreign tourists visiting 
Greece and targeted at the higher income bracket of the European tourist market. 
The Greek tourism competitive advantage lay in the quality of the Greek composite 
product and the broad "offering" (e. g. warm climate, blue and clear seas, 
archaeology, large number of islands) which appealed to different market segments. 
A sense of commitment and professionalism was apparent in most offices and some 
showed considerable knowledge of tourism marketing strategy. Their ambition and 
commitment to market share was exemplified in their approach to enter new 
markets first as opposed to reacting defensively at a later stage. However, staff 
training and a formalised marketing information system in conjunction with a 
combination of forecasting techniques would help the officials at both tourist 
generating market level and headquarter level in Greece to develop their marketing 
strategies more precisely in both the short and long term. 
6.6 Tourism Marketing Planning Process 
Following Wahab 
(15) 
, the formulation of a tourism plan at various levels is essential, 
especially when the tourist sector has top priority in a country's overall development 
choices. Further, the overriding aim of a systematic planning process is, as 
Argenti 
(16) 
suggests, to focus attention on the relevant strengthsp weaknesses, 
threats and opportunities. The study will now focus on the development of such a 
"Tourism Marketing Planning Process", which will identify the main variables 
affecting the international marketing operations of the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation. 
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As can be seen from figure 6.2 the focus is on four items, i. e. 
- WHERE IS TOURISM NOW? 
HOW DID WE GET THERE? 
WHERE DO WE WANT TOURISM TO GO? AND 
- HOW DO WE GET THERE? 
The main emphasis, therefore, is on a dynamic and continuous process with 
interrelated and interacting variables. It begins with the client (tour 
operator/tourist) and ends with the client. The overriding aim is to gather, process 
and utilise data when planning, executing and controlling marketing strategies and 
tactics. 
With regard to "how we got there", chapters three to five and earlier sections in this 
chapter dealt with this in detail. The main purpose was to examine the growth and 
structure of foreign tourism in Greece and identify a "tourist profile" of foreign 
visitors arriving in Greece. Further an econometric model has been developed in 
which the impact of the likely future movements in the determining forces and 
promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation is assessed. 
Estimates of future income, cost of tourism and travel cost values in conjunction 
with advertising and public relations expenditure by the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation should provide sufficient information for the generation of such 
f orecasts. 
As far as "where is tourism now" is concerned table 6.13 shows that the main 
elements of a tourism marketing audit consist of the general domestic and 
international environments and tourism specific variables. The tourism marketing 
audit begins with an examination of data on the general (domestic) economy and 
then proceeds onto the outlook for the growth of the market segments served by 
Greek tourism. The international competitive environment is also included as part 
of the audit of the main tourist generating markets served by the Greek tourist 
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TABLE 6.13 TOURISM MARKETING AUDIT 
DOMESTIC ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT 
(Past, Present, Future) (Past, Present, Future) 
Economic 
Political 
Fiscal 
Socio-cultural 
Business 
Legal 
Technical 
Environmental 
Ecological 
Relevant products 
Cost structure 
Marketing skills 
Key success and failure factors 
Consumerism 
Tourist Market Data 
Number of visitors, 
nationality and 
origination points 
Destination points 
Purpose and reasons 
for visit 
Attractions visited 
Services used in the 
destination and 
stopover area 
Seasonality pattern 
- Group or individual 
travel 
- First time or repeat 
visit incidence 
- Length of stay and 
expenditure 
- Sex and age group 
- occupation and income level 
- Means of transport 
and place of entry 
- Satisfaction and 
complaints level 
Economic 
Political 
Fiscal 
Socio-Cultural 
Business 
Legal 
Technical 
Environmental 
Ecological 
Relevant products 
Cost structure 
Marketing skills 
Key success and failure factors 
Consumerism 
TOURISM SPECIFIC VARIABLES 
(Past, Present, Future) 
Misceflaneous Stock-taking of Resources 
- Image abroad and - Tourist resources 
reputation cultural/historical 
environmental/ecological 
- Distance from points - Climate and other natural 
of origin resources 
- Time from points of - Recreational/dining/ 
origin entertainment/shopping 
- Costs, frorn points of - Conf erence/business/ 
origin and within exhibition facilities 
Greece 
- Propensity to travel - Transportation 
- Determinants and - Tourist accommodation 
motivators 
- Socio-cultural ties - Tourist and other inf rastructure 
- Educational ties - Support industries 
- Business links - Land 
Safety and security - Labour 
Governmental - Capital 
attitudes 
Public and private 
resources 
Communications and energy 
- National Tourist Offices 
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industry. The main purpose of the "external environment" audit is to assess the 
extent to which socio-cultural and economic factors affect the likely course of 
action the marketing executive might take in promoting Greek tourism in various 
markets. This is because world tourist generating countries exhibit considerable 
variation in industrial structure and national income, both of which critically 
influence the tourist goods and services they are likely to need and their ability to 
buy. 
Having examined the general domestic and international environment the next step 
is to identify the tourism specific variables that affect Greek tourism and study 
their relative importance when considering international marketing strategies. As 
regards tourist market data, the Greek authorities periodically carry out sample 
surveys of foreign visitors in Greece in order to Identify the type of tourist that 
travels to Greece and to determine the factors which influence his preferences and 
purchasing behavioural patterns (see section 6.2). As far as the miscellaneous 
aspects of the tourism market, the Greek National Tourist Offices abroad carry out 
special studies in order to identify the image of Greece as a tourist destination 
through panel interviews and other market research techniques. In addition, these 
offices are involved in public relations exercises on a regular basis in selected cities 
where civil leaders., potential tourists and business associates attend "Greek 
evenings" where folk dancing and food is provided and films shown about Greece's 
antiquities and scenic tourist resorts. Such events help to strengthen educational, 
socio-cultural ties and business links so vital to future tourist inflow to Greece. In 
considering the stock-taking of resources the main objective is to develop a 
comprehensive list of the Greek tourist sector's "supply elements" such as tourist 
infrastructurep tourist accommodation and a host of other facilities and services 
necessary to sustain a growing number of foreign tourists. This is because failure of 
the tourist sector to meet future tourist demand at the right time, right place and 
the right price could lead to social and environmental problems, as well as the loss 
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of much needed foreign tourist receipts. For a marketing audit to be successful, 
however, it needs to be carried out on a regular basis; audit programmes should be 
clearly defined and executives should be trained to use it effectively. 
The heart of the tourism marketing planning process as shown in figure 6.2 is the 
tourism marketing information system. This is an interactive process of machines, 
management techniques and people that can be used by the planner in order to 
gather, process and utilise pertinent information for the development of tourism 
marketing plansp strategies and tactics. As figure 6.2 shows, tourism related data 
flows through the tourism marketing audit process thus turning into tourism 
intelligence data flow before pertinent information is actually gathered, processed 
and then utillsed by the executive as tourism marketing communication data flow. 
A tourism marketing information system may include: W tourism accounting system 
where data on costs from points of origin and within Greece as well as tourist 
receipts by region, country and per capita are kept; (ii) tourism marketing 
intelligence system to gather up to date relevant data from each major tourist 
generating market and the local tourist services sector in Greece; and (iii) tourism 
marketing research system where specific market research studies can be carried 
out either by specialist organisations at home or abroad or by the National Tourist 
Organisation of Greece. 
With regard to the tourism market choice matrix this was discussed in section 6.4 
and was shown to be a valuable tool in conjunction with the econometric model 
results in choosing the most important market for market targeting strategies. As 
regards the expert opinion survey this refers mainly to qualitative methods of 
gathering, processing and utilising pertinent information from a group of experts on 
tourism. The use of the expert opinion survey depends on the problem faced by the 
Greek tourist authorities, i. e. is It an ad hoc survey or a systematic and continuous 
survey; the time scale available, i. e. long or short term results required; and the 
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availability of experts when needed. In this respect the expert opinion survey 
carried out for the purpose of this thesis was restricted to investigating the opinions 
of the directors of the Greek national tourist offices in eight European countries and 
the examination of policy makers' opinions at EOT headquarter level in Athens. The 
main aim was to evaluate the policy decision-making processes used by the National 
Tourist Organisation of Greece in promoting Greek tourism in other countries (see 
section 6-5). It must be pointed out, however, that expert opinion has a wider scope 
than the one presented here and it can be used variously depending on the aims of 
the survey at hand. In addition, expert opinion -can incorporate examination of 
opinions by acedemics, tour and travel agents, consultants, airline operators, hotel 
owners' associations, government and local authority officials, shipping and other 
transportation experts, travel writers and opinion leaders and tourists themselves. 
Qualitative techniques vary from the simplest qualitative approach which is a 
detailed survey of tour operators, travel agents, airline and charter operators, to 
more sophisticated, structured techniques such as morphological analysis and the 
Delphi technique. The main aim of these techniques is to reach a group opinion 
about the likely outcome of certain events. Such techniques are useful when data is 
insufficient or inadequate for processing or when quantitative analysis is 
inappropriate. 
The Delphi technique can be used in a number of ways to elicit and ref ine group 
judgement based on the rationale of a group of experts as opposed to direct 
(17) discussions between an individual and a panel of experts . Firstly, the Delphi 
process can be used in such a way that participating experts do not meet each other 
so that no group member can exert influence on other participating members in the 
exercise 
(18). Initially, the main objectives of the study are defined by the directing 
controllers of the project and a draft questionnaire is prepared. This may be sent to 
a panel of experts for comments and the revised version is sent to all members 
concerned with the exercise. Thus the controllers of the study through a sequential 
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polling procedure gather the experts' opinions and edit and summarise the answers to 
show the range and distribution of responses. On the basis of the responses a further 
questionnaire may be given to the experts to reassess their judgements and justify 
their responses which may lie outside the main distribution. This procedure can be 
repeated a few times until group consensus emerges and the directing controllers 
can draw up their forecasts., 
Another way of using the Delphi technique is through a "Delphi Conference" which 
allows, as opposed to the anonymity of the method discussed earlier, interaction 
between group members. This interaction may be enhanced by the use of a 
computer where pertinent discussion items are stored and ranked in the computer 
for retrieval by the controllers of the study and other participating members. In 
addition, up-to-the-minute information about the "Delphi Conference" proceedings 
can be displayed on terminals which can be available to all participating members of 
(19) 
the conference 
Following Kaynak and Macaulay 
(20) 
, the use of the Delphi technique in tourism has 
certain advantages such as forecasts can be made relatively quickly and 
inexpensively; and opinions from a wide spectrum of backgrounds are gathered and 
balanced out in the process. Further, this technique of forecasting future events 
may be the only alternative especially if quantitative techniques are inappropriate 
I 
due to lack of data. The Delphi technique also suf f ers from certain disadvantages in 
that "expert" opinions may be less satisfactory than hard facts. In addition bias may 
be present by giving undue weight in the estimates of experts in particular fields. 
The Delphi technique may also be more appropriate for aggregate forecasting of 
tourism trends than developing breakdowns by customer group and product type. 
For example the Delphi method may be more useful in generatingg say, future 
tourism trends in Greece. This method though is of less value when developing 
forecasts by specific territory and customer groups such as business conference and 
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pleasure tourism or when specific tourism product types are in question such as 
winter sports tourism, social tourism, yachting, etc. 
The National Tourist Organisation of Greece can use the Delphi technique in respect 
to their proposed establishment of a Greek charter company with Olympic as the 
air-carrier for regular flights from the main tourist generating countries to Greece 
(see chapter .f our, section 4.2.4). This provides an excellent opportunity f or the 
Greek tourist authorities to adopt a useful technique to estimate the likely outcome 
before investing millions of drachmae in the proposed venture. The "Delphi 
Conference" adaptation can also be used quickly, cheaply and effectively as Greek 
experts on tourism from within the country and abroad gather annually to discuss 
problems and opportunities. These experts come from diverse backgrounds including 
the directors of National Tourist Offices abroad; national and regional Greek tourist 
officers; Olympic representatives; national and local hotel owners' associations; tour 
operators and travel agents; shipping representatives; market researchers and 
academics and government officials. 
As f ar as "where do we want tourism to go" and "how do we get there" are 
concerned, once the market study and resource analysis is carried out the planned 
application of available resources to achieve tourism objectives should begin. 
Successful tourism marketing planning should include eight procedural steps which 
are expressed in a flow chart in figure 6.3. The chart identif ies objectives and 
comprehensive procedures which the Greek tourist authorities are recommended to 
adopt in translating goals into reality. Thus the overall policy and major functional 
plans must be linked to, and exercise influence upon, the current operational 
decision making process of all parts of the Greek National Tourist Organisation. 
This can be done by bringing longer term plans together with annual tactical 
planning activity for compatibility purposes. In this way the resultant tourism 
strategy can be as Glueck 
(21) 
said, "a unified, comprehensive and integrated plan 
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designed to assure that the basic objectives of the enterprise are achieved". The 
important distinction to be made between the tourism marketing planning process 
and the tourism marketing plan is that the former is a continuous function whereas 
the latter is an expression of the output of the planning process at a particular 
moment and for a specific period. As figure 6.3 shows, the tourism marketing plan 
is part of the overall planning process and it represents the application of available 
resources to achieve tourism marketing objectives. 
Following the analysis of strengths and opportunities, under the auspices of the 
marketing audit, setting tourism objectives should be relatively easy. Objectives 
should be realistic statements (qualitative or quantitative) of what the Greek tourist 
authorities desire to achieve as a result of market-centred examination of each 
tourist segment. In addition, these objectives must be reassessed on a regular basis 
having received feedback once plans are implemented. 
The main purpose of step two in the planning process is to identify and co-ordinate 
the public and private sectors so that common marketing strategies can be 
f ormulated. Related to this is step three which is to assess opportunities and 
constraints at the domestic and international levels. The overriding aim of these 
two steps is to examine the existence and ef f iciency of the various supply elements 
(e. g. tourist accommodation, infrastructure, labour and other tourist amenities) in 
order to assess whether the Greek tourist sector can meet future tourist demand. 
Having examined the main demand and supply aspects of tourism, step four proceeds 
to evaluate and project the potential f or each major tourist generating market 
through specially commissioned market research studies and forecasts. In addition, 
market intelligence information can be gathered, processed and utilised through a 
formallsed marketing information system. 
Figure 6.3 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TOURISM MARKETING PLAN 
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The heart of the marketing plan is step five where the emphasis is placed upon the 
manner and extent to which each controllable marketing mix variable is used and 
the way they are combined into a single strategy for each segment. The 
construction of individual programmes for product, price, distribution and promotion 
is a direct consequence of the overall tourism marketing objectives which in turn 
are influenced by internal and external constraints. 
Having planned the marketing mix variables, the next step is to assign specific 
responsibility for carrying out individual tasks of the plan to various people; instruct 
these people what to do and how to carry out their tasks; and integrate time 
schedules so that allocation and sequencing of marketing effort is run efficiently. 
Once specific procedures are agreed upon and implementation begins, a control 
programme must be established which should provide the tourist authorities with the 
necessary information to monitor progress towards predetermined objectives. 
once the plan is implemented and performance monitored, implementation and 
objectives should be re-examined and revised in accordance with newly emerging 
market facts and the whole cycle should start again. 
The purpose of the above process, expressed in its simplest formt is to answer-four 
central questions: 
Where is tourism now? i. e. the state of the Greek tourist industry. 
Where is Greek tourism heading? 
How should the Greek tourist authority organise its resources to get 
there? and 
How to organise the control, evaluation and correction of measures 
implemented? 
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This planning process can be used as a marketing tool to identify the problems, in 
order to avoid treating the wrong symptoms, and to take advantage of opportunities. 
In short, this is a structured approach to the collection and analysis of information 
in a complex tourism environment which is an essential prerequisite to problem 
solving. 
Tourism planning, therefore, is multifaceted and requires an inter-disciplinary and 
integrated approach. In addition, the applicability of the above planning process in a 
dynamic market place depends on its flexibility and adaptability to market changes. 
Further, a "procrustean" tendency to distort or discard market information in order 
to conform to conceptual models does not indicate a mature broadened perspective 
in dealing with marketing problems. As Majaro 
(22) 
puts it, marketing decision- 
making activities, however original and exciting they may be, must be compatible 
with the organisation's own resourcesq constraints and objectives. 
Finally, tourism in Greece is not static and does not function in a vacuum. It is 
functioning in a dynamic and multifaceted domestic and international environment 
where controversial variables and conflicting interests are ever present. Therefore, 
a holistic view of the many variables affecting tourist markets is needed and a 
heuristic approach is necessary to assess the implications, importance and 
effectiveness of potential tourism marketing strategies and tactics in a dynamic 
situation. Thus a continuous assessment, monitoring and reassessment of a very 
significant export "composite product" is vital in view of international and domestic 
factors affecting tourist development in Greece. 
To conclude, the assessment of the likely impact of promotional expenditure by the 
Greek National Tourist Organisation in the major origin markets in conjunction with 
the development of a visitor profile (based on continuous market research survey 
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findings) f or each origin country should provide the marketer with the necessary 
tools in which to focus his marketing strategies. 
Tourism planning has been shown to be multifaceted and that it requires an 
interdisciplinary and integrated approach. Hence the need for a structured but 
flexible and adaptable tourism marketing planning process to cater for the 
phenomenon of tourism in Greece which is functioning in a dynamic international 
and local market environment. 
6J Summary 
This chapter has provided a broad marketing perspective of f oreign tourism in 
Greece covering some of the major internal (organisational) and external 
(environmental) variables affecting the international tourism marketing strategies 
of the National Tourist Organisation of Greece in both the short and long term. 
In order to identify the types of foreign visitors to Greece a tourist profile based on 
the 1977-78 foreign tourist sample survey carried out by the National Tourist 
Organisation of Greece has been constructed. According to the analysis of some of 
the survey results of those travellers who visit Greece, 91 per cent come for 
holidays; 59 per cent are skilled workers, clerical staff and students; 73 per cent 
come for Greece's climate and antiquities; and the average length of stay is 13 days. 
Thus, policy makers and developers of tourism in Greece must pay greater attention 
to the characteristics of visitors when trying to develop a more rational marketing 
tourism-strategy. 
Sections 6.3 and 6.4 examined an econometric model explaining some of the demand 
variables affecting tourist arrivals in Greece and assessed the impact of promotional 
expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation in major tourist generating 
markets. Strong support was obtained for the hypothesis that promotional 
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expenditure af f ects f oreign tourist arrivals f or a number of countries. However, the 
propensity to generate tourists was found to vary between potential markets; and 
the actual ranking of countries in terms of propensities also differed depending on 
whether the impact was measured in terms of arrivals or receipts. Further, when 
the predicted contribution of tourist receipts were related to a tourism market 
choice matrix which incorporates a set of predetermined criteria, it was shown, in 
terms of the most desirable market, that country ranking altered once more. These 
findings underline the need to use empirical results in relation to other management 
techniques when planning future target market strategies. 
EOT's European marketing operations were assessed through personal interviews in a 
number of European cities in which the National Tourist Organisation of Greece 
maintains tourist offices. Although the marketing strategies undertaken by the 
national tourist offices of Greece abroad have been generally successful the long 
term viability of such strategies can only be sustained by a fornialised tourism 
marketing planning process which caters for a host of interacting internal and 
external variables. 
A tourism marketing planning model was developed in which the main variables 
affecting the international marketing operations of the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation were identified. The main emphasis of the model was on a dynamic 
and continuous process with interrelated and interacting variables. It began with 
the client (tour operatorltourist) and ended with the client. The overriding aim was 
to gatherp process and utilise data when planning, executing and controlling 
marketing strategies and tactics at both short and long term dimensions. 
Tourism planning has been shown to be multifaceted and to require an 
interdisciplinary and integrated approach. Hence the need f or a structured but 
flexible and adaptable tourism marketing planning process to cater for the 
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phenomenon of tourism in Greece which is functioning in a dynamic international 
and local environment. 
Together with the various aspects of the growth and structure of tourism in Greece, 
and its importance to the Greek national economy, as presented in previous 
chapters, this chapter completes this thesis' task of developing a tourism planning 
model for Greece. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter tourism -planning has been shown to be multifaceted and to 
require an interdisciplinary and integrated approach. Hence the need to use various 
management techniques and processes in order to develop more effective marketing 
strategies. In chapter five it was concluded that tourism is considered a "key" 
sector of the Greek economy. Its development since 1960 was shown to have had a 
favourable impact on the national economy and Greek inhabitants at large. Hence 
further tourist development can be regarded in general as economically and socio- 
culturally beneficial. 
Consequentlyp the relevant authorities in conjunction with government should form 
appropriate policies with regard to the orderly development of tourism, and other 
sectors of the economy, thus minimising the potential negative effects usually 
associated with a growing tourist industry. 
The aim of this chapter is to review previous chapters and draw some conclusions. 
Some areas where government and EOT policy decisions are required in order to 
obtain the most benefit from further development of tourism in Greece will be 
considered f irst. 
7.2 Recommendations 
The discussion that follows is essentially related to issues which have been examined 
in previous chapters and are thought to be of value when designing future tourism 
policies in Greece and formulating tourism marketing strategies in the major tourist 
generating markets. 
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7.2.1 Demand Aspects of Tourism 
There are various ways in which the Greek authorities t: an make the "stay" of 
tourists safe and pleasant and create an atmosphere of welcome. For instance, the 
authorities in Greece assume the responsibility of saf ety and protection of foreign 
tourists by effective law enforcement throughout the country and a tourist police 
force which is distributed all over the tourist areas and entry points. Although the 
number and appearance of the police f orce is generally good, their f oreign language 
skills could be improved. Another problem is the carrying of hand guns by'the 
various police forces in Greece. Such a sight could make a considerable number of 
foreign tourists, especially those from the UK, uncomfortable as they are not used 
to seeing their police force carrying guns. However, it is worth noting that this is a 
general characteristic of police forces on the continent and most nationalities would 
not be af f ected. 
Recent events such as the killing of foreign envoys (e. g. a British and an Arab 
diplomat), the murder of two young German female tourists on a remote beach in 
Corfu (May 1985), and the TWA hijacking incident (June 1985) require immediate 
action to reduce any arising negative impact because of the effect on the demand 
for tourism in Greece. Similar events such as the systematic attacks on British 
tourists in Spanish resorts in 1985 led to mass cancellations of would-be visitors to 
Spain in favour of mainly Greek and Yugoslavian tourist resorts. An improvement in 
the security measures at ports of entrance and exit and a general improvement in 
the safety regulations governing local tourist resorts can enhance the Image of 
Greece as being a safe place to spend one's holidays. 
In general, promotional programmes, such as poster and illuminated signs, point of 
entry information services, and other public relations exercises, would contribute 
towards making foreign tourists feel welcome. In addition, advertising campaigns 
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directed at local inhabitants, such as "keep Greece tidy" and "smile" and "be polite" 
campaigns would help, in the long run, to improve the image of Greece abroad. 
7.2.1.1 International Market Segments for Greek Tourism 
Greece at present depends on national tourist offices for the promotion and 
marketing of its tourist services. These are located in the main tourist generating 
countries. (See appendix ZOO for the major tourist generating countries for Greece, 
1984. ) In the main these offices disseminate information on tourist attractions in 
Greece and give advice and guidance on various issues (e. g. investment in Greece). 
As far as promotion and other publicity campaigns abroad are concerned, the Greek 
government should base such programmes on knowledge gained from research on 
motivations, needs and wants of each main tourist market. The planning and 
execution of these promotional programmes would vary with the different countries 
involvedl hence the task should be left to specialist organisations, e. g. market 
research and advertising agencies in each individual country. The tourist 
authorities, however, should decide which country should be given priority in view of 
limited resources and potential benefits to the economy as a whole. Their choice of 
the most appropriate market for allocating these resources can be based on the 
tourism marketing planning process as presented in chapter six. 
On the political front, differences between Greece and the USA have had a negative 
impact on US visits to Greece, particularly on cruise passengers. Although it is not 
recommended here to alter the Greek government's views on, how to direct its 
national and international policies, a compromise in the projection of these 
differences in the Greek press and other mass media may alleviate the fear of many 
US visitors who believe that there is an "anti-American feeling" in Greece. After 
all, American or not, visitors in Greece are customers and as such should be 
welcomed. In the long run, attracting larger numbers of North American visitors 
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should be a major objective of Greek tourism planning, particularly as such visitors 
have a higher tourist expenditure per 6pita than Europeans (see chapter six). This 
recommendation is based on the findings of chapter six which showed that the USA 
was one of the countries with the highest marginal propensities to tourist arrivals 
and tourist receipts. In addition, attracting visitors from North America and other 
parts of the world would lessen the negative impact should Greece decide to leave 
the EEC. 
As regards the Greek national tourist off ices abroad, the appropriate choice of the 
office location is imperative. Hence the need to locate them near business and 
travel centres with easy access for the potential tourist to visit. Although the 
locations of the offices visited were relatively accessible, one office lacked a "shop 
window" (Zurich), although an appropriate office with a shop window has apparently 
been located and is planned for "take over" soon. The "window" and office layout in 
general are important as these form the first impressions of Greece. Moreover, an 
increase in the number of staff dealing with telephone enquiries could improve the 
service offered to potential tourists. It was mentioned in section 6.5 that many 
potential customers could not get through to EOT personnel for enquiries as lines 
were engaged. Measures to alleviate this problem are also necessary. 
Although there are limited resources for promoting Greek tourism abroad at present 
it must be pointed out that the operations of the Greek national tourist offices in 
foreign countries do not function in a vaccuum. They are competing in a dynamic 
and competitive environment and as tourism is becoming more and more important 
to both advanced and developing countries in creating income and job opportunities 
it is recommended that funds should be readily available to counteract future 
promotional campaigns either for domestic tourism by major tourist generating 
countries or by other Mediterranean competitors competing in - the same 
international markets as Greece. 
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The creation of a charter company with Olympic as the official air carrier would 
lessen the dependence on major tour operators who control to a large extent the 
travel markets in some major tourist generating countries and allow Greek national 
tourist offices abroad flexibility in directing tourist flows to Greece via a national 
carrier. In addition special package holidays can be offered via a consensus between 
hotel owners, Olympic and other internal transport authorities in conjunction with 
EOT to suit the particular needs of the various international market segments. 
7.2.1.2 Length of Stay and Tourist Expenditure 
One of the main factors influencing tourist expenditure is the length of stay. This is 
so since the longer the stay the more money spent and more foreign exchange 
received. 
Although the key factor to the length of stay of foreign tourists in Greece lies with 
the length of holidays tourists are allowed under their employment arrangements, 
the following suggestions may be worth considering by the Greek tourist authorities: 
- Cheaper accommodation may provide the opportunity to stay longer and 
spend more. 
- Cheaper fares could have the same effect. 
- In general, provision of better tourist infrastructure and in particular 
better entertainment, business, conference and sporting facilities, could 
increase length of stay and hence increase tourist receipts. 
- Extending the opening hours of museums, theatres, handicraft sellers and 
other tourist services could increase monetary intakes. 
- Promoting Greece to higher income soclo-economic groups in foreign 
markets could increase the average spending per capita. 
- Creating a Greek charter company with EOT as the guiding force behind 
it would enable the provision of cheaper package holidays, thus leaving 
tourists with more cash to be spent in Greece. 
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7.2.1.3 Seasonal Fluctuation 
With regard to the seasonal variation of tourist inf low, the tourist authorities in 
Greece can make use of effective promotional programmes, such as advertising 
campaigns, for off-peak seasons, lower accommodation and prices of other tourist 
services, off-peak season package deals, and winter, business and sporting events. 
As Greece lacks winter tourist facilities comparable to those of Austria, Italy and 
Switzerland, higher investment incentives in mountainous and winter resort regions 
should be provided to step up the generation of such modern facilities. These, 
howeverg must be complemented with the appropriate basic infrastructure and help 
to smooth the skewed demand curve over the full year. The extension of the "social 
tourism" concept in other segments of the society (e. g. camping holidays for 
children and reduced price package holidays for old-age pensioners from other 
countries in winter months) would further extend the tourist season. In addition, 
many thousands of Greek employees working in the tourist industry will be provided 
with the opportunity to work throughout the year instead of only during the summer 
months. Reduction on internal transport fares, coupled with special reductions for 
employees who take their holidays at off-peak season, would contribute still further. 
7.2.2 Supply Aspects of Tourism 
Tourism in Greece is not solely based on "non-producible" factors of production, 
such as its climate, picturesque countryside, sandy beaches and national heritage. 
Tourism based on such attractions is very precarious unless the country can provide 
the various elements of the "tourist supply" such as accommodation., infrastructure 
and a host of other services necessary to sustain a growing number of foreign 
tourists. It can be said that the Greek tourist sector must provide the services 
required by foreign tourists at the right price, right time and right place. A well co- 
ordinated tourism planning (see section 7.2.5) effort is necessary therefore by the 
appropriate authorities in order to match supply and demand. 
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In the f irst two weeks of August 1985 f ires at 59 dif f erent locations swept through 
the forests of 18 regions in Greece. The four major fires at Kavala (Macedonia), 
Mandras (Attiki)p Patros (Peloponnese) and Tharos (North Aegean) cost the lives of 
six people - two foreign tourists and four local inhabitants, and two more persons 
missing, and destroyed more than 150,000 acres of forest land. In comparison, in 
1981, which was considered the peak year for forest fires, the total area destroyed 
was 2000000 acres of forest land. The Greek authorities are holding two suspects on 
arson charges. Such events which are given widespread publicity in the major 
tourist generating countries (e. g. BBC and Independent Television news on 17 August 
1985) and in the media in Greece can harm first the ecological environment and in 
turn tourism at large. Hence measures such as stronger media publicity on a more 
regular basis are required to make Greeks aware of the magnitude for keeping the 
ecological environment in good condition for the well-being of local inhabitants and 
foreign tourists alike. 
7.2.2.1 Tourist Resources 
Tourist resources in Greece are manifold ranging from archaelogical assets and 
museums, to picturesque coastline and scenic countryside, to sandy beaches, caves, 
monasteries and warm, clean Mediterranean seas. This is reflected in the pattern of 
demand for the Greek tourist "product" and supply of tourist services. 
It has been mentioned (chapter four) that some regions, for example the Athens 
basin and Atticaq are saturated as far as tourist accommodation and other services 
are concerned. Thus2 any further development of tourism in these areas would be 
detrimental to the environment and the national economy at large. Hence policy 
decisions are needed for tourist development in "priority" regions with 
underdeveloped tourist sectors. The basic requirement in such decisions should, 
however, be based on tourist market research and feasibility studies. 
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Once this is done the natural and physical environment should not be destroyed. 
Planning permissions for tourist development must be in harmony with the 
surrounding environment. A reconciliation is therefore necessary between 
economically profitable exploitation of an area and the long term soclo-cultural and 
environmental benefit to the local community as a whole. The relevant parties 
concerned (e. g. ecologists, environmentalists, government, local community, EOT 
and other government ministries) must be involved in the planning and maintenance 
of the physical and social environment of Greece. 
The protection, preservation and presentation of the Greek tourist resources lie in 
the final analysis with the Greek government. Thus effective policies are needed to 
administer and co-ordinate the many departments and authorities dealing with 
tourism. Wonderful monuments like the Acropolis must be preserved. Strong anti- 
pollution schemes are needed and a decongestion of the surrounding area is vital for 
such monuments to survive. 
7.2.2.2 Basic Infrastructure 
Although there is no urgent need to improve the basic tourist infrastructure, there is 
no room for complacency in view of the increasing tourist demand. Areas that need 
improvement include: modernisation of the railway system and its extension to 
mountainous regions and winter resorts; improvement of road signs; and the 
extension of the motorway system to more towns and tourist resorts. Such projects 
would certainly help in the distribution of tourism to less developed areas, especially 
to regions conducive to winter tourism. In addition, improvements in the road 
transport system of Greece would help to alleviate some of the complaints 
presented in EOT's sample survey of foreign tourists, 1977-78 (see chapter four, 
section 4.6). 
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Generally improvements at airport and port facilities will contribute to the comfort, 
pleasure and feeling of welcome of tourists staying in Greece. This would 
contribute to a favourable image of Greece abroad. 
With regard to the requirements f or making f oreign tourists f eel welcomej the 
general attitude and procedures of officials at entry and departure points should 
improve. The following suggestions may be worth considering by the Greek 
authorities: 
- Increase the number of counters at entry and exit points to smooth 
passage and avoid long delays. 
- Introduce incentives to increase the number of taxis at ports and 
airports. In addition, loans or grants could be made available for 
installing airconditioning in taxis and buses, since these are as vital as 
heaters in taxis in London. 
- Improve the standard of services at Hellenikon (e. g. increase passport 
control and customs counters) and avoid overcrowding at baggage 
collection points. In addition, increasing the number of baggage carts, 
and better trained and regulated porters could smooth matters, 
especially at peak seasons. 
in general the Greek authorities must ensure that incoming tourists are not stranded 
at ports and airports by lack of transport. Moreover, with regard to private 
dwellings (unofficially) used for tourist accommodation, there is a need for a 
stricter control and supervision of quality and service offered. Such improvements 
would certainly help to improve further the image of Greece as an efficient tourist 
destination countryg worth spending one's holidays for two-three weeks. 
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In addition, the appropriate authorities could take the following measures: 
- encourage higher standards and longer opening hours in the existing 
tourist information centre network in Greece; 
- establish a computerised reservation systeml preferably to be controlled 
by EOT. This would not only enable up to the minute information to be 
transferred between hotels in various locations in Greece for 
reallocation purposes, but also could be available on direct computer 
terminals at all EOT offices abroad in order to inform the travel market 
of hotel room availability and special "offers" for the last minute 
booking tourists; 
- the hotel classification by stars would enable the tourist to know in 
advance the type of services he will get and encourage standards to be 
maintained; 
-' encourage voluntary schemes for the maintenance of food standards in 
hotels, especially breakfast, in order to alleviate the complaints 
presented in chapter four, section 4.6. 
In considering the above it is not recommended that the government should take a 
greater stake in the provision of the services provided by the tourist sector. It is 
merely suggested that private entrepreneurs be encouraged through incentives, 
fiscal and otherwise, to improve the standards of the tourist services offered in 
Greece. Regional and local planning should be taken more positively towards the 
socio-economic benefits that can be derived from tourism development. The 
government's role should therefore be largely confined to tourist planning and acting 
as a catalyst for tourism development. 
7.2.2.3 Manpower Training 
There are no shortfalls as far as the supply of skilled employees in the tourist sector 
is concerned. Howeverg there is a notable lack of qualified personnel at top 
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management positions (discussed in chapters four and five). It is necessary that the 
government is involved in the development of appropriate training schemes. A 
university department on tourism studies would ensure the proper education and 
preparation of potential managers, hence improving the function of tourist 
activities. Any manpower policy should not be limited to hotel management, but 
other areas of tourist activities. Advice and help from other European experts 
would assist in developing appropriate course and training structure. 
7.2.2.4 Investment Incentives 
As far as this aspect of tourist services is concerned the government should not only 
provide investment incentives for large hotel enterprises (discussed in chapter five), 
but also include incentives for smaller private investors providing other tourist 
services such as restaurants and entertainment facilities. In addition to land 
concessions, guaranteed loans and other fiscal incentives, competitions for the 
"cleanest" premises or "most" pleasant, polite and cheap tourist facilities (of various 
categories), offering cash and other promotional prizes, could contribute towards 
improving tourist services in Greece. 
The provision of various forms of incentives should be based on a careful assessment 
of the government's costs in relation to the anticipated gains f or the economy as a 
whole. Moreover, priority on individual cases should be given only if the project's 
net economic, social and environmental benefits are estimated as being positive. 
Hence a speciallsed tourist fund with a well trained personnel in tourist project 
appraisal is necessary to shorten the delay between application and approval or 
rejection. Finally, investment incentives should be strengthened in general to 
encourage further foreign investment particularly in the luxury hotel and business 
conference sector so that higher spending visitors can be attracted to Greece. ý 
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7.2.3 Tourist Statistics 
Although basic tourist statistics (such as the number of tourists, nationality, means 
of transport and place of entry and exit), are available in Greece, the need for more 
complete data has been pointed out in this thesis. Sample surveys on an ad hoc basis 
do not suffice for a proper monitoring, appraisal and re-appralsal of developments in 
the tourist industry. Such surveys are needed on a continuous basis to build up 
forecastsp trends and, most importantly, to identify, first, threats and weaknesses to 
overcome; and secondly, opportunities and strengths that may be advantageous. 
The collection and dissemination of information on tourist arrivals and expenditure 
broken down by nationality, socio-economic groups, age and sex, purpose of visit, 
average length of stay, type of accommodation, and places visited could be useful: 
- for the direction of promotional and marketing activities, and in 
identifying the demand profiles to meet the needs and wants of foreign 
tourists, and 
- for indicating how tourism earnings are spent, and to identify the sellers 
of tourist services. 
At the national level tourist industry (supply side) statistics would be useful in 
identifying the impact of tourism expenditure on the Greek economy (e. g. foreign 
exchange earnings and costs, employment, production needs to meet tourist demand 
and inflation). In addition, plans could be based on a suitable knowledge of supply of 
tourist and other infrastructure in the future. 
The type of information needed to assess the impact of tourism on the economy may 
include past and future investment costs, as related to past and future sources of 
finance; the number and type of qualified personnel; price index of tourist services; 
the direct value added; and the extent of linkages with other sectors of the Greek 
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economy. Statistics on socio-cultural and environmental impact should also be 
considered. 
For the purpose of collecting, analysing and disseminating data obtained from 
various sources, and by different methods, there should be a close co-operation 
between the statistics departments of EOT and ETYE; the Bank of Greece; the Local 
Authorities; private entrepreneurs (e. g. hoteliers and other tourist services 
operators); and the customs and trade departments. The government can play an 
important role in co-ordinating this process, and in convincing reluctant private 
tourist sector owners and managers that sources of information supplied will not be 
revealed, and that only anonymous data in the form of tables and statistical indices 
will be published. It is worth mentioning that Greek data such as "arrivals of foreign 
tourists at registered accommodation" and "nights spent by foreign tourists in 
hotels" are not found in the "Tourism Policy and International Tourism in OECD 
Member Countries", published by the OECD. Most other European member 
countries provide such useful information. Greece should follow suit. 
7.2.4 Control 
Because of the complex problems arising from tourist development, and in order to 
safeguard tourists' interest, it is generally accepted that there is z need for 
government intervention. This should not imply state domination to the extent that 
private initiative is hampered. On the contrary, co-operation between the private 
and public sectors is required in order to build a long-term viable and efficient 
tourist industry. 
in view of the high inflation rate in Greece, a major issue of conflicting interests in 
the tourist sector is the extent to which prices should be allowed to be self- 
determined in the various tourist activities. Hotels in Greece fix their own prices in 
consultation with the tourist authorities and then publish them in official brochures 
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and tourist guide books. The problem lies, however, in the pricing of other services 
such as entertainment, restaurants, cafes, etc., and handicraft products. Should 
these be self-determined? Although in theory the government may exercise some 
control over such activities, it may not be possible to monitor the actual practices. 
The general answer to this problem may be to pass legislation to display prices and 
to register these with local tourist offices on a biannual or quarterly basis. in 
addition, an official government body of inspectors would need to make sporadic 
checks and fine owners of premises that misbehave. 
7.2.5 Tourism Planning 
For the Greek tourist sector to meet future tourist demand at the right price, right 
time and right place, a well co-ordinated planning process is necessary in order to 
meet social and environmental problems and to earn much needed foreign exchange. 
In this thesis tourism planning is shown to be multifaceted and to require an 
interdisciplinary and integrated approach which must be supplemented by continuous 
and systematic research into all aspects of tourism. There should be, therefore, a 
systematic way of identifying tourism's objectives which are consistent with, and 
support, the country's national objectives. As a result of this identification, those 
specific activities most likely to contribute to the achievement of these objectives 
must be promoted. Thus a tourism planning model as presented in chapter six with 
emphasis on both short and long term planning could bring together the many 
internal and external variables affecting Greek tourism. The successful application 
of the tourism process provided in chapter six can only be achieved when an 
appropriate inter-departmental and inter-organisational administrative machinery is 
set upý consisting of government, EOT, archaelogicalp environmentall academic, 
socialo business and community representatives. This machinery (with the 
appropriate representatives at any particular level) should manage tourism in each 
region in Greece with the appropriate responsibility and authority. 
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7.3 Conclusions 
This thesis was devoted to examining the growth of foreign tourism in Greece since 
1960 and the usefulness and importance of tourism on the national economy. It has 
also examined an econometric model explaining some of the demand variables 
affecting tourist arrivals in Greece and assessed the impact of promotional 
expenditure by the Greek National Tourist Organisation in major tourist generating 
markets. Empirical results in conjunction with a tourism market choice matrix were 
incorporated in the tourism planning model devised in order to plan future target 
market strategies more precisely. 
The f irst part of this thesis provided a broad perspective of tourism in Greece 
covering some of the demand and structural aspects of the tourist industry. - Foreign 
tourists in Greece totalled 399,438 in 1960. This figure passed the six million mark 
in 1984: a record year for tourism to Greece which-resulted in 6,027,266 visitors - 
well within Greece's capability of sustaining eight million people. For the period 
1960-84 tourist arrivals in Greece increased at an average annual figure of 12 per 
cent, a relatively high figure as compared to overall European tourism for the same 
period. However, this high rate of growth was punctuated by sharp declines in the 
1960s and 1970s, due mainly to internal and external political instability in the 
region and the oil price rises in the aftermath of the Middle East war in 1973. 
Greece receives more than 73 per cent of her tourists from Europe and hence has 
pinned most of her hopes for further tourism development on this market region. 
This factor is further enhanced by Greece's accession to the EEC (January 1981). 
Tourist arrivals were also segmented by nationality and in 1984 UK citizens were 
the most numerous with 1,043,363 tourists and a share of 17-31 per cent, followed by 
West Germany with a share of 14.34 per cent and France with a share of 6.53 per 
cent. Together with Italy's share of 5.45 per centj four countries made up more than 
40 per cent of the world share. 
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The growing relative importance of European tourists in total tourist arrivals, in 
association with Greece's accession to the EEC has, therefore, greatly increased the 
potential demand of tourism and in particular business and conference tourism, from 
Western Europe. 
Although the sensitivity of tourism to political unrest has increased due to the fact 
that Greece has pegged most of its hopes f or further tourist development on Europe, 
Greece does not depend on a single country or region for the generation of tourist 
inflow (as does, for example, Mexico). Traditionally, Greece has close relations with 
other countries, in particular those of the Middle East and Africa. 
It has been mentioned that the future prospects of tourism in Greece are reasonably 
bright, provided no internal or external political instability strikes again. Moreover, 
as Greece receives more than 70 per cent of its tourists from Europe, it has been 
suggested that promotional efforts should be concentrated in European and other 
main tourist generating markets. Such efforts, however, should be based on 
continuous and careful market research and feasibility studies and, where there 
seems to be more possibilities, to attract foreign tourists in off-peak seasons so as 
to smooth out seasonality and hence make possible the fullest use of tourist 
facilities over the full year. 
Although this thesis pointed out that Greece at present has the necessary basic 
supply "elements" to sustain a very large number of foreign tourists (an estimated 
figure of 8 million visitors), it has been indicated that failure of the tourist sector to 
meet tourist demand at the right price, place, time and "package" product could 
lead to a loss of demand and, most importantly, foreign exchange receipts. 
it has been suggested that Greece should promote domestic tourism in winters and 
away from popular foreign tourist places in order to smooth the highly skewed 
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tourist inflow which concentrates in the months of June-September. This would 
reduce the burden on the tourist infrastructure. However, an improvement in the 
basic infrastructure of mountainous regions is required and also, very importantly, 
the creation of winter tourist centres. To create the required added capacity, as 
well as to promote foreign and domestic winter tourism, an administrative 
machinery is needed under. the combined auspices of the government and EOT. In 
particular investment incentives should be strengthened to attract potential 
investors. 
Chapter five concentrated on assessing the usefulness and impact of tourism on the 
national economy. Tourism was found to be economically beneficial for the 
following reasons: 
Export industry: Foreign tourism in Greece is an "export" industry with a 
substantial contribution to foreign exchange earnings and the balance of payments. 
The growth of tourism compares well with the growth of merchandise exports and, 
in general, tourism does not have a high Import content as compared to some 
manufactured goods for which raw materials or capital equipment need to be 
imported. The bulk of food and other tourist commodities needed for consumption 
by foreign tourists is produced domestically. In addition there are beneficial 
linkages with local industries such as handicraft and entertainment which are also 
characterised by a low import content. 
Net tourist receipts As far as the comparison between foreign exchange earnings 
from foreign tourists arriving in Greece and Greek citizens going abroad as visitors 
is concerned, the net amount was US $976 million in 1984, well on the positive side. 
Balance of payment effect: Foreign exchange earnings from tourism have grown 
faster than any other sector in the Greek economy since 1960, to reach US $1,313 
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million in 1984, a quarter of all invisible receipts. It is expected that tourist 
receipts will play the key role in the 1980s in foreign exchange receipts and will 
contribute particularly to the chronic deficit in the balance of merchandise trade. 
Share in GDP: The share of tourism in GDP was 4.0 per cent in 1982, the third 
highest in Europe after Cyprus and Austria. In addition, tourism has a favourable 
impact on certain local economies, especially the economies of hundreds of islands 
which are deprived of any other productive income for the stimulation of local 
handicraft and other industries. Regional development of the tourist sector in 
deprived areas would bring other benefits such as the much needed prevention of 
domestic migration to urban areas like Greater Athens and Salonica. 
Employment: Although tourism employs about 100,000 people (a sizeable figure), 
this is part-time in many cases. In addition to employment opportunities in 
relatively low economic activity regions, tourism offers employment to thousands of 
Greek students (in the summer) and scope for small entrepreneurs in entertainment 
and handicraf ts. Moreover, in certain activities tourism is thought to absorb 
unskilled labour as compared to some industrial and manufacturing processes. 
The socio-cultural, political and environmental problems usually associated with the 
negative effects of tourism were also discussed in chapter five and appear to be less 
harmful in Greece than in some other developing countries. Pollution and 
destruction of the environment due to tourist development is less severe than the 
environmental and ecological disruption caused by industrial plants located in the 
Athens basin. Tourism brings together people of diverse backgrounds and enhances 
awareness and interest in international understanding and friendship. It also brings 
political stability and a feeling of security to people living in remote areas. 
Furtherv basic tourist infrastructure, leisure and entertainment facilities are 
available for local people to enjoy also and, very importantly, tourist entrance fees 
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can contribute towards the preservation of historical monuments and the 
environment in general. 
in spite of the conclusion that the growth, impact and importance of foreign tourism 
in Greece is on the positive side, and that it is beneficial to the national economy, 
one should not overestimate the present and future role of tourism in the economic 
development in Greece. On the other hand, however, not to give priority on par 
with other economically significant sectors in the Greek economy is short-sighted. 
Tourism should be used as a major tool in the economic development process of 
Greece. 
Several measures were suggested that may be worth considering by the Greek 
authorities in order to maximise the benefits from tourism. The main focus has 
concentrated on the issue that any policy making programme must be compatible 
with economic, socio-cultural, political and environmental objectives embraced 
under a comprehensive and integrated tourism plan. 
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a tourism marketing 
planning model based on novel empirical and theoretical work. This includes the 
construction and testing of an econometric model in which the two principal forms 
of promotional activity - advertising and public relations expenditure - are 
incorporated as variables explaining foreign tourism in Greece. 
Strong support was obtained for the hypothesis that promotional expenditure affects 
foreign tourist arrivals for a number of countries. However, the propensity to 
generate tourists was found to vary between potential markets; and the actual 
ranking of countries in terms of propensities also differed depending on whether the 
impact was measured in terms of arrivals or receipts. Further, when the predicted 
contribution of tourist receipts were related to a tourism market choice matrix 
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which incorporates a set of predetermined criteria, it was shown, in terms of the 
most desirable market, that country ranking altered once more. These findings 
underline the need to use empirical results in relation to other management 
techniques when planning future target market strategies. 
The major recommendation resulting from the model was that the tourist authorities 
should spend more resources in centres such as the USA, France and Germany where 
additional tourist receipts per foreign tourist would be greatest per each additional 
promotional dollar. As the Greek authorities, however, expend a lot of resources in 
promoting tourism in Greece on an international basis, what is required is a careful 
assessment of each individual national market and its overall contribution to Greek 
tourism. For instance, it is essential for the tourist authorities to make sure that 
the future prospects of Greek inward tourism is adequately assessed by volume 
growth, tourism revenue and Greece's relative market share 'in each 'tourist 
generating country before decisions on the desirable market target are taken and 
allocation of strategic marketing funds among the various segments are made. In 
addition, because prospects and competitive conditions are complex in the world 
tourist market, more complex measurements are required. There is a need to 
incorporate the above findings in an overall tourism marketing planning process for 
Greece in conjunction with the biannual "Directors' Reports" of Greek National 
Tourist Offices abroad. Further, country of origin data based on market research 
and survey findings specially commissioned for strategic market planning purposes 
can be used to target marketing strategies more precisely. 
In this respect, a tourism marketing planning model was developed which placed 
emphasis on answering three central questions: where is tourism now?, i. e. the state 
of the Greek tourist industry; where is Greek tourism heading?; and how should the 
Greek tourist authority organise its resources to get there? The planning process 
began with the client (tour operator/tourist) and ended with the client. The main 
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purpose was to gather, process and utilise data f rom internal (organisational) and 
external (environmental) variables when planning, executing and controlling 
marketing strategies and tactics at both short and long term dimensions. Tourism 
planning was shown to be multifaceted and to require an interdisciplinary and 
integrated approach. A need therefore exists f or a holistic view of the many 
variables affecting tourism marketing and a heuristic approach is necessary to 
assess the implications, importance and effectiveness of potential tourism 
marketing strategies and tactics in a dynamic situation. 
The tourism marketing planning model presented in this thesis has been used mainly 
to highlight the variables affecting international Greek tourism strategies abroad. 
The model is a conceptual framework which can be used by various policy makers in 
designing promotional campaigns and target marketing strategies. It is also a model 
with a universal applicability in the tourism field. Although designed primarily for 
practical usage by the Greek tourist authorities, the tourism planning model can be 
used by both developing and advanced countries when planning short and long term 
tourism policies and tactics. As has already been pointed out, the tourism planning 
model is dynamic, functioning in a multivariable environment with emphasis on an 
interactive and integrated process of machines, management techniques and people 
that can be used by the planner in order to gather, process and utilise pertinent 
information for the development of marketing plans, strategies and tactics. 
Tourism is not static and does not function in a vacuum, but operates in a dynamic 
and multifaceted domestic and international environment, where controversial 
variables and conflicting interests affect both the long and short term outcomes of 
strategies undertaken by national tourist organisations. This model can be adopted 
for different circumstances and different purposes, for example to meet the needs 
of other countries and industries. 
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Tourism planning is a process of continuous interplay of assumptions, objectives, 
programmes, strategies, tactics and budgets. It begins with the client and ends with 
the client. It begins with the client in order to f ind out who the client is; where he 
comes f rom; when he visits the tourist destination; how he travels to the tourist 
resort; and why he chooses a particular country as a tourist destination. Through 
the systematic gathering of information related to exogenous and endogenous 
variablesp marketing strategies and tactics are designed and implemented in order to 
achieve organisational objectives. A continuous process is in operation to monitor, 
control and take corrective action if necessary. Thus the planning process ends with 
the client when post-implementation of strategies information flows back to policy 
makers through a continuous market research and a feedback mechanism so that 
new marketing strategies and tactics can be developed. 
One of the most important challenges for an international marketing policy maker is 
trying to decide on the best market mix especially when high costs in foreign 
markets and limited budgets are the prohibitive factors. This thesis has developed a 
logical and simple conceptual framework referred to as the tourism market choice 
matrix. This "market concept portfolio" analyses the relative performance of the 
Greek tourism international markets categorising them into six groups, i. e. target 
markets (e. g. primary; secondary; tertiary; potential; low priority; and poor). 
Section 6.4 discussed this in detail. Each quadrant as described in figure 6.1 
represents the relationship between the National Tourist Organisation of Greece's 
resource availability (including the Greek national tourist offices' capability, 
Greece's image and market constraints) and the market attractiveness (e. g. the 
propensity to tourist arrivals and receipts) that the market itself enjoys. Both the 
GNTO's resources and market attractiveness axes have been divided into high, 
medium and low levels thus assisting the marketing executive in locating the most 
promising countries for international tourism marketing strategies. The theory 
behind this conceptual framework is that most international markets and market 
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segments for Greek tourism can be slotted into one of the nine boxes as presented in 
figure 6.1, depending on the criteria designated by the Greek tourist authorities 
which can ascribe either quantifiable and/or qualitative criteria to each of the 
dimensions. It must be said, however, that the "market portfolio concept" as 
presented in this thesis provides a useful synthesis of the analyses and judgements 
during the planning process and is a useful tool in formulating strategic alternatives. 
This concept can be used to designate dif f erent criteria and assumptions and can be 
used by policy makers in other areas of management planning. It has wide 
applicability and in undertaking strategic marketing analysis of any particular 
market segment option, the models enhance the marketing executive's ability to 
exploit further opportunities and develop more effective target marketing 
strategies. 
7.4 Suggestions for Further Research 
This thesis has attempted to examine the growth and structure of foreign tourism in 
Greece, in particular within its national and international economic and marketing 
context. Several parts of the examination carried out in this study have been 
hampered by lack of up-to-date and appropriate information. For example, the data 
used for building the foreign tourist profile was that of the 1977-78 sample survey of 
foreign tourists arriving in Greece. Examination of more recent survey results may 
have yielded a different tourist profile. Hence the need exists for a continuous 
assessment of survey results and the updating of the foreign tourist profile on a 
regular basis. There is scope for further research to examine a more precise tourist 
profile by looking at the "pre-purchase" behavioural patterns and main influences of 
the would-be visitor to Greece in each major tourist generating country. Such 
research could help the directors of the Greek national tourist offices abroad to 
design more effective promotional campaigns and target marketing strategies at the 
most appropriate market segments. Moreover sample surveys could also be carried 
out during the stay of foreign tourists in Greece at various resorts in order to 
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identify the activities tourists mostly engage in and the type and level of service 
they expect from those that offer tourist products and services in Greece. such 
results could help in highlighting deficiencies in the tourist services offered in 
Greece and likely opportunities which have not been explored yet. In generalt "pre- 
purchase" surveys in conjunction with surveys carried out during the stay of foreign 
visitors to Greece and the "post-purchase" surveys, as carried out by EOT presently, 
could improve the ability of officials to build a more precise foreign tourist profile 
and in turn design more effective promotional strategies and tactics as well as 
provide the necessary supply of tourist services for maintaining a growing demand 
for foreign tourism in Greece. 
Scope for further research exists in other spheres of the tourism phenomenon. For 
instance, not much research has been done on the economic impact of foreign 
tourism in Greece. No research has been done on the multiplier effect of foreign 
tourism on the Greek economy; nor has there been an input-output analysis of 
foreign tourism in Greece. Such economic analyses can demonstrate in detail the 
direct and indirect effects of tourism on income, employment and output. In 
general they can focus attention on the effects of the tourism multiplier and the 
economic benefit which can be derived from investment in tourism in an area; the 
introduction of additional expenditure into a region; and on the variables to be 
considered when assessing the benefits and costs. 
With regard to the selection of the promotional variables, i. e. advertising and public 
relationso it must be said that these two marketing tools are the main ones used in 
promoting Greek tourism in foreign markets. Moreovert advertising and public 
relations expenses are the only cost-statistics kept by EOT on a time series basis 
and which were therefore available for incorporation in the econometric model. In 
additiong due to the lack of data, it was not possible to incorporate other variables, 
such as travel costs by other modes of transport including road, rail and sea; 
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exchange rates; other publicity efforts; the number of attractions per day on the 
tour; and the cost of travel to departure point. If a longer data run had been 
available instead of only twelve years, the empirical results could have given 
improved promotional elasticity values. Thus the need exists f or data to be 
collected on a longer span in order to enable the marketing executive to get a more 
precise impact of the promotional expenditure by the Greek National Tourist 
Organisation in foreign markets. It can be assumed that the econometric model 
developed for this thesis can be extended by incorporating a number of other 
variables. More research is needed in this area not only for tourist flows to Greece 
but also for tourist flows to other countries, both developing and developed. 
It is hoped that the examination of the main issues discussed in this thesis, 
recommendations put forward, and conclusions drawn will assist tourist policy 
makers to focus their attention on the relevant factors when planning the orderly 
development of tourism in Greece and designing more effective target marketing 
strategies by the National Tourist Organisation of Greece in foreign markets. The 
models and concepts may have wider applicability, for instance, to other destination 
countries. It is also envisaged that this thesis will stimulate interest in more 
academic research in the multifaceted tourism area. 
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APPENDIX B 
GREECE IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
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APPENDIX C 
GREECE AND THE SURROUNDING COUNTRIES 
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APPENDIX E 
POPULATION IN GREECE BY GEOGRAPHIC REGION AND DEPARTMENT, 1961-81 
(per district) 
Region/City 1961 1971 1981 
TOTAL GREECE 8398553 9769641 9740417 
Capital area 1852709 2540241 3027331 
Thessaloniki 546286 711990 871580 
Sterea Hellas and Evia 969105 991004 1099841 
Peloponnese 1096390 986912 1012528 
Ionian Islands 212573 184443 182651 
Epirus 352604 310334 324541 
Thessaly 691771 660986 695654 
Macedonia 1349826 1178694 1250373 
Thrace 356555 329582 345220 
Aegean Islands 477476 417813 428533 
Crete 483258 456642 502165 
Source: E IYE, Areal population and density, by geographic region and department, 
Statistical Yearbook of Greece, 1983, EEYE, Athens, 1984 
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APPENDIX F 
THE GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS OF GREECE 
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APPENDIX G 
PERCENTAGE VOLUME CHANGES IN INVESTMENT IN GREECE, 1977-82 
Total 
By type of purchaser. 
Public 
General government 
Public corporations 
Private 
By type of asset: 
Dwellings and other buildings 
Other construction and works 
Transport equipment 
Other equipment 
By sector 
Agriculture. fisheries. etc. 
Mining and quarrying 
Manufacturing 
Electricity. &as 
Dwellings 
Transportation and communication 
Other services 
Memorandum item: 
Total fixed non-residential investment 
1992 Pemcmpc changn. 1970 pnm 
Dr. b-N. 
cwmm pnces 19" 1978 1979 19M 1961 1982 
488.4 7.8 6.0 8.9 -9.4 -9.6 -1.0 
149.8 -10.2 6.9 10.9 -2.2 0.6 3.3 
75.0 -6.8 -9.9 -2.5 -22.9 18.0 -1.9 
74.9 -16.7 40.9 30.1 19.7 -11.3 7.9 
338.6 14.3 5.9 8.2 -11.5 -11.6 -2.6 
197.0 16.5 10.2 6.7 -14.5 -14.9 -10.1 
89.6 - 1.2 -6.4 2.1 -16.0 3.7 -5.6 
80.1 13.4 24.2 8.7 -4.5 -7.2 30.0' 
131.7 -2.4 -2.7 17.9 2.3 -5.8 -2.7 
39.5 7.3 -13.2 5.7 -19.1 -5.9 -2.0 
18.2 -21.6 42.6 40.3 -10.7 27.3 -7.9 
75.3 -5.2 -2.9 12.9 7.9 -9.9 -7.5 
38.4 -5.1 6.9 20.0 -8.3 -19.6 12.9 
124.3 20.6 13.9 5.0 -13.6 -21.1 -9.4 
123.7 3.5 14.1 8.3 -6.1 1.6 15.9 
70.1 12.5 -2.9 6.2 -16.1 -0.1 -11.5 
364.1 2.9 2.5 10.7 -7.4 -3.2 1.6 
1. The lairve mcirewe to 198.1 is mainly ambuied to the purcha%t o(&ewt mnkmW &mn aM motor can by scif-emp"ed lJoguin. firviislen. etcL 
Sources: Nuitmall Accounts ofGrvace and din" communwatwo soft OECD. 
Source: OECD, Economic Surveys, Greece, OECDj Paris, 1983 
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APPENDIX 3 
WHOLESALE PRICES OF SELECTED PRODUCTS, 1972-75 
5ý1-69 scole So. W. 1 @so$@ Iflo too 3970 a too 
250 
nNAL PRODUCTS OF DOMESTIC PRODUC710K 
. 250 
2m 200 
Pdmsiy poducts 
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0. #0 
III bi. 1 pW. b 
Im 
.. -4 Im EXPORTED PRODUCTS 
25D Is 
2M 200 
sm 
150 - ir -------I. - 7m 
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5r 
IMPORTED PRODUCTS 5w 
400 
011 defivalva I 4m 
30D 
FOAM .0 foculkiral podvcb 
200 (e 200 
/* .1... ... 
eý ... 
clocUical ipp5ances 
T(ARSpwt 
equi; mon! 
10D IL tIIIItII121a Im 
1972 193 1974 IV$ 
Source: OECD, Economic Surveys, Greece, OECD, Paris, 1975 
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APPENDIX K 
RATE OF INFLATION IN OECD COUNTRIES, 1977-80 
(Percentage changes from previous period In consumer price Indices of OECD countries) 
*EW voig Awalar rA) Pff CeAt C/J 
Xavat 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Ild" 64. de 
-3-0111 
" 
1~1_1960 
A 
J. 
= 
all 
to 
JamAsne 1960 
12. wM w" 
xlhý . 4. 
I- lost ' 
Is InGaLbs 
J. "1981 
Gov" 
a" MY" 
Is. 
,- 1961 
a Mosthe 
to 
1110,411,141 
311. "4kAk 
3-Aft 
IM 
slime 
0981 
MaRM 
1 
Ce aa tir Igo 
Z6vD%vv 0.02. A41) 8,9 7, $ 9,8 As A0 S012 SA 0,7 OECD Total (1) 
MOX. A. E6fNLrRrA (1) 21.3 9.4 10.6 24,3 12,2 IX4 V S. B OECD Earupse) 
ILOX. - se) I's 7.0 4.9 12.1 21,9 11's 6.2 0.7 EEC - se) 
. jMA, 12. t 12.6 24.9 24.9 23,3 1 t. 2 1.8 Groom 
9.0ic. -9 M-9, 
Aw_ý rawtv- 2.7 2.7 4,1 5.5 3.6 5.5 3.8 0.6 Germany West 
reuts 9.4 1.1 10.8 13.5 12.7 13.0 6.5 0.9 France 
, HvwjL. B&ODJM Is's 8.2 43A 18.0 t2.2 If's 7.2 0.5 United Xingdom 
01"Lual 18.4 112.1 KS H. 2 20.0 20,6 9.2 t. 0 Italy 
10XUAIR 6.7 4. t 4.2 6.5 6.6 6.7 3.7 O, t Netherlands 
BUY- 7,11 415 4,11 6,7 7.2 7.1 3.6 0.6 Mulum 
Aovww, nm 6.7 3.1 4,5 63 7.6 8.4 4.6 1.0 Luxembourg 
lp"14 12.6 7.6 is. & 18,2 18.919) 17.1(1) 10.3r) 2.9 Ireland 
AffV(R ti. 1 10.0 9.6 12.2 11.6 t2.9 7.6 I. t Dosmark 
jesedluavlas counfries 
ti. 4 10,0 7.2 13.7 13. t 11.6 6.4 S.: Sweden 
9A 8.11 4.8 10.7 14,5 14.1 2.2 1.2 Norway 
12.2 7.8 7.5 11,7 0.7 IV 6.2 0.5 Finla§4 
Aowh Voplwq Other Europe 
. Elpe'ria, 1.3 M $16 4.0 5.9 6.3 4.8 0.7 swillorland 
A? MTPIS 5.5 3.6 3.7 6.3 6.9 6.3 4.2 0.6 Austria 
*14"revid 24.5 19.1 fS. 7 0.4 14.6(m) 15.5 r) 6.4 r) 0.5 r) Bp%; 8 
27.2 22.5 22.6 ... ... ... ... ... 
Portugal 
16.8 t3,9 20.3 29,9 43.2(s) 46.2 M 20.7(s) 3. B (9) Yugoslavia 
29.9 44.9 49,41 $7.6 87,918) 51,1[1) 23.6 7.2 V) Iceland 
Toupida V'Ayxupa) 26.0 61.9 63.6 94,2 44.7 st'i H. 4 3.3 Turkey (Ankara) 
Aftxk XC"S Otbar eavatries 
H. n. A. 4.5 7.7 it's 18,5 10.5 1., 4.9 0.9 United Statu 
8.0 9.0 9.1 10.1 12.4 12.8 7.0 tA Canada 
8.1 S. 2 3.6 1.0 6.0(9) 6.4(s) 3.6(9) j. 0 M Japan * 
12's 7.9 9.1 0.2 9,1(9) 8.8(9) 4,11(l) 2.2(m) Australia 
Nia ZP. 86 f4,4 f2,0 is. $ 117.1 13.2 16.1fal 7.2(l) 4.0 V) Now Zealand 
01 6x*)Aywpot tlwu vU 'rwqpwWC pi pa" Tok ScTxvsC 
Tm6 IvoewSa vii Meiji Economic ladicasov (OHCDý 
e) 01 --ILVA act-44 6XQUYED04- P, Iwq AV U--A &'-n -1 * -Pik Too -PaTf-4j- 
V&oij VWq-g-; k-u-C (uL 
TalcuTaTlac pivn & IlAtar, 
Bank of Groom computations oa the basis of Indices 
published by OECD Main Beoneinic Indicaron. 
The country weights used to the SaregsLa Indices an 
based on the private consumption and exchange rates 
of the preceding year. 
_ On a quarterly bask Past wooth May) 
IASt 111011th May. 
Source: BANK OF GREECE. Monthly Statistical Bulletin, Bank of Creme, 
Athens, September 1983 
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APPENDIX L 
THE INFLATIONARY TREND IN THE EEC, 1977-80 
(PERCENTAGE CHANGES ON SAME MONTH Of PREVIOUS YEAR) 
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APPENDIX N 
AIRPORTS IN GREECE, 1985 
Athens (Hellinikon) CH 
Thessallonica CH 
Corfu CH 
Rhodes CH 
Cos CH 
Heraclion CH 
Chania CH 
Samos CH 
Kefallonia CH 
Zakynthos CH 
Andravida CH 
Araxos CH 
Preveza (Aktios) CH 
Kavala CH 
Mytelene CH 
Santorine CH 
Sklathos CH 
Mykonos CH 
Lemnos CH 
Paros CH 
Alexandropolls CH 
Ioannina CH 
Kalamata CH 
Kythera SA 
Melos SA 
Karpathos SA 
Kasos SA 
Leros SA 
Setla SA 
Skyros SA 
Kastellorizo SA 
Notes: Airports indicated with CH can accept charter flights 
Aerodromes indicated with SA are small aerodromes 
Kastellorizo's aerodrome Is due to operate in 1986 
Source: EOT, Tourism 84, EOT, Athensp April 1985 
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APPENDIX 0 
REGIONAL AND PREFECTURAL DIVISIONS IN GREECE 
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APPENDIX P 
MUSEUMS AND ARCHAELOGICAL SITES 
ElmrýPL2 
Tickets I 
El". pax 
Amount collected 
.I 
Museums 
19ft 11982 
1 
19K 1982 
zovo), ov ................... 
3 399 450 3 200 590 32 307 US 
!t 
70 052 065 ToW 
N"k Altioliaz eat *AKopvovLo; Department of Aetotla and Akarnsols 
O&P. ou ............ 
658 91 to 13 ODO Thermon Museum 
Mo, ýZ" 'Ayp, ý(w ........ ... 
151 180 3.475 5 465 Agrinion Museum 
Nop6c 'A$ryo), (&K Department of Argolis 
Moýclov 'Apyour .... .. 
6 110 5ý727, 13t 030 1-1. . 60 Argos Museum 
Mouotloý 'EmS., 4ou(t) ....... - - - - 
Epidavros Museurn(l) 
Mouccio, N.. ýUou .......... 12. 
", 07, 14 298 '283.085 4.6.830 Nauplion Museum 
Nop6r *ApKOAjar Department of Arkadis 
Mowcioý TaTt. 4 ............. 1.938 1 
993 43.390 61.495 Teghea Museum 
Nook *ApTnq Departnitot of Arts 
Moýczov Naoý 5,980 5 ! 09 1137.6to 165.045 Museum of the Temple of 
Pangoritissa 
Nop6q 'Aiiiirfir Department of Attica 
NID., oglov AlyivK ..... ....... 
66 (t) 1.455 (1) Aegina Museum 
Mwýciwo 'A-. poý64 . ...... 
3; 3., 28 239.842 16-337.880 15.503 220 Acropolis Museum 
Moýlov 
.......... 
6.631 5.645 164.295 t90.165 Vravron Museum 
Mow*! " Býr. ýý6ý "i Xp&- 39-129 36.869 1.86t. 400 2.353,865 Vyzantinon and Christianikon 
ý"-iiv Stuseum 
'ApX., *), oy. 632 131 600 601 30-242-020 39 36.. 620 National Archaeol. Museum 
'EBvm6. 'A La oyý6v, 'Ex6cow, 2.928 9= (4) 63.285 (4) National Archaeological, Exhi. 
bition f There O 
mo-atim n6pw (s) ........... 77 99t 11.450 19.840 Poro3 M u3eum (S) Moýiý Ký). XomvOwv ....... 15.7" t2_366 349.065 370.00 Canellopoulos Museum Moýlov *EA".! voC(t) ........ - - - - Eleusis Museum (1) Mo, oclaý*I"ýp,. 6ýNc., tpa4'Ek- (4) 15.994 (4) 282.580 Historical Museum of Modern 
I, igo, Greece 
Moualzov Ksp*ý, eworj ......... 
9.3jI 6.385 207-185 199.825 Keramikos Museum 
Mwýelov M"* A. TvEou ...... 
t 530 (4) 34.1155 (4) Museum of Daphni Monastery 
MOýjo, MýoxcLov (2) ....... 
94.064 72 -07 3.009-4. SO 3.7,42.685 Benakion Museum (2) 
MO-gi- llg, p., ZK .......... 
1.691 1.325 40.645 39. -, 50 Piraeus Museum 
MOýClov Sm&c 'A-. -rd)Lw .... 
30.270 21.205 694.635 660.005 Stos of AtWos Museum 
m-ýoeov -11.150 38ý042 - It 5.81.0 National Picture Gallery - Bo,,, cou(2) Alexandros, '; outsos Museum(l) 
rTo)jj, ix& Mjerov (3) ....... 
114,249 82 168 - - War Museum (3) 
Nopk 'Azator t of Aklials, Departme 
Mouctiov llaýpav 
........... 
1.536 1 292 33.080 37.825 
: 
P tras museum 
Nol, k Hotewdor Department of Bototia 
MOVOCIOV IR7)PZV 
............ 
3.942 4.071 85.380 1124 020 Thebes Museum 
MOWCZOV 'lepik MOW* '00(ou 1101.153 104 796 2 462. " 60 3 5110.525 3aint Loucas Monastery 
Aeuxi Museum 
M0.0glov X&, Pww(S4 ........ 
1.301 1.569 30.070 50.160 Cheronia museum 
Nopik Imsegovikooe Department of Dodoessesoo, M. T. K& 
............... 
31.1117 6 31.690 789 365 1.303,980 Kos Museum 
moýz" rl. X*T(ou MrYdXou Me- 229.989 211.71t 5.759.755 7.239.7,55 Palace of Great Magistros 
9 w t Museum 
mou'litiov rjT-A4 F-UCTJI; 6.999 O. jA 10.8119 11711.765 370.595 Jwellery Collection of Rhodes 
P6&ov 
MQýIo, P68ov 
............. 
146ý8119 1134.4116 3.644.930 4.581.100 Rhodos Museum 
Nopk '"pon Department of Evros 
Mýftlvv FýPoliqa., K ....... 
5ýoli 4.349 121 ý $55 1147.940 Samothraki 
Museum 
Nook Eboo* Department of Eubosa 
Mowc1ov Epeýp(.; 
............ 3.132 2.970 -16,195 100.580 E"tris Museum 
Source: E YE, Statistical Yearbook of Greece, 1983, E YE, Athens, 1984 
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Appendix P (continued) 
I 
Ticke Is 
I 
Eia, -: -- 
Amount rolý, 
ýted 
jin drachniael Museums 
1981 IN2 1981 1 IM 
............. 
3.169 2. bO7 45.9.5 53.600 Skyros Museum 
161-1- XO-tg-; .......... 
23 (4, 560 (4) Khalkis Museum 
Nov&; Z&KVVOOU Department of Zatale 
Z. -&ko. 9.7" 15 662 230.615 512 050 Zante Museum 
Nopo; '"War Department of Ills(ElIal, 
%J-ti- 2. S. 1 66 273,443 12ý238 805 18 03&. 090 Ancient Olympia Museum 
NoP6; HP. 0in; I 
61 840 35 42 160 
Departzoent of linathis, 
V 1 480 1ý2 , , ena Museurn 
Nop6ý *Hpoxxxiou Department of Iraklion 
NI-oal" HP-. X"Gv 451.134 415ý620 22,201.9ýO 128A24.360 Iraklion Museum 
Nopik 816GUIOVi"; Depajiment of Sajoalca 
Mo, ocim 'AyL.. r. -P-ft. - (P. - - - Aghios Georgios JRotonds)(4) 
-, 6ý)W Museum 
M. --L" ec ... XVýEýK ....... 
66.7(k 59.600 3,182.500 3.8W500 SIJ0niC4k MUSGUM 
ýjo, ", Z. v 'Ayto. N,.. )Ao. ('Op- - 1.935 - 
3&. 670 Museum of Aghtos \icolaos 
(Orfanosl 
Nop& Iývvivcsv D'Parteave of vanias i 
Mo.., oti- .... .. I... 
&. 360 5.986 122 ý090 185.705 
Yan na Museum 
Nook K*061siq Department of Naval& 
M0ý61" ei. w ..... ..... 
12.1177 11.111 298.770 374 890 Thasos Museum 
Mo-.! - .......... 
4.11511 3.098 85,945 100 690 Kavals Museum 
W, oti- ............ 
4 897 3.952 fill 195 129 845 Fihppi Museum 
Nop6, KEPW(*% Department of Corfu 
'AcuiT-t4 TkXvrA .... 
25.597 28 ý 202 
608.391 926.925 Sloo- IsponikoD Museum of Corfu 
M-', - K-P-4*ý 20.262 18.519 
491.9; 9 62t. 945 Corfu Museum 
Nook KrqQUTlvL% DýparteaeW of C&Vhakmk 
M-Iov *AfyoýoUou .. -ý..... 3.950 3.981 
86,940 126.295 Argostolion Museum 
NoP6, Kwvei% Department of Norlathla 
m. -i- nizx. a; KoPiA.. o). - - - - - 
Ancient COnDth Museum0l 
ldýglov Lu-&voc .......... 1.339 
1.288 19,580 25.140 Sikyon Museum 
Nopk KoalAbov Department of CyeJades 
MýIov Delos Museum0) 
M-1" 0hpau; 
.............. 19.367 
22.848 447.480 750.090 Thera Museum 
M-ogiov M-6vou 
............. 4.5166 
5.979 106.555 193,935 Mykono& Museum 
Moucti- Nilitou 
.............. 10.988 
11.1100 253.660 360.600 Naxos Museum 
M.,, oel- E69 . ............... t. 485 
t. 197 32.075 36.400 Syros Museum 
Tillvou 
............... 3.694 
3.521 85.200 Ift . 640 
Tinos Museum 
............. 711 
9.43 1 400 1 8.620 Parcis lduseumM 
Nopk Aamviar Departmeat of Lakonia 
MýIov 161YWAS Museum (1) 
M-1" 1-4-14 ........... 19.542 12,285 
30' . 775 
387.495 Sparta Mussum 
Nop6c AaptanK Department of Larlsa 
3.371 2429 $0.140 97 ý720 
Swartz Mansion 
Nopa; Acoi0iou Departmeal of I. AsItIal 
NI. voct" 'A-riou Nm. )Aw ..... io. 401 
It. 7,35 ! 54. -, 30 394.545 Saint Nicoloos Museum 
Moý! " n-. -ri. ý Ktpaes) .... 
300 -12.431 14.000 1.443.3110 Museum of Panaghi" Keras(s) 
.......... 1.171 
1, &03 1,1.490 30,990 Jerapetra mxLeum 
NoP6r Alloilloo Department of Lesvos 
M-.! " Ai, ýLvo . ......... 1 638 
(4467 3,140 Wi 5.155 Limnos Museum 
%to-,! - M-ýL), +^; ........... 3,441 
8.000 81 300 98,470 Mytilene Museum 
N. P6, may"Wi4i; Department of Magalels 
MýIoý Wliou 
.............. 
6,352 5.564 145.400 1173.970 Vollos Museum 
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Appendix P (continued) 
ýci; 
Tickets Amount coller. 1-d NI use u M6 
(in drachmar , 
1981 1982 1981 
1 
1982 
Nopik; NILOOTIviac 
i 
Department of 31esseals, 
'o 1.. 33 17.070 
26 . 00 Benaltion Museum of Kalamats 
mo-z- nao . .............. 3 585 3.1.00 82 960 105 900 PCs Museum INIO ... z- X, ýPa; ý .............. 10 28-1 1 0. Ifig ý -36.060 330 330 C ora Museum 
. %., 6, mun, 
D"'tenetal of NILS 
nikxe; ......... .... 
8W 17,900 510.500 604 000 Pella Museum 
6; npogK Department of Prirveza 
Moý*.! Oý N. ovt64.; .......... 4 
676 3.7,33 105 435 118 015 Nikopolis Museurn 
Nop6,; PrW*n, Department of Rethymid 
mo-tim, pi; 6ý1-n . ............ IIAI! 6 
to 429 270.835 342 too Rethymnk Museum 
. N. WK po&6"O; 
Npartnient of Rhod* 
Ko,, Oýfx 50 425 42.920 Komotini Museum 
Nost6c Lhisou, Department of Samoa 
slýili- TAfov 
.............. 10 
2-18 W823 242.270 361.395 Samos Museum 
N-tak Uppost Department of Serres 
584 1 . 825 
22,530 34.150 Serres Museum 
Nola& tiontsit, Department of Pbods 
...... . 
5t 021 . 39.259 21 ý 
965-600 28.7,83 255 Delphi Museum 
Nolik Ko: kngtKfK Departmeat of 1[Iks%MW 
), I. Wczoý fl. xvrýpo . ........... 
1.5ý-, 1 5" 36 200 48 990 Polygy . rost 
Museum 
NoIA6,; XaAcov Department of Canso 
Mýocyz-, O. Xav(. v ............. 
It 852 t". 02, 28; -160 563 015 Canes Museum 
Novk Xiou Department of Cities 
. M-glov Xim ................ 2.50, 1 ý96-1 
60 395 65 610 Chios Museum 
lllrjyý: Ta; AAI&r 'ApzasoAoy&xc; m 176" ýi 'ýIJaAUTeItLOý- Source: Archaeololical Retiouxces arid Expropriations Furid, 
1i -l. 14; Xý. k 1i 611tit 
Net. , The table shows oily the multeums W which entrance fees 
L. 641k. 
it) I, 
- re" uiftn. 
4ý4. k d-, 0- -t &A A- museums which mr 
be visited with the ticket ["Ued for 
it., 6-W .4 &-. it- Is lk* -. 1 arct%ý[ýVcikl Alks. no tKkeU and "als collected therefrom 
IIi K-1 198t 12) 
'FPoM981, 
Im tickets are Wbo, 111cluded 
43) r1 (3) NO ticket. Just W. -titiff -1 
(0 K) , (4) Cloý. d for the whole Or (w part Of the test. 
4 5) 'A, 6 -6 Oý, -0 1981. --sW- E. 611- (s) Stý, ng w, tb the cad of test. eritralift fees art, Will. 
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Appendix P (continued) 
'ApX., o)Ar. *l X&po, 
Tickets 
1 
El- 06v Z. 
Amount collected 
(in drachmas) 
Archaeological sites 
1981 t982 
__ 
1981 1992 
6 217 190 6.056 070 248 487 ý 
850 3Z7,478 246 Total 
Nop6c 
I 
Department of Argolis 
. ... ................ 
485.649 01 032 22.36-, 5.5 28,653-960 Epidavroa 
"Apy. uq(l) ............ 
43 2A99 860 ý 1.900 Iraeon of Argosm 
Aipýn 2.272 31.805 . 0,940 Lerni 
.......... .......... 
1.84,525 . 179 3tO 23ý5ý4,455 31,841.870 Mycenae 
Tip. K ...... ...... ........ 
5t . 6.8 
ý9.934 1 154.185 1 561.830 T try na 
........ 
loo 827 go 'ý!. 9 1,296 815 2,849,6'5 Palamidi Castle 
Nop6r DeParbuent Of Arkadis 
A ... ý, ýq . .................... 
2 60 2. S; o 4ý Soo Lykossoura 
Nopk 'A-w4,; Dopartment of Attica 
..................... 
1,313,071 1 232.437 
7 
64-05 100 2.039,77.5 The Acropolis 
t3.07 6 , 12 26 299.610 388.890 - 
Eleusis 
49i. TP. v A, 0ý6.0. so ý 700 
35 801 1 172 280 1 111; ý 1 10 Theatre of Dionysus 
EýJogiov 188.185 134.395 4.391.895 4.269.040 Thision 
'Ttp6, 'Apiýn8o,;. Bpa, qQo4 7.923 
6 874 
" 
193.040 230 210 Temple of Artemis at Vravron 
Kgp. W-64 t9.816 
14.08 
7 - 
419.460 . 37.385 Keramikos 
N26< 'Aý6). X. "ý Alyi ......... 
t2. ! 74 12. , ,9 3t7.985 332.860 Temple of Apollon at Aegina 
N. 6c 'Agaiau; 
... 
59 421 92.910 t. 4; 9.485 3,214.4110 Temple of Aphes 
56.384 58.977 St4.525 
" 
1.136-930 P Oly. '. on 
P. j-txý 'Ayopi .............. 
t6.123 11.046 3 8 365 353.925 Itom inkl Agora (Forum Rome. 
num) 
Eo&, tov 354.643 
336.661 8.968.575 11.537.780 Sounion 
TýV, RK M. p. Or5wK ............ 
16 262 14.642 US 850 47,3.0,5 Marathon Tomb 
Noph, 'AXalaq Department of Admis 
'r laio, rldTpzý 
............... 
t . 828 
2.263 40ý745 Odeum of Patras 
NOP6.; BO-T* Department of Btia 
e, jow, p6r M'. ýOu, Opx. p-. o ... 
1.287 1,226 17A25 22,530 Minyos's Thesaurus at Orcho. 
K. P. (;, " erpLv .............. 
130 91 2,460 t. 925 
m 
Kaviriononof Thebes 
Nopd, Aw9cKavf0sou Department of Dodreavesoo 
'A. p6noX&4 .......... 
59.7 47 56.602 1 514 5220 1.959.980 The Acropolis of lalysoo 
*A xp6"X, r - 
308 198 3t8.958 7.628,635 10.869,6.55 The Acropolis of Undos 
- Ott. i& 14.599 
72 069 
16 800 
83 MO 
362.255 
1 800 810 
580.585 
2 896 015 
Reconstructed House of Kos 
.................. . t25.591 108.971 
. . 3.166.085 
7 
. 3. ý60.610 
- 
Asklipion 
Kamiroa 
Kdvýpov K& 
.... ............ 
43.589 52.679 11.068 , 95 1. , 98 620 The Castle of Kos 
Nook -Upon Department of Evros 
Xv-spah'i 2.486 1.767 61.610 60.685 Samothraki 
Nopk za"vqw Departmead of Zama 
op. ýP, " 4.815 
7.299 111.310 238.955 Citadel of ZanLe 
No*d, *HW4K Department of Dis (Ella) 
, Apx. (a Ox. j,. 1& ..... ....... 
332.072 336.027 15.8.8.250 22.077.720 Ancient Olympia 
*4o%&6q 'HpaOtaq Departzoent of lowethis 
'Awk-pov Bpy(wKil) 
.......... - 
19.099 - 360 ý 
990 Palace of Vergina(t) 
Nop6S *HpoaUtoo Department of Itakiloa 
K-ok 
...................... 
517.423 477ý722 25 W3.280 32,247.845 Knoeos 
T6Uove 
....................... 
7.599 4.041 t10.230 90.120 Tylisaos 
4-a-, 6< 
....... .............. 
14-423 133,574 3.476.960 4.402 ý095 
Faestos 
Opoýpý Ko--, )4 78.142 64.900 1 178 530 tý294.000 Koule Castle at Iraklion Port 
'Ay(a Tp* 
.......... 
1 ý221 
52 220 24.000 1,006.160 Aghia Tries of Faestos(l) 
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Appendix P (continued) 
Tickets Amount collected ApX-O, yucol Xi1po, Archaeological sites 
1961 1 1992 
1 1981 1 1982 
"Opk 1wavvivev Department of Y-102 
A. &L . .... .............. 23 
529 24 445 547.405 7197.4t5 Dodoni 
KM. 0, ý ........................ 4 256 100 63 ý 940 82 000 
Cassopi 
Nop6c KaA4Xa; Department of Koval& 
0 04, ýo . ...................... 
2.5 $26 2t, 252 621 ý555 
-,! 0 665 FUippl 
Nop6, Wop, vOW4 Department of Horlotblik 
n. a., i K6P, A., ... 335 
515 308,302 15 6; 1.5 19,309 -90 Ancient Corinth 
...... ... ........ 
IW 2,301 43.490 74.301 Isthmis 
N"i. 
...... 
233 4 618 6 930 14", $9, Nernea 
Notak Ký), 65wv Department of cycladoe 
'A"r4p- 09tp ... .............. 
68 476 8 936 1.523,300 2 57,2ý-, 35 Thera Cape 
................. 
70 822 3.427,020 4 800 400 Delos 
Nos& Aawmvkt; Department of Lakonia 
M. Gnpic ... ... ........... ... 
It" 895 13H 79C 5 . 56 050 8 84-, 730 Mystras 
Nop6q AtimBiou Department of lAsitw 
T. xp. ý ........... 
47.648 40,820 1 166.705 1.391 805 Cave of Psychron 
Nop6; ALopou Department of Lesvos 
Kiioýpoý M. Ta4ý-, c .... ...... . 
2 937 4A69 69.2ss 135 390 Castle of Lesvos 
Nop6ý May-toia; Department of Magij. 
! UMJAý 
......... ... ... ..... 
982 985 14,340 16 930 Sesklon 
Nop6c Mtoginvior Department Of Messerils 
'Avi. -pav NI. vopK ....... . ... 
25.022 26.70 513.255 849,425 Nestor's Palace 
N., 6, ntunq Department of Me 
nax . ......................... 
21.000 20.000 517.500 683 ý Soo Peus 
N. Pk npdIt;, K Deparizatut of Preven 
Nvit, ol, --tiov ...... 15,346 
17.301 358 295 565 570 NekromadioD of Nlessopotamos 
NOP6q E&OM Department of games 
, Hpalov Lavou 
.................. 
19.027 t8.169 454 ý Soo 610.000 
Iraeon of Samoa 
N006C G-Vt8K Department of Pbods 
AtIvot ......................... 488.956 
477 ý 900 23.649.050 31.587.000 
Delphi 
Dnyý: Top, ior *AqZ.. Ioy-aw 176eý mal Source: aýd Exp, opriatio., F.. j. 
Eyll,.: 'A-ypi? ý j. 6- of 4X. mkoyýýI XQpý The XLpec- Note -. Showing only archaeological sites for which entrance 
ek -k I-Lw; -5iU- 8-2161141. ý668ý. fees are required. 
11) 'A,., 6 Tor, TiXo-ý ýý 198t, x., %414Uý 8"mtLýmva Starting %ith the tnd of 1981, entrance fm are 
4668ý. paid. 
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APPENDF 
CULTURAL EVENTS 
Artistic events ATHENS FESTIVAL ijuiy September) organized by the GN TO 
Anc. ent drama opera music and ballot make up the programme of the Athens 
Fesj, ýai which is offerea to spectators who throng to the tietoff Anicus Odeon " is 
. high level artistic programme performed by Greek andto(eign artistic Companies 
of ýnlernattonai repute 
EPIDAURUS FESTIVAL (July Augusli o(gan, Zed by the GNT0 
The EPOavria is a setws of performances of ancient Greek drama prowled in 
the ancient oplen-ixif theatre at Epidaurus renowned for its exceptional acoutbCs 
which Carry Clearly to the furthermost of its 14 000 seats The poildrmarces given 
here are Considered to be among the best in the world Many travel agencies and 
excursion clubs combine watching plays at Epidaurus wilt) visits to the surrounding 
district of Argolida which is full of interesting vChaeologic8l Sites and natural 
beauty spot$ 
PHILIPPI AND THASSOS FESTIVAL (July Augustj 
Ancient drama performances are 8130 given in " ancient theatres at Philipp. and 
on the island of TheSsoa 
LYCABETTUS THEATRE (mid- June tend -August) organized by the 
GNT0 Various artistic performances are giveriduringthe summer sessoninthe 
open-aii, "site on Lycobeflus [Likavitcli) FkN. in Athens 
SOUND AND LIGHT jorgan. zied by the GN TO) 
From early April to the encLol October 'Sound and Loght-perlormances are given 
in Athens and Fthodes in seve, al foreign languages Also in Codu from mid May 10 
the end of September 
FILM FESTIVAL AND FESTIVAL OF LIGHT 
SONG AT THESSALONIKI 
As part of the Thessaloniki International Trade Fair whicn takes Place from Sept 
I lm to Sept 26th and during its first week a Festivai of Greek Light Song is holo 
between Sept 22nd and 231d. 1993 in the Polsis do& Sports which is located inside 
the grounds of the Fair As soon at the Fair ,, over two h, e, es,,,, g of 
Greek and foreign films are organized Both events take place in the theatre of the 
Association of Macedonian Sluclms 
THE THESSALONIKI "DEMETRIA" FESTIVAL 
Likewise as part of the broader programme which accompanxes the international 
Trade Fair theta is every October a series of theatrical musical ballet and opera 
performance&. given by Greek and foreign companies as a rovityal of the tracSitton 
of Byzantine festive events in the capital of Macedonia 
ARTISTIC EVENTS AT DASSOS 
(THESSALONIKI) - THEATRE OF FOREST 
A high laval artistic Programme inclulding aroma opera muW end ballet 
portbimanCes Presented by Grailok and foreign companies 
FOLK DANCING 
From May to September each year. there are performances of Greek dancing at 
the open-or theatre on Filopappus 1, W in Athons presented by the 
Dors SlIstiou 
song and ballot troupe which to well known throughout the world 
Inkpirmaticirt Tel 
32" 395 9214 W (afternoons) 
fOn the island of Fthodes. from June 10 October every year the Nally 
Dimoglou 
troupe presents Greek folk dancing in the theatre of the old town of 
Rhoclea 
information Tel 0241/20`157. Rhodos 
THEATRE 
ml. 
n 
)& 
In 
satirical coo 
Cis a sic aT his rid, o"`o0r0g*@ýnLz'e`d v*S; 1o, 
6, 
etha as nis 
round All 
or a 
nA, 
Jeh$*Ih, agt thiteo f%, 
Mey 
fahal 
Notion&, 
Theatre in Athons and the lifickthern Greece National Theial-fif at TheliSatontki are 
committed each summer to the festivei orogrammas organued by ths, GN10 
but in winter they Present noteworthy Plays by Qeqk and foreign playwrights 
THE LYRIC THEATRE 
Known in rýeoce so the -Lynk, Skin, it present& its performances of the Olympia Meet, * of 59 Ak&d-, a% Sit w Athens wherre various operatic pisys a, * 
pertoimed otilan Starting lorgign anislis In suirrimef 'the I", Skin, transfers its 
Wivities to the Memo AlliCus OClson by participating in the Athens F*st, vw 
WINE FESTIVALS 
Every summer vie GN70 oiganizes two interesting evonts called Wne Festivals where an atmosphere of Carefree hilarity pfevails reminiscent of 
arýCjenl Dionysian revelftert such events taking place n 
ATHENS 
In the grove end towtal pavilion at Dafni (I I km out of town) from the beginning of 
July to the beginning of September A large variety of Greek wines awaits the 
ins, lor and can be tested &I no Charge A self-ser-itice taverns it also in 
operation offering dismiss Of tyPicat Gfeerk soecialittgri, There are dance Mocis 
singing end various contests open to participation by any visitor A regular bus 
service runs from Alfiens to Dafni 
ALEXANDROUPOLIS 
The Iest:,, al takes place in the grounds of the GNT0 camping site from the 
begliming of July to Ithad August Here also winis consumed on Me plemisies, s tree 
of charge An A' Class restaurant and self-service taverns offer Greek 
specialities while popular dancot &no songs Soon draw voulors into the genersi 
memmeint Local bus venficeg operate regularly from the town of Alexandrouvolis 
InfoirrinslIon: GN70 Festival Office of, 2 Spirou Wtou Arcade in Athens Tei 3221 459 or 3223 111 ig extension 240 
ig op ý 
i"*%, 4111 
Local festivities 
C, stoms and traditions whose roots osove into bme m, men, o,, a, io&sls 
and hisionc: annneefseres 6ornatinnes of local significance " at othws of a more 
general character provide dccamion for c"brittions which break the "vonolony of 
daily routine and create opoorlundigs for feasting fairs Sno entertainment Any 
ýimtcx to this country will enjoy being a spectator of these popular ceWbIsbons 
and without reakung 9, me find himsoll drawn into thern Running through the 
cal, endar and travefAng across Greece there will be chances to we 
Is# January'. The Feasi of Saint Baral III is the day in the year associated with a 
good start for Via Now Year The Now Year C41ke (the "Vamlopila-) to Sliced (an 
old Byzantine cuskrn which has carried through ID the present day) and the 
person in whom sheti Ine coin is found. is traditionally the year a lucky person 
Gth January. Epd%any is celebrated as the day throughout Greece when the 
blessing of the walefs, takes Place A crosa is mmorsied in the SOS Of in lakes and 
rivers At the port of Piraeus the event is an occasion for 90 OffecLif Ceremony 
&Ih January'. The custom of ? am&* dorrunion or matriarchy is obaorw*d in 
in the prefectures (30 Komotindl, Xanlhl. Kilklo and Sets$ (Village of Monokhasia) 
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fpendix Q 
(continued) 
on in, $ day the womenfolk gathof in " Cafes and other Social Contra$ in Vv@v 
, oli, ges wi the menfolk Stay At home 10 1001, &I'llor the hOUS*hO$d b" allowed 
10 con the., -v&S if, the colelyabors only " dusk falls 
2S1h Merck The Greek National Anniviefeary and a mialo, religious holiday marked 
with m. l. tSy pa, &dqs in the large, town& 
Carnival and Shrove Monday, The Greek Carnival Season to a period of 
nationwide celebrations in fancy Onoss asked h9ues practical jokes " 
processions of Carnival Chanols In various Pont of Greercre local Carnival 
cei*Coations have Special names And are ASSOCiAled with local Customs Carnival 
, esbv. jas a, * particularly piclu, eSque at Neousa. Verle. Konni, Zonte. Skyros. 
Xonthl, Chloe (Mosts. 011mill) Gotsaidl. Thebes 1whoole a mock Shepherd a 
, vadd. ng is hold, Poligi, ris, 
Thlimlans. Lewis, Cophollonlo, Mossini. Soho, 
Sevres. Agissocis (Lesbos let), Karpalhoo. Hersklelon, Arriflose. 111fx1nopolls 
(Vol*&), Agla Ans (Euboes), Rathymno. and hnaky at Petres where the 
pr. hc. pai and beat known Carnivat colocrabons are organized 
Good Friday. 6th May In to*r and Wlags the faithful carry IsignieCi candies and 
toiiow the procession cril the **Epitaph which is a Dictu, osQuoly moving spectacle 
Saturday in Holy Week, 7th May The ceremony of the Rosur-rociron" takes 
, ýace in the courtyards in front of so churches bels peal in chime$ of joy 
The 
congregations then make their way hO"wA'0S holding lighted Candles to one at 
the table laid for the feast wiW, eggs dyed rod and the traditional Magintas ' soup 
Easier Sunday 81h May This IS the great festival of the Greek Orthodox Church R 
s celeplated throughout the country win pomp and circumalance 0 is customary 
to toost entire lambs on the 80-1 in the open so and to "a who can pick the 
winning hard-boiled egg dyed red in Striking both ends against simile, 0995 hold by 
23rd APM: The feast 0115ain, George The anniversary is Celebrated On the island 
of Lemnos at the village K@JiCq> with hot" races and at Arshove there is a 
th, ge-day non stop least while at Asol GOrill near Charles on VA island of Gole 
the religious fiesta is followed by a sheep sheanng competition and various old 
Customs among the local Shepherds On the stand of COO at the village Pill (15 urn 
from COS) there to horse racing followed by popular "a and dances 
ist of May, Labour Day but also the least cO the flowers A general exodus to this 
countryside for picnics is custorrarlij with celebrations as over tbo country 
2161-23rd May: Anastonaria is a traditional firowellung performance dating back 
to pagan times Barefoot villagers of Agia Illatil near Ute$ and at Langoda, near 
Thessalortilkl. clasp ikons of Smont Constantne and Saint Helen and dance upon 
five charcoal embers without sustaining even a slight &V of burns 
29th May'. At Mystras: The Palaeologia Festival 4 combined with a Requiem Mass 
do memory of the last 00he Byzantine Empercirs Constaftne Paloologos 
May., A folkloric festival at Valais is An" 
June in Rothymnow A *in@ festival 
June in Lasslifill: At this village Krousta a tyrixes) manifestation of inleriAing 
Groton folklore takes place with the feast of Via Khoona" 
End June-July, Navy Weelk: Closely linked with that sea GisoCe celebrates its 
Navy Weak' witth special pomp and entorlammients at various coastal %owns 
Navy Week affords 174 occasion for fisherman so stage a losirval at the villages of 
Friorthan on the island of L*Sbqg and of Agria near Vollos Also at Voids, on the lost 
(joy of Navy Week. "to is a ro-enactrnarlill of she sading of " Argonauts 
July of M*rokl*lom A Wift (gotivaj a, Vo mgkft of the Month at the vvllag4l 04 
End ot July on " isiand ot lows: Music Festival 
August of Jon*f, & The -Eproblut' culture) and aillisloc, events wNch include 
presentation of Epirus authors. Paintings. popular an W*Otr"l peflofm&rK*s and 
dances by Gteek and I(XeVn troupes, 9watrica. 1 pirdormance 14N children. aft 
At Levkas. there IS V* August pro" and an Festevai wnich includes Wiset, " 
Perforrnbnc*s cOmc*ft I*Cturt$ End POdOfmances given by Gre" and foreign 
tolklioric trouPOS 
At Kallerfold, the "()iympus Prest, ral' hold &I " "Rage of 1.11ohairo nearby 
#Kfud*S various artistic events peftmod in Via gounds ol Via Pialarrions, Castile 
At Coo, Via island Co*bf&l*s " "Hippolirsteis' 
Festival wtich includes encient 
&&me perfotmances musical evening$ a flow*( show a display of popular all. a 
re-qn&cfmant Of " litpPOVA1,41111 
Offillh 
Feast of the Virgin Mary- 151h August On the fiena of Tinos the major religious 
holiday of Vw Virgin Mary Is C41411ftirsidd with greater Cotemory, than in tiny other 
porl of Cr*"t 
At Lassithl (Crollo). August in Like vviagooftirnse oilicusionnsand traptionsere 
revived with a mock wedding in " Cretan Sye 
At Mount Patton. in the village at Porlarta, there are folkloric pelformanCeS with a 
mock wadding in the MI Polson Pbctvesoue style on me first Sunday oe, the I Sth 
August 
August at Aga, ast, (Potion) Olive Festival 
23rd August at Paroo. in 9* inlLage of Nadi on the legend thaire, & the 'Pirates 
Rai pageantry 
August-Soplember, or EitifflAS ih AftCs there are the Aef. Chika performances Of 
ancient Drama which take place &I the archaeological Site 
September On the island or CoffU- there is a *ask of cricket matches with visiting 
foreign tearn$ 
September. on this island at 1111i there is a theatre festival 
211th October. National Anniversary 
24th December. Christmas Eve the d" when the yo, jngslers go round singing 
carols which in many districts are Sung by grown-ups as well 
31st December, on the Siena of Chips, the locai seaman carry 
round the town (they are as large as 23 metres long with bunting and lamps) 
singing Carols Peculiar to the island They all and up in the Central square where & 
parade lakes place and the four beef models win pnzes 
3191 Decoffilbor. The old yea, Closers 0 the restive atmosphere in *rich the Greek 
people welcome in the New Year Chicitilins voices again fill the streets as they 
Sing carols gifts are exchanged and the groan baLze table is brought out far fhaso 
who would like 10 try theif luck &I a game at tonturis 
Source: EOT, General Information About Greece, EOT, Athens, 1983 
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APPENDIX R 
MINERAL SPRINGS 
N. 1,6;. 
- I i=ýr; 7MMil x - -''Týý Individuals 
Department, Name of Kind of mineral spring using the spring 
B thin; s etc. effected 
-Municipality or 
Commune mineral spring : ---- 
i! 1981 . 1982 
ý 1981 1992 
'A r7wt-A it ica 
Bouxýr, Jvr, - Vou liagmen i .... 
Bo. I. YPt-, - voulla- AAýP,. -Tpwýxaý; C, 61kp-I '. "950 2.946 123 1-'5 60,9. is 
gmeni 
water spring. hyper- 
tonic 
'403i-Methana 
......... . 
Nli%--'Iethana Otpý'ý eu. ýXK 11.709 13.1.7,18; Sti 188.; vi 
Sulphureous brinel 
water spring, % arm 
A-pi'- AtSr,, ýýC-Loutra of ALII,, ýk 'AA-, y-k-Saline water i -6. -, -, 0 28L353 
1 3-, Oý'. 98 ' 392 Sig 
Aedipsos spring Aedipsos 
1 1 
)I ýbathing treatment) 
1 
Z. Xýp., -Zakharo ........... 
K. Ziq. ý (Io. ýpAtp- 78p, "Oýx - 6 101 6 196 96-375 94. -,; t 
ýkOtpirtLiz )j -SulphurateTbydrý 
-Kaiafas (bathing, gen saline water spring 
and drinking treat-I 
ment) 
K, ). Ii, -, q-Kylhni ............. 
K0. Ihvvj 'Tgp,, Oc,. ý 199 -, 9.11 r 
u rated hydro- -Sujp 
l 
Kyl-i gen saline water apnng 
lini (bathing inha-I I 
lations and nose rin-I 
sinp) 
Mý. Xilloc-llanolaa .......... 
Kou-jnOl-Kou- 'T8q. Xx. p,. ýXK 
noupelion I lydrochloride water - 
3pring 
Axy--gi-Lagada 
L ............. . 
4'2yýltiii ()'ou-; o9CP&- A.;. ý0ifV,, -Akrato- 4 5.386 58 S-'7 67, U)9 
=is) Lagada thermi - 
I 
(bath ing) 
KýO". C-Na"Ia 
Tllýet; C- Eie rthe rae ......... 
Kaedita%- Kardama 
-Lou tropighi 
Koqý, 01. c-K-twA. a 
A ...... i. - n Lou tra- ki-Perachora 
'E). "g9al-Eleftherse 'A),.. Am* xI. p. -pw 
X" 6&. "yi, -AIc&Jin 
saline water spring 
-is, I to'ýOgp. ýCLd . calins - sulphureous S.. _ spnng 11010 
I atiol 
and drinking 
ment) 
2,841 3 01", 30.490 
9.368 9ý 546 U4.7,75 
2.320 3.051 *75 641 
33 
ý 
2.2 
135.569 
84.890 
Source: E YE, Statistical Yearbook of Greece, 1983, E YE, Athens, 1984 
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Appendix R (continued) 
4-1 
-'0. ' '. -_, "; 
Dej4rtment, 
Municipality or Comm 
I 
'... of 
mineral spring 
-! Individuals I Bathings etcý Offec 
. 
ted Kind of injiteral spring 1, using the aprinp 
1981 ; 2982 2991 IM 
K'W-K 
......... 
h-ý(-ý-Kythn*3 
... 
S'8"P-j.; 389 -22 6,135 6.644 
Chalybeate acid ýater 
spring 
f6p. -So"'.. 
'Ayio, )ývp, yo-Aghios hirykos 'l-pi-Icaria ...... 
'Tnip%PjAoý P. 8-PTi,; 6.9-. 9 0ý1 112 
ý 
400 05.200 
-Radioactive super 
warm spring 
fiel,; -Serres 
......... 
N, yipl-N. grits 'AX.. )-i, 6t-M-Alca- 2,15 2 442 21 ý02-1 21 . 
512 
line carbonated waLer ý 
spring 
' 19L 52-1 28.8-16 30.058 Thermollyles-hallidromon v- - Thýrmopyles- 
j 
-; Lo u7o-SuIj, hurated 
hallidromon h %(Jrc)gen saline water 
spring, %varm 
l 
Kypivwv L,, ýp), wv-Kamcna K, jiva Dvpka-Ka- 1'48"vsfyi'ý 7. xwý'Pk 12A 12 1:. 395 1_10ý59U 174.956 
Yonfla mena Vouria o5 ; -Radioactive- t 
sa ine water spring 
M'st-61--plal. 'stolim .... cio., P, 'A)-Xxi,, k-nyý-AJ- 1 702 1-66-, 102.102 99.370 btp... L., caline sulpb,, reous 
ýk. I- Platiltonno spring 
(bathing drink- 
ing treatment) 
................ 
'T. ii"-lpati ....... 
. T8P-8c, oxk-PLoxTp, -4ýN 12 370 12 882 189.556 198.790 
ine water 
spiring 
[IT&: 'EAA, 7nxk 'Opym, up6; 7. vp, o,. o6. S-urco: Nwi.. l r.., i. t oq.. isau.. f G,.,,. 
Revised data. 
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APPENDIX S 
Category 
Luxury 
Class 'A' 
SO 
Oct 
ID1 
1E1 
Inns 
Category 
Luxury 
Class 'A' 
SO 
Oct 
Category 
Class 'A' 
IBI 
ICI 
Category 
Luxury 
Class 'A' 
IBI 
ICS 
IDI 
Note: 
Source: 
PRICE RANGE FOR TOURIST ACCOMMODATION, 1986 
(drachmae) 
PART A PRICE RANGE FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATION 
Sing le room Double room Three4b-edded room 
without with without with without with 
bath bath bath bath bath bath 
1180 1960 2020 2850 
1010 1730 1670 2410 
760 1220 1250 1550 - - 
680 850 890 1250 1280 1490 
580 780 840 1010 1150 1220 
500 660 710 1000 1000 1050 
420 550 590 720 820 880 
PART B PRICE RANGE FOR BUNGALOWS AND MOTELS 
Single room Double room 
3920 4710 
3450 4120 
2470 2780 
1700 2090 
One single 
Single and Two and two 
double room double rooms double rooms 
6670 7460 9420 
5850 6520 8240 
4000 4310 5550 
2930 3330 4180 
PART C PRICE RANGE FOR FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
One single 
Single and Two and two 
Single room Double room double room double rooms double rooms 
2920 3240 4460 4780 5990 
2150 2550 3390 3790 4630 
1690 1880 2560 2720 3370 
PART D PRICES FOR BREAKFAST AND DINNER 
(prices for one person) 
LOW Average High 
Lunch Lunch Lunch 
Breakfast or dinner Breakfast or dinner Breakfast or dinner 
200 720 210 840 250 920 
160 600 180 690 210 780 
140 520 160 600 180 680 
140 480 160 540 160 610 
120 440 140 510 160 570 
The price range defines the minimum prices. It is the policy of the 
National Tourist Organisation of Greece to leave free from restraint the 
maximum prices. They must not, however, exceed the maximum prices 
laid down for the hotels of the next higher category. 
EOT, Price Range for Tourist Accommodation I January 1986-31 
December 19869 EOT, Athensq 23 July 1985 
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APPENDIX T 
COST OF LIVING INDEX FOR SELECTED 
-CITIES, 
1981 
Tokyo 160.4 
Lagos 152.1 
Buenos Aires 146.5 
London 133.6 
Oslo 128.9 
Stockholm 127.8 
Helsinki 123.6 
Zurich 120.1 
Copenhagen 115.4 
Paris 114.7 
Melbourne 114.7 
Singapore 111.5 
Brussels 110.9 
Frankfurt 110.2 
Mexico City 105.8 
Athens 102.5 
New York = 100 100.0 
Dublin 100.0 
Madrid 98.8 
Rome 98.0 
Johannesburg 93.7 
Cairo 89.7 
Manila 98.7 
Toronto 87.5 
Lisbon 82.6 
Lima 77.1 
Source: BUSINESS INTERNATIONALp 23 April 1981, Geneva 
Taken from "Economic Postman". 30 July 1981t Athens 
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APPENDIX U 
RETAIL PRICE INDEX 
1980=100 
Country 1981 1982 1983 
Austria 106.8 112.6 116.3 
Belgium 107.6 117.0 126.0 
Denmark 111.7 123.0 132.0 
Finland 112.0 122.0 133.0 
France 113.4 126.8 139.0 
Germany 105.9 111.5 114.9 
Greece 124.5 150.6 191.5 
Ireland 120.4 141.1 155.8 
Italy 117.8 137.3 157.3 
Netherlands 106.7 113.1 116.2 
Norway 113.6ý 127.0 137.0 
Portugal 120.0 146.8 184.3 
Spain 114.6 131.1 147.0 
Sweden 112.1 122.0 115.9 
United Kingdom 111.9 121.5 127.1 
Source: CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY, West European Living Costs 
1984, CBI, London, 1984 
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APPENDIX V 
INVESTMENT INCENTIVE AREAS IN GREECE: TOURIST SECTOR 
For the purposes of the provisions of law 1262/1982 and in connection with hotel 
enterprises, hostels, rented apartments, camp-sitesp spas and winter sport centres, 
the country is divided into the following Areas: 
AREA A 
The prefecture of Attica (except the district of Troizinlaq the islands of Aegina, 
Spetsaig Hydra and the district of Kythera) and the prefecture of Thessaloniki. 
AREA B 
The islands of Corfu (except the area of Leukiml from the Messogis bridge to Kavos 
all along that part of the island)p Mykonos, Skiathos, Aeginag Spetsal, Hydra, the 
districts of Trolzinia, the districts Temenos and Pediada of the prefecture of 
Iraklionp the district Mirabello of the prefecture of Lassithl, the area of the town of 
Rhodes to a depth of 10 kilometres from the Prefect's office in the town and the 
town of Halkis of Euboea prefecture. 
AREA C 
The prefectures Boeotial Rethymnong Lassithil Arta, Trikala, Kozanl, Imathia, Eleia, 
Laconia, Messinial Preveza, Aetolia-Akarnanias Magnesia (except the Island of 
Sklathos), Larissa, Phthiotisq Phokis,, Euboea (except the town of Halkis), Corinthia, 
Argolis, Achaia, Plerlaq Halkidiklq Kavalap Arkadial Eurytania, Karditsa and 
Grevena, the remainder of the refecture of Corfu, the prefectures of Leukas, 
Cephalonlaq Zakynthos, Cyclades 
lexcept 
Mykonos), the remainder of Crete and the 
district of Kythera. 
AREA D 
The border prefectures of Thesprotlap Ioannina, Kastorla, Florina, Pella, Kilkis, 
Serres, Drama, Xanthij Rodopip Evros. The prefectures of Lesvos, Hlos, Samos, 
Dodecanese (except the town of Rhodes to a depth of 10 kilometres from the 
Prefect's office in the town). 
SPECIAL ZONES 
By joint ministerial decisionp special zones, within each area referred to above, 
which present an acute development problem in relation to the rest of the areat may 
be specified. Entrprises established within the boundaries of these zones may 
receive aid in the form of investment grants and of Interest-rate subsidy which 
apply to more favoured incentive areas, with the exception of enterprises 
established in zones of Area D, to which the incentives provided for Area D apply. 
Special zones may also be designated where specific programmes may be launched. 
Enterprises established within these zones or within the Hellenic Industrial 
Development Bank's Industrial Areas or zones or at EOMMEH handicraft centres and 
buildings of enterprises belonging to Local Government Organizations may receive 
such aid, in the form of investment grants and of interest-rate subsidy as Is given to 
enterprises established in an areap which, with regard to incentives, is more 
favoured than the area in which these enterprises are established. 
Source: ETBA, Investment Guide In Greeceq ETBAt Athens, 1983 
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APPENDIX W 
INVESTMENT INCENTIVES FOR TOURISM, Law 1262/1982 
BULGARIA 
CORFU 
KEFALONIA 
ZAKINTHOS 
SUBSIDIES IN % 
(,, nl for special A Up to 30 invy. stmonts) 
B 10-25 
C JIM 15-40 
1) M 20-50 
0 
SPORADES 
LESBOS 
of 
HIOS3 
SAMOS 
,,, w -4q* 
TUCUIP 
&-- AW-4 
CYCLADES 
DODECANESSE 
I 
db 
CRETE 
RODOS 
SOURCE: ETBA, Athens, 1985 
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APPENDIX X 
SPECIAL INVESTMENTS 
In Areas B, C and D. an additional grant of up to 15 percentage units may be allowed for 
certain investments made for any of the following specific purposes: 
(a) Protection of the environment by reducing soil, subsoil, water or air pollution. in- 
cluding also expensesforthe relocation of highly obnoxious plants or facilities from built-up 
areas to industrial or handicraft zones. 
(b) Substitution of energy produced from gas, treated waste, mild form of energy or 
reclamation of waste heat for oil or electrical energy. With regard to investments of this 
category the reduction of environmental pollution, as ascertained under the procedure 
determined by decision of the. Minister of Environment, is an additional condition for 
qualification. 
(c) Establishment or extension of laboratories for applied industrial or energy or mining 
research. 
(d) Production of goods and services of highly advanced technology. 
(e) Enterprises belonging to Local Government or Cooperatives. 
(f) Investments made by special institutions and laboratories of rapid rehabilitation for the 
employment of underprivileged persons as specified by the provisions of L. 963/1979; also 
investments realized by concerns in which underprivileged persons hold a majority Interest 
or by concerns employing mainly persons of this category. Classification in this category of 
concerns is made subject to the opinion of the Manpower Employment Authority (OAED) 
submitted to the Ministry of National Economy or to EOMMEH, as the case may be. 
In Area Aa grant up to 30% of the total size of the investment is allowed for investments 
referred to in the preceding paragraph, including investments by enterprises of Local 
Government and cooperatives. In certain cases of investments made by enterprises of Local 
Government and cooperatives, the grant may reach 35%. 
Investments realized by mining and quarrying concerns in any area quality for grants 
allowed to enterprises in Area C. except for those in Area D which come under the arrange- 
ments applicable to that area. 
Investments made by the following categories of enterprises, realized in any area, quality 
for grants and interest rate subsidies allowed to enterprises in Area D: 
(a) Farming, forestry, stock-breeding and fishing concerns of advanced technology. 
(b) Farming and farming-industrial cooperatives for Investment in mechanical equipment 
for sowing, cultivating, harvesting and packaging of farm products. 
(c) Shipbuilding and ship-repairing firms, floating dock and ship-breaking enterprises, 
coastal shipping lines of wide popular participation for the procurement of home-built new 
vessels or second-hand ones, provided their age does not exceed 7 years or for the conver- 
sion of second-hand ships. as well as fishing enterprises for the procurement of new 
home-built vessels. 
(d) Houses or buildings scheduled for conservation or characterized as traditional and 
converted into hostels or hotel facilities or workshops for the production of traditional 
handicraft products or handiworks (subject to the approval of the Ministry of Culture and 
Sciences or of the Ministry for Physical Planning, Housing and Environment and of the 
National Tourist Organisation or EOMMEH). provided that no more than three units of 
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Appendix X (continued) 
ownership are in the hands of the same person or enterprise. This restriction does not apply 
to Local Government Organizations or cooperatives. 
(e) Enterprises for the utilization of farm. industrial and town waste and refuse. 
A grant is allowed for the expenses of relocation from Area A to Areas B. C and D or for 
relocation to special zones. The percentage of this grant is equal to the maximum percen- 
tage of grant allowed in the area of relocation, increased by 15 percentage units. In other 
cases of relocation of enterprises, the percentage of the grant for relocation expenses is 
equal to the percentage of ordinary investment allowed in the area of relocation. 
Source: ETBA, Investment Guide in Greecep ETBA, Athens, 1983 
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APPENDIX Y 
ROAD PROJECTS IN GREECE, 1983-87 
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APPENDIX ZO) 
PhD STUDY 
EOrS MARKETING OPERATIONS IN EUROPE 
(May/June 1985) 
DATEMME: 
OFFICE LOCATION: 
INTERVIEWEE AND RESPONSIBILITY: 
-405- 
1. OFFICE BACKGROUND 
1.1 History, i. e. when it started operation 
Where 
How many employees 
1.2 Current Size 
Employees (nos. ) 
Office organisation 
1.3 Which of the following best describes your office's main activities? 
Disseminating information 
Organising PR exercises 
Retailer/distributor (Tour operator/travel agent) 
Any other 
-406- 
2. PERFORMANCE (Focus tourist product) 
How successful has it been over the last five years in .................... ? Criteria 
used to measure success? 
2.1 Tourist arrivals and market share 
2.2 Tourist receipts 
2.3 Do you consider your office performance to be 
Unsuccessf ul Successf ul 
12345 
COMMENTS: 
-407- 
MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
3.1 Give reasons why EOT entered this market 
3.2 Mention the key trends in your market 
3.3 The overall market growth rate in .................... has been in the last 
Five Years 
% p. a. (tourists) 
Ten Years 
p. a. (tourists) 
% p. a. (tourist expenditure) p. a. (tourist expenditure) 
3.4 What is the expected growth rate over the next 
r7luga vgbmre 
% p. a. (tourists) 
Ten Years 
p. a. (tourists) 
% p. a. (tourist receipts) % p. a. (tourist receipts) 
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4. STRATEGIC OB3ECTIVES 
4.1 Did you establish specific marketing objectives? If yes, name them. 
4.2 Tick the most appropriate growth/market share strategy of your office? 
W Aggressive growth 
(ii) Def ensive 
(ill) Dominate market 
(iv) Maintain position 
(v) Prevent decline 
NO Other 
4.3 How important to EOT and the ..................... office was achieving a 
good growth and market share performance? 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
COMMENTS: 
-409- 
STRATEGIC FOCUS 
5.1 How would you describe your focus in relation to the following. (Rank 
each in order of importance: I= important. ) (Rate: I= Unimportant, 
5= Important) 
1 
(i) Enter newly emerging market segments 
0i) Enter segments already established in the 
market but are new to your organisation 
(ill) Focus on low price and improved quality 
(iv) Expand market by converting non-users of 
product 
M Expand market by creating new uses for the 
products 
(VO Winning share by beating competition 
(vii) increasing usage rate of tourist product 
5.2 How would you describe your focus? 
PUSH Winning dealer (tour operators and travel agents) 
support in order to promote Greek tourism 
PULL Appealing direct to tourists in order to create 
preference 
BOTH Equi-balance focus 
-410- 
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE 
Would you say the following describe the strategy of EOT and your office as: 
(I = No; 5= Yes) 
1 
6.1 Identifying key factors for success in the 
tourist industry and then inject resources 
where EOT can gain strategic advantage over 
competitors 
6.2 Concentrating upon forms of tourism that 
are not competing directly with key 
competitors 
6.3 Concentrating upon those areas where 
Greek tourism has an advantage over 
competitors 
6.4 Using unconventional strategies that 
upset the established order in the industry 
6.5 Developing significant new product groups, 
e. g. sports tourism, conference tourism 
-411 - 
CUSTOMER TARGETS 
7.1 What are the main tourist segments in the ....................... market? 
7.2 How do you segment the ......................... tourist market? 
7.3 Name the tourist segments you appeal to: 
7.4 Are the ..................... tourists socially and economically 
Down-market Up-market 
12345 
7.5 Is tourism in Greece seen more as meeting 
Basic needs Luxury needs 
12345 
For tour operators and travel agents 
7.6 Are your intermediaries, in terms of performancep relatively 
Less profitable More profitable 
12345 
7.7 Is tourism in Greece seen as meeting 
Basic needs 
at a low price Superior needs 
12345 
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8. COMPETITOR TARGETS 
Who are your major competitors in order of rank? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8.2 Is competition in your market 
Unaggressive 
345 
Highly aggressive 
8.3 Which of the following are your 4 major competitors concerned with? (In 
order of rank) 
(1) 
PR exercises 
Product quality 
Low prices 
Advertising/pro motion 
Ef f icient distribution 
Any other 
Countries 
(2) (3) 
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DIFFERENTIAL ADVANTAGE 
What is Greek tourism's USP or differential advantage? 
9.1 What are the major benefits you offer the target customer segment? 
9.2 Which is the main advantage you have over competition? 
9.3 How does competition view the tourist benefit? 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
9.4 Tour operators and tourists see Greek tourism's advantage over 
competition as: 
Similar to 
others Superior 
12345 
9.5 Name the differential advantages of your main competitors. How are 
they viewed by tourists? How important are they to the clients? 
-414- 
10. MARKET/OFFICE STRATEGIES 
0 
How would you describe your office in relation to the following Q= Not at 
all; 5= best) 
10.1 When does your office enter markets: 
2345 
Initiate market 
Early in the PLC 
During the growth stage 
Late growth or maturity stage 
10.2 Marketing stengths: 
12345 
Strong in stimulating primary demand 
Strong at product differentiation 
Strong in segmentation and positioning 
Strong at PR exercises 
10.3 Financialresources: 
12345 
Easy access to capital 
Large quantities 
Small quantities 
-415- 
11. MARKETING MIX 
How do the following marketing mix variables compare to your competitors' and how 
important are they for your performance? 
I Tourist product policy 
W Tourist product quality: 
Inf erlor Superior 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
(11) Tourist product range: 
Narrower Broader 
1- 234 '5 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
11.2 Tourism pricing policy 
(i) Tourist prices: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant 
345 
Important 
'Extras' off ered f ree or at low cost (e. g. f ree boat tickets between 
islands): 
Smaller Greater 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
-416- 
11.3 Tourism advertising and promotion 
Advertising: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
(10 Personal contacts: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
(iii) Promotion: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant 
123 
Important 
(Iv) Public relations: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant 
123 
Important 
-417- 
11.4 Tourism Distribution Network 
Distribution network effectiveness: 
Worse Better 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
Tour operator/travel agent % margins: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
(Ili) Tour operator/travel agent service/support: 
Smaller Greater 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
(iv) Creation of a Greek charter company: 
Less More 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
COMMENT ON ANY UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM: 
-417- 
11.4 Tourism Distribution Network 
Distribution network effectiveness: 
Worse Better 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
GO Tour operator/travel agent % margins: 
Lower Higher 
12345 
Unimportant 
7 
Important 
Oll) Tour operator/travel agent service/support: 
Smaller Greater 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
GO Creation of a Greek charter company: 
Less More 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
COMMENT ON ANY UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM: 
-418- 
11.5 Client service/support 
Tour operator/travel agent service/support: 
Worse Better 
12345 
Unimportant 
T 
Important 
(ii) Tourist service/support: 
Worse Better 
12345 
Unimportant Important 
T2345 
11.6 Rank in order of importance the marketing mix variables that can 
. achieve overall growthand market objectives 
Product 
Price 
Advertising and promotion 
Distribution 
Client service/support 
-419- 
12. FUTURE PROBLEMS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Are the following likely to be in the future: 
Market Share 
Smaller Greater 
12345 
Prof itability 
Weaker Stronger 
12345 
The .................... market for EOT is expected to be strategically 
Less important More important 
12345 
Focus 
More on low prices More on value 
12345 
Customer tareets 
Dif f erent Similar 
1 2 3 4 5 
Competition 
Weaker Stronger 
1 2 3 4 5 
Dif f erential advantage 
Worse Better 
1 2 3 4 5 
Product quality 
Less important More important 
1 2 3 4 5 
Price competitiveness 
Less important More important 
1 2 3 4 5 
Fi Advertising and promotion 
Less important More important 
1 2 3 4 5 
Distribution effectiveness 
Less important More important 
1 2 3 4 5 
Client service/support 
Less important More important 
1 2 3 4 5 
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13. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 
13.1 How is the ......................... office split? 
13.2 Would you say the nature/character of your office and EOT is: 
(i) Hierarchical Inf ormal 
GO Fixed organisation 
1 
1 
Ad hoc 
Gli) Top down 
communication 
dominant 
GO Formal 
communications 
predominate 
(V) Organisational focus 
on many key values/ 
business goals/ 
objectives at a time 
1 
Jumbled 
communication 
Inf ormal 
communications 
predominate 
345 
Organisational 
focus on a few 
important 
key values 
345 
13.3 Relationship between your office and EOT: 
(i) Who, in your office, is responsible for reporting to EOT in Greece? 
How frequently? 
Comments: 
GO Is the .................... office responsible for decision making with 
regard to marketing Greek tourism in .................... ? 
Not responsible Responsible 
12345 
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14. STAFF TRAINING 
(i) Does your office view staff training as: 
Unimportant Important 
12345 
GO Rate the following in relation to the type of training undertaken in your 
of f ice 
(a) Early, on-the-job training 
(b) External training 
(C) Internal training 
(d) Regular training 
(e) Training only when needed 
1 
-422- 
15. PLANNING 
Rank in order of importance the type of planning and rate each one of them 
2345 
Formal long-term plans (e. g. 5 year plans) 
Formal medium to short-term plans 
(e. g. 1-3 years) 
Explicit but informal statements of goals 
No formal plans 
Any other: 
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16. CONTROL 
(i) Does the .................... office employ a control procedure? 
Which of the following procedures do you employ in order to achieve 
marketing objectives? 
(a) Periodical (monthlyv quarterly, yearly) formal assessment of 
market share 
Unimportant 
345 
Important 
(b) Specify standards which are used as yardstick to measure success: 
Unimportant Important 
1234 
(C) Any other 
Unimportant Important 
1 
COMMENTS: 
-424- 
17. INFORMATION 
(i) Do you employ a marketing intelligence system? Explain. 
(ii) Marketing information flows through the office via 
Formal, i. e. exchange 
of memos and written 
reports 
1 
Informal, verbal 
communications or 
through meetings 
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18. GOALSIVALUES 
Apart from goals like tourist receipts, growth and market share, are there any 
other values/goals you considered important to you, to the ............. and 
to EOT in general? 
18.1 How important are the above goals/values? (Rank if there are more than 
one goal/value stated above: I= most important; 5= least important. ) 
Value/goal Ranking 
18.2 How would you regard the .................... office personnel's understanding 
of, and commitment to, the objectives/strategies and values of EOT? 
Low High 
12343 
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19. MISCELLANEOUS 
1 19.1 How often do you meet other Directors of NTOG abroad? 
19.2 Do you know what they do? (Special policies or problems they have). 
Do you keep in communication? 
19.3 Do you get feedback from the surveys carried out in Greece? 
19.4 Does your off ice have any problems in dealing with the ............... 
market? 
19.5 Do you see any opportunities in the .................... market that EOT is 
not taking advantage of? 
19.6 How can you improve your effectiveness? 
19.7 Are there any difficulties in promoting such a vast number of tourist 
destinations? 
19.8 If popular destinations in Greece are fully booked well in advance, 
would EOT in Greece ask to prom ote/recom mend other destinations? 
Any dif f iculties? 
-427- 
19.9 Do you follow the marketing strategies and tactics of other f oreign 
NTOs in .................... ? 
19.10 Tourist profile: What type of tourist goes to Greece from ............... ? 
If you were briefing an advertising agency, what brief would you have 
given them? 
19.11 Which media are mostly used by the GNTO in .................... 
TV 
Radio 
Posters 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
Other 
19.12 How often do you 
Advertise 
PR exercises 
Attend exhibitions 
Sales promotions 
-428- 
19.13 Do you carry out any market studies in .................... ? 
Yourselves 
Employ market research agency 
Which one: 
19.14 Do you use any forecasting techniques? 
19.15 If you had to choose a forecasting techniquev which would you use? 
Quantitative Causal model building 
Time series (exponential smoothing) 
Qualitative Delphi technique 
Morphological analysis 
19.16 If you were to construct an econometric model explaining demand for 
foreign tourism in Greece, would you choose: 
an overall causal model for all countries, or 
a causal model for your own market? 
19.17 What causal variables would you use? (Rank in order of importance) 
National income per capita 
Cost of travel 
Relative cost of tourism 
Advertising 
Public relations 
Any other 
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APPENDIX ZOO 
NATIONAL TOURIST ORGANISATION OF GREECE: OFFICES ABROAD, 1985 
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 
Greek National Tourist Organization 
SI-57. Pitt Str. Svdnev. N. S. W. 2000. Tel: 2411 6U4 
Telex: 25.209 
AUSTRIA 
Griechische Zentrale FOr Fremdenverkehr. 
Kammer Ring 5.1015. Wien, 
Tel: 525.317/8. Telex: 111.816 
BAHRAIN 
Greek National Tourist Organization. 
Canoo Bldg., 5th Floor. Manama. 
Bahrain. Tel: 246 623,232.643 Telex: 9329 
BELGIUM 
Office National Hell6nique du Tounsme, 
62-66. Bld, cle l'impdratrice. 
1000. Bruxelles. Tel. 5130.206.5132.712, Telex: 
CANADA 
Greek National Tourist Organization 
1233 de la Montague 
Montreal O. C., H36 1Z2 Ou6bec 
Tel. 8711.535. Telex: 60.021 
DENMARK 
Det Graeske Turistbureau, 
Vester Farimagsgade 3. DK 1606. 
Ki5penhagen. Denmark. 
FINLAND 
Kreikan Vaftion Matkailutoimist 
150, Roobertinkatu 3-5 C 38. 
Helsinki 12 - Finland 
FRANCE 
Office National Hell6nique du Tourisme, 
3. Avenue de V Opdra, Paris 75001. 
Via L. Bissolaii 78-80.00187. Roma, 
Tel. 4744 249.4744-301. Telex: 611.331. 
b) Ente Nazionale Ellenico per it Turismo. 
Piazza Diaz 1. Ang Via Rastrelli, Milano. 
Tel. 8W. 470.860.477, Telex: 313 685. 
JAPAN 
Greek National Tourist Organization 
No 11, Mori Bldg, 2-6-4 Toranomon, 
Minato-Ku. Tokyo 105. 
Tel. 5035001r2. Telex: 2225.529. 
NETHERLANDS 
Griekse Nationale Organizatie Voor Toerisme. 
Leidsestraat 13, Amsterdam. 
Tel. 254 21213. Telex: 15 465. 
SPAIN 
24.044. Oficina cle la Organizacion Nacional de Tunsmo Griego, 
Torre cle Madrid Princesa 1.28 Floor No 1, Madrid. 
Tel. 2484.889 - 2484.890 
SWEDEN 
Grekiska Statens TuristburA. 
Grev Turegatan 2, Box SnEl, 
10246, Stockholm 5. 
Tel. 211.113,203.802.208.061. Telex: 10. "3. 
SWITZERLAND 
Griechische Zentrale fOr Fremclenverkehr. 
Gottfried Kellerstr. 7,8001 ZQrich, 
Tel. 2518.4871M. Telex: 57.720. 
UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND 
Greek National Tourist Organization 
195-197. Regent Str. London WiR 8DR. 
Tel. 7345.997, Telex: 21.122. 
Tel. 2606.534.2606.575.2605 022. Telex: 680.345 
GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC 
A) Griechische Zentrale für Fremdenverkehr. 
Neue Mainzerstr, 22,6 Frankfurt/Main 1. 
Tel. 236.5= Telex: 412.034. 
b) Griechische Zentrale für Femdenverkehr. 
Pacellistr. 2.8000 München 2 
Tel: 222.03516. Telex-. 528.126. 
ITALY 
a) Ente Nazionale Ellenico per il Turismo. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
a) Greek National Tourist Organization 
645, Fifth Avenue, Olympic Tower, 
New York, N. Y. 10022. 
Tel. (212) 4215.777. Telex: 66.489. 
b) Greek National Tourist Organization 
611. West Sixth Str.. Los Angeles. 
California 90017, Tel. 6266-696. Telex: 686.441. 
c) Greek National Tourist Organization 
168. North Michigan Avenue. Chicago. 
Illinois. 60601. Tel: 7821.084. Telex: 283.468. 
Source: PHILOXENIA, Athens, 1985 
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APPENDIX Z(iv) 
Canada 
USA 
THE MAJOR TOURIST GENERATING COUNTRIES FOR GREEK 
TOURISM, 1984 
Finland 
Norway 
woden 
Dam A 
UK 
2 
France 
6 
3 
ftevoll 
A 
Japan 
Australia 
KEY: lAustria 2Germany 31taly 4Netherlands SSwitzerland 6Yugoslavis 
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APPENDIX Z(v) 
RESEARCH ABSTRACTS IN TOURISM 
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1229850 
PPIVe to open up Yugoslovis. 
Yugoslavia: The tourist authority has pinpointed the major tourist areas an which 
It will be focusing Its attention, with the main thrust at luring family tourist* 
away from the cheaper European resorts. In 1984- 7-2 million tourists visited the 
c ountry, lured by a favorable exchange rate. cheap food and accommodations and the 
efforts of the national airline JAT to hold Its prices down. The tourist board is 
also Oming to open up more of the country for holiday use, with 85 percent of 
tourists staying in coastal resorts at present. 
Focus July 1985 P. 34 
1224824 
Tourism's ch8fige of scenario. 
Austria: Needs to position Itself In the European tourism market and promote with 
precisely targeted advertising. since tourism is Austria's biggest service 
Industry. The Austrian National Tourist Office ;a attempting to inake the country a 
more popular summer holiday venue for young people. with Its 'Behind the scenes' 
campaign In the International press. Its strategy Is to provide a basis of 
recognition among opinion leaders. 
Focus Juno 1985 P. 49 
1224466 
M8pket PesefPch: B111logs iR 1984: 00 PW 88d Jow MUCA. UK: NOW Pesespej 
S8PVIC# $81ts by #SIP. 1984 flJKl joill . 
Consumer goods firms 
food S soft drinks 26.3 
health I beauty 9.5 
household goods 5.0 
alcohol 11.1 
other household 3.9 
tobacco 2.5 
other consumable 2.5 
Other clients 
media 11.9 
advertising 7.7 
pharmaceuticals 6-3 
public svcs 6.0 
vehicle makers 5-1 
retailers 4.8 
financial 4.1 
Industrial 3.7 
tour & travel 3.6 
govt 2.7 
Times, The A&Y 31.1985 P. 17 
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1172647 
Kopes [conomic Inditotors: foreign tourists. 
S Korea: Foreign tourists spent a record $670 million In 1984. UP 12.4 Percent 
from 1983. according to Korea National Tourism. S Koreans traveling abroad spent 
$570 million, up 2.7 percent compared with 1983. The number of foreign tourists In 
Korea in 1984 rose to 1-3 million. up 8.6 percent compared with 1983 while Koreans 
traveling abroad totaled 490,000. 
Asian Wall Street Journal January 28,1985 P. 10 
1170016 
puebec tourism boost. 
Canada: A 5-point plan will make up the C$12mll marketing program to boost 
tourism to Quebec. Activities will include development of new markets in southern 
and north-central US for Quebec tourism; promotion and prospection bidding for 
international conventions In Montreal and Quebec Cityl emphasis on hunting and 
fishing In the Japanese. US and European marketsl development of Interprovincial 
package tours, particularly for Quebec and Ontario. from France and the UKI and 
marketing of special, particularly international, events. The cost of the 5- year. 
C$100 million campaign Is being funded by the Canadian government and the Quebec 
government. Some C$35 million will be spent to develop and promote downhill skiing 
areas; C$50 million will be used to develop major tourist growth projects; and C$3 
million will be used for feasibility and market study administration. 
Marketing February 25.1985 P- 1,3 
1163688 
Col seeks tourism rush. 
The California Office of Tourism Is seeking to boost the state's tourist business 
with a $3 million. 5- month ad campaign. In terms of tourism growth in 1983. 
California dropped to lost place In the US with a 10 percent decline. Nationally, 
tourism was up the some percentage. Tourism Is a $28 billion Industry In 
California. creating 500.000 jobs and generating $1 billion In state tax revenues. 
The 10 percent drop In the number of visitors to the state In 1983 eliminated 
15,800 potential jobs and cost $762 million in lost tourist expenditures. according 
to the state's Department of Commerce. The campaign marks the first time California 
has attempted to lure outsiders to the state and remind residents they can vacation 
without crossing state lines. Them*d 'The Callforniss. ' the campaign's approach Is 
designed to emphasize the state's diversity. The concept Is Identical to the 
business ad campaign begun earlY-1985 to draw businesses to the state. Print ads 
and TV commercials will break In 12 regions. promoting distinct areas of the state. 
Advertising Age March 18,1985 P. 20 
1160611 
oplafon: Tpovey sad toupism-th spostest POSOUPCOS. 
Travel and tourism sales comprise 7 percent of the US GNP. generating $22.5 
(cont. next Poo*) 
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billion In federal. state and local taxes in 1982. The travel/tourism Industry 
employs I out of every 15 people In the work force. and supports 2 other jobs for 
every travel Industry job. By 2000. travel/tourism will employ 20 percent of all 
working people. Tourism represents major business to most states. falling in the 
top 10 employers In all 50 and In the top 3 Places In 39 states. The lodging 
industry represents some 25 percent of all travel/tourlsm employment. HP James, 
chairman-CEO, Sheraton, and pros. American Hotel and F%otel Association, presents 
other data about the industry's benefits, and views the association's 1985 
promotions. 
Notion's Restaurant News February 18,1985 P. 8 
1157370 
Tourism Receipts Rose 5% Lost Yest- in Mester# Natfoas. 
Western World: Tourism receipts In industrial countries rose 5 percent In 1984 
compared with 1983. according to the OECD. The increase was attributed in part to 
the strong US dollar that led to an Increase In American tourism to OECD countries. 
Wall Street Journal 3 Star. Eastern (Princeton. NJ) Edition harch 8,1985 P- 35 
1125063 
ropeign toupists stoy home. 
The foreign tourist market continued to decline in 1984, robbing American hotels 
and restaurants of more than $46.4mil In revenues, according to preliminary figures 
from the US Travel & Tourism Admin (USTTA). The US' declining share of the world 
tourism market was further affected by the sharpest Increase ever recorded In the 
number of American citl2ons traveling abroad. In 1984,27-1 sill Americans traveled 
to foreign destinations. repritsenting a 10.2% Increase. or 2.5 all travelers. over 
1983- If those travelers spent an average of $697/trip. as USTTA figures Indicate 
they did in 1983. the loss to tourism-dependent businesses In the US amounted to 
almost $19 bil. Travel associations. Individual hoteliers, tourism analysts and 
economists say the situation will only get worse. 9 Bromberg, mktg committee chran 
for the American Hotel & Motel Assn. said the US had 13% of the world tourism 
market In 1976. and currently has 10.6%. She said that If present conditions 
prevail, the US 'almost undoubtedly' will go below 10%. Tourism observers say a 1% 
drop in market share represents a $1 bil drop In revenues. 
hation's Restaurant News January 2.1985 P. 4 
1114138 
NALAYSIA: Nsloysfs's Slumplag Toupiss Zodustpy Flounders Retween Speed. good 
sease. 
Malaysia: Some 2.8mll tourist* visited Malaysia In 1983, up only 4% vs 1982, 
according to the Tourist Development, the chief public agency responsible for 
developing tourism. Growth In 1984 Is expected to be no more than 5%. contrasting 
with average growth of 9-10t/yr In 1974-81- The slump In the tourist Industry has 
caused hotel occupancy rates nationwide to fall 15%+ In the past 4 yrs, and 
hundreds of trav*l-related workers are out of jobs. Govt officials blame greedy 
(cont. next page) 
(&ALM 
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hotels. travel agencies and airlines with creating the Impression that Kalaysis I$ 
a tourist rip-off. The slump Is also affecting Aalaysia's economy. as planners have 
been counting heavily on rising tourism receipts to help offset meager gains In 
commodity exports. Tourism brought in around A$1.24 bil ($518 ail) In 1983, making 
tourism Malaysia's 7th-largest source of foreign exchange. Income from tourism is 
expected to rise 29% to nearly MSIA bil in 1984. mainly from improved 
tax-collection methods. The Kalaysian tourist industry Is described In detail. 
fAslan Wall Street Journal November 26.1984 P. 4 
1113060 
Bleve"t de It p"SonneVe camping soigneWes frafirsis em VICRAC831. rp8nee: 
Tompist lodging m8rket skires M. 
1982 1983 
Hotel 6.2 5.4 
Rented lodgings 15.5 15.1 
Parents & firends 34-8 36.2 
Camping & caravans 22.6 21.0 
Other 7-4 9.1 
Source: Official des terrains 
ILSA (Libre Services Actualltles) October 26.1984 P- 97 
Language: French 
1072129 
AUSTRALIAINEWHAIAND: DevoWtion Seem As Tonrist Boassis for New Zeslopd. 
New Zealands Tourism marketers will stress the country's recent 20% currency 
devaluation in an effort to attract visitors. According to T Staniford, pros. 
National Travel Assn, the aim is to get more people Into the country for a vacation 
that costs less; the Japanese honeymoon market should get a big boost from the 
weaker Now Zealand dollar. According to C Patton, dir. Tourist & Publicity Dept. 
700-000 Japanese marry/yr and 80% go overseas for their honeymoon. In FY8A 
ended-3/31,519,000 tourists v; stod New Zealand. of which 224.000 were from 
Australia. Australians represented a 3% tourist growth from 1982 vs a 20% Japanese 
growth of 35.000 tourists In 1983- Won-Japaneso Asian tourists also rose 20% to 
22.500- 
Asian Wall Stroot Journal JulY 30.1984 P. a 
1068972 
Toopist p8p. 
Canada: Tourism Is a $18bil Industry which Is stagnating due to weak capital 
Investment. outdated facilities. high prices and a tremendous Image problem. 
Increasingly. Canadians are spending their holiday* outside the country, mainly in 
the US. In the lst-qtr 1984. about 1-3 sill overnight tourist* came to Canada. but 
almost 3 oil Canadians went abroad. 80% to the US. The result was a lst-qtr travel 
deficit of $1.4 bil vs $1.1 bil In the same period of 1983. The plight of Canada's 
travel industry reflects the poor perception of the country's Image. employment and 
(cont. next page) 
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value-cost aspects. Canada needs about $4 bII/yr irk new tourism Investment in the 
next decade if It Is to be competitive with the US that offers 'more and better' 
everything. Canada will spend $20 mil in 1984 to advertise In the US, about 2X the 
amount budgeted in 1983, However. spending more on advertising will not cure 
long-term woes. Some of these problems are structural and can be corrected only 
through a combination of govt policy Initiatives and a more aggressive 
private-s*ctor approach. G Campbell. Tourism Industry Assn of Canada (TIAC). 15 
attempting to overcome the Industry fragmentation but is frustrated by the fact 
that federal and provincial govts tend to work independently of the Industry and of 
each other In tourist promotion. sometimes even at cross-purposes. 
Canadian Business Ragazine August 1984 P- 69-74 
1058849 
Nexica#l 70apist ladustpy stpagoles mith Ristag ppites, lärbop Problei03. 
Mexico: Tourism prices rise, discouraging foreign visitors. Hotel, restaurant and 
airline prices have risen faster than the country's galloping Inflation In the 
first 4 wo of 1984. prompting well-to-do Mexicans to travel abroad. Mexico's oil 
boom had led to an overvalued currency and overheated economy, which increased 
demand from Mexicans. but made hotel rooms and manufactured goods too expensive for 
foroignersi In the lost 18 mo tourism operators have been trying to adjust to a 
reversal In the economy. Mexico was unprepared for the rush of visitors after the 
devaluation of the peso In late 1982; service plummeted and overbooking at hotels 
was widespread. There was a 26% Increase In foreign visitors In 1983; 6% growth Is 
expected this year. Tourist revenue will rise 17% to $1.9 bit In 1984. 
Wall Street Journal 3 Star. Eastern (Princeton. NJ) Edition JulY 27,1984 P. 22 
1055066 
OS RIPORT: geiri38 of ir ispd gase. 
American Tourister pushes its soft luggage with soft-sell advertising. The new 
ads are In contrast to the firm's previous advertising. which featured a gorilla 
thumping American Tourlster luggage to demonstrate its durability. Although 
hard-sided bags once dominated the, market, they now account for only 30% of the 
business. 
Focus nay 1984 P. 35 
985943 
Morld: A tourists's guide to life In 23 c0iintirles is presented, witi date 
including key economic indicators ISOP, Inflation. unemployment. cost f 11 
PPirste Pep-Copits Consumption, t8joS, auto owpopsilp and pion# owRersilo); s', 
'c*f8Ii 
fodicators fedecotion. population density and frowti P: t: s. marriage and divorce 
pates. and suicide Potts); coltopol indicators (lit P Cy. TV set oweepskip. 
jewspoper Peshrsfip, movie tiostep ie: sfty, number of fop; fpn visitors, per-capita 
alcohol coosomption, etel; Jeolti i dicstors; climatic adiestops; sod political 
Indicators. 
The 23 countries (US. Japan, W Germany, France, UK, Italy. Canada. Australia. 
000935 
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Sweden, Spain, Switzerland, Saudi Arabia. Israel. Kenya. USSR, Hungary. Aexico, 
Brazil. Bahamas, Singapore. India. China. and Sri Lanka) are compared an the basis 
of these indicators, and foreign journalists rate living In each. 
Economist January 6,1984 P- 53-59 
985265 
Notteplonds: Pock8ged holldoy m8pket stores by mojop 
operators. 1982 M 
Holland Intni 11.0 
Ark* 6.0 
Shell Vrij Uit 6.0 
Do Jong Intratours 4.5 
Hotelplan 4.5 
Belair 4.0 
D Tours-Evenementen 4.0 
Nockermann 4.0 
Transalpino 4.0 
NRV 3-0 
CAD 2.5 
FTS 2-5 
Others 44.0 
Source: EIU *sttmates based an trade Interviews 
Marketing In Europe Aar 1983 P. 53 
976272 
M INPOPO: Citl8S 3t#dy Astriesa m8rkethig iletiodS to Ottroct cosvestioss #ad 
sibibitions. 
Tourism Is one of the liveliest sections of the marketing six. but It can be 
affected. by factors such as wars, currency changes. political upheaval and the 
price of fuel. The most stable sector of tourism Is the conference trade. as a 
reputation for understanding conferences assures a steady flow of business for a 
city or country. The top conference cities In 1982 were Paris. London and Geneva. 
Among countries. the leader was the US. followed by France and the UK. The market 
for meetings of all sorts has become Increasingly competitive and In many 
countries. convention bureaus offer a subsidy for each foreign delegate attracted 
to a sizeable event. Aost US cities have their own convention bureau, a trend which 
has not spread to Europe where the burden Is handled by tourism offices. Europeans 
are concerned about US tax legislation that discriminates against US citizens who 
wish to attend overseas conventions. Canada, nexico end Jamaica have been exempted 
from these rules, and Europeans are asking for equal treatment. 
Typically, European cities chase business with a marketing six that Includes 
print. audio-visual presentations. data exchange with competitors. limited press 
advertising and a lot of direct mail and door-to-door canvassing. Public relations 
has been underutilized in spite of Its high potential. Article examines how several 
European cities go about drumming up convention business. 
Focus November 1983 p. 21,23 
000936 
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966105 
Afflel'icsfi 70UPisttr MOSMOIS its 1199898 8s 8 more styllsk product. 
Following extensive market research, AT recognized that today's traveler wants 
more stylish luggage without giving up quality. durability and value standards that 
have been synonymous with AT products for more than 5 decades. The new ad campaign 
for the fashion luggage revolves around the slogan, 'Beautiful on the outside. 
American Tourister on the Inside. ' 
Marketing & Media Decisions November 1983 P. 38 
936372 
Dipect mopketifig Jos becolot a viable tool for travel marketimp. 
Tourism is one of the top 3 Industries In 39 states- Senior citizens spent $50 
bil on pleasure travel in 1981. or 80t of total pleasure travel expenditure that 
year, although they accounted for only 17.5% of total US travel. State travel 
offices have budgeted $42 mi) for 1983 advertising, mostly for direct-response 
campaigns. Ragazine inserts will be placed by 30 states In 1983, a 69t Increase. 
Only 19 states plan TV campaigns In 1983- and 22 states will spend an average 
$66,600 on radio. vs 30 states SP " Ing an average $99.600 In 1982. 
An advertiser must first identify the destination's traveling 'season' and the 
market segment most likely interested In visiting It. The company will then design 
a package to fit that market--in terms of price, tour length. etc. The key Is to 
define the audience and only then to create the product. There are 3 types of 
travel packages. offered to people In 3 distinct age brackets: The 18-30-yr-olds. 
young travelers who can be identified through 'fashion-type' lists. Second are the 
30-50-yr-olds who take their families 200-500 mi. This segment aims for amusement 
parks and scenic sites. especially to entertain their children. To reach this 
group. seek 'kids' lists. and got a geographic select to pull out the audience 
living within the client's area. Lastly. the ovor-50a have more money to spend and 
also accrue more vacation time. Thus. they take cruises or longer package plane 
tours. This group Is hardest to reach. but the most profitable because It can move 
further away and overseas. 
ZIP August 1983 P. 19,22+ 
923784 
The tp8v#l fadistpy should teflop its prodact to tie now attitudes of todsr's 
tpavelep, accopifiog to speakers at a Tptv#l A Tourism Research Assm coRfspeoce. 
Travel Is now viewed as a necessity rather than merely a luxury by many people; a 
decline in conformity has eliminated the rigid standards set by age. Income and sex 
and has opened up the market; a change In status and novelty needs has traded brand 
loyalty; concern Is growing for quality. which Is not necessarily associated with 
price; a renewed Interest In the home by baby boomers presents now challengesl 
there has been a tempering of the classic American optimism and the consumer Is 
becoming a smart shopper In response to the changing economic climate. 
A more complicated approach to travel Is developing as People think. plan and 
strat*gize. Guidelines for potential destination development Include: 
Identification of factors that contribute to tourism; Identification of 
opportunities--destinatlon areas. meeting facilities. entertainmentp wator-basod 
(cont. next page) 
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recreation and others; and Identification of potential touring zones--touring 
circuits. historic, Industry, agriculture and scenic. five steps a marketer must 
take before Introducing a product Include: Identifying via market research the 
pocket of demand not currently being satisfied; Identifying people with innovations 
and providing support; evaluating technical and financial feasibility. Identifying 
alternatives; having a primary leader adopt product and identify it as priority; 
and avoiding development by committee. (Travel S Tourism Research Assn news 
release) 
News Release for further information apply to company indexed July 5.1983 P. 1-4 
923780 
Travel marketers con focrem visitersAlp to 8 variety of destlRotions wfth 
3hDPPifig'S POWtPfEl tO&i'i$t OPP881. 
A study conducted by WE Kent of Georgia State U and published by the Travel 9 
Tourism Research Assn has Identified shopping as a universally popular travel 
activity that may be the key to Increased tourism, with virtually untapped 
promotional value. The dollars spent by visiting shoppers significantly impact the 
economy, and travel advertisers and marketers should capitalize on this 'tourist 
attraction' by promoting shopping opportunities In travel brochures and advertising 
campaigns. The study. undertaken to develop information about the preferences and 
behavior& of visitors to the Atlanta area. rated Atlanta tourist attractions 
according to visitors from Jacksonville, FLj Birmingham. AL; and Cincinnati, OH. 
While shopping was not often listed as the primary reason for visiting Atlanta, It 
was almost Invariably mentioned when tourists were asked what they actually did 
during their visits. For Jacksonville and Cincinnati. shopping at a mall was the 
most popular tour; st-related activity In Atlanta. With data combined for all 3 
areas surveyed, shopping ranked as the most Popular activity among all 
tourist-visitors interviewed. Shopping expenditures totaled 18% of a 
tourist-visitor's total expenditures. The visitors reported spending more on 
shopping than on restaurant meals. Study results can be extended to areas beyond 
Atlanta. (Travel 4 Tourism Research Assn news release) 
News Release for further Information apply to company indexed June 20.1983 P- 1-5 
920096 
Switzerlsod: Jod a total tourist balaace of SwFI3. Sbfl IN 1982 vs SwF13.1bil is 
1081. 
Tourist spending In Switzerland fell to SwF7.8 bit vs SwF7.84 bit. while Swiss 
tourist spending abroad rose 4.61 to SwF5.5 bit vs SwF5.26 bit. The consequent 
surplus fell 10.9% to SwF2-3 bit vs SwF2.58 bit. Tourist nights fell by 3-3% to 
76.5 oil va 79-07 mil- The country had a trade deficit of SwF 5.4bil In 1982. 
Financial Times (London Edition) MY 6,1983 P. 6 
840563 
Tic re 8 sons wkr people tpfvtl #Ed the activities they engage is wille away are 
varied, oCcopd1mi to a stodr kjr Kpomer Associates sad V811#1 fop## Isfor-matiom 
Smice. 
(cont. next page) 
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Just over half the sample agreed that they would rather spend their time and 
money on travel than on almost any other activity. The single most frequently 
mentioned vacation activity was sightsesing. with 66% of respondents agreeing 
strongly with the statement 11 love sightsecing, l and another 25% agreeing 
somewhat. Ranking a close second was travel for rest and relaxation with 64% 
agreeing strongly that they travel primarily for that reason and another 17% 
agreeing slightly. Other motivations explored In the study Include weather 
(considered a primary factor in deciding where to go by 63%). activity (54% prefer 
active vacations like golf. tennis or skil; ng) and education (52% travel primarily 
to learn about other people and other parts of the world). 
Of respondents. 75% said they would rather take three or four short vacations 
than one long one, while nearly the same percentage agreed with the Statement. 
'When I travel, I want to get to my destination as quickly as possible. ' Some 71% 
agreed with the statement. 11 usually take lots of photographs when I travel. * A 
majority (60t) of frequent travelers disagree with the statement. . 11 travel first 
class all the way-transportation. hotels, restaurants. etc. ' The sample Is almost 
evenly divided among those who like to plan details of the trip and those who 
don't* They are also equally divided between those who like to travel with & group 
and those who do not. Release includes survey results In table format. (Kramer news 
releas*)Contact A Kramer, ex*c VP. Kramer Assoc. 223 Valley Dr. Yardley, Pa 19067 
(215)736-0430- 
News Release for further Information apply to company indexed November 1982 p. 1-3 
832230 
Mexico: A rigorous odreptfstap and marketing c8pp; 1#8 to lure tourists will be 
launched by the Mexican Notl Tourist Council. aimed a assuring Americans that tit 
situation is Mexico Is tranquil and that v8c8tfoas are cheaper now them tiny were 
is 1981. 
Although foreigners entering Mexico currently must declare how much non-Mexican 
currency they are bringing into the country. they do not need to convert their 
currency into pesos at the point of entry. About 80% of Mexico's tourism traffic Is 
from the US. with major markets Including the Northeast. Southwest. Midwest and 
California. The message that Mexico Is 'normal' and vacations are cheaper will be 
aimed at these areas. Packaged tours will also be emphasized more In the marketing 
strategy. 
Advertising Age October 25.1982 p. 12 
821186 
Competitloo stiffm I't Of collforfils toorlst fadestry. 
The San Francisco Convention 9 Visitors Bureau soy$ total tourist volume declined 
4.7% In 1981 from the previous year. the second consecutive year of decline. 
However. Income increased by 5.3%. Competition from outside the state and the 
national recession are the main two factors for the drop In tourism. Los Angeles 
had a record year In 1981--more than I nit convention members spent over $400 oil 
in the city. A trend toward smaller meetings and shorter trips has developed. 
lColifornis Business August 1982 p. 82-87 
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814951 
7he bottle fop shom of tit soft-side luggoge m8pket is firsiog op. 
Soft-sided luggage currently accounts for more than 65t of all hand-luggage sales 
in the $I+ bil industry. Although American Tourister and archrival Samsonite are 
the leaders in sales of hard-sided luggage. they have a much smaller share of the 
larger and highly competitive soft-sided markets where imports play a major rate. 
American Tourister is introducing its Soft-Tech luggage collection and adding to 
Its soft-sided Associates and Cross Country lines that art meant for the traveler 
who prefers to travel light. In spring 1982. Samsonite introduced a new print and 
TV campaign announcing a luggage line, 'The Survivor. ' positioned as a highly 
durable but soft line. Each of the companies will spend about $5 mil in advertising 
their products. (article contains little further Information) 
Advertising Age September 13- 1982 p. 22 
806450 
Steady opowti it th tpovel Ifidust" is ovor for th foposetoble f8tope. Red 
tPRvO RoPketers ond analysts ope seekimp Aow wors to stody mopkets oAd foptcast 
vocotion tp#v#l sctivity. 
In 1981. vocation travel Increased 14% over 1980 for the full year. but below 
1979 levels during several months. Americans took nearly 350 oil vacation trips 
during 1981, and 740 mil 'person-trips. ' counting each Individual, according to the 
National Travel Survey conducted by the US Travel Data Center. Cars are the most 
common way to travel. accounting for 85% of all vacation travel In 198). Commercial 
airlines were selected as the major mcWe of transportation for 11% of all vacation 
person-trips. Vocations In 1981 averaged nearly 800 round-trip miles and 5-7 nights 
away from home. Nearly half of all travelers stayed with friends and relatives 
while away. 
Those In higher Income, educational and occupational groups tend to travel sort 
on vacation than the less affluent. While families with annual Incomes of $30.000 
or more comprise about 23% of the population. they take over 40% of vocation 
person-trips. Families with annual Incomes below $10.000 account for only 10% of 
total vocation travel. although they represent more than 20% of the population. 
People in the prime travel ages of 25-64 accounted for 59% of vocation travel In 
1981. but comprise only 47% of the population. Only about 1/3 of all vocation trips 
were taken by those under 25, who make up 41% of the population. Those 65 yrs and 
older comprise about 11% of the population but take only 8% of vocation 
person-trips. The most active vocation travelers are those 35-44. a group that was 
0% more likely to take a vocation trip during 1981 than the average US resident. 
#American Demographics August 1982 P. 32-37 
784733 
Ties 
y 
loop-temy vothok for business and plessire tp8vol is Jealtkr. OccapdImp to 
offict S of tit I/$ Tp8v#l Onto Center. 
Although technology will trigger now developments In travel marketing through the 
1980S. social changes will cause industry growth. Research Indicates that 
Individual vacation trips will Increase 4% in summer 1982 and nights away from home 
will rise 611. The South Is proj*cted to garner 25% of 'the market. generating sore 
(cont. next page) 
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vacationers than any other reglong the Knoxville. Tenn. World's fair Is the main 
cause for the heavier than normal traffic. The Northeast, West and Midwest fall 
behind the South In share of the vacation market. According to preliminary 
research. the Great Lakes region will have a 9t Increase in the number of people 
planning vacations and an 11% drop in vacation Inflow. 
Marriott Hotels pres A Durbin predicts positive trends for the hospitality 
Industry, claiming that business travel will increase, with meeting and convention 
business particularly strong in the decade ahead. New technology Is expected to 
spur new marketing developments In the hotel businesal Computers now used solely 
for accounting purposes will be programmed for tracking 'no shows. ' recording 
frequent customer preferences and Identifying repent customers. Better weather 
forecasting technology will allow travel marketers help customers select vacation 
time and place. Marriott estimates that female travelers will account for 25-50% of 
all business travel by 2000. 
Advertising Age June 28,1982 p. 20.82 
768328 
7091'iSR #Ad PtIRtOd 38PVIC#S SiOUld #Of R if# bOOSt fJ'0AI ChOPIP #83 #Ad t8l 
cots, wilej siould spur V-8vel pleas despite jigi I'vemploymeet. 
RA Gough of Data Resources sees a 1% rise In real disposable Income in the 2nd 
qtr and a 7-5* Jump in the 3rd qtr. which should result In an Increase In the miles 
traveled during 1982 from 1.14 tril in 1981. AAA reports that requests for 
Triptiks--travel routing designed by AAA--will exceed 1981's level by 12%. Others 
expecting increased business Include the Natl Park Service, Disney World and 
Disneyland and Flaotwood M. 
husiness Week Industrial Edition MSY 17- 1982 P. 28.29 
733638 
Vacationers ore seekiag the best travel package for their nosey. 
People are looking for packages with uniqueness. Package deals that allow people 
to combine their avocation with a vocation are growing In all segment* of the 
travel Industry. Word-of-mouth recomendations, ads In selected consumer and buff 
magazines and newspapers' travel sections seem to be the most common advertising 
vehicles for special Interest package vacations. Several plans which offer 
vacationers special Interest deals for those Interested In running. golfing. 
riding. photography or eating are described. 
#Advertising Age April 12.1982 p. P%26-A27 
753632 
Today's tpnsleps opt younger. mope sophisticated #ad lookisp for ispgaijis. 
The state of travel affairs began to change In the mid-1960s. when wide-body-let 
aircraft first appeared, and airlines created a host of promotional fares. of which 
low-cost youth fares became the most popular. The large amount of younger travelers 
visiting abroad dramatically affected the once-prevalent belief that overseas 
travel was a once-in-a-lifetime experience. because travel I$ no longer perceived 
(cont. next page) 
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as a privilege. but a nearly sacred right. the question now is not whether one will 
travel. but rather when. where and how to achieve the highest possible quality of 
experience. Travel advertising and information has been refined and redesigned to 
strike the desired response from the new breed of travelers. who demand a much more 
practical and qualitative orientation. The use of electronic media to dispense 
travel information and complete travel-related transactions Is growing. Travel 
agents are concentrating Increasingly on business and commercial travelers. The 
strong demand for more practical. functional date will require that cable networks 
develop more specialized travel programming for their upscale. mobile audience. 
lAdvertising Age April 12.1982 p. MILM14 
750947 
HOW: Tie AF8Fk8tlR9 CA814099 Of 3811ID9 80881118P tOMPISt d#Stfb&tfonS is 
considered by R l#ul#j#imea of Swedish ScAool of lcopomics A Bustmess Adnim 
IN#Islfiklj. 
W European tourism has been stagnating for the Past 30 yrs. especially travel 
within Europe. Most travel marketing now focuses an foreign destinations, and 
should follow the classic Innovation curve--initiation. growth. stagnation. 
saturation and decline. Laulaja; nen's research focuses on how to promote 'exotic' 
destinations to Finns. The main channel used to market tourist& services Is 
advertising, Including booklets. mostly to well-defined professional segments. The 
author considers various ways that Finnish travel agencies can determine what trips 
to offer. A survey among a relatively small sample considered various destination 
and customer characteristics. The Finnish respondents named Hawaii. Japan. Nepal. 
Mexico, Kenya, and Thailand as their favorite destinations. The average destination 
profile was similar regardless of whether respondents had high or low preference 
for the destination, but the level was more favorable among the those naming a high 
preference. Travel agencies shouldt Record the amount of actual travel made and Its 
relationship to age. family status and disposable income. etc. to see how much a 
propensity to travel Is carried through; undertake lifestyle marketing, especially 
considering the poor porfamance of demographic variables In the sample; and 
research eventual market segments for size and acceptance ability. Ways to 
accomplish the lifestyle marketing approach would Include establishing a 
relationship between destination preferences and lifestyle statements; establishing 
relationships between lifestyle statements and some measurable variables easily 
determined; and finally linking the measurable variables with country preferences. 
lEuropean Journal of Aarket; ng Issue 07,1981 P. 68-80 
734562 
TPRvel fiviffstpr tpeods will effect Peve8tion, bus 8Rd outo IfidIstpits, 8ccordifif 
to 8pticl#s presested 8t tie 1982 Tp8v#l Outlook form. 
The $200 bil recreation Industry will profit from Increased demand by American 
consumers for leisure activities. Growth will be most prevalent In boats. 
recreation and off-the-road vehicles, ski resorts. campgrounds and snowmobiles. 
Growth In travel Inside and outside the US will be minimal. Although travel to the 
US will be depressed due to recessionary and weakened currency trends, the 1982 
World's Fair In Knoxville. Tenn. Is expected to attract many foreign travelers. 
Reviews for the 1982 bus travel Industry are mixed. for Intercity bus companies. 
(cont. next page) 
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the number of passengers and miles will drop more than 2% and net operating 
revenues will drop 20%. Charter. tour and special service bus lines will see net 
revenues rise 34% and will profit from lower rates. sophisticated marketing 
campaigns, better service and Increased use by certain demographic groups. Although 
the US auto rental industry will see little growth. profit margins will be retained 
by vigorous cost control programs. Success depends on airline passenger volume. 
Rental rates are not expected to Increase appreciably. The auto travel Industry 
will profit from price stability and availability of gasoline, and limited 
household vacation budgets. For households planning 1982 vacations. 78% will use 
the family car for the longest trip (up from 68%. in 1981). and 75% of those trips 
will be taken In the spring and fall. 
Marketing News March 5,1982 P. 6 
728667 
hPool: TAe touPist ladustp), k8d 8 PoOP 1981 8nd iS Rot optholstic 8bout 1982. 
The number of tourists visiting Israel foil 3t to 1-13 mil foreigners in 1981. 
foreign exchange Income from tcwrist trade Is estimated at $900-930 all In 1981 
with the hotel trade accounting for $320 all. Hotels and accommodation totalled 
25,939 rooms with 54,268 beds end-1981, sufficient for 1.6 oil tourists/yr. There 
Is a particularly large overcapacity In the 4-5 star hotels. mainly aimed at US 
tourists. The govt plans financial aid of $30-32 mil to improve marketing. Some go% 
of the tourists come by air and charter flights raised their share of tourist 
transport to 25% In 1979-81- 
Nachrichten fur Aussenhandol February 10,1982 P. 5 
Language: German 
727734 
A model ti; t, predicts votstiOR travel is tic PS NP to 6110 18 OdYsIct AS$ bass 
developed by A 95 Travel Bata CORUP (M#3hi#gt*#, BCJ. 8 RORPPOfit OPOSRIMIDE 
fop travel sad tOUP13AP POSSSPCI. 
The predictions are based on data frcxo the center's monthly Natl Travel Survey. 
which Interviews a sample of over 1.000 Americans concerning their travel plans. 
Questions Identify the demographic characteristics of all people In the proposed 
travel party. not just those of the respondent. The model's predictions are more 
reliable for some groups than others. and Is only useful for short-term forecasts 
because so many variables Influence people's travel plans. 
American Demographics March 1982 P. 9 
719384 
Psychogr8phics 8re more hopoptant tJ8# demoppaphics is tp8vel sopketiol. 
WH Johnson Jr. president, Quadrant Aarketing Counselors Ltd (New York. NY). warns 
that people travel because of need. rather than because of their age. income or 
educational levels. In the past, travel firms have relled almost exclusively on 
demographics. Instead. marketers should concentrate on meeting specific needs of 
specific types of travelers; people In a hurry on business trips have different 
(cont. next page) 
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needs than those traveling for pleasure In a leisurely fashion. Johnson Identifies 
10 types of travelers: the carriage trade who went a change of scene rather than 
style; the comfortableS, the largest group who seek social and psychological 
comfort; venturers, who seek the new and different; adventurers. who seek risk, 
danger and the unknown; the Inners, the jetsetters who travel to S place because of 
who goes there; the buffs. who travel because of hobbles or interests; those who 
travel because of such facilities as jogging tracks and saunas; the outdoorspeople 
who go camping, hiking. birdwatching. etc; the restless. senior citi2ens. and 
others who travel for something to do; and bargain hunters. who can afford to 
travel but compulsively seek the best deal. 
Marketing Times February 1982 P. 55 
667222 
US travel picture is 1981 is bleak as Inflation #ad high emepgy costs take their 
toll. 
According to the US Travel Data Center. travel In 4th qtr 1980 declined 16% from 
the previous year. and the downward trend Is not expected to bottom out until later 
irk 1981, with stronger recovery likely In 1982. US major airline carriers posted 
losses of $200 mil In 1980. the worst year In aviation history. Jet fuel prices are 
expected to double by 1985, and rates will be higher than In 1980 by 1984. However, 
travel by foreigners in the US gained by almost 11% in 1980, outnumbering US 
citizens traveling abroad for the first time since 1945. Foreigners spent $12 b; I 
in the US In 1980, and an increase to $14 mil Is expected In 1981. Growth from 
overseas markets will slow, but an increase In every market Is expected. US Travel 
Service feels that 1981 will mark the first time that the balance of payments In 
travel receipts will exceed US travel expenditures In foreign countries, with 23-7 
will foreigners visiting the US In 198). fewer Americans are traveling In the US. 
however. Nonetheless. people are taking more frequent short vacations, and the auto 
remains a popular transport medium, since as gas prices have risen, so has fuel 
efficiency. Prime US travel markets are the two-income households without children. 
affluent over-45s. businesspeople and blacks. Travel trends In the trove) 
Industry's major segments--airlines. hotels/motels and motor coaches--are reviewed, 
and same key market strategies are examined. 
Iftarkating Communications August 1981 P. 15-17 
644758 - 
M lot-opt: Tool-Ist-IndEstry officiols expect 1981 to be a #:: dey#8p fol, tafriss, 
end they opt fighting Competition from the VS. which is 8 1# xPeRsive Vocative 
lend. 
Holiday packages are selling very well--even better then 
fast 
year--in Europe, 
particularly In Spain. Greece and Portugal. according to a Thomas Cook Ltd 
spokesman. To regain the tourist business that has been slipping away to the US. 
several European tourism agencies are planning special regional promotions. and 
pushing traditional tourist attractions. In the UK. the royal wedding It expected 
to draw millions of visitors; Italian officials say Post-carthquako shock Is 
subsiding; Switzerland is coming off a record winter season for ski resorts; Spain 
hopes its currency depreciation will offset the negative effect of terrorist 
killing$. Prospects for the season In the UK, France, Spiln, Italy, Switzerland, V 
(cont. next page) wan= 
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Germany and Scandinavia are examined. 
#Wall Street Journal 3 Star, Eastern SP edition may 6.1981 P- 31 
621919 
Publications of the worldwide troyel fndustPv. which ore directed to travel 
8 gency personnel, tour Operators, tPoosportstion COMPOR), execatives. sales &goats 
and service personnel, transportation volume users, govepAsent tourism officials, 
recreation directors, and various firms that provide service to the travel industry 
in general, #PC listed. 
Compilation Includes region or country, publication title. Issues per year. 
circulation. type area, and US representative or contact. Spclal taxes and 
commissions are noted. 
Advertising World January 1981 P. 18.19 
580617 
AIPIIAeS Sod Other tP#V#l COMPORW rethink their Marketing Strategies after 
joint pressures of deregulation Rod imflotfoo tPomsforiv their toduStpleS. 
Airline deregulation Is causing widespread rlpples--in travel agencies. hotels, 
rental cars, credit card use and many other aspects of travel and tourism. Travel 
has boon Increasing for years. but double-digit inflation threatens to Cut off much 
discretionary travel. just as cutthroat competition Is reshaping the market. 
Psychographics hold the key to success In the now travel Industries and five major 
lifestyle trends should be Incorporated Into marketing strategless the search for 
self-fulfillment. the need for simplification and convenience. demand for luxury 
travel. desire for people-to-people and service aspects of travel. and demand for 
truth in sales promises. four major consumer groups will be using air transport In 
greater numbers: dust Income couples, blue collar workers (who now have the Income 
and want the trappings associated with white collar people). older 'empty nesters', 
and women traveling both for business and pleasure. 
IMarketing Communicatlons August 1980 P- 17-21 
562061 
Notels #ad Mouls worry about feel OV8118jility 8 ad deepeffol PerossfoR. both of 
wife# sojr keep Anerfeam families off tie roads IS someep 1080, #ad col? d spell 
major disostep for tie fmd#stp),. 
The chains are conducting a stunning array of consumer research that appears to 
Indicate that Americans are going to take their vocations regardless of how such It 
costs. Many respondents sold they had not traveled In 1979. feel that 1981 will be 
worse, and that cons*quontly they will go no matter what In 1980. Holiday Inns 
Systems (Aamphis, Tenn) leads the Industry with a 16% market share. Ramada Inns 
(Phoenix, Aria) Is No 2. with 4-51; Best Western International (Phoenix) follows 
close behind. Holiday Inns reports that about half of its summer business is 
families and pleasure travelers. In summer 1979. HI had sold 65 oil room nights 
while turning away another 20 oil In the same period. Consequently, the chain Will 
not spend much of Its $12 oil 1980 ad budget In the summer season. Should the 
(cont. next page) 
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situation change, Hl has ad strategies ready to grab business from the others. 
Ramada is taking a more aggressive approach built around a 'Family Inflation 
Fighter' campaign that Includes direct mail and newspaper coupons and other 
discount plans as well as ads. Ramada will spend at Its $3.2 nil/yr level. while 
local units will spend another $3-5 Will on summer promotion. Another chain, Days 
Inns, with 308 units mostly cast of the Mississippi, will stress its economy rates. 
The budget will be $1 sill for summer 1980. up from $0.8 all In 1979- 
Advertising Age Asy 12.1980 P. 38 
558565 
ha frond $to: Efteway to the Orient is the focls of this issue's Monthly section 
on tpsvel end Persofisl intel-ests. 
Information about convention sites and planning resources Is given. The city's 
cable cars. designated as a national landmark in 1964. are profiled along with 
other transportation methods and popular eating sites. A list of dos and don'ts are 
Included; most importantly. the city should be called 'Son Francisco. ' not 
'Frisco. ' 
lindustry Week (formerly Steel Magazine) April 28.1980 P- 77-80 
428134 
lComometrig modoys coil predict buyer Intention$ 18 stoill times, hot cisfiff 21 
conditions require more coref#7 monitoring of buyer Intent. according to R Curtis 
of the Survey fieselpej Cefit#p. Univ of Nichigoo, spooking before tie Ottows 
lCoosdsl Notlopol Copitol Choptep of the Americto Mirketing Assn IANA1. 
Buy I ng intention studies are most predictive for those product groups which 
involve large discretionary and plannid expenditures (such as autos. household 
durables. vocations and not Installment loan iextenslons). Since specific product 
purchase Intentions occur only relatively late In the planning process. purchases 
for which little planning takes place will provide a similarly small advantage in 
forecasting. ' Curtin discussed the problem of predicting tourism. The Industry 
locks an objective and comparable unit of measure. which makes It difficult to 
forecast results. as does as the log between the intention to buy and the actual 
purchase. (The time log varies widely according to the cost and the product/service 
Itself. ) 'The key to survey measurement Is change over time. ' said Curtin. 'The 
absolute level of buying Intentions for any given Item can be affected by a variety 
of factors Included In the survey design. The measured change over the prior 
period. however. Is free of these design effects because they are hold constant 
from one survey to the next. ' 
Aarketing News MOY 19,1978 P. 10 
395785 
The wopld tpovol lodust" Is ejosimed extemsfrely fA 8 SePies of ortleles. 
Changes In the world travel business are reflected In that while all is not wall 
with the US market. the UK and many Europeans are optimistic about 1978- 
(Cont. next Pao*) 
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Such an increase would Include a 
990 mil Increase in holiday tourism and a 
630 mil jump In business and conference tourism. 
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357146 
Sweden bad 2,119 hotels, holiday cabins, and hotels with 128,700 beds Is 1978, 
according to the Swedish National TONP131 OffiCO. 
The 2.119 establishments between them catered for 16.3 mil overnight stay$ in 
1976.52% of total capacity. Swedish guests dominated, with a 79% share, dropping 
to 72% during the Ray-June holiday season. 
S\IP-Newsletter from Sweden MY 27,1977 P. 5 
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